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2A b s tra c t
Spatial neglect is a multi-component neurological syndrome, with the deficits including losses in 
awareness, attention and exploration towards the contralesional side of space, most commonly 
after right-hemisphere stroke. Neglect does not invariably affect just a fixed portion of space, but 
instead can be modulated by stimulation and task demands, including attentional factors. This 
thesis examines how aspects of neglect may be modulated by top-down task manipulations; or 
bottom-up stimulus factors; or by interventions, such as prism adaptation, that may have 
potential therapeutic benefit. The experiments show that varying top-down task-demands can 
substantially modulate neglect as revealed on cancellation measures similar to those commonly 
used in diagnosis. Specifically I show here that awareness for items towards the left space in 
cancellation tasks can be significantly modulated by just changing the task goal, and thus by 
directing the patients top-down attention to different aspects of the same stimulus displays. 
Prism interventions are found to improve awareness in neglect patients for certain tasks and 
stimulus types, but not others. Moreover, prism after-effects in neglect patients are found to be 
much larger when measured by subjective straight-ahead rather than open-loop pointing indices, 
which may be of importance for future studies of therapeutic impact from prism adapatation. 
Exploratory anatomical analyses indicate that this impact may also depend on the brain areas 
lesioned. Finally, using the phenomenon of extinction (a related sign to neglect) as a paradigm 
case of cross-modal modulation of awareness, the neural correlates of awareness or of 
unconscious processing were investigated by means of fMRI, in a patient with cross-modal 
extinction of left touch by right vision that affected perceptual sensitivity itself. This revealed that 
extinction and awareness do not correlate solely with activation within particular brain regions, 
but also relate to functional coupling between brain regions. These studies demonstrate various 
aspects of awareness that can be compromised following brain injury in neglect patients, and 
some of the factors that can modulate their awareness.
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Introduction
1.1. An Introduction to Spatial Neglect and Related Disorders
Introduction
Spatial neglect is a common and disabling syndrome after stroke, described by German 
neurologists over a century ago (e.g. Loeb, 1885; Oppenheim, 1885; Poppelreuter, 1917; 
Zingerle, 1913). Due to its frequent and disabling nature, neglect poses a significant challenge 
for neuropsychological research and rehabilitation and has been in the focus of the 
neuropsychological literature for many years, offering researchers a potentially unique window 
for studying how the normal brain represents space, attention, awareness and action and how 
these and other processes may be disrupted selectively by brain damage.
Many right-hemisphere stroke patients may exhibit neglect acutely, reaching up to 80% in 
some reports (e.g. Stone et a l, 1993). Moreover, up to 30% of such right-hemisphere cases 
may still show persisting symptoms of neglect after three months (e.g. Cassidy et al., 1998). 
Neglect is a debilitating condition in everyday life and has been identified as a negative 
prognostic factor for functional outcome after stroke (e.g. Buxbaum et a!., 2004; Gillen et at., 
2005; Kinsella & Ford, 1985), with neglect patients typically being more impaired than patients 
without neglect on measures of disability, and having longer rehabilitation hospitalizations (e.g. 
Katz e ta l, 1999), in several reports.
Spatial neglect is now generally considered to be a multi-component syndrome, with 
striking aspects (but not necessarily the only contributing component deficits) including losses of 
awareness and of exploration towards the contralesional side of space (see Buxbaum et at., 
2004; Driver et a l, 2004; Heilman et a l, 1997; Karnath, Milner & Vallar, 2002; Mesulam, 1999; 
Vallar, 1998). Neglect patients may fail to acknowledge the existence of contralesional stimuli, 
and may even neglect contralesional parts of their own body (e.g. Adair et a l, 1995) or of 
mental representations, as during mental imagery or spatial memory tasks (e.g. Bisiach & 
Luzzatti, 1978; Marshall & Vallar, 2004). For example, they may eat only from the right side of 
their plate, apply makeup only to the right side of their face, or fail to notice someone 
approaching from their left side. When exploring a scene, their eye, head, body and hand- 
movements may also fail to be directed towards leftward elements (Fame et a l, 2003; 
Fruhmann-Berger & Karnath, 2005; Hornak, 1992; Karnath et a l, 1998; Marotta et a l, 2003). 
These patients often have a striking absence of insight into their deficits for the affected side, 
especially in the acute stage (sometimes referred to as anosognosia; Heilman, Barrett & Adair, 
1998; Marcel, Tegner, Nimmo-Smith, 2004; Vallar, Bottini & Sterzi, 2003). In the longer term, 
they may acknowledge that they might miss things on the affected side, yet continue to do so.
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This striking lack of awareness for the left space can also be apparent in many simple 
paper-and-pencil tests that are often used in bedside clinical assessment (e.g. Wilson, 
Cockburn & Halligan, 1987). When asked to search for and mark multiple targets on a page (or 
a computer screen), neglect patients may cancel only those towards the ipsilesional side (e.g. 
Albert 1973; Gauthier, Dehault & Joanette, 1989; Halligan, Wilson & Cockburn, 1990). When 
bisecting a horizontal line, they may err towards that side (e.g. Ishiai, Furukawa & Tsukagoshi, 
1989; Marshall, 1998; Schenkenberg, Bradford & Ajax, 1980), and when drawing from memory, 
or even copying a picture (with the visual information always available to them), they may omit 
details from the contralesional side (e.g. Friedman, 1991; Marshall & Halligan, 1993). Figure 1.1 
shows typical examples of neglect patients’ performance in several standard paper-and-pencil 
clinical measures, including letter cancellation, line bisection, figure copying and drawing from 
memory, where a deficit for the left side of space can be clearly seen.
Figure 1.1. Examples o f neglect performance in several tests typically used in clinical practice. A. and B. 
drawing objects from memory, C. Figure copying where the original figures can be seen on the left and 
the patient’s copies on the right, D. Line bisection example and E. Letter cancellation example, a ll 
showing a dear bias towards ipsilesional right space and neglect for left space.
D
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Various aspects of neglect can arise even when all primary sensory and motor cortical 
areas and projections remain intact, and therefore in the absence of any primary sensory or 
motor deficits (Driver & Mattingley, 1998); although such low-level deficits might exacerbate 
neglect if also present (Doricchi & Angelelli, 1999; Doricchi, Galati, DeLuca, Nico & D'Olimpio, 
2002). Moreover, neglect may not only affect the visual modality, but it has also been shown 
that, in some cases at least, neglect-like deficits can affect almost all sensory modalities (vision, 
audition, touch, proprioception, even smell; see Bellas, Novelly, Eskenazi & Wasserstein, 1988; 
Heilman, Watson & Valenstein, 1993; Mesulam, 1981; Pavani, Ladavas & Driver, 2003; Vallar, 
Guariglia, Nico & Bisiach, 1995). For example patients may heglect sounds from sources 
located on their left and tactile stimuli applied on the left side of their body. Furthermore, neglect 
may affect imagery and/or memory aspects (Heilman, Watson & Valenstein, 2002), as in the 
famous example of Bisiach and Luzzatti (1978) where patients were asked to describe from 
memory the highly familiar (to them) Piazza del Duomo in Milan, first from one mental viewpoint 
(e.g. as if facing the cathedral) and subsequently from the opposite viewpoint (e.g. as if with 
their back to the cathedral). Patients were found to omit left-sided details in their descriptions 
with respect to the current mental viewpoint, although they included those details in their 
descriptions when assuming the opposing point of view (i.e. when those details fell on their 
imagined ‘right’ side; See also Meador, Loring, Bowers & Heilman, 1987).
Due to the severely debilitating nature of the neglect syndrome and its high frequency of 
occurrence after stroke, several approaches have been developed over the years for the 
possible treatment of selective components (see for reviews Barrett etal., 2006; Bowen, Lincoln 
& Dewey, 2002; Luaute, Halligan, Rode, Rossetti & Boisson, 2006; and Manly, 2002). One of 
the most recent and apparently promising approaches involves the use of adaptation to 
rightward deviating prisms (e.g. Fame etal., 2002; Frassinetti etal., 2002; Maravita etal., 2003; 
Redding & Wallace, 2006; Rossetti etal., 1998; Rossetti & Rode, 2002), which will be discussed 
in more detail later on.
Neglect anatomy
Most commonly, the full-blown neglect syndrome arises after major strokes, involving the 
middle cerebral artery territory, although neglect after posterior (see e.g. Bird et a!., 2006; Mort 
et al., 2003; Park et a!., 2006) or anterior cerebral artery strokes (e.g. Klatka, Depper & Marini, 
1998) is also possible. Neglect is predominantly seen after right hemisphere damage, although 
it can be also less frequently observed after left hemisphere damage, in which case there is a 
reported tendency for the symptoms to be less severe and more transient than those observed 
after right hemisphere damage (see Hillis, 2006; Stone et a!., 1993). Although neglect can arise
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after lesions in various cortical and subcortical sites, the most common areas of damage in 
neglect, as identified by comparing the lesions of patients with and without neglect (as assessed 
on standard clinical tests; although further cognitive fractionation may be required), have been 
suggested to involve the inferior parietal lobe and perisylvian areas, with the angular and 
supramarginal gyri (Brodmann areas 39 and 40) as the most likely candidates (e.g. Mort et at., 
2003, but see also Heilman et at., 1993; Leibovitch et at., 1998; Perenin, 1997; Vallar, 1993; 
Vallar & Perani, 1986). Other studies, have however suggested that the critical site for neglect 
may include the superior temporal cortex (Karnath et at., 2001; 2004), although this has been 
contested (Mort e t at., 2003). Areas frequently associated with neglect as revealed by such 
recent anatomical studies (Karnath eta !., 2004 and Mort eta !., 2003) can be seen in Figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2. Brain areas potentially associated with neglect as revealed by the lesion subtraction method. A. 
Results from Mort et al. (2003) identifying the angular gyrus as a key area for neglect. B. Results from 
Karnath et al. (2004) alternatively identifying the superior temporal gyrus as a crucial neglect area. The 
colour scale in both images indicates the areas that were most frequently found damaged in neglect as 
compared to non-neglect patients (as diagnosed by clinical tests), with areas coloured towards yellow 
corresponding to areas damaged in more neglect patients.
Although parietal and/or temporal damage is predominantly seen as associated with 
clinical neglect, restricted damage in the right ventral frontal lobe has also been shown to 
occasionally lead to neglect (Damasio, Damasio & Chui, 1987; Heilman & Valenstein, 1972; 
Husain & Kennard, 1996, 1997; Vallar & Perani, 1987), apparently consistent with findings that 
such anterior sites might form part of an integrated circuit with more posterior brain sites. Perani, 
Vallar, Cappa, Massa, and Fazio (1987) demonstrated that neglect following frontal damage
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may involve remote metabolic effects on parietal structures. Corbetta et at. (2005) have recently 
shown using fMRI that perisylvian damage, leading to ipsilesional bias and reorienting deficits 
associated with unilateral neglect, may correlate with abnormal activation of structurally intact 
ventral and dorsal parietal areas. Moreover, Corbetta and colleagues showed that gradual 
neglect recovery over time may correlate with increase and rebalancing of functional activity in 
surviving parietal cortex. These data, along with some other studies, importantly suggest the 
involvement in neglect of a functional circuitry encompassing frontal, and parietal areas and 
possibly subcortical structures also (see Figure 1.3). The classic Sprague effect (see Lomber & 
Payne, 1996; Lomber, Payne, Hilgetag & Rushmore, 2002; Rushmore, Valero-Cabre, Lomber, 
Hilgetag & Payne, 2006; Sprague, 1966) first drew attention to potential network interactions in 
this field.
Figure 1.3. Figure adapted from Parton, Malhotra & Husain (2004), showing the network o f cortical areas 
that have been mostly associated with spatial neglect, including the angular (ang) and supramargina/ 
(smg) gyri o f the inferior parietal lobe (IPL), the temporo-parietal junction (TPJ), the superior temporal 
gyrus (STG), and the inferior (IFG) and middle frontal (MFG) gyri.
Indeed, some aspects of neglect can also be observed after damage to subcortical nuclei 
such as the pulvinar, caudate nucleus and putamen (Bogousslavsky et a/., 1988; Damasio, 
Damasio & Chui, 1980; Karnath et aL, 2002; 2005; Rafal & Posner, 1987; Vallar, 1993; Vallar & 
Perani, 1987; Watson & Heilman, 1979) or damage to the white-matter fibres lying beneath the 
parieto-temporo-occipital junction (Leibovitch eta l., 1998; Samuelsson, Jensen, Ekholm, Naver 
& Blomstrand, 1997). Again neglect-related damage to subcortical structures, such as the basal 
ganglia, has been shown to induce abnormal perfusion of intact cortex and specifically of inferior 
parietal cortex, superior temporal gyrus and inferior frontal lobe (Karnath et al., 2005; see also 
Hillis et al., 2005), further supporting the idea of a wide network of areas being involved in 
neglect (Mesulam, 1999).
As we have seen, whereas initial studies aimed at identifying the structural anatomy of 
neglect in terms of single brain areas, more recent studies have reoriented towards uncovering
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the wider circuitry involved, by investigating the possible remote functional effects of cortical or 
subcortical lesions, using perfusion or functional imaging techniques (see Corbetta et al., 2005; 
Hillis et at., 2005; Karnath et at. 2005; Rushmore et at., 2006). Overall, the findings suggest an 
extensive network of structures underlying the neglect syndrome (Corbetta etal., 2005; Driver & 
Vuilleumier, 2001; Heilman et al., 1993; Mesulam, 1999), involving parietal, frontal, subcortical 
and superior temporal areas, with damage in any of these, and particularly the right inferior 
parietal lobe, being likely to produce some of the characteristic aspects of neglect due to 
structural and/or functional dysfunction.
Spatial deficits associated with the neglect syndrome
Given the large variability in the anatomy of lesions that can give rise to spatial neglect, as 
described above, it may not be surprising that different patients may tend to demonstrate a 
somewhat different combination of symptoms. Moreover, given the large size of lesions that is 
often characteristic for neglect, many patients will tend to suffer from multiple and combined 
problems. Neglect thus often involves a combination of several deficits, each of which may 
exacerbate the others. Below I have tried to briefly summarise some striking and common 
components of neglect related to spatial cognition.
A striking characteristic component of neglect is of course left inattention, which can 
manifest as an extreme bias towards the ipsilesional space and lack of exploration and 
awareness for the contralesional space (e.g. Karnath & Fetter, 1995; see also Posner, Walker, 
Friedrich & Rafal, 1984 for a classic attentional cuing study). This need not always be expressed 
as a sharp divide in performance at some anatomical midline, but can rather manifest as a 
gradient of impairment, with performance gradually declining for locations further towards the 
affected, left side (Driver, Vuilleumier & Husain, 2004; Hillis, 2006; Kinsbourne, 1987; Ladavas, 
Petronio & Umilta, 1990; Pouget & Driver, 2000; Smania et al., 1998). The spatial gradient may 
be significantly modulated by environmental factors (e.g. competition from concurrently 
presented stimuli, as in the case of sensory extinction, e.g. Bender & Teuber, 1946; Di 
Pellegrino & De Renzi, 1995; Mattingley, Driver, Beschin & Robertson, 1997), postural factors 
(e.g. eye-in-orbit or head-on-neck posture; see Karnath, Schenkel & Fischer, 1991; Vuilleumier, 
Valenza, Perrig, Mayer & Landis, 1999) and/or task demands (e.g. shifts of attention) or 
attentional load (Russell, Malhotra & Husain, 2004). The possible effects of task demands on 
visual exploration in neglect are further discussed later on in this chapter and more extensively 
in Chapter 2.
It has long been debated whether these spatial biases in neglect reflect an intrinsic 
graded bias to direct attention towards the right following right hemisphere damage (Kinsbourne, 
1993; Smania et at., 1998), and/or a difficulty in disengaging attention from that side to shift it 
towards the left (Bartolomeo & Chokron, 2002; Losier & Klein, 2001; Posner et a!., 1984) or
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even a biased competition for selection process, in which items on the right may invariably “win” 
over items on the left (Duncan, Humphreys & Ward, 1997). While these are often perceived as 
contrasting accounts, they may not be mutually exclusive in all cases.
A difficulty in directing attention towards the left often manifests in the patients exploratory 
behaviour patterns. When searching for objects, scanning a visual scene, reading, and so on, 
patients with spatial neglect often direct their eye and hand movements towards the ipsilesional 
side, neglecting the contralesional side (Hornak, 1992; Johnston & Diller, 1986; Karnath & 
Fetter, 1995; Karnath & Huber, 1992; Karnath, Niemeier & Dichgans, 1998; Karnath & Perenin, 
1998). This aspect of neglect may also play a role in most clinical paper and pencil tests used 
for the diagnosis of neglect (e.g. cancellation, drawing from memory, copying etc). This 
exploration bias can be evident both in the visual domain (for example when patients are asked 
to look for an absent target letter in a display; Karnath, Niemeier & Dichgans, 1998; see Figure
1.4.A) and the tactile domain (for example when patients are instructed to look for an absent 
target haptically; Karnath & Perenin, 1998; Schindler, Clavagnier, Karnath, Derex & Perenin, 
2006; see Figure 1.4.B) and it can reportedly be modified by task related shifts of attention 
(Karnath & Niemeier, 2002). However, not all aspects of the neglect syndrome can be explained 
solely by motor or oculomotor biases, as discussed further below.
Figure 1.4. Examples o f typical visual and tactile exploratory behaviour patterns in neglect. A. Typical 
visual path o f a neglect patient when he/she is looking for an absent target letter among many distractor 
letters in a cabin. B. Typical manual exploration pattern o f a neglect patient when he/she is instructed to 
search haptically for an absent target. Note that in both visual and haptic explorative patterns a dear bias 
towards the ipsilesional side is evident, although movements can be seen in both directions. Figure taken 
from Driver, Vuilleumier & Husain, 2004, illustrating the results o f Karnath, Niemeier & Dichgans (1998) 
and Karnath & Perenin (1998).
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Spontaneous postural and ocular biases in the absence of any specified task (Fruhmann- 
Berger & Karnath, 2005; Heilman, Watson & Valestein, 2002; Parton, Malhotra & Husain, 2004; 
Ringman, Saver, Woolson & Adams, 2005) are also frequent in neglect. While the default head 
and gaze position in normal subjects is typically in line with the trunk orientation, patients with 
neglect usually show a marked deviation of spontaneous eye and head orientation of about 30° 
to the right (Fruhmann-Berger & Karnath, 2005). This seems to be particularly obvious clinically 
in the acute stage after stroke, and possibly reflects an elementary disturbance since such 
posture deviations can be observed even in the absence of any visual or tactile stimulation (i.e. 
when doing nothing in complete darkness; Fruhmann-Berger & Karnath, 2005).
Neglect can also remarkably affect the ability of patients to represent space in memory 
and/or imagery (Bisiach, Capitani, Luzzatti & Perani, 1981; Bisiach & Luzzatti, 1978; Marshall & 
Vallar, 2004), and in so doing demonstrate that some aspects of neglect can arise even without 
concomitant relevant sensory input from the environment, and even when any spatial motor 
biases should not alter task-relevant input. Such neglect can be demonstrated in tasks where 
the patient is asked to describe familiar places from memory assuming different perspectives 
(such as the famous and already described Piazza del Duomo experiment by Bisiach & Luzzatti, 
1978). Strikingly, when patients are asked to describe a familiar scene from memory and then 
are asked to adopt a different imaginary perspective, the neglected space may now change 
according to the new perspective and patients may now omit details previously described and 
report previously missed details (Bisiach, Capitani, Luzzatti & Perani, 1981; Bisiach & Luzzatti, 
1978). Representational neglect can also be demonstrated by asking patients to name towns or 
countries on a map from memory (e.g. ‘map of France task’, Rode et at., 2001; see Figure
1.5.B) or to draw familiar objects from memory (see Figure 1.5.A). Recently, a new form of 
representational neglect was described using the mental number-line bisection task. In this task 
patients are asked to mentally bisect a numerical interval. When asked to do so some neglect 
patients misplace the true midpoint of that interval, with a ‘rightward’ error pattern that can 
closely resemble the bisection of physical lines (for example, stating that five is halfway between 
two and six; Zorzi, Priftis & Umilta, 2002; Priftis eta!., 2006).
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Figure 1.5. A. Example o f patient’s drawing from memory. B. Performance o f one patient in the Map o f 
France task, where the goal is to report from memory as many towns as possible within the country 
(adapted from Rode et ai., 2001; cities named are marked with sequence indicated by the red lines), in 
both cases a dear deficit in representing the left side o f space can be observed.
Although the discovery of these striking representational aspects of neglect originally led 
Bisiach and others to suggest that neglect could perhaps be explained entirely in terms of a 
higher order deficit of spatial “representation”, it has more recently been suggested that some of 
the representational and perceptual (and motor) aspects of neglect may be dissociable. Such 
dissociation may reflect disruption to different cognitive functions, presumably due to distinct 
areas being separately lesioned in some patients, although conjunctively lesioned in other cases 
who manifest conjoint deficits (Beschin etai., 1997; Coslett, 1997; Guariglia et ai., 1993; Ortigue 
e ta i, 2001).
Another suggested theoretical distinction in neglect research has concerned deficits of 
attention/perception versus those of intention/action (see Harvey, 2004; Harvey, Kramer- 
McCaffery, Dow, Murphy & Gilchrist, 2002; Husain, Mattingley, Rorden, Kennard & Driver, 2000; 
Vallar, 2001). The latter accounts attribute to neglect an imbalance of spatial representations 
that control motor programs. However while some patients with neglect may exhibit directional 
hypokinesia (absence, delayed initiation, slow execution, reduced amplitude and 
incompleteness or impersistence of motor activity) for actions into or towards the contralesional 
hemispace (Heilman et ai., 1985), others may fail to respond to stimuli located to the left of their 
eyes, head, or body, irrespective of the required motor response. Indeed there have been many 
attempts to dissociate putative perceptual versus motor components either by creating
incompatibility between the direction of movement and the visual input, via use of tasks that 
decouple the two (e.g. employing devices such as pulleys, mirrors, or TV monitors etc.; e.g. 
Adair, 1998; Bisiach et at., 1990; 1998; Coslett et a i, 1990; Harvey et at., 1995; Milner et at., 
1992; 1993; Na et a i, 1998; Nico, 1996; Tegner & Levander, 1991); or by contrasting verbal 
versus spatial-manual responses (Bottini et a i, 1992). The distinction between perceptual 
versus more motoric aspects of neglect is also traditionally thought to have potentially distinct 
anatomical correlates, with more motoric neglect suggested to be linked to prefrontal lesions 
and perceptual neglect to more posterior lesions of the IPL or TPJ (e.g. Bisiach et a i, 1990). 
However, more recent evidence suggests that the posterior parietal cortex may also be involved 
in both directional motor and perceptual aspects of neglect (Mattingley et at., 1998; Husain et 
at., 2000).
Finally, a recent advance in neglect research has been the discovery of possible spatial 
working memory components in neglect (Husain etal., 2001; 2003; Malhotra etal., 2004 ; 2005; 
Mannan et at., 2005; Wojciulik et al., 2001; 2004; Pisella, Berberovic & Mattingley, 2004; see 
also Sapir, Hayes, Henik, Danziger & Rafal, 2004). When combined with attentional and/or 
motoric biases towards the right side, additional deficits in spatial working memory may explain 
the recursive behaviour often seen in some patients. Thus for example, while searching visually 
for targets in a display (or while performing ‘invisible’ cancellation tasks, where no visual 
feedback about already visited positions is given; Wojciulik et aL, 2001; 2004), patients may fail 
to remember what locations they have already visited, and consequently revisit numerous times 
the same ipsilesional targets, favoured by their attentional and/or motoric biases (see Figure
1.6.; Husain etal., 2001; 2003; Malhotra etal., 2004; Mannan etal., 2005; Wojciulik etal., 2001; 
2004). Other forms of “perseverative” behaviour however can arise even in the presence of 
visual feedback about the items that have already been visited. For example, in standard 
cancellation tasks where the visited targets are marked, in which case the repetitive behaviour 
may best be explained in terms of motor perseveration rather than impaired spatial working 
memory and may also be associated with more frontal lesions (e.g. Manly etal., 2002; Na etal., 
1999; Rusconi et a i, 2002). In any case, some of the spatial working memory problems in 
neglect appear to be independent of the attentional rightward bias, as they can be demonstrated 
even for items presented in a vertical columnar array (Malhotra et al., 2005). Moreover this 
deficit in working memory seems to be specific for spatial locations, as no working memory 
deficit has been found for say, colour or shape as yet (Pisella, Berberovic & Mattingley, 2004).
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Figure 1.6. Example dataset o f an individual patient’s ocular scan path, taken and adapted from Husain et 
ai. (2001). The patient’s task here was to detect the T s  that are embedded in ‘L ’ shaped distractors. Red 
dots indicate fixations and the yellow lines the interpolated scan paths. Note the many re-fixations o f items 
on the right, and the profound neglect for the left side o f the display. This same patient was unaware o f 
refixating already examined items on the right and considered these to be new items, found for the first 
time, when revisiting them.
Related disorders: Sensory extinction
Neglect is also often associated with a number of other independent deficits. The most 
common of these related deficits is the phenomenon of extinction, which is the failure of patients 
to detect contralesional stimuli, only (or predominantly) when these are simultaneously 
presented with ipsilesional stimuli, even though these may be detected when presented in 
isolation (Bender & Teuber, 1946; Critchley, 1953; Wortis, Bender & Teuber, 1948). Extinction 
can be visual, auditory, tactile or cross-modal (e.g. Bueti et ai., 2004; Di Pellegrino et ai., 1997; 
Ladavas et ai., 2000; 2001; Maravita et ai., 2000; Mattingley, Driver, Beschin & Robertson, 
1997) and is mainly thought to arise from pathologically biased attentional competition favouring 
the right side, which leads the ipsilesional stimulus to extinguish the contralesional from 
awareness, when they must both compete for attention at the same time (e.g. see Desimone & 
Duncan, 1995; Driver, Mattingley, Rorden & Davis, 1997; Driver & Vuilleumier, 2001; Driver, 
Vuilleumier & Husain, 2004; Marzi, Girelli, Natale & Miniussi, 2001; Mattingley, Davis & Driver, 
1997). In fact, extinction can be found within as well as between hemifields, with the rightmost 
stimulus typically extinguishing the leftmost (Cate & Behrmann, 2002; Di Pellegrino & De Renzi, 
1995; Vuilleumier & Rafal, 2000). It has been suggested (Driver, Mattingley, Rorden & Davis,
1997) that extinction may actually reflect a spatially-specific exaggeration of an attentional 
limitation also seen in neurologically healthy individuals, in dividing attention between multiple 
concurrent targets (Duncan, 1980; Eriksen & Spencer, 1969).
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The apparently attentional nature of extinction is further demonstrated by numerous 
studies suggesting that it can be significantly modulated by a number of top-down factors. For 
example Vuilleumier and Rafal (1999) presented stimuli in one, two, or four possible locations 
across hemifields. When asked to report the location where the shapes appeared (i.e. on the 
left, right or both sides), as in the typical extinction paradigm, right-parietal patients consistently 
extinguished left-sided stimuli in bilateral displays. However, when asked to enumerate the 
stimuli in the same displays (i.e. one, two, or four), extinction was drastically reduced and 
patients now had no difficulty reporting multiple items in bilateral displays, presumably due to 
enumerating of limited items being based on special ‘subitizing’ mechanisms (e.g. Dehaene & 
Cohen, 1994) allowing patients to ‘preattentively’ process multiple targets. Moreover extinction 
has been shown to be modulated by expectation factors, with extinction being improved after 
shifts of attention following cuing towards the contralesional side (Di Pellegrino & De Renzi, 
1995; Ptak, Valenza & Schnider, 2002).
Bottom up factors, such as physical similarity between targets in bilateral trials, may also 
influence extinction, with dissimilar target items reportedly leading to reduced extinction rates as 
compared to similar targets (Vuilleumier & Rafal, 2000; Baylis, Driver & Rafal, 1993). Moreover, 
the time between presentation of competing stimuli can be crucial, with extinction typically being 
maximal when the items are presented simultaneously, and with asynchronies in either direction 
(ipsilesional stimulus being presented first or second) sometimes leading to a drastic reduction 
of extinction (Baylis et a!., 2002; Bueti et a/., 2004; Cate & Behrmann, 2002; Di Pellegrino, 
Basso & Frassinetti, 1997; Guerrini et a/., 2003; Guerrini & Aglioti, 2006; Karnath, Zimmer & 
Lewald, 2002; Rorden, Mattingley, Karnath & Driver, 1997).
Extinction is often seen in combination with neglect. In fact, the extent of extinction 
demonstrated by right hemisphere stroke patients has been found to correlate with their scores 
in conventional clinical neglect tests, such as cancellation (Vuilleumier & Rafal, 2000). However, 
although often treated as a main component of neglect, extinction can be also found in isolation; 
or can exist in otherwise apparently recovered neglect patients. Karnath and colleagues (2003) 
studied the anatomy of visual extinction as separate from that of spatial neglect, by comparing 
the lesions of patients with neglect and extinction to those of patients with neglect only and no 
extinction, identifying an apparent cortical substrate for extinction in the temporal-parietal 
junction, as shown in Figure 1.7. Transcranial magnetic stimulation over the right TPJ in healthy 
individuals has also been shown to produce some extinction-like behaviour (Meister etal., 2006; 
see also Pascual-Leone et a!., 1994). On the other hand, Oliveri and colleagues have now 
repeatedly demonstrated that TMS over the intact left hemisphere, and specifically over parietal 
and frontal cortical sites, can significantly reduce contralesional extinction in patients with right 
unilateral damage (Oliveri et a!., 1999; 2000a; 2000b), suggesting a possible role for 
interhemispheric imbalance and possible hyperexcitability of the left hemisphere in extinction.
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Figure 1.7. Brain areas associated with extinction, as reported in Karnath et ai. (2003). The colour scale 
indicates the areas that were most frequently found damaged in patients exhibiting extinction, with areas 
coloured towards yellow (here the peak o f overlap is outlined by a white boundary) corresponding to 
areas damaged in more patients with extinction and neglect, rather than neglect alone.
Finally, although extinction may apparently lead to a striking loss of awareness, there is 
considerable amount of evidence demonstrating that phenomenally unperceived information 
may be processed unconsciously to some degree. Unconscious processing of extinguished 
information has now been repeatedly described using both behavioural (e.g. Baylis, Driver & 
Rafal, 1993; Berti & Rizzolatti, 1992; Di Pellegrino & De Renzi, 1995; Ladavas, Paladini & 
Cubelli, 1993) and neural (Driver & Vuilleumier, 2001; Eimer et at., 2002; Kobayashi, Takeda, 
Kaminaga, Shimizu & Iwata, 2005; Marzi, Girelli, Miniussi, Smania & Maravita, 2000; Marzi et 
ai., 2001; Rees et ai., 2000; 2002; Remy et ai., 1999; Valenza, Seghier, Schwartz, Lazeyras & 
Vuilleumier, 2004; Vuilleumier et a t, 2001; 2002) measures in many cases of unimodal visual 
and/or tactile extinction, raising significant questions as to the mechanisms and neural 
structures supporting unconscious and conscious perception in these patients, and the relation 
of this to normal function.
Evidence from behavioural studies of unimodal visual or tactile extinction has suggested 
that the unperceived stimuli may be processed even at a semantic level, without reaching 
awareness. Berti et ai. (1992) for example, replicating and extending previous findings by Volpe 
et at. (1979), reported that although their patient was unable to report the presence of a left 
stimulus in cases of bilateral visual stimulation, she was able to ‘guess’ accurately whether the 
two presented stimuli were physically or categorically similar. Berti and colleagues also reported 
similar findings in the tactile-haptic domain in a different patient (Berti eta i., 1999) who although 
failing to identify an object placed in his left hand when an object was placed simultaneously in 
his right hand, could however make judgements based on the physical and categorical similarity 
of the two stimuli. A number of further studies have reported residual unconscious processing in 
extinction, revealed by indirect behavioural measures such as priming (e.g. Baylis, Driver &
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Rafal, 1993; Berti & Rizzolatti, 1992; Di Pellegrino & De Renzi, 1995; Driver & Vuilleumier, 2001; 
Ladavas, Paladini & Cubelli, 1993; Marzi et al., 1996; Vuilleumier, Schwartz, Clarke, Husain & 
Driver, 2002).
Several studies using neural measures have now also provided some evidence for 
unconscious processing of extinguished stimuli in cases of unimodal visual or tactile extinction 
(Driver & Vuilleumier, 2001; Eimer etal., 2002; Kobayashi, Takeda, Kaminaga, Shimizu & Iwata, 
2005; Marzi, Girelli, Miniussi, Smania & Maravita, 2000; Marzi et al., 2001; Rees et a i, 2000; 
2002; Remy etal., 1999; Valenza, Seghier, Schwartz, Lazeyras & Vuilleumier, 2004; Vuilleumier 
et al., 2001; 2002), revealing that such stimuli may still activate the primary visual or 
somatosensory cortex respectively. These studies and their findings will be discussed in more 
detail later on.
Frames of reference in neglect and fractionation of space
Neglect can be expressed in various different ‘spaces’ such as the extrapersonal or 
personal space (Berti & Rizzolatti, 2002; Vuilleumier, Valenza, Mayer, Reverdin & Landis,
1998). Deficits can dissociate for near (within the patients reach) and far (outside of the patients 
reach) space, in accordance with pioneering monkey-lesion studies (Rizzolatti & Camarda, 
1987; Rizzolatti, Matelli, & Pavesi, 1983). Thus double dissociations have been reported in the 
literature with some patients showing neglect for the near (Berti & Frassinetti, 2000 Halligan & 
Marshall, 1991b) but not far space and vice versa (Ortigue et al., 2003; Vuilleumier, Valenza, 
Mayer, Reverdin & Landis, 1998); although many cases may show neglect for both ‘spaces’. 
Tool-use has been shown to change the effective relationship between the patients body and 
the target object, with the far space being remapped as near, when a long tool serves as an 
artificial extension of the patient’s body (Berti & Frassinetti, 2000; Berti, Smania & Allport, 2001; 
Pegna etal., 2001).
When facing forwards at a scene in an upright posture (as in most clinical examinations 
and experiments), numerous potential frames of reference are usually aligned, including 
‘egocentric’ co-ordinate systems such as those centred on the retina, head, or trunk, along with 
more ‘allocentric’ co-ordinates such as those centred on the testing displays (e.g. computer 
screen or testing page), the objects appearing upon these, the surrounding environment, etc. 
Interestingly, neglect may be strongly modulated by the current posture of the patient, thus 
revealing some influence of egocentric frames of reference in neglect. For example, the same 
visual stimulus at a fixed retinal position may be neglected or detected depending on the current 
orbital position of the eye, with less neglect when a target appears in the left retinal hemifield, at 
a given retinal position but (due to, say, rightward eye-in-orbit posture) more towards the right 
side in relation to the patients body (Kooistra & Heilman, 1989; Vuilleumier, Valenza, Perrig, 
Mayer & Landis, 1999; see Figure 1.8.A). Similar effects can be observed when manipulating
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the position of the head on the neck (Karnath, Schenkel & Fischer, 1991; Vuilleumier et a!., 
1999; see Figure 1.8.B). Tactile neglect can also be affected by postural changes, with tactile 
stimuli that are not perceived on the contralesional arm becoming perceived if the arm is placed 
further towards the right side of the trunk or if the tactile stimuli are delivered when the patient is 
in supine rather than upright position, independent of the spatial position of the hands (Aglioti, 
Smania & Peru, 1999; Peru eta!., 2006; Smania & Aglioti, 1995; Valenza eta!., 2004).
Figure 1.8. Neglect can be modulated by postural changes of eye-in orbit position (A) and head on neck 
position (B). A. A left retinal stimulus that is neglected when presented on the left side of the patients body, 
may become perceived if the patient is gazing rightwards. B. Similarly a retinal stimulus that is presented at 
a fixed location in relation to the patients head orientation, may be more likely to become perceived if the 
patient's body trunk is twisted leftwards, as opposed to rightwards. Figure adapted from Driver, Vuilleumier 
& Husain (2004).
Neglect may also be manifested in an object-based way. Patients with neglect may not 
only disregard entire objects presented on the contralesional space but may also neglect the left 
side of individual objects irrespective of where these are presented. Thus patients may tend to 
miss local features on the left side of individual objects even if those targets appear on the right 
side of the patients’ visual field (Baylis, Baylis & Gore, 2004; Driver, 1999; Driver, Baylis, 
Goodrich & Rafal, 1994; Driver & Halligan, 1991; Tipper & Behrmann, 1996). Driver & Halligan 
(1991) using displays like those shown in Figure 1.9 asked their patients to judge whether two 
shapes with a perceived fixed orientation were the same or different. They showed that details 
on the left side of the shapes were neglected both when the shapes were presented upright and 
when they were tilted so that part of their left side now fell within the right side of the patients
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visual field. Figure 1.9.B also demonstrates a relevant example from Marshall and Halligan 
(1995a). When their patient was asked to make a copy of the right boundary of the left figure, he 
was far more accurate than when attempting to make a copy of the left boundary of the right 
figure (see Fig. 1.9.B). Finally, in clinical tests object-based neglect may manifest itself in the 
drawings of patients, where left elements may be omitted in multiple individual objects (see 
example in Figure 1.9.C).
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Figure 1.9. A. Neglect patients may miss details on the left side o f individual objects with a perceived 
intrinsic orientation, for example when asked to judge if  two shapes are the same or different, even when 
the left side o f these objects falls within the right space o f the patients’ visual field (Adapted from Driver & 
Halligan, 1991). B. When attempting to copy the figure shown at the top, a neglect patient is much more 
accurate when asked to make a copy o f the right boundary o f the left figure than when attempting to make 
a copy o f the left boundary o f the right figure (Adapted from Halligan & Marshall, 1995). C. Example o f 
object based neglect demonstrated in the copy o f one patient, i. original drawing, ii. Copy o f patient (figure 
adapted from Halligan and Marshall, 1998a).
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Non-spatial deficits associated with the neglect syndrome
Other components frequently found present within the neglect syndrome, although not 
necessarily specific to neglect, include disrupted arousal, non-spatial attention and global versus 
local processing deficits. Firstly, extensive right-hemisphere lesions have been shown to impair 
the ability to maintain arousal (tonic alertness; Heilman & Abell, 1979; Pardo, Fox & Raichle, 
1991; Wilkins, Shallice & McCarthy, 1987). Such sustained arousal deficits, although potentially 
distinct from the characteristic spatial components of neglect, may be linked to the neglect 
syndrome, as both often result from extensive damage to the right hemisphere (Fernandez- 
Duque & Posner, 1997). Such sustained attention deficits have indeed been shown to be a 
potential marker for the presence of spatial neglect (Robertson, Tegner, Tham, Lo & Nimmo- 
Smith, 1995; Robertson et a i, 1997). Further, Robertson, Mattingley, Rorden & Driver (1998) 
have shown that phasicaly alerting neglect patients with an auditory tone may improve their 
spatial awareness.
Some investigators have proposed that on top of the spatial bias operating in neglect, an 
additional general attentional capacity deficit may be present (Chatterjee, Mennemeier & 
Heilman 1992a; 1992b; Lavie & Robertson, 2001). Robertson (1989) demonstrated this by 
showing his patients stimuli on one or both sides of a monitor and asking them to report what 
they saw and where. When explicitly cued towards the left patients made less omission errors 
on that side, but now missed pathologically more items on the right side instead. Similarly, 
Chatterjee, Mennemeier and Heilman (1992b) showed that when asking their patient to perform 
a cancellation task by alternating between cancelling items on the right and the left side of the 
page (as compared to the traditional free cancellation method), the spatial distribution of her 
omission errors changed, so that now her cancellations were more equally distributed to the left 
and the right side of the page, but the overall number of items cancelled (which was again 
pathologically small) remained unaffected. Lavie and Robertson (2001) formally tested the idea 
that if neglect patients indeed suffer from a general capacity limit, processing of ipsilesional and 
contralesional targets should depend on the allocation of available attentional resources. 
Increasing the attentional load in a relevant central task should exhaust attentional capacity and 
lead to pathologically reduced distractors effects. Indeed, they showed that a small increase in 
attentional load at a central task performed at fixation, which is not enough to affect the 
performance of control subjects, was enough to exhaust attention and reduce distractor effects 
even from ipsilesional stimuli in neglect subjects. Based on these results they proposed that 
neglect may often be the combined result of reduced non-lateral attentional capacity plus a 
spatial bias.
The spatial bias operating in neglect may also be exacerbated by some further ‘non- 
spatial’ deficits. In fact, damage around the right temporal-parietal junction, often involved in the 
lesions of patients with neglect, is well known to bias visual perception towards fine local details,
as opposed to more global properties of visual scenes (Lamb, Robertson & Knight, 1990; 
Robertson, Lamb & Knight, 1988). Thus many neglect patients, whose lesion may encompass 
the right temporal-parietal junction, in addition to the bias towards the ipsilesional side, may also 
demonstrate a local bias towards fine details, being able to perceive local elements, but failing 
to perceive global figures in their entity (or at least being biased locally), which could exacerbate 
the impact of their rightward bias. Halligan and Marshall (Halligan & Marshall 1994; Marshall & 
Halligan, 1995) have suggested that in fact this bias towards local elements may be crucial in 
many neglect cases. They claim that this local bias, combined with the spatial bias towards one 
side, may ‘lock’ patients’ awareness on fine details of the ipsilesional space, exacerbating 
neglect when discrimination of fine local details is required. However, when no processing of the 
local elements is required, patients may be able to perceive the entire scene. Halligan and 
Marshall proposed that the principal impairment of global processing (in neglect) lies in the fact 
that it cannot automatically direct focal processing leftward when a local task has to be 
performed. An example of such interaction between the spatial and the local bias is shown in 
Figure 1.10, demonstrating the performance of patient JR examined by Marshall and Halligan 
(1995), when asked to cancel out the local sub-elements in hierarchical shapes. JR was able to 
report accurately the global shape of the figures when requested, but always omitted to cancel 
the local sub-elements on the left of the figures (see example in Figure 1.10.A left). Even when 
asked to draw a figure from memory and doing so successfully, he was still unable afterwards to 
cancel imaginary individual elements on the left (example in Figure 1.10.A right). JR’s neglect 
therefore emerged when focal attention had to be directed sequentially to local components of a 
display. In a different patient, the same authors (1993) showed that the ability to mark all four 
corners of a cancellation stimulus sheet (and therefore to acknowledge its global shape) had no 
effect on his neglect performance immediately afterwards. A more exaggerated case 
demonstrating local biases which affected global perception was reported by Doricchi and 
Incoccia (1998). QM was prone to losing conscious global attention as soon as local features 
competed for response selection. Although he was able to cancel out all the individual items 
forming a hierarchical shape, QM never acknowledged the different global forms on the left side 
of asymmetrical figures (see Figure 1.10.B).
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Figure 1.10. A. Examples o f local bias operating in neglect taken and adapted from Halligan and Marshall 
(1998). Patient JR asked to cancel the local elements (S's) after having correctly identified the global figure 
(E); JR asked to draw a circle and then cancel a set o f imaginary dots that make up the figure. B. 
Examples o f cancellation material used by Doricchi & Incoccia (1998) and QM's performance; although 
QM was able to cancel all the sub-elements, he never acknowledged the difference in the global shape on 
the left side o f asymmetrical figures such as those shown here.
Traditional theoretical explanations of spatial neglect and extinction
Over the last 30 years a variety of theories have been put forward to explain the 
fascinating syndrome of spatial neglect. Most comprehensive theoretical accounts emerging 
after the 1970’s incorporate the notion that neglect is a disorder of higher level processing, 
based on converging evidence from different sets of observations. The first is that, as noted 
earlier, neglect may arise even when all primary sensory and motor cortical areas are intact and 
therefore in the absence of any elementary sensory and motor disturbances. Moreover, neglect 
can be supramodal as it can be found in several modalities within the same patient. Finally, 
neglect can be present often both for the perceived real space and for space elicited in memory 
or imagery (e.g. Bisiach & Luzzatti, 1978). All these facts emphasise the presence of higher 
order spatial impairments in neglect.
The variability in the suggested theoretical accounts reflects the heterogeneity within the 
syndrome itself. Given the extensive network of brain areas involved in neglect, as revealed by 
its widespread anatomy and consistent with its varied symptomatology, it seems reasonable to 
assume that many mechanisms may underlie this syndrome, including potential deficits in 
spatial attention, orienting, representation and motor planning, with increasing recognition that 
no single underlying mechanism can account for all of its multifarious symptoms. Although this
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is emerging as a general consensus in the scientific community, most of the prominent theories 
of neglect have traditionally targeted one aspect of the syndrome or other, and have based their 
interpretation primarily on that alone, thus not being able to account fully for all of its 
manifestations. A brief summary of some of the most influential theories is provided below, while 
noting that the different accounts may not be mutually exclusive.
To a large degree many theories of neglect have attributed the disorder to deficient 
attentional mechanisms. A major concept behind these attentional theories is that in neglect 
spatial attention is biased towards the ipsilesional space and thus patients tend to be aware only 
or primarily of stimuli presented there. In an attempt to explain why neglect is typically more 
common and severe after right than left hemisphere damage, Kinsbourne (1970; 1977; 1987) 
proposed an influential theory, suggesting that each of the two hemispheres generate a vector 
of attention directed towards the contralateral space, mutually inhibiting each other via 
transcollosal pathways. However, whereas the left hemisphere generates a strong vector of 
attention towards the right, the right hemisphere generates a weaker vector towards the left and 
thus when the latter is damaged, attention is strongly biased towards the right side.
In the context of attentional theories of neglect again, Heilman and Valenstein (1972; 
1979) proposed an alternative theory, postulating that neglect is caused by an attention-arousal 
deficit, due to disruption of a corticolimbic-reticular loop involved in preparation for action, 
manifesting itself as a deficit of orienting responses towards the contralesional space. According 
to this theory the right hemisphere may be dominant for arousal and attention. Moreover, 
somewhat similarly to Kinsbourne’s theory, a hemispheric imbalance is assumed, now with the 
right hemisphere being capable of directing attention to both the left and the right hemispaces 
but with the left hemisphere directing attention only towards the right space. Therefore after right 
hemisphere damage the intact left hemisphere is incapable of directing attention towards the 
contralesional left space. In combination with diminished arousal levels, often found after right 
hemisphere damage, this spatial bias gives rise to spatial neglect. By contrast, in the case of left 
hemisphere damage, the right hemisphere is still putatively capable of orienting attention to both 
hemispaces and thus neglect is less likely to occur or is less severe. Mesulam’s (1981; 1990) 
account of neglect also postulates a similar hemispheric organisation. Hemispheric rivalry 
accounts of neglect and extinction have received more recent apparent support from repetitive 
transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) investigations (Oliveri et at., 1999; 2000a; 2000b), 
demonstrating that transient deactivation of cortical sites in the intact left hemisphere of 
extinction patients can reduce extinction for the contralesional left space.
Another line of thought within attentional accounts views neglect as pathological orienting 
towards the right, arising as a result of a difficulty in ‘disengaging’ attention from the ipsilesional 
side to shift it towards the contralesional side (Posner & Dehaene, 1994; Posner & Driver, 1992; 
Posner, Walker, Friedrich & Rafal, 1984; Rafal, 1994). This account has its roots in an original
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study by Posner et al. (1984) showing that while right parietal patients were reasonably good at 
detecting targets on both the left and right side during validly cues trials, they were abnormally 
slow at detecting targets appearing on the contralesional side if first cued invalidly towards the 
ipsilesional side, thus demonstrating what appeared to be a ‘disengagement deficit’. Although 
this effect was present in both left and right parietal patients, it was much more prominent in the 
latter group.
Attentional theories were for many years contrasted in seemingly dichotomous terms with 
theories putatively accounting for neglect in terms of a failure to construct internal 
representations of contralesional space (e.g. Bisiach & Berti, 1987; Bisiach, Luzzatti & Perani, 
1979). According to this view, neglect patients are impaired not only in forming new contralateral 
representations from current input, but also in evoking such representations from memory. 
Rizzolatti and co-workers (1997) provided a slightly different view, suggesting that spatial 
neglect is due to disturbance of higher-order representations of space that are involved in the 
organisation of motor acts. On their view, space is coded in terms of potential actions towards 
particular sectors of space and spatial attention corresponds to covert motor planning. They 
argue thus that neglect arises after damage in the premotor areas, leading to selective loss of 
the motoric representation for a particular space sector, which Rizzolati saw as having 
implications for attention and perceptual function. Whereas Bisiach’s theory focuses on the 
cognitive aspects of the neglect syndrome, Rizzolati’s seeks to address both cognitive and 
motor aspects of neglect.
Karnath (Karnath, 1994; 1997; Karnath, Schenkel & Fischer, 1991; Niemeier & Karnath, 
2002, but see also Jeannerod & Biguer, 1987) on the other hand has argued that a key aspect 
leading to contralesional neglect may be a disturbance in the “co-ordinate transformation 
system” which converts multisensory input into spatial representations, with a systematic 
deviation error of the egocentric reference frames towards the ipsilesional side. This consistent 
error or bias is proposed to be responsible for the deviated visual and tactile exploration 
patterns in neglect (see fig 1.4. earlier). The biased egocentric frame of reference in neglect 
patients can be demonstrated for example by asking patients to indicate their perceived 
subjective straight ahead point. When asked to do so, neglect patients often show a pathological 
deviation towards the right side, often irrespective of the modality of assessment (visual e.g. 
Karnath & Fetter, 1995; proprioceptive e.g. Heilman, Bowers & Watson, 1983; or auditory e.g. 
Vallar, Guariglia, Nico & Bisiach, 1995). Moreover, spontaneous postural and ocular biases 
towards the ipsilesional side are also often present in neglect even in the absence of any 
physical stimulation. Such a deviant egocentric frame of reference in neglect might also explain 
some ‘object-based’ manifestations of the disorder, given a model assuming a representation of 
visual objects based on a transformation of the object-based co-ordinates into egocentric co­
ordinates through a ‘normalisation’ procedure (Driver, 1999; Niemeier & Karnath, 2002).
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Although representational theories were for many years considered to provide an 
alternative view to that of attentional theories, there is an increasing consensus that the two 
traditionally opposed accounts may now be seen as complementing rather than opposing each 
other. Given the multidimensional nature of neglect and the large lesions typically involved in 
neglect patients, it would be unlikely that any one model could account for the full manifestation 
of the syndrome, with most patients having multiple deficits, some of which can doubly 
dissociate as we have seen. Neglect is increasingly regarded as the result of an interaction 
between a number of component deficits, which may even exist in isolation of the full-blown 
neglect syndrome in some more extensive or more locally lesioned cases. The co-occurring 
deficits in particular cases may vary according to the exact lesion location. A more complete 
understanding of neglect can only arise through a complementary and interactive synthesis of 
such models.
1.2. Current challenges in neglect research and thesis overview
Introduction
Despite substantial progress in understanding the mechanisms behind neglect within the 
last couple of decades, many issues still remain unresolved. The present thesis examines how 
various aspects of awareness can be compromised following brain injury in neglect patients, 
and some of the factors that can modulate the awareness deficits in these patients. Specifically 
it investigates how neglect may be modulated by top-down task manipulations; or by 
interventions, such as prism adaptation, that may have potential therapeutic benefit; or finally by 
bottom-up stimulus factors such as in the case of extinction, and how such stimulus-driven 
competition arising even between different senses may change brain activity.
According to Desimone and Duncan’s (1995) influential model of selective attention two 
fundamentally different processes serve as a filter for the constantly changing sensory inputs 
from our environment, directing resources towards behaviourally relevant stimuli and resolving 
the competition when several sensory events must compete for limited processing capacity; 
namely bottom-up and top-down mechanisms (see also Connor, Egeth & Yantis, 2004; Corbetta 
& Shulman, 2002; Egeth & Yantis, 1997; Kastner & Ungerleider, 2000; Treue, 2001). These
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processes are also frequently referred to as stimulus-driven versus goal-driven, exogenous 
versus endogenous or reflexive versus voluntary attention. These two different types of 
mechanism may allow both for attention to be directed towards unexpected, novel events and 
also for it to be employed in a more controlled way, allowing for the maintenance of goal- 
selected behaviour in spite of the presence of distracting events. Although this dichotomy may 
be more relative than absolute, it raises central questions for investigating the effects of 
selective attention on perception and cognition in general. Applied to deficient states of 
attention, such as spatial neglect, this approach could help to explain how some symptoms may 
manifest more or less severely depending on the current stimulation, or on the task performed 
by the patient for the same stimulus.
The first issue investigated here is the effect of top-down attentional control on neglect as 
examined by using new variants of the cancellation task that I developed specifically for this 
purpose. In addition to the potential theoretical impact, a further hope is that the results of this 
investigation could lead to the development of simple yet more sensitive diagnostic bed-side 
tests for neglect. A second purpose of this thesis is the investigation of a relatively recent 
rehabilitation method for neglect, involving adaptation to rightward optically deviating prisms. As 
it is now established that adaptation to rightward prismatic optical shifts can produce various 
significant improvements (e.g. Rossetti et a!., 1998), the focus here has been on testing some 
possible accounts of the mechanisms that underlie neglect improvement after adaptation; 
determining whether perceptual awareness itself can improve; and seeking initial evidence on 
identifying possible neural structures mediating neglect improvement following prism adaptation 
(i.e. which patients may show prism benefits and which may not). A third purpose of the thesis 
work relates to modulation of awareness, depending entirely on multisensory bottom-up 
stimulus factors, as in situations of crossmodal extinction. My particular aim here was the use of 
functional MRI to look at neural mechanisms underlying awareness or loss of awareness for 
tactile stimuli in a stroke patient with crossmodal extinction for left touch by right vision.
Brief overviews of the experimental questions addressed in this thesis are presented in 
more detail below, though more extensive reviews are then presented in the introduction to each 
chapter.
Top down effects in neglect as revealed by cancellation variants
Neglect does not invariably affect a fixed portion of space, but may vary according to the 
current situation and task demands, particularly given the often limited attentional capacity in 
neglect patients as discussed earlier (e.g. Chatterjee, Mennemeier & Heilman 1992a; 1992b;
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Lavie & Robertson, 2001). This can become particularly important in the clinical assessment 
and diagnosis of neglect. While some tests may fail to reveal any neglect, others may reveal the 
presence of a substantial deficit. For example, some cancellation tests are considered to be 
more sensitive than others to subtle or resolving neglect (Ferber & Karnath, 2001; Vanier etal., 
1990). However, there is currently no clear explanation for why performance can differ so much 
among different versions of the cancellation test, since every test in common use has many 
differences from all others, making it difficult to isolate those factors that affect performance. In 
general, studies which have tried to address this issue have done so thus far by altering, in one 
way or another, different aspects of the stimulus display and/or task, in order to study the effects 
of these manipulations on neglect performance (e.g. Aglioti, Smania, Barbieri & Corbetta, 1997; 
Bottini & Toraldo, 2003; Chatterjee, Mennemeier & Heilman, 1992a; Gauthier, Dehaut & 
Joanette, 1989; Husain & Kennard, 1997; Kaplan et aL, 1991; Manly, Woldt, Watson & 
Warburton, 2002; Mark, Kooistra & Heilman, 1988; Mennemeier, Rapcsak, Dillon & Vezey, 
1998; Rapcsak etal., 1989; Robertson & North, 1993; Parton etal., 2006). However, as typically 
changes in task were also confounded with changes in the visual appearance of the display, it 
has been largely impossible to isolate to date those factors that make a task more or less 
sensitive to neglect. Hence, the issue of which task factors make a cancellation test more 
sensitive to neglect, and therefore which top-down factors exacerbate visual exploration deficits 
in neglect, remains largely unresolved.
More specifically, it is still unclear whether neglect in cancellation tasks can be modulated 
by pure top-down factors when all stimulation remains identical. The vast majority of 
cancellation studies to date have typically confounded such top-down with bottom-up factors, 
making it impossible to isolate those purely ‘top-down’ task-related factors that may affect 
performance in neglect patients. Here I have examined how the cancellation deficits in spatial 
neglect, may be modulated by various task factors that I isolated. Specifically, I have 
investigated this by using different experimental variants of cancellation measures similar to 
those commonly used in clinical practice. To start with, I asked whether merely having to 
perform a selective task, i.e. having to select some items as targets and ignore others as 
distractors, could influence the degree of deficit exhibited by neglect patients in cancellation. 
Further, I examined whether manipulating target/non-target discrimination difficulty, by requiring 
judgements of either the overall shape or instead a local detail of each individual item, can affect 
the extent of neglect observed. Along the same lines, I also tested whether making an easy or a 
difficult judgement when fixating each individual item in the display in turn, with all items now 
being targets, and therefore increasing task difficulty while no discrimination between targets 
and non-targets is required, can alter the deficit exhibited by patients. Finally I examined 
whether the shift from a more ‘global’ to a more ‘local’ level of discrimination judgement may be 
particularly detrimental to neglect in cancellation, as opposed to a general increase of task
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difficulty. The results of these investigations reveal that varying task-demands, while keeping 
stimuli identical, can substantially modulate neglect severity, as presented in Chapter 2. This 
approach may help to explain the current differences between tests used in clinical practice and 
may also be useful in constructing cancellation tests that are more sensitive even to subtle 
aspects of neglect in the future.
Neglect rehabilitation and prism therapy
Given the severely debilitating and frequent nature of spatial neglect, it is not surprising 
that neglect rehabilitation is a topic which increasingly attracts research interest. As a result, 
several rehabilitation techniques for patients suffering from neglect have been introduced over 
the last two decades, some employing bottom-up approaches (e.g. caloric vestibular stimulation, 
Rubens, 1985; Vallar et al., 1993; transcutaneous mechanical or electrical stimulation, Karnath, 
1994; 1995; Vallar et al., 1995; proprioceptive stimulation, Karnath, 1994; Karnath, Fetter & 
Dichgans, 1996) and some more top-down approaches (e.g. attention re-training, Kerkhoff, 
1998; Wiart et a!., 1997). However most of these approaches appear to have some inherent 
restrictions, such as the lack of generalization of the beneficial effects outside of the training 
context; or the requirement of many hours of therapy; or the production of beneficial effects that 
are very short-lived (e.g. Antonucci et ai, 1995; Kerkhoff, 2003; Pierce & Buxbaum, 2002; 
Rossetti & Rode, 2002). Therefore the way forward in neglect rehabilitation is still largely open 
to debate, with a primary focus on identifying a treatment method for these patients that is both 
efficient and effective in alleviating the neglect symptoms. Figure 1.11 below illustrates a 
historical timeline of 18 different approaches which have been introduced over the last 60 years; 
taken from Luaute, Halligan, Rode, Rossetti & Boisson (2006). For systematic reviews of 
neglect rehabilitation see Barrett et a/., (2006); Bowen, Lincoln & Dewey (2002); Luaute et al., 
(2006); and Manly (2002).
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Abbreviations: VST: Visual scanning training; LA: Limb activation; rTMS: repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation; SAT: Sustained attention
training; OPK: Optokinetic; M /K , Neck muscle vibration; TR: Trunk rotation.
Figure 1.11. Timeline o f various neglect rehabilitation approaches. Abbreviations: VST: visual scanning 
training; LA: limb activation; rTMS: repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation; SA T: sustained attention 
training; OPK: optokinetic stimulation; NMV: neck muscle vibration; TR: trunk rotation; NA: noradrenergic 
agonist. Figure taken and adapted from Luaute etal. (2006).
During the last decade a new promising rehabilitative approach to neglect appeared to 
overcome many shortcomings demonstrated by previous approaches, namely adaptation to 
rightward optical displacement induced by prisms (Fame et al., 2002; Frassinetti et al., 2002; 
Maravita et ai., 2003; Redding & Wallace, 2006; Rossetti et at, 1998; Rossetti & Rode, 2002). 
Prism adaptation has been reported to produce relatively long-lasting improvements, that may 
generalise across different aspects of neglect, in several independent studies to date (see 
Angeli, Benassi & Ladavas, 2004; Berberovic et a i, 2004; Dijkerman, et a i, 2004; Fame et a i, 
2002; Maravita et a i, 2003; McIntosh et at, 2002; Pisella et a i, 2002; Rossetti et a i, 1998; 
1999; 2004; Tilikete et at, 2001; but see also Rousseaux et a i, 2006). Importantly, while prism 
adaptation can be relatively brief and non-invasive (comprising just a few minutes of pointing to 
visual targets while wearing rightward-deviating prisms that induce leftward pointing corrections; 
see Figure 1.12), its benefits on neglect have been reported to last surprisingly long in some 
cases, being sustained for up to 1 day or considerably longer (Fame et a t, 2002; Pisella, Rode, 
Fame, Boisson & Rossetti, 2002). For a single-case example of neglect improvement following 
prism therapy in a commonly used clinical test, see Figure 1.13.
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Figure 1.12. Typical procedure followed in prism adaptation: Participants wear the wedge-prism lenses 
which produce a fixed lateral distortion (e.g. optical shift to the right, usually between 5 and 15°). While 
wearing the prisms, the subjects perform repeated pointing movements to visual targets. In the beginning 
the subjects tend to misdirect their responses towards the direction o f the distortion (in this case to the 
right), as now the targets appear visually shifted to the right, but gradually, after repeated pointing 
movements, they adapt to the visual distortion and the error is reduced until they are usually able to 
directly point to the targets without errors. This adaptation usually takes place within a few minutes. The 
prisms are then taken o ff and now an ‘after-effect’ is typically observed when subjects try to point to the 
targets: they now misdirect their responses in the opposite direction o f the lateral distortion produced by 
the prisms (i.e. to the left). After a few more minutes the after effect usually fades away and the sensori­
motor co-ordination is back to normal. Figure taken and adapted from Parton, Malhotra Husain (2006).
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Figure 1.13. Example o f neglect improvement in one patient after prism adaptation treatment. Left panel: 
when asked to produce a copy o f the scene shown on the top, the patient omitted items on the left (PRE). 
After prism adaptation therapy the patient improved significantly in this task (POST) and this improvement 
was apparently sustained or even enhanced over 2  hours (LA TE). Right panel: A patient receiving placebo 
treatment with flat prisms producing no optical distortion, showed no improvement in either the post or late 
testing sessions. Figure taken and adapted from Rossetti et a! (199 ).
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Due to its apparently widely generalizing and long-lasting effects, and also due to its non- 
invasive and brief nature, prism adaptation has come into the focus of neglect rehabilitation over 
the last few years. Despite this, the exact mechanisms behind the beneficial effects of prism 
adaptation on neglect are still largely unknown (see Angeli, Meneghello, Mattioli & Ladavas 
2004; Dijkerman et at., 2003; Fame et ai, 2002; Mattingley, 2002b; McIntosh et a l , 2002; 
Pisella eta l, 2002; Redding & Wallace, 2006; Rode eta l, 2003; for discussions).
Moreover, a controversy exists in the current literature over whether prism adaptation can 
indeed alter awareness for the left space and thus fundamentally have an effect on the 
underlying mechanisms of neglect. Interestingly, a recent single-case study (Ferber, Dankert, 
Joanisse, Goltz & Goodale, 2003) reported that although prism therapy may significantly affect 
ocular spatial exploration, it may have no effect on a rightward bias when judging emotional 
expressions in pairs of chimeric faces and the authors suggested that prism adaptation does not 
alter deficient “perceptual awareness” per se, nor the true underlying mechanisms of neglect 
(whatever those might be!). In apparent contrast to these results however, it has been shown 
(Maravita et al, 2003) that prism therapy can improve somatosensory perceptual awareness in 
patients with tactile extinction, i.e. in a non-explorative task that requires only verbal reports. 
Moreover, prism therapy can apparently affect awareness in several others aspects of neglect 
also (e.g. in imagery tasks; Rode, Rossetti & Boisson, 2001; Rode, Rossetti, Li & Boisson, 
1998). Thus there is an apparent discrepancy in the current literature on prism benefits that still 
requires explanation, but for the existing results it is hard to compare directly across different 
studies that applied very different methods (sometimes in different sensory modalities) to 
separate patients. Accordingly, in four experiments that will be presented later in Chapter 3, the 
impact of prism therapy on awareness in several chimeric and non-chimeric tasks was 
examined, by comparing performance within the same group of patients on several related tasks 
before and after a prism intervention session.
Another approach to study the possible mechanisms behind prism adaptation has been to 
investigate the ‘after-effect’ seen post adaptation and any relationship to neglect improvement. 
This adaptive after-effect corresponds to the compensatory shift of proprioceptive and/or visual, 
and/or motor representations following prism adaptation, and has been traditionally considered 
as the main dependent measure of adaptation (Harris, 1974; Redding & Wallace, 1993; Welch, 
1978). Two measures have been equally used to measure this after-effect in neglect studies; 
first ‘proprioceptive’ pointing to the subjective straight ahead (SSA), with the eyes closed or 
blindfolded; and second open-loop (i.e. no visual feedback about hand position) pointing to 
visual targets (visual open loop or VOL). An intriguing fact highlighted in this thesis is that 
studies of neglect patients using SSA measures typically report prism after-effects that are 
unusually large as compared to those reported by studies using VOL, and also compared to the
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average SSA after-effect reported for neurologically unimpaired subjects (Redding & Wallace, 
2006; Rossetti et a!., 1998; Rossetti & Rode, 2002; see Figure 1.14).
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Figure 1.14. Neglect patients often show a pathological bias towards their ipsilesional side, when asked to 
indicate their subjective midline, by manually pointing straight ahead (left panel pre-test). Using a short 
adaptation period to a right prismatic shift o f 10° (and using as control thick glasses that produced no 
distortion), Rossetti et al. (1998) demonstrated a subsequent reduction o f the subjective body midline bias 
towards the right in neglect patients (left panel post-test). When asked to point to their subjective midline, 
both patients’ and normal subjects' responses were shifted to the left after an adaptation period to prisms, 
although this shift in patients was about twice that o f normals. Moreover, whereas now normal subjects 
pointed more leftwards than their actual subjective midline due to the after-effect, patients' response was 
now shifted leftwards towards their true midline. The manual straight-ahead pointing to the subjective 
straight ahead (SSA) has been used as a baseline task to test adaptation to prisms in many studies. But 
note that the SSA task is also considered to tap into a key aspect o f neglect by some authors such as Otto 
Karnath (e.g. 1994; 1997). Figure taken and adapted from Rossetti et al. (1998).
Although VOL and SSA measures have been traditionally used interchangeably, it may be 
particularly important to distinguish between these two measures of prism after-effects in 
neglect patients, given that distortions in the subjective straight ahead (as indexed in the SSA 
task) in particular have often been claimed to provide one key manifestation of neglect (Karnath, 
1994; 1997; Karrrath, Schenkel & Fischer, 1991; see also Jeannerod & Biguer, 1987). From this 
perspective, the greater impact of prism therapy on SSA than on VOL judgements might reflect 
a specific beneficial impact upon one aspect of the neglect syndrome, namely a distortion in the 
egocentric frame of reference as measured by SSA. Although several normal studies have 
compared these two measures directly (e.g. Beckett, 1980; Beckett & Melamed, 1980; Guan & 
Wade, 2000; Melamed, Beckett & Halay, 1979; Redding, Rader & Lucas, 1992; Redding & 
Wallace, 1988a; 1988b; 1990; 1992; 1993; 1994; 2000; 2001), to my knowledge this has never 
been done previously for neglect patients. A direct comparison between the after-effects
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obtained by VOL and SSA measures in a group of neglect patients was therefore performed 
here and the results are presented in Chapter 4.
Overall, an issue of great interest in the current literature concerns the relationship, if any, 
between the magnitude and/or duration of the adaptive after-effect produced by prisms and that 
of neglect amelioration. A number of recent studies have tried to investigate the relationship 
between the prismatic after-effects and neglect amelioration (Fame et a!., 2002; Frassinetti et 
at., 2002; Pisella et a/., 2002; Serino et at., 2006), however the evidence has not been 
conclusive. Pisella etal. (2002) reported dissociation between long-term neglect amelioration in 
a line bisection task and the prism after-effect as measured by SSA in two patients. Similarly 
Frassinetti et al. (2002), using repeated treatment sessions, showed that although neglect 
amelioration was still present after five weeks, the VOL after-effect was present only a few hours 
post-adaptation (see also Serino et al., 2006). On the other hand, using a VOL task, Fame et 
al., (2002) showed that the duration of the after-effect paralleled that of neglect amelioration in a 
number of visuo-manual and visuo-verbal measures. The results of my own new analysis here 
show the need to distinguish between the SSA and VOL after-effect measures. Distinguishing 
between these two after-effect measures allowed me to study the relationship between the size 
of the prismatic after effect and that of neglect improvement in cancellation, another task often 
used to assess neglect clinically, revealing a differential relationship between the SSA and VOL 
measure with neglect improvement. These findings are presented and discussed in Chapter 4.
A further issue of current interest relates to the neural circuitry that may underlie benefits 
from prism adaptation in neglect patients. In fact, investigations of the underlying neural 
mechanisms of the remarkable effects of prism adaptation on neglect have only started very 
recently. Some preliminary PET findings (Luaute et a/., 2006) point towards bilateral structures, 
such as the right parietal lobe and/or the left temporal lobe, as possible neural candidates 
mediating neglect improvement following prism therapy. But other initial findings based on the 
lesion analyses technique indicate that the failure of some patients to improve might be 
associated with more posterior brain damage to the right occipital lobe and consequently due to 
the possible presence of hemianopia (e.g. Angeli et al., 2004b; Serino et a/., 2006). I revisited 
this issue here, using the lesion subtraction technique. I performed an exploratory anatomical 
analysis and contrasted the lesions of patients who did versus those who did not show 
improvement following a single session of prism adaptation on cancellation and subjective 
straight ahead pointing (SSA), both tasks very often used to access neglect performance in 
relation to prism adaptation in the existing literature (for cancellation see Fame et al, 2002; 
Frascinetti et al., 2002; Rossetti, et at., 1998; Rousseaux et a!., 2006; Serino et al., 2006; for 
SSA see Ferber et at., 2003; Pisella et al., 2002; Rode, Rossetti & Boisson 2001; Rode et al., 
1998; Rossetti, et al., 1998). The results of this exploratory analysis are also presented in 
Chapter 4, and indicate that patients whose lesions encompass the inferio-posterior parietal
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cortex and/or the middle prefrontal cortex may not show beneficial effects in these tasks 
following prism adaptation.
Neural correlates o! conscious and unconscious crossmodal processing in 
extinction
A final question of current interest which will be addressed here relates to the multimodal 
nature of neglect, and the exact neural circuitry by which different modalities interact, in order to 
produce the multisensory manifestations of the syndrome affecting perceptual awareness. 
Currently relatively little is known about this, despite the growing interest in multi- and cross- 
modal processing in the healthy brain (e.g. see Calvert, Spence & Stein, 2004; Spence & Driver, 
2004) and despite the increasing knowledge on the neural mechanisms behind unimodal 
neglect and extinction. To date, extinction has provided a unique model to study neural 
correlates of perceptual awareness, and of associated pathological losses (e.g. Driver, 
Vuilleumier, Eimer & Rees, 2001; Eimer etal., 2002; Kobayashi, Takeda, Kaminaga, Shimizu & 
Iwata, 2005; Marzi, Girelli, Miniussi, Smania & Maravita, 2000; Marzi et al., 2001; Rees et at., 
2000; 2002; Remy et at., 1999; Valenza, Seghier, Schwartz, Lazeyras & Vuilleumier, 2004; 
Vuilleumier etal., 2001; 2002). Cross-modal extinction more specifically (e.g. see Bender, 1952; 
Bueti et al., 2004; Di Pellegrino et al., 1997; Ladavas et al., 2000; 2001; Maravita et al., 2000; 
Mattingley et al., 1997; Vaishnavi et at., 1999) may provide a good paradigm to study how 
stimuli from different modalities may compete for pathologically limited processing resources, 
and how these stimuli may or may not finally reach awareness in such patients.
As discussed earlier, although neglect may apparently lead to a striking loss of awareness 
for the left side of space, there is considerable amount of evidence from both behavioural (e.g. 
Baylis, Driver & Rafal, 1993; Berti & Rizzolatti, 1992; Berti et at., 1992; 1999; Di Pellegrino & De 
Renzi, 1995; Driver & Vuilleumier, 2001; Ladavas, Paladini & Cubelli, 1993; Marzi et al., 1996; 
Vuilleumier, Schwartz, Clarke, Husain & Driver, 2002) and functional imaging (e.g. Eimer et al., 
2002; Kobayashi, Takeda, Kaminaga, Shimizu & Iwata, 2005; Marzi, Girelli, Miniussi, Smania & 
Maravita, 2000; Marzi etal., 2001; Rees etal., 2000; 2002; Remy etal., 1999; Valenza, Seghier, 
Schwartz, Lazeyras & Vuilleumier, 2004; Vuilleumier et at., 2001; 2002) studies demonstrating 
that phenomenally unperceived visual or tactile information may be processed unconsciously to 
some degree. In so doing they raise significant questions as to the mechanisms and neural 
structures that support conscious perception and the exact degree to which multisensory 
information may be processed in neglect without reaching awareness.
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In the literature most such instances of unconscious neural processing of unreported 
information to date have been described in cases of unimodal visual or tactile extinction (Eimer 
et at., 2002; Kobayashi, Takeda, Kaminaga, Shimizu & Iwata, 2005; Marzi, Girelli, Miniussi, 
Smania & Maravita, 2000; Marzi et at., 2001; Rees et at., 2000; 2002; Remy et at., 1999; 
Valenza, Seghier, Schwartz, Lazeyras & Vuilleumier, 2004; Vuilleumier et at., 2001; 2002). 
Neuroimaging and ERP evidence has demonstrated the existence of residual unconscious 
activation in unimodal visual and tactile cortex, revealing for instance that extinguished visual 
stimuli may activate striate and extrastriate areas also activated by consciously seen unilateral 
visual stimuli (see Figure 1.15; Driver, Vuilleumier, Eimer & Rees, 2001; Eimer et at., 2002; 
Marzi, Girelli, Miniussi, Smania & Maravita, 2000; Marzi et at., 2001; Rees et at., 2000; 2002; 
Vuilleumier eta l., 2001; 2002). Moreover, the processing of such extinguished stimuli has been 
shown to extend well beyond the early visual pathways, as demonstrated by category-specific 
activation for extinguished face stimuli in the fusiform face area (Rees et al., 2002) and 
activation of areas involved in emotional processing such as the amygdala and the orbitofrontal 
cortex by extinguished stimuli with emotional salience (Vuilleumier et al., 2002). Similarly, 
extinguished tactile stimuli under bilateral unimodal stimulation have now been shown to 
activate the contralateral somatosensory cortex (Eimer et at., 2002; Kobayashi, Takeda, 
Kaminaga, Shimizu & Iwata, 2005; Remy et al., 1999; Valenza, Seghier, Schwartz, Lazeyras & 
Vuilleumier, 2004).
Figure 1.15. Striate and extrastriate areas activated by consciously seen unilateral stimuli presented in the 
left visual field (Uni L > Uni R) and extinguished stimuli under bilateral stimulation conditions (Exting > Uni 
R). Taken and adapted from Rees et a i (2000).
Although evidence for cross-modal mechanisms in extinction has now been well 
documented in many purely behavioural studies (e.g. see Bender, 1952; Bueti et al., 2004; Di 
Pellegrino e ta l., 1997; Ladavas et al., 2000; 2001; Maravita et a i, 2000; Mattingley Driver, 
Beschin, & Robertson, 1997; Vaishnavi etal., 1999), there has been little or no research (to my 
knowledge) applying neural measures to study cross-modal extinction between different
R Extrastriate t
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modalities, e.g. between vision and touch. In order to address this issue here, I investigated a 
well characterized single case of a chronic patient with cross-modal extinction of left touch by 
right vision that affected perceptual sensitivity itself (d’). By means of fMRI I was able to study 
the neural fate of left tactile stimuli that were extinguished from the patient’s awareness, when in 
the presence of competing right visual stimuli; plus any additional activations when the patient 
became aware of left touch rather than extinguishing this; and finally any changes in functional 
coupling between brain areas as a function of whether left touch was extinguished or detected 
on the bilateral crossmodal trials. This study is presented and discussed in detail in Chapter 5.
1.3. Summary and thesis plan
Spatial neglect is a multi-component neurological syndrome, with the deficits including 
losses in awareness, attention and exploration towards the contralesional side of space, 
providing a unique opportunity to study how the human brain represents space, attention, 
awareness and action and how these and other processes may be disrupted selectively by brain 
injury. Neglect does not invariably affect a fixed portion of space, but instead can be modulated 
by stimulation and task demands, including attentional factors. This thesis examines how 
aspects of neglect may be modulated by top-down task manipulations; or bottom-up stimulus 
factors; or by interventions, such as prism adaptation, that may have potential therapeutic 
benefit. Chapter 2 specifically investigates how varying just top-down task-demands can 
substantially modulate neglect as revealed on cancellation measures similar to those commonly 
used for diagnosis. Chapter 3 is concerned with the effects of prism intervention on perceptual 
awareness in neglect patients, revealing that while prism therapy may imporve substantially 
awareness for some tasks and/or stimuli, it may have no effect on others. Chapter 4 
demonstrates that prism after-effects in neglect patients are typically much larger when 
measured by subjective straight-ahead rather than open-loop pointing indices, which may be of 
importance for future studies of therapeutic impact from prism adapatation. Also, prism effects 
on the subjective straight ahead, but not on open-loop pointing, showed some relation to prism 
effects on cancellation. Moreover an exploratory anatomical analysis presented in this chapter 
indicates that this impact may also depend on the brain areas lesioned. Finally, using the 
phenomenon of extinction as a paradigm case of cross-modal modulation of awareness, 
Chapter 5 explores the neural correlates of awareness or of unconscious processing by means 
of fMRI, in a patient with cross-modal extinction of left touch by right vision that affected
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perceptual sensitivity itself. Chapter 6 summarises and further discusses the findings reported in 
this thesis in relation to various aspects of awareness that can be compromised in neglect 
following brain injury, and some of the factors that can significantly modulate awareness in 
these patients.
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Top-down modulation of neglect 
in cancellation tests
@ ©
4 7
Abstract
Cancellation is perhaps the most commonly used paper and pencil measure for the 
assessment of spatial neglect. Many studies to date have investigated those factors that may 
modulate performance in cancellation tasks and in doing so have tried to identify aspects that 
could make some tests more sensitive to neglect than others, revealing several potential 
components of neglect underlying cancellation performance including: a spatial bias towards the 
ipsilesional side; a deficit of directing focal selective attention towards contralesional space; an 
overall limit in attentional capacity; a deficient spatial working memory component and so on. 
However, the vast majority of these cancellation studies to date have typically confounded top- 
down with bottom-up factors, making it hard to isolate those purely ‘top-down’, task-related 
factors that may affect performance in neglect patients. Here I describe four studies that sought 
to isolate potential ‘top-down’ modulations in neglect, by always keeping visual displays identical 
across conditions, while varying just the task. The results show that top-down attentional 
demands can crucially modulate neglect performance in cancellation, with increasing demands 
on visual selective attention adversely affecting exploration towards the contralesional side, even 
when all bottom-up factors (here the visual displays) are kept constant. Experiment 1 examined 
whether the requirement to select some target items from among other non-targets contributes 
to neglect in cancellation. For the same displays patients either had to cross out all items, or first 
one subset and then the other. More neglect was unexpectedly observed in the former situation. 
Experiment 2 showed however that when target selection is required, the level of difficulty for 
target discrimination (based on either the overall shape or a finer shape detail) can dramatically 
modulate neglect performance. Experiment 3 further showed that manipulating top-down task 
difficulty can increase the number of contralesional omissions even when all items serve as 
targets, demonstrating a possible role for the attentional load involved in the task for the 
currently fixated item. However an additional discrimination process for the selection of targets 
from among distractors may significantly increase this effect (c.f. Experiment 2). Finally, the 
results of Experiment 4 indicate that discrimination difficulty per se can modulate neglect 
performance significantly, irrespective of the spatial scale of the judgement required (i.e. even for 
more versus less demanding colour discrimination, rather than only for local versus global 
aspects of shape). However, neglect performance in cancellation appears to be particularly 
compromised when the patients are required to perform demanding judgements based on more 
‘local’ details as opposed to more ‘global’ target features, while selecting targets among non­
targets.
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2.1. Introduction
Cancellation tests have long been used in neuropsychological assessment as a bedside 
measure of the ability to explore the contralesional side of extrapersonal space (e.g. Albert, 
1973; Gauthier, Dehault & Joanette, 1989; Halligan, Wilson & Cockburn, 1990; Weintraub & 
Mesulam, 1985). Most commonly, they are administered as paper-and-pencil tests and assess a 
patient’s ability to search visually for identifiable targets and to mark with a pen all such target 
items in an array, in free vision, without explicit time constraints. In contrast to many standard 
visual search tasks, where subjects usually have to locate or detect a single target (for example 
a red dot among green dots) and performance is assessed in terms of response time as well as 
accuracy (e.g., Eglin, Robertson & Knight, 1989; Esterman, McGlinchey-Berroth & Milberg, 
2000; Treisman & Gelade, 1980), in cancellation tasks subjects typically have to locate and 
cancel multiple targets (for example numerous letter ‘A’s among other distractor letters) in a 
display and usually the performance is rated in terms of accuracy/omissions rather than in terms 
of reaction time.
Patients presenting spatial neglect, after right hemisphere lesions, typically tend to 
perform poorly on these tests by omitting to cancel targets on the left side of the page (Albert, 
1973). Also, in contrast to normal subjects who often start from the top left side of the page, right 
hemisphere neglect patients commonly start from the top right corner of the page (Chatterjee, 
Mennemeier & Heilman, 1992a; Gauthier, Dehault, & Joanette, 1989; Mark & Heilman, 1997) 
and frequently there is an observed tendency for many patients to neglect targets located at the 
lower quadrants of the page (and specifically the left lower quadrant; Halligan & Marshall, 1989), 
often leading to an imaginary diagonal line between the cancelled and omitted items; what Mark 
and Heilman (1997) have named ‘diagonal neglect’. Finally, perseveration (i.e. repeated 
cancellation marks on items) can also be observed in such tasks in some patients (reportedly 
affecting between 30% and 90% of patients to some degree) and this has been shown to be 
specifically associated with the presence of neglect rather than right hemisphere damage per se, 
overwhelmingly occurring on the right side of the cancellation array and with such perseveration 
apparently appearing more often after damage in frontal and/or subcortical areas (Na et at., 
1999; Rusconi etal., 2002).
Cancellation is perhaps the most sensitive paper and pencil measure for the assessment 
of spatial neglect, in terms of its relation to real-life deficits (Azouvi et a!., 2002; Ferber & 
Karnath, 2001) and is very widely used in clinical practice as a brief bedside screening test. 
Azouvi et at. (2002) tested 206 subacute right hemisphere stroke patients and concluded that 
among many paper and pencil tests, the number of omissions in the Bells test (Figure 1.C) was 
by far the most sensitive screening measure for spatial neglect among those used, and the one
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which also presented the strongest correlation with other behavioural measures used in that 
study. Similarly, Ferber and Karnath (2001) compared line bisection and cancellation in regards 
to their accuracy in detecting spatial neglect (as diagnosed by the presence of neglect for the 
contralesional side in daily life and in other clinical tasks such as copying) and found that 
whereas line bisection missed 40% of the putative neglect cases, cancellation tests were far 
superior, missing only 6% of the cases.
A
B
C
Figure 2.1. Example o f performance o f one neglect patient (see case RA in Appendix A) in three commonly 
used cancellation tests in clinical practice, demonstrating a dear difference in test sensitivity, with a 
remarkable increase o f omissions in tests B (Weintraub and Mesuiam’s shape cancellation test, 1985) and 
C (The Be/Is test; Gauthier, Dehauit, & Joanette, 1989), as compared to A (Star Cancellation test; Halligan, 
Wilson & Cockburn, 1990).
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However, striking but hitherto unexplained differences in sensitivity also exist among 
cancellation tests. For example, the simple version of line cancellation comprising of a total of 40 
short lines randomly placed on a sheet of paper, as made popular by Albert (1973), has been 
shown to be rather insensitive -especially in detecting mild and moderate neglect- compared to 
other tests such as the Star Cancellation test (Halligan, Wilson & Cockburn, 1990), the Bells test 
(Gauthier, Dehault & Joanette, 1989) or the Weintraub and Mesulam shape cancellation test 
(Weintraub & Mesulam, 1985) where the target items are embedded among many distractors 
that are similar in appearance (Ferber & Karnath, 2001; Vanier eta!., 1990), as may presumably 
often arise in real world complex visual environments. An anecdotal demonstration of the 
potential differences in sensitivity of these tests to neglect is given in Figure 2.1, where a striking 
difference in the cancellation performance of a single neglect patient (see case RA in Appendix 
A) can be seen between the Shape cancellation test (Figure 2.1.B; Weintraub & Mesulam, 1985) 
and the Bells test (Figure 2.1.C; Gauthier, Dehault & Joanette, 1989) versus the Star 
cancellation test (Figure 2.1.A; Halligan, Wilson & Cockburn, 1990), with the former two tests 
revealing far more neglect.
Such results suggest that neglect can be modulated by the current task requirements, as 
defined possibly by stimulus and/or task-goal parameters, rather than always affecting a fixed 
portion of space. However, there is currently no clear explanation on why performance can differ 
so much among cancellation tests, since every test in common use has so many differences 
from all others, making it difficult to isolate those factor(s) that affect performance. Hence, the 
issue of which exact factors make a cancellation test more sensitive to neglect, and therefore 
which factors exacerbate visual exploration in neglect as assessed with cancellation, currently 
remains largely unresolved.
In general, cancellation studies which have tried to address this issue have done so by 
altering, in one way or another, different aspects of the stimulus display and/or task, in order to 
study the effects of these manipulations on neglect performance. However, as typically changes 
in task were also confounded with changes in the visual appearance of the display (see for 
example figures 2.2, 2.3, 2.4), some of the observed differences between different versions of 
the cancellation task to date can be hard to interpret. A brief overview of studies that have 
investigated neglect performance in different variants of cancellation tasks is given below, 
starting with studies which have manipulated various display/stimulus parameters and then 
turning to studies which have aimed to manipulate task parameters.
The absolute number of targets in a cancellation task (when no distractor items are 
present) has been shown to modulate the extent of neglect manifested. In a case study, 
Chatterjee, Mennemeier and Heilman (1992a) showed that increasing the number of targets 
from 16 to 64 increased the percentage of neglected targets from 9% to 57% (see also
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Mennemeier, Rapcsak, Dillon, & Vezey, 1998). In a second experiment, by varying both the 
number of targets and the size of the page where the targets were presented (but thereby 
affecting the spatial distribution of the targets), the authors concluded that the declining 
performance of their patient was indeed due to the increasing number of targets and not due to 
the consequent density of the targets.
By introducing distractors in a cancellation test, the task is now somehow changed. 
Instead of having to perform only a sequential visual detection task, cancelling every single item, 
the patients also have to perform an additional selection task, requiring discrimination among 
targets and distractors. Several studies to date have claimed that the mere presence o f 
distractors can increase the sensitivity of a cancellation test for detecting neglect among stroke 
patients (e.g. Gauthier, Dehaut & Joanette, 1989; Husain & Kennard, 1997; Rapcsak et al., 
1989). An extreme example of neglect exacerbation after addition of distractors in a cancellation 
display, provided by Husain and Kennard (1997), can be seen in Figure 2.2. However, note that 
here the mere addition of distractors significantly changes not only the task required, but also the 
physical appearance of the display. Moreover the difficulty of target-distractor discrimination has 
rarely if ever been manipulated while holding the display itself constant, which was a major aim 
of the present experiments.
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Figure 2.2. Example provided by Husain and Kennard ( 1997) o f performance o f one patient in: A) a 
cancellation task containing only targets and B) a task where distractors have been added.
The number o f distractors has been shown to affect the number of omission errors, with 
more distractors for a fixed number of targets leading to more omissions (Kaplan et a t, 1991). 
However, since the number of targets was kept constant in this study, and once again adding 
more distractors changed the physical displays between conditions, it is unclear whether this 
effect was due to the increased number of distractors per se, the reduced ratio between targets 
and non-target items, and/or the changed physical appearance of the displays. Evidence from 
cancellation studies in normals (Geldmacher, 1996) suggests that performance is more likely to
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be affected by the ratio o f targets and distractors rather than the absolute number of targets per 
se, with performance being adversely affected by the higher proportion of distractors.
Rapcsak et al. (1989) tested eight right hemisphere neglect patients using a geometric 
figure cancellation task and found that the sensitivity of cancellation tests increases when the 
sim ilarity between targets and non-targets increases and therefore when greater discrimination 
and focal attention may be required in order for the targets to be identified (although note that 
display appearance per se was changed once again). Interestingly, patients’ performance in 
conditions where the targets were salient enough to produce a ‘pop out’ effect was similar to that 
seen in the target-only conditions. Similarly, there is some evidence to suggest that neglect 
performance worsens when the sim ilarity between different kinds o f distractors decreases, again 
making target selection from among non-targets more difficult (Riddoch & Humphreys, 1987; see 
also Duncan & Humphreys, 1989, for an account of effects of target/non-target and non­
target/non-target similarity on search performance in normals). The saliency o f the targets was 
also found to be critical in a study by Aglioti, Smania, Barbieri and Corbetta (1997) using a 
texture segmentation paradigm with an easy (single feature based) and a difficult (conjunction 
based) cancellation task (Figure 2.3). The main finding here was that neglect patients made 
disproportionately more omission errors in the difficult-conjunction task than in the easy-feature 
task, as compared to control subjects, to left hemisphere damage patients, but also to right 
hemisphere damage patients without neglect, indicating that the performance of neglect patients 
is particularly impaired when the low saliency of targets requires focal attention and serial 
search. In contrast, patients with left or right brain damage but with no signs of unilateral neglect 
performed comparably for both the easy and the difficult texture task. Similar results were 
reported in a single case study by Mennemeier, Morris and Heilman (2004). Although all four 
studies speak to the idea that target-distractor discrimination difficulty may be crucial for spatial 
neglect manifestation, in all these cases the conclusions were reached again by significantly 
altering the displays themselves (see for example Figure 2.3), not just the discrimination required 
by the patients, thus somewhat confounding task and stimulus parameters and making it unclear 
whether the observed effects are due to the manipulation of the display appearance, or the task 
requirements, or some interaction of these.
Figure 2.3. Segment examples o f the arrays used by Aglioti et a!. (1997) in A. their feature and B. their 
conjunction visual search task.
7822 2822
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A similar criticism can be applied to the study of Mennemeier, Morris and Heilman (2004) 
which showed in a single case that neglect was exacerbated when the patient had to search for 
a single target item (among different distractor items) that was presented from different 
perspectives (rotated views) as compared to only one lateral view, presumably making target 
discrimination more difficult by requiring an additional mental rotation process (or simply by 
having used more heterogeneous targets). But once again the compared conditions had different 
stimulus appearances.
The spatial distribution of targets and/or distractors in the display has also been shown to 
play a significant role. Manly, Woldt, Watson and Warburton (2002) showed that replacing the 
targets in the contralesional side with additional distracting items, led to reduced re-cancellation 
of items in the ipsilesional side, indicating a possible covert influence of the type of neglected 
items on the patients’ performance. Bottini and Toraldo (2003) further showed that significantly 
more re-cancellation errors occur on the ipsilesional side in the presence of contralesional 
targets that are aligned with the ipsilesional targets, rather than ones that are non-aligned 
(placed in a crossed direction; see also Toraldo et ai., 2005). Conversely, Eglin, Robertson and 
Knight (1989) have shown using a visual search task that the number of items in the ipsilesional 
field can modulate impairment of visual search in the contralesional field. When targets and 
distractors were confined to only one side of the display (left only or right only), neglect patients 
performed equivalently in both hemispaces. However, when stimuli were displayed in both 
hemispaces, search, for targets on the ipsilesional side was unaffected by distractors on the 
neglected side, whereas search in the contralesional field was disproportionately slowed by 
distractors in the intact side.
Finally, the spatial structure of the stimuli array has been found to modulate the extent of 
neglect. When the stimuli (targets and distractors) are in an unstructured-random array, the 
search strategy of the patients tends to be erratic and more targets are neglected. On the other 
hand, a structured array can apparently prompt a more systematic and efficient search in the 
same patients (Weintraub & Mesulam, 1988).
Note that all of the cancellation studies described thus far have in effect compared 
performance for different stimulus displays. Studies seeking to investigate the effects of task 
manipulation on cancellation sensitivity have also produced interesting results, although 
significantly fewer in number, than for the stimulus-display manipulations described above. 
Firstly, it appears that the method of cancellation can affect the number of omissions. Mark, 
Kooistra and Heilman (1988) and also more recently Parton et ai. (2006) have showed that 
having the patients erase rather than cross out the targets in the display can lead to some 
improvements in performance. Presumably, ipsilesional targets may tend to capture attention 
when remaining physically present, whereas with the alternative ‘erasure’ cancellation method
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patients may be more able to ‘disengage’ (Posner et at., 1984) from the ipsilesional side of the 
page and search further into the contralesional side, with less attentional competition from the 
former side when the ipsilesional targets are no longer present. However note that this erase 
manipulation changes not only the task but also the physical display. Robertson and North 
(1993) further tested the disengagement hypothesis (e.g. Posner etal., 1984) by having patients 
cancel targets that were exposed one row at a time. This led to improved performance, further 
supporting the idea that cancelled stimuli on the whole page may usually still engage attention, 
even while the patient attempts to explore other parts of the sheet. If so, the ‘disengagement 
load’ may usually increase, as the conventional whole-display task progresses, resulting in 
patients being biased towards the regions acted upon recently. But again, Robertson and North’s 
manipulation changes not only the task but also the displays.
By having their patient make ‘invisible’ marks (recorded with carbon paper underneath) in 
a cancellation task, Wojciulik, Husain, Clarke and Driver (2001; 2004) were able to demonstrate 
the possible role of deficient spatial working memory in neglect during cancellation tasks. 
Neglect was found to be exacerbated by ‘invisible cancellation’, which presumably maximises 
spatial working memory requirements for keeping track of which items have already been found, 
when there are no explicit marks visually available to the patient indicating the previously visited 
targets. Frequent re-cancellations were found in the invisible condition for ‘O’-shaped targets 
(which served as half of the targets), but virtually no re-cancellations occurred when the targets 
were objects with memorable identities, indicating a specific impairment of spatial working 
memory in neglect, instead of a general working memory deficit. These results have been 
partially replicated recently by Parton et at. (2006). But note again that the visible/invisible 
manipulation will alter display appearance as well as the task per se.
To my knowledge the only cancellation study to date to have manipulated task in an 
entirely unconfounded way, by keeping stimulus displays exactly equivalent across all 
conditions, is the single case study of Mennemeier, Morris and Heilman (2004). In this study, in 
the baseline condition the patient was asked to cross out all the stimuli containing a specific 
number (e.g. a 3 or a 4 etc.) in displays containing one or two digit numerical numbers. In a more 
demanding condition the patient was asked to select and cancel multiples of a given number 
(e.g. a 3, 6, 9, 12 etc.), again being given the same displays, which led to a significant increase 
of omissions as compared to the baseline condition. Thus Mennemeier et at. (2004) showed that 
neglect may be exacerbated even when the displays are kept identical by simply changing the 
target selection criteria during cancellation, albeit in their case by adding the much more 
complex cognitive load of mental arithmetic (for the multiples) while also employing more visually 
heterogeneous targets (e.g. rather than searching just for 3’s, having to search for 3 then 6 then 
9, etc.).
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When considering all the above studies and effective manipulations, it may be important to 
bare in mind the complex and varied nature of neglect. As mentioned in Chapter 1, neglect may 
arise after damage in various brain areas, often after diffuse lesions, and accordingly the 
symptomatology may vary from one patient to the other. For example, it has been suggested by 
some authors that neglect arising after damage in frontal areas could reflect a deficit in 
generating contralesional movement plans, whereas parietal neglect could be related to a more 
perceptual deficit of orienting attention towards the contralesional side and/or a deficit of spatial 
representation for the contralesional space (Bisiach, Geminiani, Berti & Rusconi, 1990). 
Importantly then, the effectiveness of the different manipulations described above may vary 
across different neglect subtypes arising after damage to different brain structures. Husain and 
Kennard (1997) have suggested that many of the manipulations shown to alter the extent of 
neglect in cancellation (e.g. number and density of distractors) may have stronger effects on 
some patients than others (although this conclusion was reached by studying only two cases in 
their paper). They compared the performance of a patient with a confined right frontal lobe lesion 
(AJ) with that of a patient with a right fronto-parietal lesion (IP). Figure 2.4 shows examples of AJ 
and IP’s performance in two different cancellation tasks. The extent of the frontal patient’s 
neglect was found to be greatly modulated by the presence, density and location of distractors 
as well as the discriminability of targets among distractors. In short, his neglect was found to be 
highly distractor dependent: his performance was altered by the attentional demands of the 
task/displays and he was able to search to the extreme left of the array under certain optimal 
conditions (e,g. when distractor density was low). In contrast, the fronto-parietal patient’s 
performance was less affected by the different manipulations and was consistently restricted to 
the right hemispace, irrespective of the various manipulations. It should be noted however that 
patient IP’s lesion was more extensive than that of AJ’s, including both frontal and parietal areas; 
moreover IP also presented more severe neglect on standard clinical testing, which makes the 
two cases difficult to compare in terms of lesion alone. More recently, Mannan et al. (2005) have 
also demonstrated the importance of anatomical lesion location, this time in regards to the 
recursive search performance demonstrated by many neglect patients during cancellation tasks. 
Specifically, they found that while patients with inferior frontal and intra-parietal lesions both 
showed a tendency to mistake previously found targets for new ones, this seemed to follow a 
different pattern in different anatomical groups (with the re-cancellation mistakes being 
independent of search time in the frontal group, as if reflecting some perseveration, but rising 
more slowly over time in the parietal group, consistent with a spatial working memory deficit).
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Figure 2.4. A. Results obtained by Husain and Kennard (1997). BIT star cancellation and Albert's line 
cancellation by IP showing comparable performance in the two tasks. B. The same tests performed by AJ, 
showing a dear exacerbation o f neglect in the more difficult' Star cancellation task, involving distractors, as 
opposed to the Line cancellation task.
The existing cancellation studies reviewed above indicate that several factors could 
contribute to neglect patients’ deficient performance in cancellation tasks, including a spatial bias 
towards the ipsilesional side, a deficit of directing focal selective attention towards contralesional 
space, an overall limit in attentional capacity, a deficient spatial working memory component, or 
some perseverative tendencies and so on. However, as seen above, the vast majority of studies 
to date have typically used very different displays (e.g. changing appearance by varying the 
number or location of visible targets and/or distractors or even cancellation marks) across 
conditions, even when intending to compare different tasks (e.g. cancel vs. erase targets, whole 
display vs. one line at a time, visible vs. invisible cancellation, etc.). Such combined changes to 
both the stimulus displays and the task required makes it hard to interpret the results from such 
studies, and in particular to isolate, without any stimulus confounds whatsoever, those purely 
‘top-down’ task-related factors that may influence cancellation performance in neglect patients.
In the series of studies described below I tried to isolate and assess the role of several 
possible ‘top-down’ influences on neglect performance in cancellation. The novel aspect here 
was that I compared different tasks always under identical stimulus display conditions. Moreover, 
the task that was performed in the various conditions ideally changed only minimally with respect 
to a single factor related to the discrimination to be made on the same displays. Keeping the 
visual display constant thus allowed me to study exclusively the task-related factors of interest. 
The first experiment described here asked whether the mere presence of task-specified
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distractors among targets (producing a task-induced requirement for selective attention), is a 
sufficient condition to exacerbate neglect. In Experiment 2 I tried to elucidate the role of 
between-item discrimination difficulty (and specifically discrimination of shape versus fine local 
details) and in doing so the role of top-down ‘attentional load’ in cancellation, showing neglect 
exacerbation under conditions of difficult versus easy discrimination for the same displays. In the 
third experiment, I specifically tried to investigate whether this effect may due to the difficulty of 
the task performed while the patient is fixating each item or while searching among non-targets 
for possible targets. Finally, the fourth and last experiment examined whether neglect 
performance in cancellation may be especially exacerbated when patients perform judgements 
depending on ‘local’ as opposed to ‘global’ shape features of the target items, in line with 
Marshall and Halligan’s (1994) account that neglect may be based on an interaction of a lateral 
with a local bias after right hemisphere damage.
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2.2. Patient selection criteria and details
Overall a consecutive series of seventeen patients with spatial neglect participated in the 
following series of four cancellation experiments (note thought that not all patients participated in 
all experiments; see each individual experiment’s method section for more information). Potential 
neglect patients were initially identified in terms of the presence of cerebrovascular incidents 
affecting the right hemisphere and via the affected lesion site (involving the parietal, frontal or 
temporal lobes), as revealed by CT or MRI scans. They were then screened for neglect with a 
battery of standard paper and pencil tests. Patients were selected for further study on the basis 
of impaired performance in at least some of these standard tests for neglect. Specifically 
diagnosis of left visual neglect was based on the presence of at least two of the following seven 
criteria:
• A minimum of 30 omissions on the left side of the page for either the Star 
(Halligan, Wilson & Cockburn, 1994), Bells (Gauthier, Dehault & Joanette, 1989), or 
Mesulam (Weintraub & Mesulam, 1985) cancellation tests;
• A minimum average rightward deviation of 12 or more in a 5-item line (18cm) 
bisection task (Halligan etal., 1990);
• Omission of left sided elements in the BIT figure copying test (Wilson, Cockburn & 
Halligan, 1987);
• Omission of left sided elements in a ‘drawing from memory’ test, requiring patients 
to draw a picture of a clock and a daisy;
• A minimum of 30 errors (omissions or mis-readings) for the left side of words in
a 20-item word reading test;
• A minimum of 30 leftward errors in a 20-item chimeric object naming test (see
Chapter 4 for more details on exactly how this test was implemented);
• A minimum of 70 rightward bias in a chimeric face emotional judgment task
(Mattingley etal., 1993; Mattingley, Bradshaw, Nettleton & Bradshaw, 1994; see Chapter 4 
for more information).
All patients recruited had fairly typical lesions and symptoms for right-hemisphere stroke 
patients exhibiting aspects of left neglect (see below). On clinical examination all included 
patients were alert and well oriented in time and space. Patients with severe language, alertness 
or psychiatric problems were excluded. All patients gave their informed consent to participate in 
this study in accord with local ethics. See Table 2.1 for individual patient summaries (for more
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detailed individual case descriptions see Appendix A; for an anatomical summary for each 
experiment see Appendix B).
Table 2.1. Individual patient details and scores. Notes: Line bis= % of average rightward deviation (negative 
numbers indicate a trend for deviation towards the left), Chim obj= % of the left side of chimeric objects 
identified out of 20, Chim faces= % of faces with smiting side on the right chosen as' happier' out of 20, 
Post stroke= months post stroke at time of testing, Hemianopia: assessed by confrontation.
Patient Sex Age Cancellation Line 
Bis. %
Chim 
Obj. %
Chim 
faces %
Post­
stroke
Hemia­
nopia
Lesion site and pathology1
DL M 59 L: 0/17
R: 15/17 (Bells)
-12 100 95 19 No R fronto-parietal infarct
EY F 74 L: 9/27
R: 20/27 (Star)
40 10 90 1 Yes R parieto-occipital infarct (PCA/MCA 
■watershed’).
CO F 57 L: 5/27 
R: 24/27 (Star)
23 0 100 1< No R MCA infarct, involving the right frontal lobe, 
right basal ganglia and right insular cortex.
TL M 56 L: 5/17
R: 17/17 (Bells)
-7 94 90 4 No R stroke in the ACA territory
OA M 41 L: 3/30
R: 30/30 (Mes.)
1.4 40 90 9 No R large MCA infarct, involving the inferior 
parietal lobe and frontal lobe.
WL M 52 L: 0/27
R: 13/27 (Star)
34 0 100 6 Yes R intracerebral haemorrhage involving white 
matter
LG F 23 L: 11/30 
R: 28/30 (Mes.)
39 50 100 5 Yes R MCA infarct, R ICA dissection, R fronto- 
temporal craniectomy
MM F 60 L: 3/27 
R: 18/27 (Star)
46 0 85 1 Yes R parieto-occipital infarct (PCA/MCA 
‘watershed’)
AK M 64 L: 12/27 
R: 24/27 (Star)
13 0 80 1 Yes R haemorrhage involving white matter in the 
region of the external capsule, claustrum and 
extreme capsule.
AM M 67 L: 0/27 
R: 12/27 (Star)
85 0 80 1< No R MCA involving the temporo-parietal 
junction.
EH F 59 L: 0/30
R: 28/30 (Mes.)
54 0 100 17 Yes R large subarachnoid haemorrhage in the 
MCA territory with extension into the sylvian 
fissure.
KP M 51 L: 0/27 
R: 8/27 (Star)
68 0 90 7 Yes R parietal-temporal lobectomy following SDH 
and bleed.
CM F 64 L: 0/27
R: 13/27 (Star)
61 n/a n/a 2 No R MCA stroke, extending to frontal cortex and 
including basal ganglia.
PH M 51 L: 0/27
R: 10/27 (Star)
9 0 85 12 Yes R large intracerebral bleed and subarachnoid 
haemorrhage.
DF M 72 L: 13/30 
R: 20/30 (Mes.)
-8 61 100 171 No R hemisphere stroke. Exact location of lesion 
unknown.
RA M 69 L: 0/27
R: 22/27 (Star)
12 31 90 18 Yes R MCA stroke, with possible later unknown 
extension
PO M 46 L: 8/30
R: 29/30 (Mes.)
2 13 n/a 6 Yes R haemorrhage involving the basal ganglia
1 As inferred from clinical scans; see Appendix A and B
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2.3. Experiment 1
This initial, exploratory study sought to investigate whether simply having to perform a 
selective task, i.e. having to select some items as targets while ignoring others as distractors, 
could influence performance of neglect patients in cancellation. As mentioned earlier, some 
cancellation tasks typically used in clinical practice such as the Bells (Gauthier, Dehault, & 
Joanette, 1989) or the Mesulam (Weintraub & Mesulam, 1985), where the target items are 
embedded among many distractors and therefore require selective search, have often been 
found anecdotally to be much more sensitive to neglect than cancellation tasks such as the 
Albert (1973) test, where no discrimination between targets and distractors is required, since all 
items in the display are targets (Ferber & Karnath, 2001; Vanier et aL, 1990). But to my 
knowledge no study to date has investigated the effect of having to select targets from among 
distractors without at the same time altering the cancellation display. In this first experiment, I 
manipulated the need to select targets from distractors by altering the task while keeping the 
display identical, thus hoping to isolate exclusively the possible effects of the selection 
requirement on cancellation performance. The initial hypothesis here was that having to perform 
a selective task would increase the number of omissions in cancellation. But as will be seen, the 
results did not turn out as expected (perhaps as with hindsight the manipulation here was not as 
‘pure’ as the ones that I was able to introduce in the subsequent experiments, as will be 
discussed below).
Method
Subjects
Seven consecutive stroke patients with some signs of left neglect participated in this 
experiment (DL, EY, CO, TL, OA, WL and LG). See Table 2.1 for individual patient details and 
section 2.2 for patient selection criteria (for more detailed information see Appendix A and for a 
lesion overlap map of these patients see Appendix B).
Stimuli
In this study the stimuli displays used were always equivalent across conditions. The 
displays used always consisted of 30 circles, plus 30 crosses orientated diagonally (X’s), 
arranged on a sheet of A4 paper. Each cancellation sheet thus contained 60 items in total and 
each sheet could be divided into six ‘columns’, each column containing always five circles and 
five crosses. The exact position of the individual items was pseudorandomly arranged within
each column, in four different variations that were counterbalanced across task conditions. The 
four different cancellation sheets were also then reversed in mirror image left-right, in order to 
provide eight cancellation sheets in total, with equivalent stimuli on left and right sides overall; 
see Figure 2.5 for one example of a cancellation display used here.
Figure 2.5. Example of cancellation stimulus display used in Experiment 1.
Procedure
Patients were seated at a table in front of the experimenter. Each cancellation sheet was 
placed directly in front of the patients, in alignment with their mid-sagittal axis. Patients were 
given two tasks to perform using the same displays, in the task orders ABBABAAB or 
BAABABBA. In both tasks correct performance ultimately required patients to cancel with a pen 
every single item in the array. In the first condition (‘baseline’ task), the patients were simply 
asked to cross out indiscriminately every single item in the display, irrespective of its shape 
(circle or a cross), thus being analogous to the classic Albert test (Albert, 1973), where every 
item serves as an equivalent target. In the second ‘selective’ condition, patients were again 
asked to ultimately cancel every item in the display, but now they were asked first to cancel all 
the circles before proceeding to cancel all the crosses, or vice versa. Thus while ultimately all 
items should be cancelled again for correct performance, now attentional selection of circles 
from crosses (or vice versa) was required in sequence. Patients were not allowed to cross items 
of the first type after having started cancelling items of the second type. The order for selection 
of shape for cancellation (crosses first and then circles or vice versa) was counterbalanced 
across patients. In both tasks, the patients were free to start anywhere in the array and to 
proceed in any direction they wanted, in free vision. There were no time limits set, although the 
time it took each patient to complete each cancellation sheet was recorded. Overall performance 
was rated in terms of omissions out of a total number of 240 (120 targets on the left and 120 on
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the right for each condition, when adding the cancelled items from all four sheets per condition) 
for each patient. The data were also scored by column. Thus in both conditions the total number 
of targets to be scored was the same, however in the ‘baseline’ condition no attentional selection 
between current target and current distractor shapes was required, whereas in the ‘selective’ 
condition selection of current targets from current distractors on the basis of shape was required.
Results
None of the patients made any errors of commission during either testing session, 
indicating that they understood the tasks and could switch between response sets. Overall, the 
results of this first experiment were surprising, demonstrating, contrary to the initial hypothesis, a 
clear and consistent advantage of cancellation performance in the ‘selective’ condition as 
opposed to the ‘baseline’ condition (see Figure 2.6).
Overall, the patients cancelled significantly more targets in the ‘selective’ task as opposed 
to the ‘baseline’ task (main effect of task: F(1,6)= 50.0, p=0.0004), with an average of 85.2% 
(204/240) cancelled targets in the ‘selective’ condition (sd=21.9%) and 77.3% (187/240) in the 
‘baseline’ condition (sd=22.1%). As expected, the main effect of cancellation column was also 
significant (F(5,30)= 5.1, p=0.002), with more omissions taking place towards the contralesional 
columns of the page (see Figure 2.6). When testing for an interaction between task and side of 
the cancellation page (collapsing the columns into left versus right side of the page to increase 
statistical power due to the limited number of patients) I also found a significant outcome 
(F(1,6)=8.0, p=0.030), indicating an increased task effect towards the left side of the display.
On an individual level, all patients showed a significant increase of performance in the 
‘selective’ task as compared to the ‘baseline’ task, apart from patient CO for whom this 
difference did not reach a significant level (x20 )=  1-2, p<0.273). Specifically, DL cancelled 
201/240 (84%) of the targets in the ‘baseline’ condition and 228/240 (95%) in the ‘selective’ 
condition (x2(1)=16.0, p<0.001). EY cancelled 203/240 (85%) of the targets in the ‘baseline’ 
condition and 233/240 (97%) in the ‘selective’ condition (x2(1)=22.5, p<0.001). OA cancelled
207/240 (86%) of the targets in the ‘baseline’ condition and 225/240 (94%) in the ‘selective’
condition (x2(1)=7.5, p<0.006). TL cancelled 225/240 (93%) of the targets in the ‘baseline’ 
condition and 238/240 (99%) in the ‘selective’ condition (x2(1)=10.3, p<0.001). WL cancelled
67/240 (28%) of the targets in the ‘baseline’ condition and 88/240 (37%) in the ‘selective’
condition (x2(1)=4.2, p<0.04). Finally, LG cancelled 201/240 (83%) of the targets in the 
‘baseline’ condition and 216/240 (90%) in the ‘selective’ condition (x2(1)=4.1, p<0.043). Figure 
2.7 shows the individual patient results per task and per column of cancellation.
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Figure 2.6. Mean number o f items cancelled across all patients per condition. Numbers on the y-axis 
indicate the mean number o f cancelled items (out o f 40) and numbers on the x-axis represent each o f the 
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Figure 2.7. Individual patient results for Experiment 1. Numbers on the y-axis indicate total number o f 
cancelled items (out o f 40) and numbers on the x-axis indicate columns o f the cancellation page (with 1 
being the leftmost column and 6 being the rightmost column).
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The mean time for completion of a single cancellation sheet in the ‘selective’ task 
(mean=2.30 mins, sd=0.93) was longer than that for the ‘baseline’ task (mean=1.89 mins, 
sd=0.86), which may not be surprising given the additional discrimination requirements of the 
former.
Overall, the results of this first experiment unequivocally indicate, contrary to the initial 
expectation, that although the patients showed some neglect for the contralesional space in both 
tasks, their neglect surprisingly was relatively reduced in the ‘selective’ task as compared to the 
‘baseline’ task, despite the additional attentional selection process that the former task 
presumably required.
Discussion
The results of the present experiment provide initial evidence apparently indicating that 
merely having to perform a between-item discrimination, in order to select possible targets 
among distractors, may not always be a sufficient condition to exacerbate neglect performance 
in cancellation tasks. In contrast to several previous studies (e.g. Gauthier, Dehaut & Joanette, 
1989; Husain & Kennard, 1997) the findings here suggest that the presence of distractors may 
not always be detrimental to neglect. Although target saliency per se was not manipulated here, 
these results might be taken as according with Rapcsak et al!s (1989) report that in conditions 
where the targets are salient enough to produce a ‘pop out’ effect among distractors (as perhaps 
for O’s among X ’s here), performance is not different to when distractors are not present.
More surprisingly however, the present results further suggest that in a situation with two 
distinct target types, cancelling first one subtype and then the other may actually enhance 
performance in neglect patients, leading to fewer omissions towards the contralesional space. 
This initially seems surprising given the fact that cancelling one subtype at a time requires a 
selective process among the items of the display, with half of the items being distractors at any 
time. With hindsight, the advantage of the selective condition could have been triggered by 
factors other than the target versus non-target selective process that I intended to manipulate 
here in isolation, making the design of the present experiment not ideal. In principle the result 
could reflect a limited capacity of patients to sequentially act upon stimuli of more than one type. 
Perhaps having to switch attention between targets that are visually dissimilar, while focusing 
and cancelling each item in the display (‘baseline’ condition), may increase the ipsilesional 
disengagement deficit in neglect. A second possibility relates to the cancellation marks made by 
the patients during the task. Visible marks made on targets towards the ipsilesional side of the 
paper might increase the tendency for patients’ attention to lock onto salient stimuli on that side
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(Mark, Kooistra & Heilman, 1988). In this case, while cancelling each and every item in the 
display in the ‘baseline’ condition, the cancellation marks produced (initially mainly on the 
ipsilesional side, cueing responses) could act in a captivating manner increasing this 
disengagement deficit. On the contrary, in the ‘selective’ condition the marks produced are 
halved in the first half of the task (before target type switch) and this might potentially facilitate 
exploration towards the contralesional space. In the second half of the ‘selective’ task, it is 
possible that the cancellation marks already produced further in the contralesional side during 
the first sub-task could act in a cueing manner towards that side. These possibilities related to 
marked locations might be addressed in the future with invisible-mark variations on the present 
design. A final possibility is that introducing a switch of target-type halfway through the task (from 
circles to crosses or vice versa) acts as an alerting signal, increasing the level of arousal in 
patients and subsequently improving performance. Similarly, having to perform a more 
demanding task, involving active search for potential targets could increase arousal in patients 
(though see subsequent experiments in this chapter for evidence against this very simple 
account). The role of reduced alertness in neglect has been previously demonstrated by 
Robertson and colleagues (Robertson, Tegner, Tham, Lo & Nimmo-Smith, 1995; Robertson et 
aL, 1997; 1998).
2.4. Experiment 2
Experiment 1 indicated that the mere requirement to select current targets from among 
current distractors may not always be sufficient to exacerbate neglect and therefore to explain 
the difference in performance usually seen between cancellation tasks such as the Albert and 
the Mesulam (see Ferber & Karnath, 2001; Vanier et a!., 1990). Of course there are many 
differences between those two cancellation measures apart from the presence or absence of 
distractors, including the fact that the high similarity between targets and distractors in the 
Mesulam test makes it a much more attentionally demanding task. This raises the possibility that 
the difficulty of target discrimination per se could be a crucial factor in cancellation performance. 
The second experiment here examined whether manipulating discrimination difficulty, by 
requiring judgements of either the overall shape (circle/cross) or a more difficult to discriminate 
local detail for each individual item (gap/no-gap, see Figure 2.8; therefore shifting attention from 
a more global to a more local level) for the same displays, would affect the extent of neglect 
(number of omissions) observed for each individual patient. In the ‘shape’ condition patients 
were instructed to cancel targets which were highly discriminable among distractors (having to
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cancel for example circles among crosses). In the ‘gap’ condition, a local detail of each item had 
to be judged (having to cancel for example all items with a gap, whether circle or cross, while 
ignoring all complete items), making discrimination for targets much more demanding. I 
predicted that the patients would show more neglect in the ‘gap’ task than the ‘shape’ task, even 
though the displays used consisted of identical stimuli in both conditions (with just the task 
instructions differing here), as the gap task should be more demanding in terms of serial or 
focused attention (Sagi & Julesz, 1985; Treisman & Gelade, 1980; Treisman & Souther, 1985), 
with gap targets being highly similar to non-gap distractors (Duncan and Humphreys, 1989). 
Although this prediction may seem straightforward, the role of purely ‘top-down’ attentional 
factors in cancellation as here has never been directly tested before, as all previous studies 
always used different stimuli displays and/or altered the task significantly (e.g. total number of 
items to cancel) when comparing different conditions, thus typically confounding bottom-up and 
top-down factors (see literature review in introduction of this chapter). The top-down issue was 
isolated here for the first time and tested in a group of 17 patients with spatial neglect. Note that 
the manipulation in Experiment 1 (i.e. having to cancel first one subset of stimuli, then another; 
versus cancelling all items at once irrespective of shape) no longer applied now, but instead 
cancellation ‘method’ was held perfectly constant across the new and more subtle comparison.
Method
Subjects
Seventeen stroke patients with left neglect participated in the following experiment (MM, 
DL, AK, CM, EY, CO, EH, KP, AM, OA, PH, DF, RA, TL, WL, PO and LG). See Table 2.1 for 
individual patient details and section 2.2 for patient selection criteria (for more detailed 
information see Appendix A and for a lesion overlap map of these patients see Appendix B).
Stimuli
Similarly to Experiment 1 the stimulus displays used here were always equivalent across 
conditions. The display used always consisted of 30 circles plus 30 crosses orientated 
diagonally, arranged on a sheet of A4 paper. Half the circles were complete, whereas the other 
half now had a small arc removed at the bottom of the circle. Similarly, half the crosses were 
complete and half had a small gap in the centre. Each cancellation sheet thus again contained 
60 items in total and each sheet could be divided in six ‘columns’, each column containing 
always five circles and five crosses, five items in each column having a gap and five being 
without a gap (see fig 2.8). The exact position of the individual items was pseudorandomly
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arranged within each column, in four different variations and was counterbalanced across task 
conditions. The four different cancellation sheets were then reversed in mirror image left-right, in 
order to provide eight cancellation sheets in total.
o  o
''X
Figure 2.8. Example of cancellation stimulus display used in Experiment 2.
Procedure
There were two conditions in this experiment. In the ‘shape’ condition patients were 
instructed to mark all the circles in the array {or all the crosses, see below), irrespective of the 
presence or absence of a gap. In the ‘gap’ condition patients were asked to mark all the items in 
the array containing a gap {or all the items not containing a gap, see below), regardless of the 
actual global shape of the items (circle or cross). Each patient completed four cancellation 
sheets per condition. The eight cancellation sheets in total were given to each patient in the 
order ABBABAAB or BAABABBA, where A was one condition (i.e. shape) and B the other 
condition (i.e. gap). In half (i.e. two) of the trials for condition A patients were asked to cancel the 
circles and in the other half the crosses; and similarly in half of the trials in condition B they were 
asked to cancel the items with the gaps and in the other half the items without the gaps. The 
order of target-type cancellation within condition was counterbalanced between patients. For all 
conditions, the total number of targets to be cancelled in each page was always 30 (half of the 
total number of items in the array); 15 located on the left and 15 on the right side of the page. 
Overall performance was thus rated in terms of omissions out of a total number of 120 (60 
targets on the left and 60 on the right for each condition, when adding the cancelled items from 
all four sheets per condition) for each patient. The data were also scored by column. No time 
limits were set, but each cancellation trial was terminated when the patient reported that he/she 
had completed the task. The time it took each patient to complete each cancellation sheet was
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recorded and later analysed to assess whether any potential observed effects could be 
explained in terms of speed-accuracy trade-offs or not.
Results
Patients made no errors of commission at all in the easy ‘shape’ task and rarely erred in 
the ‘gap’ task (mean error rate: 1.31% of total number of cancellations in this condition, sd=1.91), 
showing that all could discriminate between the different types of items, could switch between 
response sets and understood the task. Overall, the results of the second experiment indicate a 
clear exacerbation of neglect in the ‘gap’ condition (see fig 2.9), suggesting that the requirement 
to attend to and discriminate local details, for the same displays, may be detrimental for neglect 
patients.
As I had predicted, patients cancelled significantly more targets overall in the ‘shape’ task 
than the ‘gap’ task (F(1,16)= 92.2, p=0.000000004). On average patients cancelled 74.7% 
(89.6/120) of the targets in the ‘shape’ condition (sd=22.4%), with their mean performance 
strikingly reducing to 49.6% (59.5/120) in the ‘gap’ condition (sd=21.2%). This difference was 
significant for both the left (t(16)= 7.5, p=0.000001) and the right (t(16)= 5.5, p=0.00004) side of 
the page, however with significantly more omissions taking place towards the contralesional 
columns of each page (main effect of side of page: F(1,15)=52.2, p=0.0000001). Specifically, 
patients cancelled on average (for both tasks) 79.8% of the targets on the right side of the 
displays and 44.5% on the left. A repeated measures ANOVA revealed that there was a 
significant interaction between task and side of page (F(1,16)=4.9, p=0.042), confirming that 
discrimination difficulty (i.e. the shape/gap manipulation) had more of an effect towards the 
contralesional side of the page, as expected. This outcome can be seen in Figure 2.9.
On an individual level all patients showed significant decreases of performance in the ‘gap’ 
task, as compared to the ‘shape’ task (for all patients minimum: x2(1)= 7.5, p<0.006), apart from 
patients KP and PH for whom this difference did not reach a significant level (x2(1)= 2.4, p<0.122 
for KP and x20 ) = 0-9. p<0.345 for PH). The percentages for individual patient performance in 
each task and significance values (p) can be found in Table 2.2. Figure 2.10 also shows the 
cancellation performance per column for each individual patient where the decrease of 
performance in the ‘gap’ task is evident in 15 out of 17 patients.
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Figure 2.9. Mean number o f cancelled items per condition. Numbers on the y-axis indicate mean number o f 
cancelled targets out o f 20 (total number o f targets per column across sheets) and numbers on the x-axis 
indicate columns o f the cancellation page (with 1 being the leftmost column and 6 being the rightmost 
column). Note more neglect omissions in gap task.
Table 2.2. Percentages o f total number o f cancelled targets in the ‘shape’ and ‘gap’ condition respectively 
and statistical value o f difference between the two conditions (p) for each individual patient.
Patient
Total % 
Shape Gap P
MM 75 29 0.000 **
DL 89 73 0.002 **
AK 91 65 0.000 **
CM 80 47 0.000 **
EY 96 70 0.000 **
CO 89 62 0.000 **
EH 67 39 0.000 **
KP 27 18 0.122
AM 36 14 0.000 **
OA 80 57 0.000 **
PH 38 33 0.345
DF 93 82 0.006 "
RA 73 33 0.000 **
TL 96 77 0.000 **
WL 57 27 0.000 **
PO 93 57 0.000 **
LG 90 62 0.000 **
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Figure 2.10. Individual patient results for Experiment.2. Numbers on the y-axis indicate total number o f 
cancelled items (out o f 20) and numbers on the x-axis indicate columns o f the cancellation page (with 1 
being the leftmost column and 6 being the rightmost column).
Finally, the mean time for completion of a single cancellation sheet in the ‘gap’ task 
(mean=2.57 mins, sd=1.49) was longer than that for the ‘shape’ task (mean=1.93 mins, 
sd=0.53), ruling out the possibility that the observed effect could have been due to a speed- 
accuracy trade off.
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The results of this experiment thus unequivocally indicate that the patients showed neglect 
for contralesional targets in both tasks, but their neglect was significantly exacerbated in the 
‘gap’ task that required a more difficult discrimination for the same stimuli, presumably on a more 
local level.
Discussion
The results of Experiment 2 suggest that the extent of neglect in cancellation can indeed 
be modulated by the difficulty of target/non-target discrimination in a purely top-down task 
related manner. Apart from the study of Mennemeier, Morris and Heilman (2004; which had 
varied mental arithmetic requirements) this is the only demonstration to my knowledge that just 
changing the task requirements in a cancellation task, while the display remains the same, can 
dramatically change the extent of the spatial exploration deficit exhibited by neglect patients. 
Here I found that the ‘gap’ task can be much more sensitive to neglect than the ‘shape’ task, 
presumably due to the greater attentional demands of the discrimination required for the same 
display. This clearly indicates that spatial neglect can be substantially modulated according to 
the current ‘top-down’ task requirements, even for identical displays.
Although the results of Experiment 2 are unequivocally clear, a number of possible 
interpretations, that are not mutually exclusive, can be made with respect to the actual 
mechanisms behind neglect exacerbation in the ‘gap’ condition. It could be the case that the 
increased discrimination requirements in the ‘gap’ task force the patients to employ a more 
‘serial’ search strategy, which has been shown to lead to rather impaired performance in visual 
search by neglect patients as compared to tasks that require a more ‘parallel’ search strategy 
(Eglin, Robertson & Knight, 1991; Esterman, McGlinchey-Berroth & Milberg, 2000; Riddoch & 
Humphreys, 1987). In this case the observed difference between the two tasks compared here 
could be due to the difficulty of searching for potential targets among current non-targets. An 
alternative possibility is that the low or high discrimination requirements for the currently fixated 
item (the ‘perceptual load’ of the task for the currently considered item at fixation) could 
determine the extent of attentional allocation to the contralesional space (e.g. see Lavie, 2006). 
In this latter case the observed difference between the ‘shape’ and the ‘gap’ task could be due to 
the likelihood of finding (in peripheral vision) the next item to fixate, while performing a low or a 
high perceptual load task at fixation (i.e. for the currently fixated item). Experiment 3 tries to 
address these issues more definitively, by now making all items targets so there is no need to 
discriminate targets from non-targets peripherally. A final possibility (again not mutually 
exclusive) is that the observed effects could be due to a shift of attention in the gap task towards
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a more ‘local’ discrimination level, as compared to attention being used at a more ‘global’ level in 
the shape task (see Lamb, Robertson & Knight, 1989; 1990; Robertson, Egly, Lamb & Kerth, 
1993; Robertson & Lamb, 1991), which according to Marshall and Halligan’s (1994) account 
might reduce the recourses available for global scanning and thereby exacerbate the spatial bias 
in neglect. I return to consider the possible local/global issue further with Experiment 4.
2.5. Experiment 3
Experiment 1 showed that the mere requirement for selecting targets from among non­
targets is not always sufficient to exacerbate neglect (although contrasting cancellation of all 
items, versus one subset then another in sequence, may have inadvertently involved other 
factors, see earlier discussion). Experiment 2 however showed that target discrimination difficulty 
is crucial for neglect performance in cancellation, even while holding the displays themselves 
constant. In the next experiment I sought to investigate whether having to perform a difficult 
discrimination between two types of targets, in the absence of any distractors (and therefore now 
eliminating the need for discrimination between targets and non-targets), could similarly increase 
omissions for the contralesional space and therefore might account for the effect observed in 
Experiment 2. In other words, I wanted to examine the role of discrimination requirements in 
cancellation tasks further, by removing visual search for targets among non-targets from the 
task, in order to study exclusively the effects of judgement difficulty for each individual item when 
fixated in turn, with all items now being targets. The critical change in procedure here was that 
task instructions now required patients to make a more or less demanding discrimination 
judgement for every single item in the display and therefore no discrimination between targets 
and distractor items was now needed (as all items now became targets). The hypothesis under 
test was thus whether having to perform a demanding discrimination task for the currently fixated 
item may exhaust attentional recourses further and lead to disproportionately more omissions 
towards the contralesional side of the cancellation page, even though no discrimination was 
required between target versus distractor items in the display, as according to task instructions 
every item was now a target to be judged.
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Method
Subjects
Thirteen stroke patients with left neglect participated in the following experiment (MM, DL, 
AK, CM, EY, CO, EH, KP, AM, OA, PH, WL and LG); All 13 patients had also previously 
participated in Experiment 2, with a minimum of 2 days interval between the two experimental 
sessions. See Table 2.1 for individual patient details and section 2.2 for patient selection criteria; 
for more detailed case information see Appendix A and for a lesion overlap map of these 
patients see Appendix B.
Stimuli
The stimulus displays used in this experiment were identical to those used in Experiment
2.
Procedure
Again the patients were given two tasks to perform using the same displays, in the order 
ABBABAAB or BAABABBA. In both tasks patients were now instructed to point and fixate to 
“each item” in the array serially and make an explicit verbal judgement about every single one in 
turn. In the first condition (‘shape’ task) the judgement that the patients were asked to make was 
that of whether each item was a circle or a cross. In the ‘gap’ condition, the task was to indicate 
instead whether each successively fixated and pointed-at item in turn contained a gap or not. 
This means that patients did not have to search in peripheral vision for possible targets versus 
non-targets, as every item in the display was now by definition always a target requiring fixating, 
pointing at and judging. The patients were free to start anywhere in the array and to proceed in 
any direction they wanted. There were no time limits set. The patients gave their discrimination 
responses verbally, which where then marked on a separate identical sheet, unseen by the 
patient, by the experimenter. Patients thus no longer made any visible cancellations on the 
paper and therefore there were no explicit marks to indicate which locations had been visited 
already (as in Wojciulik etai., 2001; 2004).
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Results
Patients made no discrimination errors at all for the items that were pointed at in the 
‘shape’ task and rarely erred in the ‘gap’ task (mean error rate per total number of cancelled 
items: 3.64%, sd=2.73), showing that all could discriminate between the different types of items 
and that all understood the task.
Overall, the main effect of task on omission errors was significant, with patients pointing at 
and judging on average 65% (155/240; sd=25%) of the items in the ‘shape’ task as compared to 
55% (132/240; sd=25.5%) in the ‘gap’ task (F(1,12)=11.0 p=0.006). The main effects of side or 
column were also significant, with more omissions occurring towards the contralesional side of 
the page for both tasks (52% of omissions on the left as opposed to 27% on the right; main 
effect of side F(1,12)=26.1 p=0.0002 and of column F(5,60)=18.2, p=0.00000000005). These 
results indicate that on a group level the patients showed more omissions in the ‘gap’ task than 
in the ‘shape’ task. However, no significant overall interaction was found between task and side 
of the page (F(1,12)=2.5, p=0.138) or task and column of the page (F(1,12)=1.4, p=0.236). 
However an interaction approaching significance was found when comparing performance for 
the two tasks only in the leftmost and rightmost columns of the cancellation page (F(1,12)=4.4, 
p=0.057), reported here for completeness. The mean group results can be seen in Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11. Mean number o f items ‘pointed a t’ and explicitly judged, per column and condition. Numbers 
on the y-axis indicate the mean number o f targets ’pointed-at’ out o f 40 (total number o f targets per column 
across sheets) and numbers on the x-axis indicate columns o f the cancellation page (with 1 being the 
leftmost column and 6 being the rightmost column).
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The results from individual patients can be seen in Figure 2.12. On a case-by-case level 
the task manipulation had an individually significant effect in only 7 out of 13 patients tested here 
(although note that none showed a significantly opposite effect), in terms of increased number of 
omissions in the ‘gap’ task as compared to the ‘shape’ task. Patients CO, DL, AK, OA, EY, MM 
and LG were the ones to show a significant deterioration of performance in the ‘gap’ task. 
Specifically, CO cancelled 173/240 (72%) of the total number of targets in the ‘shape’ condition 
and 117/240 (49%) in the ‘gap’ condition (x2(1)=27.3, p<0.001). DL cancelled 222/240 (93%) of 
the targets in the ‘shape’ condition and 203/240 (85%) in the ‘gap’ condition (x2(1)=7.4, 
p<0.006). AK cancelled 214/240 (89%) of the targets in the ‘shape’ condition and 198/240 (82%) 
in the ‘gap’ condition (x2(1)=4.4, p<0.036). OA cancelled 166/240 (69%) of the total number of 
targets in the ‘shape’ condition and 136/240 (57%) in the ‘gap’ condition (x2(1)=8.0, p<0.005). EY 
cancelled 203/240 (84.6%) of the targets in the ‘shape’ condition and 146/240 (61%) in the ‘gap’ 
condition (x2(1)=28.3, p<0.001). MM cancelled 117/240 (49%) of the targets in the ‘shape’ 
condition and 68/240 (28%) in the ‘gap’ condition (x2(1) =21.1, p<0.001). Finally, LG cancelled 
153/240 (64%) of the total number of targets in the ‘shape’ condition and 91/240 (38%) in the 
‘gap’ condition (x2(1)=32.0, p<0.001). On the contrary patients CM, EH, KP, AM, PH and WL’s 
performance was not modulated significantly by the task at an individual level (for all patients 
p>0.05). Figure 2.13 shows the mean results for the two subgroups of patients, demonstrating a 
clear effect of task manipulation for 7 of the patients (MM, DL, AK, EY, CO, OA and LG, Figure 
2.13. A), but no effect for the other 6 (CM, EH, KP, AM, PH and WL, Figure 2.13. B). See 
Appendix B for an initial post-hoc exploration of whether this might reflect lesion anatomy for 
those patients versus the others that did not show an individually significant manipulation effect 
here. This exploratory analysis revealed a possible role for the body of the caudate nucleus and 
white matter underlying the superior temporal sulcus in the group of patients that were not 
affected by task difficulty here. On the contrary, subtraction revealed a differential involvement of 
more occipital and frontal regions in the group of patients who were affected by task difficulty, 
although these areas were also involved in some patients who showed no such effect.
To investigate the effects of the task manipulation further, I performed a second repeated 
measures ANOVA restricted to those patients who were found individually to show a task 
manipulation effect (MM, DL, AK, EY, CO, LG and OA; see Figure 2.13.A). Again, however I 
found no overall interaction of task versus side or column of cancellation page (interaction with 
side F(1,6)=0.8, p=0.411; interaction with column F(5,30)=1.0, p=0.452) for this subgroup of 
patients, although the main effects of task and side of cancellation were of course significant 
(main effect of task: F(1,6)= 32.3, p=0.001; main effect of side: F(1,6)= 11.2, p=0.016). However 
a significant interaction of task and column was found when comparing performance for the two 
tasks only in the leftmost and rightmost columns of the cancellation page (F(1,6)=7.9, p=0.03), 
reported here for completeness.
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Figure 2.12. Individual patient results for Experiment 3. Numbers on the y-axis indicate total number o f 
pointed at/judged items (out o f 40) and numbers on the x-axis indicate columns o f the cancellation page 
(with 1 being the leftmost column and 6 being the rightmost column).
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Figure 2.13. Mean number o f items ‘pointed at' and judged for each o f the six columns o f the page (1 being 
the leftmost column and 6 the rightmost column across sheets) per condition for A. patients who did show a 
task manipulation effect individually (MM, DL, AK, EY, CO, LG and OA) and B. patients who did not show a 
task manipulation effect individually (CM, EH, KP, AM, PH and WL).
An analysis of the mean cancellation completion time again showed that all patients were 
on average slower at completing the ‘gap’ task (mean=2.01 mins, sd=0.90) as opposed to the 
‘shape’ task (mean=1.54 mins, sd=0.69), ruling out the possibility that the decrease of 
performance in the ‘gap’ task could have been due to a speed-accuracy trade off.
In sum, the ‘gap’ task revealed more ‘neglect’ in terms of overall omissions than the 
‘shape’ task, even though no target versus non-target discrimination now had to be made, as all 
items were now ‘targets’, in the sense that both tasks required every item to be pointed at and 
judged for correct performance. On the other hand, unlike Experiment 2, only half of the patients 
showed this result significantly as individuals, and the task effect did not interact reliably overall 
with the side of the page, (although such an interaction was found when considering only the 
extreme left and right columns of the cancellation page).
In conclusion the patients in Experiment 3 showed overall more “neglect” in the sense of 
total omissions in the new ‘gap’ task as compared to the ‘shape’ task, indicating that their ability 
to complete the task was reduced when the discrimination at current fixation involved a more 
demanding judgement, even when no discrimination was needed between target versus 
distractor items in the display. But not all patients showed this outcome reliably as individuals
Discussion
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(see Appendix B for an exploratory lesion comparison), even though the task effect was 
significant overall when pooling all patients.
Behavioural and functional imaging studies in normals have shown that increasing the 
attentional load at central fixation (e.g. by requiring a more demanding discrimination to be made 
on the same stimuli there) can decrease or eliminate the processing of other stimuli presented 
peripherally which would have otherwise been processed under conditions of low load (Lavie, 
1995; 2005; 2006; Rees, Frith & Lavie, 1997; Rees & Lavie, 2001). Russell, Malhotra & Husain 
(2004) have recently shown that increases of attentional load at a central fixation task in patients 
with right temporo-parietal lesions, who already suffer from general capacity limits, can lead to 
shrinkage of their available peripheral visual field, which may be disproportionate for the 
contralesional side as opposed to the ipsilesional side of space. These results indicate that when 
task load at fixation increases, it can reduce the resources available for processing of peripheral 
items (see also Robertson & Frasca, 1992). My results may accord with these findings, but also 
extend them, suggesting that increasing attentional load at fixation (here the difficulty and local 
detail of the discrimination required on the same stimuli for the current target), can reduce 
attentional resources, affecting the ability of at least some patients to direct their attention 
towards further items in cancellation-like tasks. Those most affected might have the most 
pathologically limited attention resources.
2.6. Comparison of experiments 2 and 3
Overall the results of Experiment 3 indicate that discrimination difficulty at fixation (as 
defined by top-down task requirements only) might partly explain the results of Experiment 2. 
However, as can be seen in Figure 2.14 (plotted here for the 13 patients participating in both 
experiments) the overall effect of task in Experiment 2 (total number of items cancelled in the 
less demanding ‘shape’ condition minus the ones cancelled in the more demanding ‘gap’ 
condition) was on average more than two times bigger for Experiment 2 than that observed for 
Experiment 3 for the common patients in these two studies, suggesting that discrimination 
demands at current fixation cannot fully explain the effect seen in Experiment 2. Specifically, 
there was a mean 25% increase of omissions in Experiment 2 in the ‘gap’ condition as compared 
to the ‘shape’ condition, but only a mean 10% increase of omissions respectively in Experiment 
3 (F(1,12)=19.7, p=0.001), although averaged across conditions the patients cancelled the same
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total number of targets in both experiments (total number of cancellations in Experiment 2 = 58% 
and Experiment 3 = 60%); see Figure 2.14.
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Figure 2.14 Mean percentage o f ‘cancelled' items for the ‘shape’ and ‘gap’ conditions respectively in 
Experiment 2 and 3, for the 13 patients that participated in both experiments. Numbers on the x-axis 
indicate columns o f the cancellation page (with 1 being the leftmost column and 6 being the rightmost 
column).
Moreover, it was also found that the patient-by-patient size of task effect in Experiment 2 
did not correlate with that found in Experiment 3 for the common patients (r(11)=.331, p=.269), 
further suggesting that the two experimental manipulations overall affected performance in this 
group of patients in a different way; see Figure 2.15.A. This was also true when testing 
separately for the left r(11)=.471, p=.104) or the right (r(11)= -.163, p=.595) side of the 
cancellation page. As described before, on an individual level the task manipulation employed in 
Experiment 2 significantly affected performance in 15 out of 17 patients (and 11 out of 13 in the 
subgroup of patients investigated here and participating in both experiments), but only in 7 out of 
13 patients in Experiment 3. Interestingly, individual performance in the two ‘shape’ cancellation 
tasks did correlate significantly between Experiments 2 and 3 (r(11)=.793, p=.001), suggesting 
that the lack of correlation in task effect between the two experiments was not simply due to lack 
of power; see Figure 2.15.B.
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Figure 2.15. A. Scatterp/ot for size of task effect for Experiment 2 (shown on the y-axis) against Experiment 
3 (shown on the x-axis) indicating no direct relation. B. Correlation results for total number of items 
cancelled in the shape task for Experiment 2 (y-axis) and Experiment 3 (x-axis). Each point represents one 
patient who took part in both experiments.
When considering together the results of Experiments 2 and 3 and the additional direct 
comparison between the two performed here, I can conclude that although certainly performance 
in both was affected by increasing the top-down demand of the required judgement, this effect 
was significantly more pronounced in Experiment 2. Note that these experiments did not take 
place within the same session (but were administered with a minimum 2 day interval), thus there 
may be a potential confound of time here, which could be addressed in the future by 
counterbalancing of experimental order. In any case, the results of the present analysis indicate 
that while having to perform a more demanding discrimination judgement for every single item in 
the display as in Experiment 3 -even with all display items being targets- can exacerbate neglect 
(at least in some cases), this effect is significantly increased (and found for more cases) when 
patients have to make an additional discrimination of varied demand between target and non­
target items, this time selecting some and rejecting others. In other words having to select 
targets and suppress distractors may be crucial in neglect performance during cancellation 
tasks, the more so when targets and distractors are highly similar, forcing a ‘serial’ search 
strategy with demanding discrimination. In such a situation having to perform a difficult 
discrimination judgement among items could exhaust attentional resources in patients further, 
leading to more omissions towards the contralesional side. It therefore appears that several task- 
related factors may be underlying neglect performance in cancellation tasks, as suggested by 
some previous research and the new findings here, demonstrating an involvement of both 
factors related to the demand of discrimination at current fixation (as shown in Experiment 3) and 
the demand of target/non-target discrimination (as shown by Experiment 2 and its comparison
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with Experiment 3) which may normally proceed to some extent in the periphery, prior to the next 
fixation.
2.7. Experiment 4
Experiments 2 and 3 demonstrated that increasing task demands by requiring 
discrimination based on a more ‘local’ feature (‘gap’) as compared to a more ‘global’ feature 
(‘shape’) for the same displays can significantly exacerbate the contralesional deficit in neglect 
(as well as the overall number of omissions as shown in Experiment 3), as measured by 
experimental variants of cancellation. It has been long hypothesised in neuropsychological 
literature that unilateral brain damage may lead to deficits in processing a more global level of 
representation if the lesion is in the right hemisphere (for example when viewing composite 
hierarchical stimuli, c.f. Navon, 1977); or disrupt a relatively local level if the lesion is in the left 
hemisphere, particularly if the TPJ is affected (e.g. Delis, Robertson & Efron, 1986; Lamb, 
Robertson, & Knight, 1990; Robertson & Lamb, 1991; Robertson, Lamb & Knight, 1988). Lux, 
Thimm, Marshall and Fink (2006) have recently tested this specifically in a group of neglect 
patients with right hemisphere lesions and have indeed shown a local precedence effect, and 
local on global interference during a directed attention task in such patients. Two single case 
studies of neglect (Doricchi & Incoccia, 1998; Marshall & Halligan, 1995a) have also shown 
impairment of coordinating attention between the global and local levels of stimuli. Halligan and 
Marshall (1994; 1998) have specifically suggested that deficits in neglect, arising after right 
hemisphere lesions, may be affected by this lateralisation of global/local functions, manifesting 
as a difficulty in directing global attention towards the contralesional side, especially when a local 
task has to be performed (i.e. when local details have to be judged), and have thus suggested 
that neglect may be exacerbated especially when a high load is placed on focal attention to a 
local level of detail.
According to the above view then the results reported previously in Experiments 2 and 3 
could possibly be explained in terms of a shift of task-related attention from a more ‘global’ 
(‘shape’) to a more ‘local’ (‘gap’) level. In the fourth and final experiment presented here I sought 
to address this hypothesis. Specifically I wanted to examine whether the exacerbation of neglect 
observed in Experiments 2 and 3 occurred due to the general increase of discrimination 
demand, or whether this effect was specific to the more ‘local’ or ’global’ level of judgement 
required. In order to test this hypothesis in the next experiment I manipulated discrimination 
demand in two tasks requiring judgements based exclusively on the same feature (colour), while 
again keeping displays identical when varying the task. If the ‘global’/’local’ level of discrimination
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indeed plays a crucial role in cancellation-like tasks, then I should presumably find no or little 
effect of the colour discrimination demand here, since spatial scale per se remained constant for 
the two conditions. However, if the overall attentional demand of the discrimination required is 
important, irrespective of the ‘global’ or ‘local’ level of the performed judgement, then I should 
find an exacerbation of the contralesional deficit in the more demanding colour discrimination 
condition.
Method
Subjects
Nine stroke patients with left neglect participated in the following experiment (EH, AM, OA, 
PH, DF, RA, TL, WL and LG); All nine patients had also participated in Experiment 2, with a 
minimum interval of at least 2 days between experimental sessions (for patients who also 
participated in Experiment 3 there was again a minimum interval of 2 days between testing 
sessions for Experiment 3 and Experiment 4, in this order of experimental testing). See Table 
2.1 for individual patient details and section 2.2 for patient selection criteria; for more detailed 
case information see Appendix A and for a lesion overlap map of these patients see Appendix B.
Stimuli
The stimulus displays used in this experiment were very similar in concept to the ones 
used in the previous two experiments, but here the different target types were now defined by 
task instructions in terms of colour rather than shape. Thus again, in this experiment the actual 
stimulus displays used were always equivalent across conditions. The displays used always 
consisted of 60 stars; 30 of those stars were coloured red and the other 30 were coloured green. 
Half the red stars were coloured in a bright shade of red and the other half were coloured in a 
darker shade of red. Similarly, half the green stars were coloured in a bright shade of green and 
the other half were coloured in a darker shade of green. The colours were chosen carefully, so 
that on inspection the ‘perceptual difference’ in brightness between dark versus bright red stars 
was approximately equal to that of dark versus bright green stars, when on printed paper. Each 
cancellation sheet thus contained 60 items in total, arranged on a sheet of A4 paper and each 
sheet could be divided in six ‘columns’, each column containing always five red and five green 
stars, five of these same ten items being of bright colour and five being of dark colour. The exact 
position of the individual items was pseudorandomly arranged within each column, in four 
different variations and was counterbalanced across task conditions. The four different 
cancellation sheets were then reversed in mirror image left-right, in order to provide eight
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cancellation sheets in total. An example of the stimulus displays used can be seen in Figure 
2.16.
Figure 2.16. Example o f cancellation stimulus display used in Experiment 4.
Procedure
Patients were seated at a table in front of the experimenter. Each cancellation sheet was 
placed directly in front of the patients, in alignment with their mid-sagittal axis. Again, there were 
two task conditions in this experiment. In the ‘colour’ condition patients were instructed to mark 
all the red stars in the array (or all the green stars, see below), irrespective of the light or dark 
shade of colour. In the ‘shade’ condition patients were asked to mark all the bright items in the 
array {o r all the dark items, see below), regardless of the actual colour of the items (red or 
green). Each patient completed four cancellation sheets per condition. The eight cancellation 
sheets in total were given to each patient in the order ABBABAAB or BAABABBA, where A 
(‘colour’) was one condition and B (‘shade’) the other condition. In half (i.e. two) of the trials for 
condition A patients were asked to cancel the red stars and in the other half the green stars. 
Similarly in half of the trials in condition B they were asked to cancel the brighter stars and in the 
other half the darker stars. The order of target-type cancellation within condition was 
counterbalanced between patients. The total number of targets in each page -and for both 
conditions- was 30 (half of the total number of items in the array); 15 on the left and 15 on the 
right. Performance was thus rated in terms of omissions out of a total number of 60 targets on 
the left and 60 on the right for each condition (adding the cancelled items from all four sheets) 
and for each patient. The data were also scored by column. No time limits were set, but each 
cancellation trial was terminated when the patient reported that he or she had completed the 
task. The time it took each patient to complete each cancellation sheet was recorded and later
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analysed to ensure that any potential observed effects could not be explained in terms of speed- 
accuracy trade-offs.
Results
Patients made almost no errors in the low demand ‘colour’ task (mean error rate: 0.34% of 
total number of cancelled items, sd= 0.7) and also few errors in the high demand ‘shade’ task 
(mean error rate: 4.09%, sd=3.85), showing that all could discriminate between the different 
types of items and that all understood the task.
Overall, patients made significantly more omissions in the ‘shade’ task as compared to the 
‘colour’ task as expected (main effect of task: F(1,8)=9.3, p=0.016), cancelling on average 71% 
of the targets in the ‘colour’ condition (mean 84.6 out of a possible 120, sd= 21.8%), but only 
58% in the ‘shade’ condition (mean 69.22 out of a possible 120, sd=23.4%). Significantly more 
omissions were also made towards the left columns of the page (main effect of side: 
F(1,8)=42.7, p=0.0002 and also main effect of column: F(5,40)= 30.9, p=0.000000000001), with 
85% of the targets cancelled on the right side and 43.4% on the left side of the page. The overall 
interaction of task and side of the page was near significance level (F(1,8)=32.1, p=0.082) 
indicating some tendency for neglect exacerbation in the ‘shade’ task specifically towards the 
contralesional side of the page. For the group results see Figure 2.17.
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Figure 2.17. Mean number o f items cancelled by a ll patients in the colour and shade tasks o f Experiment 4. 
Numbers on the y-axis indicate the mean number o f cancelled targets out o f 20 (total number o f targets per 
column across sheets) and numbers on the x-axis indicate columns o f the cancellation page (with 1 being 
the leftmost column and 6 being the rightmost column).
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On a case-by case level however only four out of nine patients showed an individually 
significant decrease of performance in the ‘shade’ condition compared to the ‘colour’ condition 
(although note that none showed the opposite pattern). Specifically, patient OA cancelled 75/120 
targets (63%) in the ‘colour’ task as compared to 57/120 (48%) in the ‘shade’ task (x2(1)= 5.5, 
p<0.02). Patient PH cancelled 54/120 (45%) in the ‘colour’ task as compared to 34/120 (28%) in 
the ‘shade’ task (x2(1)= 7.2, p<0.007). RA cancelled 90/120 (75%) in the ‘colour’ task as 
compared to 52/120 (43%) in the ‘shade’ task (x2(1)= 24.9, p<0.001). Finally, patient LG 
cancelled 96/120 (80%) in the ‘colour’ task as compared to 56/120 (47%) in the ‘shade’ task 
(x20 ) = 31.4, p<0.001). All other patients did not show a significant modulation of performance 
individually. For individual patient results see Figure 2.18.
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Figure 2.18. Individual patient results for Experiment 4. Numbers on the y-axis indicate total number o f 
cancelled items (out o f 20 per column) and numbers on the x-axis indicate columns o f the cancellation page 
(with 1 being the leftmost column and 6 being the rightmost column).
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Finally, the mean time for completion of a single cancellation sheet in the ‘shade’ task 
(mean=2.02 mins, sd=1.39) was longer than that in the ‘colour* task (mean=1.27 mins, sd=0.57), 
demonstrating that overall it took patients more time to cancel less items in the former and thus 
the task effect seen here can not be due to a speed-accuracy trade-off.
Discussion
The results of Experiment 4 indicate that target discrimination difficulty, irrespective of the 
‘global’ or ‘local’ spatial nature of this discrimination (c.f. the previous shape/gap tasks), may be 
crucial for neglect performance in cancellation, at least for some patients. I found here that 
increasing difficulty in a colour discrimination task, which presumably did not vary the spatial 
scale of the judgement per se, had a significant impact on cancellation performance overall in a 
group of nine patients, increasing omissions and with these tending to be towards the 
contralesional side. From one perspective these results confirm and extend those of Experiment 
2, suggesting that increasing task difficulty for constant stimuli, whether by requiring finer 
judgments of shape (such as the presence or absence of a gap) or more subtle distinctions in 
colour, can be detrimental for neglect. On another level these results suggest that a shift of 
attention from a more ‘global’ to a more ‘local’ shape aspect of the stimuli may not always be a 
necessary condition for the exacerbation of the neglect symptoms in cancellation. For 
completeness, a direct comparison between the results of Experiments 2 and 4 was performed 
as described in the following section.
2.8. Comparison of Experiments 2 and 4
Overall the results of Experiment 4 indicate that judgement difficulty may have an impact 
on the number of omissions in cancellation, irrespective of the ‘global’/’local’ type of 
discrimination required. However, as can be seen in Figure 2.19 (plotted here for the 9 patients 
participating in both Experiments 2 and 4), the overall task effect in Experiment 2 (total number 
of items cancelled in the ‘shape’ condition versus those cancelled in the more demanding ‘gap’ 
condition) was almost two times bigger (precisely 1.7 times) than that observed in Experiment 4 
(total number of items cancelled in the ‘colour’ condition versus those cancelled in the more
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demanding ‘shade’ condition), suggesting that my manipulation of shape task was more 
detrimental to neglect than the manipulation of colour task. Specifically, I found a 23% increase 
of omissions in Experiment 2 in the more difficult ‘gap’ condition as compared to the ‘shape’ 
condition, but only a 13% increase of omissions respectively in Experiment 4 (F(1,8)=5.5, 
p=0.047), although averaged across task conditions the patients cancelled approximately the 
same number of targets in both experiments (total number of cancellations in Experiment 2 = 
70% and Experiment 4 = 77%).
As described earlier the interaction between side of the page and the task manipulation 
was significant for Experiment 2 (p=0.042) and approaching significance for Experiment 4 (at 
p=0.08). When comparing between the two experiments, the task manipulation appeared to 
affect performance in both experiments in a similar spatial manner, as I found here no threeway 
interaction for differences between experiment in the page- side by task interplay (F(1,8)=0.01, 
p=.926), indicating a similar spatial distribution of task effects in the two experiments; see Figure 
2.19. In conclusion, although task manipulation affected both experiments spatially in a similar 
way, the overall task effect was significantly more pronounced in Experiment 2 as compared to 
Experiment 4.
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Figure 2.19. Mean percentage o f cancelled items for the ‘shape’ and ‘gap’ conditions o f Experiment 2  and 
‘colour’ and ‘shade’ conditions o f Experiment 4, for the 9 patients that participated in both experiments. 
Numbers on the y-axis indicate percentage o f cancelled items and numbers on the x-axis indicate columns 
o f the cancellation page (with 1 being the leftmost column and 6 being the rightmost column).
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Moreover, it was found that the size of task effect as demonstrated by individual patients 
correlated between Experiments 2 and 4 although this was found only for the contralesional side 
of the page (rho(7)=.672, p=0.047) and was not the case when testing for the entire page 
(rho(7)=.183, p=.637), further suggesting that the two experimental manipulations overall 
affected performance in this group of patients in a similar way, especially for the left side; see 
Figure 2.20.A. The lack of correlation for the whole page could reflect a differential experimental 
manipulation effect in the patients ‘good’ hemispace (e.g. ‘shape’ manipulation affecting 
performance earlier on at the rightmost part of the page as compared to the ‘colour’ 
manipulation).
As described before, on an individual level the task manipulation employed in Experiment 
2 significantly affected performance in 15 out of 17 patients (and 8 out of 9 in the subgroup of 
patients participating in both Experiments 2 and 4), but only in 4 out of 9 patients in Experiment 
4. Individual performance in the ‘shape’ (Experiment 2) and the ‘colour’ (Experiment 4) 
cancellation tasks nevertheless correlated significantly between Experiments 2 and 4 
(rho(7)=.733, p=0.025; see Figure 2.20.B.), whereas performance in the ‘gap’ and the ‘shade’ 
cancellation tasks showed only a trend towards correlation (rho(7)=.617, p=0.077).
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Figure 2.20. A Correlation between patient-to-patient size o f effect for Experiment 2 (y-axis) and 
Experiment 4 (x-axis) as measured on the contralesional side o f the page. B. Correlation between total 
number o f items cancelled in the ‘shape’ task o f Experiment 2 (y-axis) and the ‘colour’ task o f Experiment 4 
(x-axis).
When considering together the results of Experiments 2 and 4 and the additional direct 
comparison between the two, it becomes apparent that although performance in both was
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affected by increasing the difficulty of the judgement required for constant displays, this effect 
was significantly bigger in Experiment 2. Note that these experiments did not take place within 
the same session (but were administered with a minimum 2 day interval), thus there may be a 
potential confound of time here, which could be addressed in the future by counterbalancing of 
experimental order. In any case, the results of the present analysis indicate that while patients 
performed almost identically overall in the ‘shape’ and the ‘colour’ conditions (cancelling 70% of 
the targets in the first condition and 70.6% in the second), their performance was 
disproportionately affected in the ‘gap’ condition (dropping to a mean 47% cancellation rate) as 
compared to the ‘shade’ condition (dropping to 58%). One might think that perhaps the ‘gap’ 
discrimination was simply overall much more difficult than the ‘shade’ discrimination. However, 
the frank omission-error rates in the two tasks point if anything in the opposite direction, with the 
mean error rate in the ‘shade’ condition (mean 4.09%, sd=3.85) tending to be higher than that in 
the ‘gap’ condition (mean=1.31%, sd=1.91), indicating that if anything patients found the ‘shade’ 
task more intrinsically difficult than the ‘gap’ task.
It may thus be the case that judgements requiring shape discrimination at a more ‘local’ 
level (as for the gap task in Experiment 2) may indeed be particularly detrimental for visual 
exploration in neglect patients, exhausting attentional resources in patients further and/or 
tapping into their local bias and thereby leading to more omissions towards the contralesional 
side, as has indeed been previously suggested by Halligan and Marshall (1994; 1998). The 
present results show that although requiring a more difficult discrimination judgement for a 
feature such as colour can exacerbate neglect (at least in some cases), this effect is significantly 
larger when patients are required to make a difficult discrimination based on a more ‘local’ 
feature such as a fine shape detail. It therefore appears that several factors may be underlying 
neglect performance in cancellation, as suggested by previous research and the new findings 
here, including the overall difficulty of the discrimination required for target selection and the 
global or local level of that discrimination, with exacerbation of neglect in situations of more 
demanding and more local discriminations.
2.9. Summary and General Discussion
In this chapter I have presented an initial series of four exploratory experiments aiming to 
investigate the possible role of top-down factors underlying neglect performance in experimental 
variants of cancellation tasks. Many previous studies had demonstrated that neglect 
performance in cancellation can be modulated by changing parameters of the stimulus display
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(e.g. Aglioti, Smania, Barbieri & Corbetta, 1997; Bottini & Toraldo, 2003; Chatterjee, Mennemeier 
& Heilman, 1992a; Gauthier, Dehaut & Joanette, 1989; Husain & Kennard, 1997; Kaplan et a/., 
1991; Manly, Woldt, Watson & Warburton, 2002; Mark, Kooistra & Heilman, 1988; Mennemeier, 
Rapcsak, Dillon & Vezey, 1998; Rapcsak et a!., 1989; Robertson & North, 1993; Parton et at., 
2006) indicating that neglect does not always affect a fixed portion of the extrapersonal space 
per se, but rather depends on the current stimulus and task demands. Importantly though, 
almost all cancellation studies to date addressing task issues had confounded top-down with 
bottom-up variables (i.e. because they changed some aspect of the display when changing the 
task), thus making it hard to isolate any purely top-down factors responsible for neglect 
modulation. Within the experiments described in this chapter the stimuli display was always held 
constant across conditions, thus allowing me to study exclusively the role of top-down task- 
related effects in cancellation.
The results of Experiment 1 surprisingly indicated, contrary to what might be naively 
expected from previous suggestions, that the mere requirement to select target items from 
among current non-target items may not always be a sufficient condition to exacerbate neglect 
performance in cancellation tasks. Having to select half of the array items as targets (on the 
basis of shape, cancelling first one shape-defined subset, then another) did not have a negative 
impact on neglect performance, as compared to a condition using identical displays where all the 
array items were targets concurrently and no discrimination was required. Although this finding 
was consistently confirmed individually in 6 out of 7 of the participating patients, it was 
unexpected and with hindsight may have occurred due to other factors. It is possible for instance 
that I found no exacerbation of neglect here in the ‘selective’ condition due to the very high 
discriminability of targets versus distractors (circles vs. crosses or vice versa). More surprisingly 
however, the results further suggest that in a situation with two distinct target types, cancelling 
first one subtype and then the other may actually enhance neglect performance, leading to fewer 
omissions towards the contralesional space, possibly revealing a limited capacity for patients to 
sequentially be aware of or act upon dissimilar stimuli; or a captivating effect of the additional 
marks made on the page by patients during cancellation; or even perhaps a role for the arousal 
level being modulated by the task switch. The design of this experiment did not allow for a full 
explanation of this unexpected enhancement in performance, but future work may help to clarify 
this issue.
Instead the unexpected outcome for Experiment 1 led to a more subtle design approach in 
Experiment 2. The second experiment presented here examined whether manipulating 
discrimination difficulty, by requiring judgements of either the overall shape (cancel circles, 
ignore crosses; or vice versa) or of a local detail (cancel items with a gap, ignore items without a 
gap; or vice versa) for the same displays, and thereby directing attention from a more global to a 
more local level of shape properties, would affect the extent of neglect (number of omissions)
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observed for each individual patient. Indeed the results strongly suggested that the extent of 
neglect in cancellation can be dramatically modulated by the difficulty of target/non-target 
discrimination (as defined in a purely top-down manner for constant displays, via task-set). Apart 
from the single-case study of Mennemeier, Morris and Heilman (2004) that had manipulated 
mental arithmetic, to my knowledge this is the only demonstration that just changing the task 
requirements in a cancellation task, while the display remains the same, can dramatically 
change the extent of the spatial exploration deficit exhibited by neglect patients.
Following up on the second experiment, Experiment 3 further indicated that increasing 
task difficulty can exacerbate neglect even when all items were made targets, with a demanding 
task (or less demanding) now having to be performed for each item in the display. Overall, 
patients’ cancellation performance was reduced when the discrimination at current fixation 
involved a more demanding judgement, even though no discrimination was now needed 
between targets versus distractors in the display. These findings may accord with other recent 
findings (Russell, Malhotra & Husain, 2004; see also Robertson & Frasca, 1992) showing that 
increase of attentional load at a central fixation task in patients with right temporo-parietal 
lesions, suffering already from general capacity limits, can lead to shrinkage of their available 
peripheral visual field, perhaps disproportionately so for the contralesional side. Similar but non- 
lateralised findings have been reported in several behavioural and functional imaging studies in 
normals (Lavie, 1995; 2005; 2006; Rees, Frith & Lavie, 1997; Rees & Lavie, 2001). The present 
results are in general accord with such findings, but also extend them, suggesting that increasing 
attentional load at fixation for the current target (here the difficulty of the discrimination required 
on the same target stimuli), can reduce available attentional resources, affecting the cancellation 
performance of at least some neglect patients. Specifically I found that the experimental 
manipulation in Experiment 3 had an individually significant effect on about half of the patients 
tested (7 out of 13), but no effect on the other half.
A direct comparison between Experiments 2 and 3 however, further revealed that several 
top-down factors may be underlying neglect performance in cancellation tasks, as suggested by 
previous research and the new findings here, demonstrating an involvement of factors related to 
both difficulty of current task at fixation (as shown in Experiment 3) and difficulty of target/non­
target discrimination (as shown in Experiment 2 and its comparison with Experiment 3). Although 
performance in both Experiments 2 and 3 was affected by increasing the difficulty of the 
judgement required, this effect was much bigger in Experiment 2 (and also a significant 
interaction between task condition and side of the page was found for Experiment 2 but not for 
Experiment 3), suggesting that increasing task difficulty particularly impairs neglect performance 
when patients have to discriminate between target and distracting items in the display, 
presumably exhausting attentional resources in patients further, and thus leading to more 
omissions towards the contralesional side.
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In the fourth and final experiment of this chapter I sought to examine whether the 
exacerbation of neglect observed in Experiments 2 and 3 was specific to the increase of general 
task difficulty per se or whether this effect could instead be specific to the judgements requiring 
focus on ‘local’ or ‘global’ shape features of the array items. By manipulating task difficulty 
without changing the spatial shape scale of the judgements required (now for colour 
discrimination), it was found that target discrimination difficulty per se can impact on neglect 
performance in cancellation. A direct comparison between the results of Experiments 2 and 4 
however, revealed that the task effect in the former was significantly larger, indicating that 
although a difficult discrimination judgement for a feature such as colour can exacerbate neglect 
(at least in some cases), this effect can be significantly larger when patients are required to 
direct their attention to more ‘local’ as opposed to ‘global’ shape features, such as a fine shape 
detail versus the overall shape. It may be the case then that judgements requiring discrimination 
at a more ‘local’ level of shape may be particularly detrimental for visual exploration and 
cancellation in neglect patients, as has been previously suggested (Halligan & Marshall, 1994; 
1998).
In summary, the new experiments here show that purely top-down, task-related factors 
can crucially modulate neglect performance in cancellation tasks, with increasing demands on 
visual selective attention adversely affecting spatial exploration, even when all bottom-up factors 
(here the visual displays) are kept constant (here within each experiment). Specifically, the 
results of the four experiments presented here indicate that although discrimination between 
targets and distractors per se is not always a necessary condition for neglect exacerbation in 
cancellation tasks, when such a discrimination is required, the level of difficulty for target 
selection (for example based on a shape detail or on colour shade) is a crucial aspect and can 
substantially modulate neglect performance. They also show that top-down task difficulty can 
increase the number of contralesional omissions even when all items are targets at the same 
time and no target/non-target discrimination is required among items, in some cases. However 
when selection for targets is required, the difficulty of target/non-target discrimination can lead to 
significantly larger task effects. Finally, I reveal here a possible role for ‘local’ versus ‘global’ 
shape discrimination demands, by showing increased neglect when the performed task depends 
on judgements of ‘local’ shape details as opposed to more ‘global’ aspects of the stimuli 
(although a similar but significantly reduced effect can be obtained by varying discrimination 
difficulty in the non-spatial colour domain). In addition to their scientific interest these studies 
may be useful in explaining why some existing cancellation tests may reveal more neglect than 
others (e.g. because they require difficult target/non-target discriminations at a local level, as for 
the Mesulam shape cancellation test, for instance); and hopefully in developing more sensitive 
cancellation tests for clinical use in the future.
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Differential effects of prism adaptation 
on aspects of spatial neglect
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Abstract
Previous research has shown that prism adaptation can ameliorate some symptoms of left 
spatial neglect after right-hemisphere stroke. The mechanisms behind this remain unclear. It was 
recently suggested that prism adaptation may increase contralesional exploration but not 
perceptual awareness, such as for the expression on the left side of chimeric face stimuli (Ferber 
eta/. 2003). However, other prism studies suggest that perceptual awareness of left stimuli may 
improve (e.g. Maravita eta/., 2003), but studied different patients, in a different task and sensory 
modality. Here I tested whether prism therapy can affect visual awareness for the left side of 
chimeric objects, chimeric faces and greyscale gradients in ten neglect patients. Awareness for 
the identity of the left side of chimeric non-face objects was found to improve after adaptation to 
rightward deviating prisms. Acknowledgement of the chimeric nature of face stimuli also 
improved after prism adaptation in some cases. By contrast, there was no beneficial impact on 
the rightward bias in judging emotional expressions for chimeric faces, nor in making 'darkness' 
judgements on greyscale gradients. Thus the emotional expression data replicated Ferber et 
a/.'s (2003) single-case study, and the greyscale gradients showed a similar null impact of 
prisms; yet the further new data on the object and to some extent the data on non-emotional 
face tasks showed a dramatic contrast with the other chimeric tasks. These results show that 
prism therapy can improve some aspects not only of exploration but also of perceptual 
awareness for the left space, yet apparently does not affect performance in tasks measuring 
spatial biases that have no right or wrong answer. The new findings demonstrate that prism 
therapy can beneficially modulate some aspects of visual awareness in spatial neglect, but does 
not alter spatial biases in ‘lateral preference tasks'.
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3.1. Introduction
Efforts to rehabilitate neglect have led to a variety of approaches over the last two 
decades, including caloric vestibular stimulation; transcutaneous mechanical or electrical 
stimulation; proprioceptive stimulation; and attention retraining (for a recent review see Rossetti 
and Rode, 2002; see also Vallar, 1998). Most such methods typically either produce effects that 
dissipate quickly; or require many hours of therapy; or produce beneficial effects that may not 
generalise outside the training context (e.g. Antonucci et a i, 1995; Karnath, 1994, 1995; 
Kerkhoff, 2003; Pierce and Buxbaum, 2002; Rossetti & Rode, 2002; Rubens, 1985; Vallar eta/., 
1993; 1995; Wiart et a/., 1997). But one new and promising rehabilitative approach to neglect 
may surmount these shortcomings, namely adaptation to rightward optical displacement induced 
by prisms (see Fame et a/., 2002; Frassinetti et a i, 2002; Maravita et a/., 2003; Redding & 
Wallace, 2006; Rossetti eta/., 1998; Rossetti & Rode, 2002).
Prism-adaptation therapy has been identified as a potential new ‘cure’ for neglect 
(Mattingley, 2002b). While this intervention can be relatively brief and non-invasive (comprising 
just a few minutes of pointing to visual targets while wearing rightward-deviating prisms that 
induce leftward pointing corrections), it has been reported to produce relatively long-lasting 
improvements that may generalise across different aspects of neglect, in several independent 
studies to date (see Angeli, Benassi & Ladavas, 2004; Berberovic eta/., 2004; Dijkerman, eta/., 
2004; Farne et a/., 2002; Maravita eta/., 2003; McIntosh et a/., 2002; Pisella et a i, 2002; Rode 
et ai, 2006; Rossetti et a i, 2004; Rossetti et ai, 1999; Serino et ai., 2006; Tilikete et ai, 2001; 
Vallar, Zilli, Gandola, & Bottini, 2006) -  but see also Rousseaux, Bernati, Saj & Kozlowski (2006) 
for a recent challenge to the efficacy of prism adaptation in neglect.
Using a short adaptation period to a prismatic optical shift of 10° to the right, Rossetti eta i 
(1998) were the first to demonstrate that spatial neglect may be significantly improved by such 
prism adaptation, as measured by several traditional paper-and-pencil clinical tests for neglect 
(line cancellation, line bisection, copying of figures). Surprisingly, a very brief adaptation 
procedure (lasting only 2 to 5 minutes before the prisms were removed) produced improvements 
that were apparently sustained for at least two hours. Subsequent studies have reported even 
longer-lasting benefits (e.g. Frassinetti e ta i, 2002; McIntosh e ta i, 2002; Pisella e ta i, 2002).
Adaptation to rightward optical prismatic shifts has now been reported to improve 
numerous aspects of left neglect, including postural control (Tilikete et ai, 2001) and other 
activities relevant to everyday life, such as wheelchair navigation (Rossetti et ai, 1999). 
Moreover, its beneficial effects may generalise beyond the visuo-motor domain, to include haptic 
exploration (McIntosh et a i, 2002) and tactile extinction (Maravita et a i, 2003), as well as tasks 
requiring a verbal rather than a spatial motor response (Farne et ai, 2002). Finally, prism
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adaptation has also been shown to impact on more abstract levels of spatial representation in 
neglect, including mental imagery tasks, such as drawing from memory or reporting cities from a 
mental map (Rode eta/., 2001), and number-line bisection (Rossetti eta/., 2004).
But despite these many other apparently positive effects, the mechanisms underlying the 
impact of prism therapy upon spatial neglect still remain unclear (see Angeli, Meneghello, 
Mattioli & Ladavas 2004; Dijkerman e ta i, 2003; Farne e ta i, 2002; Mattingley, 2002b; McIntosh 
et ai, 2002; Redding & Wallace, 2006; Pisella et ai, 2002; Rode et a i, 2003; Serino et ai, 
2006; for discussions). In one challenging study, Ferber, Danckert, Joanisse, Goltz and Goodale 
(2003) suggested that prism therapy may affect only spatial exploration (apparently in keeping 
with the visuo-motor nature of the prism intervention), but have no effect on deficient perceptual 
awareness per se, nor on the underlying mechanisms of neglect. Ferber et a i tested a single 
neglect patient with chimeric faces, as previously used (Mattingley et a/., 1993, 1994) to test 
some aspects of visual awareness in neglect. As in Mattingley et a i (1993, 1994), the patient 
was shown pairs of chimeric face stimuli (i.e. stimuli that can join together different left and right 
halves of faces; see for example Figure 3.1.), one above and one below, and was asked which 
depiction (upper or lower) of the same person looked happier. Right-hemisphere patients with 
left neglect typically select the face that is smiling on its right side; whereas the opposite tends to 
be the case for normal controls.
The critical new result in Ferber et ai (2003) was that prism adaptation (to a 10° degree 
rightward optical shift, analogously to the Rossetti et ai 1998 procedure) did not improve 
sensitivity to the expression on the neglected left side of the chimeric faces; even though it did 
improve ocular exploration of that side by their patient (see Figure 3.1). Moreover, Ferber et at 
reported that their patient apparently never became aware of the chimeric nature of the stimuli 
used. They therefore argued that while prism therapy can beneficially affect exploration in 
neglect (as indicated by their saccadic data), it may have no effect on perceptual awareness per 
se (as indicated by the null effect on emotional-expression judgements for the chimeric faces, 
and apparently on awareness of the chimeric nature of these stimuli also, in their single case). 
They concluded that prism therapy “fails to influence the underlying mechanisms of neglect” 
(their p. 1826). It should also be noted that in an earlier study, Vallar et at (1994) had reported 
that while vestibular stimulation can benefit other aspects of neglect (e.g. in cancellation 
measures), it apparently did not benefit awareness of chimeric-like figures in their patients.
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Figure 3.1. Fixations depicted as diamonds superimposed on a chimeric face stimulus from Ferber et at. 
(2003). Pre-adaptation fixations shown in left example and post-adaptation fixations shown in right 
example, demonstrating a dear shift o f fixations towards the left side o f the face stimuli after the adaptation 
procedure.
While Ferber et a/.’s (2003) results are striking, other findings argue that prism therapy 
may affect perceptual awareness in at least some patients, on some tasks. Maravita etai. (2003) 
observed that prism therapy could ameliorate tactile extinction in each of the four patients they 
tested, in a non-explorative task that required only verbal reports of somatosensory perceptual 
awareness. Moreover, as noted above, prism therapy can apparently affect awareness in 
several others aspects of neglect also (e.g. in imagery tasks). The apparent discrepancy with the 
Ferber et a i (2003) result still requires explanation; but for the existing results it is hard to 
compare directly across different studies that applied very different methods (sometimes in 
different sensory modalities) to separate patients. One possibility is that face-processing, as 
indexed in the Ferber et al. chimeric study with the Mattingley et a i (1993) task, may be a 
special case. This might conceivably accord with abundant evidence for specific neural 
mechanisms for the processing of faces (e.g. see Duchaine & Nakayama, 2005; 2006; 
Duchaine, Nieminen-von Wendt, New & Kulomaki, 2003; Farah, 1995; Farah, Levinson & Klein, 
1995; Farah, Wilson , Drain & Tanaka, 1995; Grill-Spector et a i, 2004; Kanwisher, 2000; 
Nachson, 1995; Rumiati et a i, 1994; Yovel & Kanwisher, 2004), and of emotional facial 
expressions (e.g. Adolphs et a i, 1995; Blair et a i, 1999; Dolan et a i, 1996; Duchaine, Parker & 
Nakayama, 2003; Kesler-West et a i, 2001; Morris et a i, 1996, 1998; Phillips et a i, 1998; 
Posamentier & Abdi, 2003; Vuilleumier eta i,  2003; Winston e ta i,  2003).
To address these issues, in the two experiments presented in this chapter the impact of 
prism therapy on awareness in several chimeric tasks was examined, by comparing the 
performance of the same patients in different tasks.
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3.2. Patient selection criteria and details
In total, a series of ten patients took part in the following experiments (see Table 3.1 for 
individual patient information and Appendix A for more detailed case information; see also 
Appendix B for lesion summaries from available clinical scans), with eight patients participating 
in Experiment 5 and nine in Experiment 6. Due to the largely overlapping sample of patients in 
Experiments 5 and 6, patient selection criteria and details are given here to avoid repetition.
All patients had fairly typical lesions and symptoms for right-hemisphere stroke patients 
with left neglect. All patients showed neglect on some of the clinical paper-and-pencil measures 
described below, including cancellation, line bisection, figure copying and drawing from memory. 
Diagnosis of left visual neglect included the presence of at least 30% omissions on the left side 
of the page for the cancellation tests; a minimum rightward deviation of 12% or more in the line 
bisection task; and omission of left sided elements in the two drawing tests. Five out of ten 
patients (EY, AK, EH, PH and MM) presented with complete left homonymous hemianopia as 
tested on confrontation. For a detailed description of the diagnostic criteria see Chapter 2, 
section 2.2. Note that in the present design, each patient served as his/her own control (i.e. 
before versus after prism therapy).
Table 3.1. Summary o f individual patient details and scores in diagnostic tests. Notes: Cancellation score: 
total number o f targets cancelled on the left and the right side o f the page in the Mesuiam shape 
cancellation task; Post-stroke: time post stroke in months at the time o f the experiment
Patient Sex Age Cancellation Post­ Hernia Lesion site and pathology
score stroke nopia
EY F 74 L: 9 R: 22 3 Yes R parieto-occipital infarct (PCA/MCA ‘watershed’).
AK M 64 L: 4 R:21 4 Yes R haemorrhage in the region of the external capsule, 
claustrum and extreme capsule.
CO F 57 L: 7 R: 26 3 No R MCA infarct, involving the right frontal lobe, right basal 
ganglia and right insular cortex.
EH F 59 L: 2 R: 29 21 Yes R large subarachnoid haemorrhage in the MCA territory with 
extension into the sylvian fissure.
AM M 67 L: 23 R: 29 2 No R MCA involving the temporal and parietal lobe.
PH M 51 L: 0 R: 10 12 Yes R large intracerebral bleed and subarachnoid haemorrhage.
DF M 72 L: 14 R: 29 164 No R MCA infarct in the frontoparietal area.
MM F 60 L: 0 R: 18 2 Yes R MCA-PCA cortical stroke leading to occipital- parietal 
watershed
JA M 69 L: 16 R: 30 1 No R stroke involving the parietal and occipital lobe.
TL M 56 L: 14 R: 30 3 No R stroke in ACA territory
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3.3. Experiment 5
In this experiment I examined the impact of prism therapy on awareness in two chimeric 
tasks, applying both tasks to all eight neglect patients studied. One task used emotional- 
expression judgements for chimeric faces Gust in Ferber et ai. 2003, albeit now without 
oculomotor measurements, which were not possible here due to clinical and technical 
constraints). For comparison, the other task implemented here used chimeric non-face objects 
instead of faces. Chimeric objects have often been used previously to assess visual neglect (e.g. 
Buxbaum and Coslett, 1994; di Pellegrino et ai., 1995; Peru et at., 1997; Seron et at., 1989; 
Vallar et at., 1994; Walker and Young, 1996; Young et at., 1992), but should presumably not 
involve any face-specific mechanisms. The novel aspect here was thus to examine any influence 
of prism therapy for both chimeric faces and chimeric objects (albeit in somewhat different tasks 
in this first study). If the findings of Ferber et at. (2003) generalise to the patients tested here, I 
should find no benefit of prism therapy for the chimeric faces in the expression task. If prism 
therapy does not affect visual awareness as Ferber et at. proposed, the same should 
presumably apply for chimeric objects. Alternatively, if there is something special about chimeric 
faces, I might find a prism benefit for the chimeric objects here but not for the chimeric faces.
Method
Patients
Eight consecutive right-hemisphere stroke patients with left neglect were recruited for this 
experiment (EY, AK, CO, EH, AM, PH, DF and MM). See section 3.2 for more details and see 
also Appendix B for a lesion overlap map of these patients.
Stimuli
The stimuli for the chimeric object task consisted of 23 chimerics (i.e. the left half of one 
object joined to the right half of another; see Figure 3.2.A for some examples). These chimerics 
were generated by myself from 46 common objects and animals, selected from the Snodgrass 
and Vanderwart (1980) collection. The figures were cut along the vertical meridian into left and 
right halves and were then recombined in order to produce the 23 chimeric objects. Mirror- 
reversed versions of these chimerics were also used (to ensure equivalent stimulation and object 
identities on each side overall, across the experiment). Thus each patient saw each particular 
chimeric combination of two objects twice, but only once for a particular left-right arrangement.
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46 object displays were generated in total. The figures ranged in size from 19x11 cm to 12 x 11 
cm (thus subtending viewing angles of ~ 21° x 12° degrees max, at the viewing distance of 
approximately 50 cm), and each chimeric object pair was printed individually at the centre of 
white A4 sheets of paper.
A
B
Figure 3.2. Examples o f A. chimeric objects and B. chimeric face stimuli used in Experiment 5.
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For the chimeric faces, 20 pairs of chimeric faces were used, taken and adapted from 
Mattingley, Bradshaw, Phillips and Bradshaw (1993); see Figure 3.2.B for examples. These 
chimeric faces were generated from 10 pictures of 10 different people with a neutral expression, 
plus 10 pictures of those same people smiling. The photographed faces were divided along the 
vertical midline, and left and right halves from different photographs of the same person were 
then juxtaposed in such a way that a smiling half face was on the left and a neutral half face on 
the right; or vice versa in mirror-image displays. Chimeric face stimuli were then arranged in 
vertical pairs, one above the other, so that each pair contained two chimeras of the same 
person, one neutral in the left half and smiling in the right half, and the other the reverse of this, 
with vertical position counterbalanced, just as in Mattingley et al. (1993) and Ferber e ta l (2003). 
Thus, the two stimuli arranged vertically were left/right mirror images of each other, see Figure 
3.2B. Each chimeric face subtended approximately 6° x 8° degrees.
Procedure 
Experimental tasks
Patients were given the two chimeric tasks (i.e. faces and objects) both before and after 
the prism adaptation procedure. For the object task, they were shown the 46 chimeric objects 
and were asked to report what these consisted of (as in previous studies of neglect with chimeric 
objects, e.g. Buxbaum & Coslett, 1994; di Pellegrino etal., 1995; Peru et al., 1997; Seron et at., 
1989; Vallar et al., 1994; Walker & Young, 1996; Young et al., 1992). Specifically, the patients 
were told that they would be shown a series of line drawings and they simply had to “report what 
they saw” in each drawing. In the face task, patients were told that they would be shown a series 
of faces in pairs and that for each pair they had to choose the one they thought “looked happier”. 
They were then shown the 20 pairs of chimeric faces and asked to indicate verbally whether the 
upper or lower member of each pair looked happier, just as in Mattingley etal. (1993) and Ferber 
et at. (2003). The stimuli were placed in front of the patients, on a table, centred on the mid- 
sagittal plane of their head and trunk and remained in view until the patients gave a response, 
without any time limit. The order of stimuli presentation was randomised both before and after 
the prism adaptation procedure, for both tasks and for all patients, but face or object task was 
blocked. The order of this task presentation (i.e. objects or faces first) alternated between 
patients and was held constant before and after prism adaptation for each patient.
Prism adaptation procedure
For the prism-adaptation procedure the patients also sat at a table. During adaptation they 
wore base-left wedge prisms that induced a 10 degree optical shift to the right. The adaptation to 
prisms was accomplished by having the patients perform 60 repeated pointings with their right
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hand to two targets placed on a table, 10 degrees to the left or right of the centre of their mid- 
sagittal plane, at a distance of -55  cm from their trunk, in a randomly intermingled sequence. 
Patients were instructed to make fast movements to the targets and then return their arm to the 
initial starting position on the table by their trunk centre. The initial position of their arm was 
occluded by a horizontal board, occluding approximately 25 of the distance between the 
patient and the targets in accord with the usual method employed by Rossetti and colleagues 
(e.g. Rossetti et al., 1998). Hence patients could see their arm only after initiating a movement 
towards their target, but had closed-loop visual feedback for any terminal errors, thus inducing 
corrections and adaptation to the prismatic deviation. Total exposure to the prisms was 
approximately 10 minutes for each patient, and the prisms were then removed prior to retesting 
of the object and face chimerics.
Measurement of after-effects: open-loop pointing
To obtain a measure of prism adaptation success, an additional open-loop (i.e. arm now 
unseen) pointing task was used both before and after prism adaptation to allow measurement of 
the expected visuo-manual prismatic after-effect. For this task patients were asked to point 
several times to a single target (a red dot) placed at the centre of their mid-sagittal plane at a 
distance of 55 cm, with their right hand, both before and after the prism adaptation procedure. 
Vision of the hand was completely obscured throughout this aspect of the procedure via an 
occluding surface placed above the arm. Each patient made 5 open-loop pointings before the 
adaptation procedure, plus 5 immediately after removing the prisms, to assess whether 
exposure to rightward shifting prisms had induced the expected (leftward) prism after-effect on 
open-loop pointing (as would be found in normals, see also Chapter 4).
Results
All eight patients showed the expected leftward shift in their open-loop pointing after 
exposure to the prisms (i.e. a prism after-effect), indicating that the adaptation procedure per se 
was successful for all. The mean after-effect after the adaptation procedure was a shift of 4.76° 
degrees to the left (sd=1.17°). This leftward deviation in open-loop pointing away from the 
physically central target after the adaptation procedure (mean pointing locus of 3.17° to the left, 
sd=1.48°) was significantly different from the slight tendency for rightward deviation observed 
before the prismatic procedure (mean 1.59° to the right, sd=1.17°), for all patients (p<0.006 for 
all as revealed by a one-sample t-test, except patient AM for whom p=0.05). Thus all patients
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showed significantly more leftward deviation in open-loop central pointing after exposure to the 
rightward deviating prisms, as expected due to prism adaptation.
Turning to the chimeric objects, data were excluded from any chimeric objects for which 
the patient failed to name any of the sides correctly (this excluded on average 1.8 items out of 
46, per patient). Before prism adaptation, all patients showed significant neglect for the chimeric 
objects, identifying on average only 24.4 of their left sides (mean=10.75/44 items; sd=7.61). By 
contrast, these patients successfully identified the right side of almost all stimuli (i.e. except for 
the rare exceptions mentioned above, where neither side was named leading to exclusions of 
these items).
These before-prism data for object chimeras simply confirm the presence of strong left 
neglect for chimeric objects in all patients. The critical new results were obtained after prism 
adaptation. This dramatically reduced the lack of awareness for the left side of chimeric objects 
for six out of eight patients. After prism adaptation, the 8 patients now correctly identified on 
average 24.5/44 of the left sides, thus neglecting only 44.3 (as compared with 75.6 
neglected prior to prism exposure); see Figure 3.3 for individual patient details. This dramatic 
improvement in the number of left sides of chimeric objects named correctly after versus before 
prism adaptation was significant for six out of eight patients on an individual level (x2(1)= 40.9, 
p<0.0001 for EY; x2(1)= 22.1, p<0.0001 for AK; and x2(1)= 5.5, p<0.018 for CO; x2(1)= 7.6, 
p<0.006 for EH; x2(1)= 7.6, p<0.006 for PH and x2(1)= 5.3, p<0.02 for DF). Patients AM and MM 
did not show an individually significant improvement in this task (although note some trend in 
that direction; x2(1)= 0-40. P>0.05 for AM; x2(1)= 5.3, p>0.05 for MM). Performance for the right 
side of the chimeras remained identical before versus after prism exposure.
This dramatic impact of the prism intervention on awareness for the left side of chimeric 
objects in most patients contrasted with the findings for emotional expression judgments for 
chimeric faces, which showed absolutely no impact of prism adaptation, in accord with Ferber’s 
et al s’ (2003) previous single-case study. Before prism adaptation, patients chose the face with 
a smiling right half as the ‘happiest’ on average 16.9/20 (84.4 ; sd=3.69). The corresponding 
figure after prism adaptation was 17.1/20 (85.6 ; sd=4.46), with any trend in the ‘wrong’ 
direction; leading to no significant differences (for all patients p>0.05; and specifically p=0.1 for 
EY, p=0.7 for AK, p=0.9 for CO, p=1.0 for EH; p=0. 6 for PH and p=1.0 for DF); see Figure 3.4 
for individual patient scores before and after adaptation.
Thus, for the chimeric faces, seven out of eight patients (exception being AK) showed 
strong left neglect, manifested as expression judgements being pathologically based mainly on 
just the right side of the face, unlike the normal tendency for the left side of the face to 
predominate (cf. Levine & Levy, 1986; Levy et a l, 1983; Mattingley et a l, 1993, 1994). Indeed 
these seven patients fell well outside the normative range for this particular chimeric task (see 
Mattingley et a l, 1994 for normative data); only patient AK did not. However, the main point for
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present purposes is that, in striking contrast to the present data from chimeric objects, all 
patients’ performance for chimeric faces in the expression task was completely unaffected by 
prism adaptation, whereas this significantly reduced left neglect for the chimeric non-face objects 
in six out of eight cases (see Figures 3.3 and 3.4).
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Figure 3.3. Percentage o f chimeric objects correctly identified before and after prism adaptation. Asterisks 
(*) indicate significant improvement in performance.
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Figure 3.4. Percentage o f right-smiling faces chosen before and after the prism adaptation procedure for 
each individual patient.
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Discussion
The new results indicate that adaptation to right-optical-shift prisms can substantially 
improve visual awareness for the contralesional side of chimeric visual objects, in patients with 
left neglect after right-hemisphere damage. However, in accord with Ferber et al (2003), the 
new results also indicate that such a beneficial influence is not found for expression-judgements 
on chimeric faces, as in their single-case study also. Here a benefit from prism therapy was 
found only for identification of chimeric non-face objects, which was the critical new additional 
measure introduced, not for the emotional chimeric face task. The latter aspect of the present 
results thus accords empirically with Ferber et a l’s (2003) findings, but here I extend those to 
show that a very different result is found with chimeric non-face objects. The new results for 
chimeric objects show unequivocally that prism adaptation can in fact improve some aspects of 
deficient visual awareness in many neglect patients, which may thus extend its rehabilitative 
potential.
Having established the dramatic difference in the impact of prism therapy on chimeric 
objects versus faces, I now turn to consider possible reasons for this. This could be due to the 
nature of the stimuli, and of associated neural mechanisms for processing faces versus other 
classes of objects (see Duchaine & Nakayama, 2005; 2006; Duchaine, Nieminen-von Wendt, 
New & Kulomaki, 2003; Farah, 1995; Farah, Levinson & Klein, 1995; Farah, Wilson , Drain & 
Tanaka, 1995; Grill-Spector e ta l, 2004; Kanwisher, 2000; Nachson, 1995; Rumiati e ta l, 1994; 
Yovel & Kanwisher, 2004); or conceivably to the nature of the specific tasks imposed here for 
faces versus objects; or to a combination of these factors. I address these issues in Experiment 
6 .
For normal observers, two halves from the same or similar face may ‘fuse’ together 
perceptually, possibly more so than for other classes of chimeric stimuli (e.g. see Young et al, 
1987), perhaps because the two sides are more similar with typical faces, or due to 
global/configural processing tendencies for face stimuli (e.g. Freire, Lee & Symons, 2000; Leder 
& Bruce, 2000; Levine & Calvanio, 1989; Sergent, 1984). However it should be noted that seven 
out of eight patients (with the exception of AK) clearly did not base their expression judgements 
upon the combined or fused sides of the chimeric faces here, being influenced primarily by just 
the right side. It might be argued that neglect with chimeric faces is simply stronger than that for 
chimeric objects (perhaps because the difference between sides is less obvious), and hence is 
harder to ameliorate. However, patient AK showed less tendency for neglect than all other 
patients with the faces, yet still showed absolutely no prismatic improvement on these. Thus, the 
differential impact of prism therapy upon chimeric objects but not upon chimeric faces here may 
conceivably apply regardless of the absolute level of neglect on either task. The apparent 
difference might relate to the existence of specialised face-processing mechanisms in the brain
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that may be less influenced by the prism intervention than for other classes of stimuli. 
Alternatively, it might reflect the difference between sides being less obvious for typical chimeric 
face than typical chimeric object stimuli, and/or also relate to the fact that the chimeric face 
stimuli may carry less visual information about the fact that they are chimeric, as compared to 
the chimeric objects. While it might be methodologically challenging to equate exactly the extent 
of visual difference between left/right halves for chimeric faces versus objects, it should be 
possible to vary the size of such differences parametrically within each stimulus type in future 
work, to determine the impact of this particular stimulus factor.
A further possibility concerns the different tasks that were used with face chimerics versus 
object chimerics here. Experiment 5 used two of the standard, established measures of neglect 
with chimeric stimuli, namely judgement of emotional expressions for chimeric faces (cf. 
Mattingley et a!., 1993, 1994; Ferber et al., 2003), and naming of chimeric objects (cf. Buxbaum 
& Coslett, 1994; di Pellegrino et a!., 1995; Peru etal., 1997; Seron etal., 1989; Walker & Young, 
1996; Vallar et a!., 1994; Young et at., 1992). But it is possible that identification/naming may be 
more influenced by neural structures that are sensitive to prism adaptation (and any effects that 
this might have upon spatial attention etc); whereas emotional judgements of faces might 
instead be based upon distinct neural structures, as suggested by some other lines of evidence 
(Blair et al., 1999; Dolan et al., 1996; Duchaine, Parker & Nakayama, 2003; Morris et al., 1996; 
Morris etal., 1998; Phillips et a!., 1998; Vuilleumier et al., 2003; Winston et a!., 2003). Such 
expression-related pathways may be uninfluenced by prisms, representing parts of the 
‘emotional’ brain instead. A related possibility is that prism therapy had a differential effect on the 
object versus the face task due to the former requiring explicit naming, but the latter potentially 
being a more ‘implicit’ task, not requiring ‘explicit’ identification for the left side of the chimeras 
but possibly relying more on a ’preference’ bias for one or the other side (as there is no objective 
correct response in the expression task; in fact the pairs of faces present the same expressions 
overall only their left-right ordering is reversed). One way to test these possibilities would be to 
require non-emotional identification judgements for chimeric faces, using stimuli that show 
different face identities on the two sides. With such new stimuli, one might also compare 
identification versus emotional expression tasks for the very same chimeric face stimuli, and 
thereby equate stimulus factors when comparing tasks.
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3.4. Experiment 6
In the previous experiment (which was published for the first 3 patient cases -AK, CO and 
EY- in Sarri et at., 2006) it was clearly shown that prism adaptation can directly improve 
perceptual awareness for the contralesional side of some stimuli, despite recent suggestions to 
the contrary (Ferber et at., 2003). Specifically, my data reveal that prism therapy can improve 
perceptual awareness for the contralesional side of chimeric visual objects in neglect, as most 
patients demonstrated a dramatic increase of awareness for the left, previously neglected side 
following prism therapy. Interestingly though it was found that the same procedure had no effect 
on a task requiring emotional expression judgements on chimeric face stimuli; for which prism 
adaptation did not improve sensitivity to the expression on the neglected left side (as also in 
Ferber etai., 2003).
The apparent discrepancy between the effects of prism adaptation on the two chimeric 
tasks still requires explanation, but for the existing results of Experiment 5 it may be hard to 
compare directly across tasks that varied both in the nature of the judgment required and in the 
nature of the stimuli employed. The present experiment was thus designed to explore some of 
the potential reasons for the discrepancy observed in Experiment 5. Firstly, it was hypothesised 
that if the null effect of prism adaptation on the chimeric face expression-judgement task is due 
to using ‘face stimuli then prism adaptation should likewise have no effect on other tasks 
involving chimeric faces. On the other hand, if this null impact of prisms on the expression task 
was due to the nature of the expression preference task used, which can be considered a more 
‘implicit’ measure of awareness with no right or wrong answer, then we should find a null effect 
also for similar tasks with the same ‘implicit’ nature even when not using faces. At the same 
time, we might find a positive effect for tasks employing the chimeric face stimuli but requiring 
more ‘explicit’ recognition for the left side of the chimeras, as for the chimeric objects in 
Experiment 5. If the ‘implicit’ or ‘preference’ nature of the chimeric face task indeed proves to be 
crucial for the pattern of results, this could provide further support to the idea that lateral bias 
tasks with no right or wrong answer (such as the chimeric face-expression task) may rely on a 
separate neglect component, reflecting a pathological bias to the right, which may dissociate 
from a spatial exploration deficit (see also Mattingley et ai., 1993; 2004; Mattingley, Bradshaw, 
Bradshaw & Nettleton, 1994). Finally, the lack of prism adaptation effect on the chimeric face 
expression task could potentially be due to the ‘emotional’ nature of the task in which case we 
should be able to find a prism benefit for other tasks using the identical face stimuli but not 
requiring emotional processing.
Here I firstly aimed to replicate the findings of the previous experiment on the chimeric 
face expression judgement task. Importantly though, the novel aspect in this experiment was to
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investigate whether the anticipated null effect of prism adaptation on the chimeric face- 
expression task is related to the stimuli or the task used, by examining the influence of prism 
therapy on both face and non-face stimuli; and also by investigating the effect of prism 
adaptation on tasks requiring ‘explicit’ or more ‘implicit’ processing; and tasks requiring 
‘emotional’ or ‘non-emotional’ judgements for the left side of individual face stimuli. The present 
study was designed to test for all of the above hypotheses by comparing the effect of prism 
adaptation on the chimeric face-expression task with: a) a similar lateral preference task but now 
employing non-face stimuli, namely greyscale gradient rectangles (see Figure 3.5) that have 
been previously used to assess lateral biases in neglect (e.g. Mattingley, Bradshaw, Nettleton & 
Bradshaw, 1994) and should not involve any potentially face-specific or emotional processing 
mechanisms; b) a task again using face stimuli, but now requiring ‘explicit’ identification of the 
left side of faces (discrimination of ‘chimeric’ versus ‘non-chimeric’ faces), being non-ambiguous 
in nature (having a single correct response) and also requiring no emotional judgement on the 
stimuli. If there is something special about faces, I might find a prism benefit for the ‘gradients’ 
task here but not for any of the other two tasks (‘expression’, or ‘chimeric versus non-chimeric’) 
employing faces. Alternatively, if prism therapy can be effective on face specific mechanisms but 
does not affect ‘implicit’ or preferential ipsilesional biases, I should expect no prism benefit in any 
of the two lateral preference tasks (faces or gradients), but I should find a prism benefit for the 
chimeric face-discrimination task. Finally, if prism adaptation is ineffective only in tasks that 
involve emotional processing I should again find no benefit for the expression chimeric face task, 
but I should find a benefit for the other two tasks that do not involve emotional processing of the 
stimuli.
Method
Patients
A series of nine consecutive right-hemisphere stroke patients with left neglect were 
recruited for this experiment (6 males, 3 females; EY, AK, CO, EH, AM, PH, DF, JA & TL; seven 
of these patients had already taken part in Experiment 5, but were retested here for the 
expression judgment face task, after a minimum interval of at least two weeks between testing 
sessions, to allow within-session comparison with the other tasks). See section 3.2 for patient 
selection criteria and Table 3.1 for patient details (for more detailed information on individual 
cases see appendix A; see also Appendix B for a lesion overlap map of these patients).
All patients participated in the chimeric face expressions-judgment task and the greyscale 
gradients task. However, only patients EH, AM, PH and EY, participated in the chimeric face
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detection task; all other patients were excluded from this task as they were found to perform at 
ceiling-level in this prior to the prism adaptation procedure. Please note that in the present study, 
each patient served as his/her own control (i.e. before versus after prism therapy).
Experimental tasks
Emotional judgement on chimeric faces
The stimuli and task for this were identical as those for Experiment 5. See also Figure 
3.5. A for an example of a stimulus pair.
Darkness judgements on Greyscale Gradients
For the gradients task, 20 pairs of greyscale gradients were constructed analogously to 
those in Mattingley, Bradshaw, Nettleton and Bradshaw (1994). 10 pairs of greyscale gradient 
rectangles, consisting of a continuous scale of grey shades varying from absolute white at one 
end to absolute black at the other end were produced and printed on A4 sheets of paper. Each 
pair consisted of two rectangular strips, one being the mirror reversed image of the other, one 
presented above and one below (see Figure 3.5.C). Each rectangle was bound by a 0.5mm 
black outline. The two rectangular strips varied in length from 10-21 cm, in increments of 1.5cm 
and were kept at a constant height of 5cm. The two strips were always kept apart at a constant 
distance of 2cm. These 10 pairs were then mirror reversed to produce another 10 pairs.
Patients were presented with all 20 pairs of identical but mirror-reversed greyscale 
gradient rectangles and were asked to report verbally whether the upper or lower member of 
each pair looked darker (by saying ‘top’ or ‘bottom’), as in Mattingley et ai. (1994). The stimuli 
were placed in front of the patients on a table, centred on the midsagittal plane of their head and 
trunk and remained in view until the patients gave a response, without any time limit.
Chimeric/non-chimeric face discrimination
For the explicit chimeric/non-chimeric face discrimination task, 20 non-chimeric (‘real’) and 
20 chimeric face stimuli were used, taken and adapted from Mattingley, Bradshaw, Phillips and 
Bradshaw (1993). The chimeric face stimuli were constructed from half-parts of the 20 non- 
chimeric face stimuli. The construction of the chimeric face stimuli has already been described in 
Experiment 5; See Figure 3.5.B for an example of a non-chimeric and a matched chimeric face 
stimulus. Each face stimulus subtended approximately 12° x 16° degrees and unlike the 
emotional judgement task, where faces were presented in pairs, each face here was now 
presented individually {hence Figure 3.5.B would correspond to two successive trials, although in 
practice the face on one trial was unlikely to relate to that on the next).
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All 20 chimeric face stimuli were intermingled with the 20 non-chimeric face stimuli, so a 
total of 40 face stimuli were presented in random sequence. Each stimulus was presented briefly 
in the centre of a computer monitor for approximately 2.5 seconds (presentation time ranging 
between 2-3 seconds, and adjusted for each patient in order to achieve the minimum amount of 
time required for the patient to give a response and was kept constant before and after the prism 
adaptation procedure). Patients were told that they would be shown a series of pictures of faces, 
some of which would be ‘real’ pictures of people with neutral or happy expression and some of 
which would be ‘chimeric’, i.e. having two halves, depicting the same person but with a different 
emotional expression on the two halves (see Figure 3.5.B). The patients were then positioned at 
a distance of ~55cm from the computer monitor and were asked to verbally indicate whether 
each face stimulus was ‘real’ or ‘chimeric’. Responses were recorded by the experimenter and 
performance was rated in terms of accuracy.
Figure 3.5. Examples o f A. chimeric face pairs used in the expression judgment task B. chimeric and non- 
chimeric face stimuli used in the chimeric/non-chimeric face discrimination task and C. greyscale gradients 
used in the darkness judgment task; a ll in Experiment 6.
Setup and procedure
Patients were given all three tasks (i.e. chimeric face-expression task, gradients darkness 
judgement task and chimeric/non-chimeric face discrimination task) both before and after the
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prism adaptation procedure. The order of stimuli presentation was randomised both before and 
after the prism adaptation procedure, for all tasks and for all patients. The order of task 
presentation was also random, but was held constant before and after prism adaptation for each 
patient. No feedback was provided during testing.
The prism adaptation procedure followed was identical to that of Experiment 5. An open- 
loop pointing task was again used to assess whether exposure to rightward shifting prisms had 
induced the expected (leftward) prism after-effect in open-loop pointing. The procedure used for 
this was also identical to that used for Experiment 5.
Results
All nine patients showed the expected leftward shift in open-loop pointing after exposure to 
prisms (i.e. a prism after-effect), indicating that the adaptation procedure was successful for all. 
The mean open loop pointing after the adaptation procedure showed a mean leftward shift of 4.4 
degrees (sd 1.5°; range: 1.2-6.2°) relative to the pre-prism measure. The mean deviation away 
from the physically central target after the prism adaptation procedure was 3.1° degrees (sd 
2.4°) towards the left. This mean leftward deviation in open-loop pointing, after the adaptation 
procedure, was significantly different (t(8)=-9.098, p<0.0001) from the slight tendency for 
rightward deviation observed before the prismatic procedure (mean 1.4° degrees rightward, sd 
2.3°). On an individual level the difference between the pre- and post- adaptation pointing error 
was again significant for all patients (p<0.05). Thus all patients showed significantly more 
leftward deviation in open-loop central pointing after exposure to the rightward deviating prisms, 
suggesting successful adaptation to the prism-induced optical displacement.
Before prism adaptation, all nine participating patients showed a strong bias favouring the 
right side of chimeric faces when making emotional expression judgements, with the exception 
of AK who was again performing at chance level. Before prism-adaptation, patients chose on 
average the face with the smiling half on the right as being the ‘happiest’ in 86% of the cases 
(mean= 17.22 out of 20; sd=2.27). The prism intervention was again found to have absolutely no 
impact on performance in this task for any of the patients tested here (for all patients: p>0.05), 
thus replicating the results of Experiment 5, and again in accordance with Ferber et al. (2003). 
The mean corresponding percentage of right-smiling faces chosen after prism adaptation was 
again 86% (mean=17.22 out of 20; sd=2.68), i.e. identical to the pre-adaptation bias 
demonstrated in this task. See Figure 3.6 for individual results.
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Figure 3.6. Percentage o f right-smiling faces chosen before and after the prism adaptation procedure in 
the emotional expression judgment task, for each individual patient in Experiment 6. Note no effect o f prism 
adaptation in this task.
An analogous pattern was observed for the greyscale gradients task. Before prism 
adaptation, all nine participating patients showed a very strong bias for their judgment to reflect 
the right side of the greyscale gradients, which was even stronger than that observed for the 
chimeric face task described above. Even patient AK who did not show a rightward bias in the 
face expression task (choosing 12/20 faces before and 11/20 after prisms with the smiling half 
on the right), demonstrated a strong rightward bias in the gradients task (choosing 17/20 
gradients before and 18/20 after prisms with the dark side on the right). Thus, before prism- 
adaptation, the mean choice of the gradient with the dark side on the right as the ‘darker’ was 
97%; (mean=19.44 out of 20; sd=1.01). The corresponding percentage after prism adaptation 
was again 97% (mean=19.44 out of 20; sd=0.88). Similarly to the results for the chimeric face 
emotional judgement task, prism intervention was found to have no impact whatsoever on 
preferences in the gradients task and this was true for all the individual participating patients 
(p>0.3 for all patients); see Figure 3.7.
Thus, for both the chimeric face expression and the gradients task, all patients showed 
strong left neglect, manifested as expression and darkness judgements respectively being 
pathologically based on just the right side of the stimuli, unlike the normal tendency for the left 
side of both faces (cf. Luh, Rueckert & Levy, 1991; Levine & Levy, 1986; Levy et al., 1983; 
Mattingley et al., 1993; Mattingley, Bradshaw, Nettleton & Bradshaw, 1994) and greyscale 
gradients (Mattingley e t at., 1994; Nicholls, Hughes, Mattingley & Bradshaw, 2003; Nicholls, 
Mattingley, Bradshaw & Krins 2003; Nicholls, Mattingley & Bradshaw, 2005; Nicholls, Smith, 
Mattingley & Bradshaw, 2006) to predominate. Indeed all patients fell well outside the normative
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range for these particular tasks (see Mattingley, Bradshaw, Nettleton & Bradshaw, 1994); with 
the exception of patient AK in the chimeric face expression task. But the main point for present 
purposes is that the patients’ performance for expression judgements in chimeric faces and 
darkness judgements in greyscale gradients was completely unaffected  by prism adaptation (see 
Figure 3.6 and 3.7).
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Figure 3.7. Percentage o f gradients chosen with darker side on the right, before and after the prism 
adaptation procedure in the greyscale gradients task, for each individual patient, showing no effect o f prism 
adaptation on the very strong rightward bias in this task.
Turning to the explicit chimeric/non-chimeric face discrimination task, all four participating 
patients showed signs of neglect in this task before the prism adaptation procedure, failing to 
identify 40% or more of the chimeric faces presented as such. Specifically, EY identified 
correctly only 20% of the chimeric faces presented (erroneously identifying 80% of the chimeric 
faces presented as ‘real’), whereas she correctly identified 85% of the ‘real’ faces correctly. AM 
correctly identified 60% of the chimeric faces and 80% of the ‘real’ faces; PH correctly identified 
40% of the chimeric faces and 60% of the ‘real’ faces; and EH correctly identified 40% of the 
chimeric faces and 80% of the ‘real’ faces.
Following prism adaptation EY and AM showed a significant improvement in this task, 
whereas the performance of PH and BH remained unaffected (see Figure 3.8), as revealed by 
chi-square tests performed for each individual patient. After the prism adaptation procedure EY 
showed a dramatic improvement in this task, now identifying 20/20 of the chimeric faces (as 
compared to only 4/20 before; x20 ) = 26.7, p<0.001); at the same time her relatively good 
performance in identifying the ‘real’ faces remained statistically unaffected (correctly identifying 
now 14/20 of the normal faces as opposed to 17/20 before; x20 ) = 1-3, p<0.26). Similarly, AM
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improved significantly in this task after the prism adaptation procedure correctly identifying 18/20 
of the chimeric faces (as opposed to 12/20 before; x2(1)= 4.8, p<0.02) and 18/20 of the ‘real’ 
faces (as opposed to 16/20 before x2(1)= 0.78, p<0.37). On the contrary PH’s performance 
remained unaffected by the prism adaptation procedure, identifying 9/20 chimeric faces correctly 
after prism adaptation, (as opposed to 8/20 before; x2(V = 0.10, p<0.75); and identifying correctly 
13/20 ‘real’ faces (as opposed to 12/20 before the prism adaptation; x2(V = 0.107, p<0.74). EH’s 
performance was also unaffected by the adaptation procedure, identifying 10/20 chimeric faces 
correctly after prism adaptation, (as opposed to 8/20 before; x2(V = 0.40, p<0.52); and identifying 
correctly 18/20 of the ‘real’ faces (as opposed to 16/20 before the prism adaptation; x2(1)= 0.78, 
p<0.37).
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Figure 3.8. Percentage of chimeric faces correctly identified as such, before and after the prism adaptation 
procedure, in the chimeric/non-chimeric face discrimination task, for each individual patient (EH, AM, PH 
andEY).
Importantly, these results indicate that prism adaptation can improve awareness for the left 
side of face stimuli in at least some cases. Although I found this positive effect reliably only in 
two out of four of the patients tested here, the unequivocal improvement in EY and AM’s 
performance indicate that prism adaptation can in principle improve awareness for the left side of 
face stimuli, at least in tasks that require explicit detection of differences (in this case emotional 
expression differences) between the left and the right side of a face stimulus.
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Discussion
Experiment 5 had demonstrated that while prism therapy may have no effect on 
expression judgements for chimeric face stimuli (where neglect patients pathologically favour the 
right side of chimeric faces; see also Ferber etal., 2003), it can significantly increase awareness 
for the left side of chimeric objects. Experiment 6 explored potential reasons for the failure of 
prism adaptation to alter the systematic rightward bias demonstrated in the chimeric face 
expression task by neglect patients, despite the beneficial effect it has been shown to exert on 
many other aspects of neglect to date (e.g. Angeli, Benassi & Ladavas, 2004; Berberovic et al., 
2004; Dijkerman, et a!., 2004; Fame et al., 2002; Maravita et a!., 2003; McIntosh et al., 2002; 
Pisella et al., 2002; Rode et a i, 2006; Rossetti et al., 2004; Rossetti et al., 1999; Serino et al., 
2006; Tilikete et a!., 2001) and despite the improvement shown in the chimeric object task 
presented in Experiment 5. Specifically, I was interested in exploring with Experiment 6 whether 
the null effect of prism adaptation on the chimeric face task could be due to the nature of the 
stimuli or the nature of the task used. On the one hand, there is evidence to suggest that 
processing of face stimuli may differ significantly from that of other classes of objects (e.g. 
Duchaine & Nakayama, 2005; 2006; Duchaine, Nieminen-von Wendt, New & Kulomaki, 2003; 
Farah, 1995; Farah, Levinson & Klein, 1995; Farah, Wilson, Drain & Tanaka, 1995; Grill-Spector 
et at., 2004; Kanwisher, 2000; Nachson, 1995; Rumiati et a!., 1994; Yovel & Kanwisher, 2004) 
and therefore this difference may relate to the existence of specialised face-processing 
mechanisms in the brain that might be less influenced by the prism intervention than for other 
classes of stimuli. On the other hand the lack of prism adaptation effect on the chimeric face 
expression task could be due the ‘implicit’, emotional or preferential nature of the task used, 
which again might be unaffected by the mechanisms brought into play by the prism adaptation 
procedure. To address these issues, the effect (or lack thereof) of prism adaptation on the 
chimeric face expression judgement task was compared here with that on a logically similar 
lateral preference task employing non-face, non-emotional stimuli (greyscale gradients), and with 
that on a different task using again the same face stimuli but now being more ‘explicit’, having a 
right versus wrong answer, and requiring no emotional judgement on the stimuli, but rather an 
explicit judgment of whether they were chimeric or not.
The results of Experiment 6 replicated those of Experiment 5 and confirmed previous 
findings (Ferber et al., 2003) in showing persisting unaltered ipsilesional biases after prism 
adaptation in judgements of emotional expression for chimeric faces, in a sample of nine 
patients. A strong initial pre-adaptation preference bias was found in eight out of nine patients 
tested here (all except AK), who based their emotional expression judgements predominantly on 
the right side of the chimeric face stimuli. As suggested by previous findings (Ferber et a i,
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2003), this lateral bias remained totally unaffected in all patients (the case of AK also showing no 
prism impact), after a successful adaptation period to rightward deviating prisms.
Importantly, I found here in Experiment 6 an analogous pattern for a similar but non-face, 
non-emotional lateral preference task requiring darkness judgements for pairs of greyscale 
gradient rectangles; this task being similar in nature (i.e. ‘implicit’, in having no right or wrong 
answer, but measuring a preferential choice) to the chimeric face emotional judgement task, but 
employing non-face stimuli and requiring no emotional judgment. In accordance with Mattingley 
et al. (1994) I found that the pre-adaptation rightward bias exhibited by the patients was even 
more robust for this non-facial lateral preference task. The nine participating patients chose the 
gradient with the darker side on the right on average in 98 of the cases (as opposed to 86 
rightward preferences in the chimeric face task). This very strong rightward bias in the gradients 
task remained fully present and totally unaffected after the prism adaptation procedure, similarly 
to the chimeric face emotional judgement task. Although the 98 bias might be considered as 
so strong that it represents a ‘ceiling’ or ‘floor’ effect, note that there was in fact plenty of room 
for the bias to be reduced by prism therapy, yet no benefit of prisms was found on the 
preference tasks.
Finally, I report here initial evidence for a positive effect of prism adaptation (for some 
patients at least) on a different task employing chimeric faces, suggesting that it is possible to 
improve perception for face stimuli with prism adaptation to some extent. Using a simple task 
requiring explicit discrimination of the ‘chimeric’ or ‘non-chimeric’ nature of face stimuli (the same 
as used in the expression task, but now presented individually), I found a tendency for neglect 
patients to report ‘chimeric’ faces as ‘real’, presumably failing to direct their attention to the left 
side of the face stimuli and thus to notice a difference between the left and the right halves. 
Prism adaptation had a significantly positive effect on performance in this task, in two out of four 
cases tested. EY and AM improved significantly in this task after prism adaptation, whereas PH 
and BH did not. As EY and AM exhibited milder neglect than PH and BH at the time of the 
testing (as judged by their score in the Mesulam cancellation task; see Table 3.1), it may be 
possible to argue that the respective benefit from prism adaptation in this task was potentially 
somehow related to the degree of the present neglect severity. In any case, I show crucially here 
that adaptation to right-shifting prisms can substantially improve visual awareness even for the 
contralesional side of chimeric faces, in some patients with left neglect after right-hemisphere 
damage, depending on the task employed.
The present results suggest that prism adaptation may not be effective in changing neglect 
performance for lateral preference tasks where there is ambiguity; i.e. where there is no right or 
wrong answer. Although prism adaptation has been shown to improve performance for the left 
side of space in numerous measures (e.g. see Angeli, Benassi & Ladavas, 2004; Berberovic et 
a i, 2004; Dijkerman, et a!., 2004; Fame et a!., 2002; Maravita et a!., 2003; McIntosh et a!., 2002;
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Pisella et a i, 2002; Rode et a i, 2006; Rossetti et at., 2004; Rossetti et a i, 1999; Serino et at, 
2006; Tilikete et a i, 2001) and to increase awareness for the left side of non-face objects in 
neglect patients (as demonstrated in Experiment 5 here), it appears to be ineffective for lateral 
preference tasks, possibly irrespective of the type of stimulus used (here shown both for 
chimeric face expressions and greyscale gradients). In fact Mattingley et a i (1994; 2004) have 
shown that performance in such lateral preference tasks does not correlate with other classical 
neglect tests of neglect (specifically not with cancellation and line bisection) and can even be 
present in the absence of neglect. Moreover, Mattingley, Bradshaw, Bradshaw & Nettleton 
(1994) have reported that although patients' ability to reorient attention contralesionally may 
recover relatively quickly, the ipsilesional attention bias -such as measured by the lateral 
preference tasks- may be relatively persistent, suggesting that these tasks may tap into a 
potentially distinct and dissociable deficit involving a ‘chronic’ bias towards the right, which might 
dissociate from a deficit in controlled shifts of attention towards the contralesional side. The fact 
that pre-adaptation five out of nine patients (AK, CO, DF, JA & TL) examined in total here 
performed at ceiling level in the chimeric/non-chimeric face discrimination task, implying that 
these patients could to some degree become aware of the left side of the chimeric faces when 
encouraged by the task, yet still showed a strong rightward bias in the expressions judgement 
task, may lend further support to the idea of a dissociable deficit underlying lateral preference 
tasks.
It therefore seems possible that prism adaptation may be effective in re-orienting attention 
toward the left side, as apparently consistent with its beneficial effect on many typical clinical 
measures of neglect (such as cancellation, line bisection, figure copying, straight ahead pointing 
etc.; see Berberovic et a i, 2004; Fame et a i, 2002; Pisella et a i, 2002; Rode et a i, 2006; 
Rossetti et a i, 2004; Rossetti et a i, 1999; Serino et a i, 2006) and ocular scanning patterns 
(Angeli et a i, 2004, Dijkerman et a i, 2003; Ferber et a i, 2003; Serino et a i, 2006), and in 
increasing awareness for the left space (see Maravita et a i, 2003 and Experiment 5 here); yet 
remains ineffective in altering a spontaneous spatial preference, always favouring the 
ipsilesional side, after right hemisphere damage.
3.5. Summary and General Discussion
The results of Experiment 5 clearly indicated that prism therapy can improve perceptual 
awareness for the contralesional side of chimeric objects in neglect patients, even though it may
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have no impact on expression-judgements for chimeric faces. The latter observation replicates 
Ferber et a/.’s (2003) single-case finding in eight further cases; but the positive new finding with 
non-face stimuli (object chimerics) indicates that, for objects at least, perceptual awareness can 
in fact be substantially improved with prism intervention in spatial neglect.
Experiment 6 further demonstrated that the failure of prism adaptation to alter performance 
in the chimeric face expression task is most likely due to the ‘spatial preference’ nature of the 
task used. Other spatial preference measures with non-face, non-emotional stimuli (greyscale 
gradients) produced analogous effects. By contrast, explicit chimeric/non-chimeric discrimination 
for the same face stimuli revealed benefits of prism intervention for at least some neglect cases.
A full understanding of the reasons for the failure of prism adaptation to affect certain tasks 
(see also Dijkerman et a!., 2003; Morris et at., 2004), as well as those for its success on others 
(Angeli, Benassi & Ladavas, 2004; Berberovic etal., 2004; Dijkerman, et al., 2004; Fame et a!., 
2002; Maravita etal., 2003; McIntosh etal., 2002; Pisella etal., 2002; Rode etal., 2006; Rossetti 
et al., 2004; Rossetti et al., 1999; Serino et al., 2006; Tilikete et al., 2001), will be crucial for 
gaining insight into the mechanisms underlying the beneficial effects of prism adaptation, and 
further employing prism adaptation effectively as a potential rehabilitation tool for neglect. While 
such understanding is not yet complete, hopefully the present experiments may contribute to it. 
The subsequent Chapter 4 also addresses prism therapy in neglect.
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Cfapfer 4
Prism therapy and neglect: differential effects on distinct 
after-effect measures, and possible anatomy
n o
Abstract
Prism adaptation has been identified as a potential new treatment for spatial neglect (see 
Chapter 3). Conventionally, adaptation to prisms is measured by after-effects, commonly 
assessed either by subjective straight ahead pointing (SSA) or visual open-loop pointing (VOL). 
An overlooked aspect of previous studies is that the after-effects produced by neglect patients 
may be much bigger (pathologically so) when assessed by SSA than VOL, although these 
measures have never been directly compared in the same patients to my knowledge. 
Accordingly here the performance of 13 neglect patients was directly compared in a subjective 
straight ahead and a visual open-loop pointing task before and after a session of prism 
adaptation. It was found that after-effects were double in size for SSA as compared to VOL, 
which may reflect prism adaptation producing not only conventional after-effects but also 
ameliorating distorted SSA in neglect patients. In line with this hypothesis, I found that 
improvement in SSA after prism therapy related to improvement in another commonly used 
neglect measure, namely cancellation. Moreover, neglect amelioration by prism adaptation, as 
measured both by SSA and cancellation, was not linked to the size of the adaptive after-effect, 
as measured by VOL, complimenting and extending previous findings. An exploratory analysis of 
the anatomical correlates of neglect improvement following prism adaptation therapy, by 
comparing the lesion anatomy of patients who did versus those who did not show a significant 
improvement following prism adaptation in SSA or cancellation, indicated that lack of neglect 
improvement following prism adaptation (for both SSA and cancellation) potentially associated 
with damage to the right inferio-posterior parietal cortex and underlying white matter. For the 
SSA task only, the middle prefrontal cortex was also found to be implicated. These initial 
anatomical results accord with other recent evidence suggesting that the right inferior parietal 
lobe may play a significant role in neglect improvement both during spontaneous recovery and in 
rehabilitation.
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4.1. Experiment 7.1: Measuring prism adaptation after-effects in spatial neglect; 
the beneficial effect of prism adaptation on subjective straight ahead
Introduction
As mentioned in Chapters 1 and 3, the typical procedure in prism treatment for spatial 
neglect comprises a short adaptation period, during which patients point to visual targets while 
wearing prisms that induce an optical shift of 10-15° degrees to the right. This initially leads to 
errors of pointing towards the right, leading in turn to compensatory leftward manual corrections. 
In normals and patients, this compensatory behaviour is typically followed by an ‘after-effect’ 
when the prisms are removed (e.g. Held & Gottlieb, 1958), with manual errors now being biased 
towards the left instead (this after-effect typically wears off gradually, as the subject adapts back 
to the ‘normal’ situation). The adaptive after-effect is thought to correspond to the compensatory 
shift of proprioceptive and/or visuomotor representations following exposure to prisms and has 
been traditionally considered as the main dependent measure of adaptation (Harris, 1974; 
Redding & Wallace, 1993; Welch, 1978).
Two different measures have been widely used to measure prism after-effects, in both the 
normal and the neuropsychological literature. These comprise ‘proprioceptive’ pointing to the 
subjective straight ahead (SSA), with the eyes closed or blindfolded; or open-loop pointing (i.e. 
hand unseen, hence no visual feedback about hand position) to visual targets (henceforth 
termed the ‘visual open-loop’ task, or VOL). These after-effect measures are often considered 
interchangeably. However, a few normal studies have compared them directly (e.g. Beckett, 
1980; Beckett & Melamed, 1980; Guan & Wade, 2000; Melamed, Beckett & Halay, 1979; 
Redding, Rader & Lucas, 1992; Redding & Wallace, 1988a; 1988b; 1990; 1992; 1993; 1994; 
2000; 2001), typically showing a tendency for somewhat bigger after-effects in VOL versus SSA 
in normals. Moreover, recent theoretical analyses have emphasized that there may be important 
differences between the two measures, most obviously in the role for vision in providing 
objective target information in VOL, versus a strictly subjective midline requirement in SSA 
(Hatada, Rossetti & Mial, 2006).
It may be particularly important to distinguish these two measures of prism after-effects in 
neglect patients, given that distortions in the subjective straight ahead (as indexed in the SSA 
task) in particular have previously been claimed to provide one key manifestation of neglect 
(Jeannerod & Biguer, 1987; Karnath, 1994; 1997; Karnath, Schenkel & Fischer, 1991). Recall 
that Karnath (1994; 1997) argued that a rightward shift in the SSA is a fundamental aspect of 
neglect that might explain or contribute to several of its manifestations (such as spatial biases in
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search). In the very first paper on prism therapy for neglect, Rossetti at al. (1998) found that 
neglect patients demonstrated SSA prism after-effects that were pathologically large following a 
rightward optical prismatic shift. Based on these and other results (Ferber et at., 2003; Pisella et 
at., 2002; Rode, Rossetti & Boisson 2001; Rode et a i, 1998), it has often been argued that 
neglect patients may show unusually large prism after-effects (Redding & Wallace, 2006; 
Rossetti et at., 1998; Rossetti & Rode, 2002). However, if a distorted SSA is considered to 
provide one key aspect of the neglect syndrome (Jeannerod & Biguer, 1987; Karnath, 1994; 
1997; Karnath, Schenkel & Fischer, 1991), then prism effects upon this measure might in 
principle be considered as one manifestation of the beneficial prism impacts upon the neglect 
syndrome, rather than as providing a ‘neglect-free’ measure of prism adaptation per se.
Moreover, looking through the extant literature on prism therapy suggests indirectly that 
those studies reporting unusually large prism after-effects in neglect patients, after rightward 
optical deviations, are typically the ones employing the SSA measure (e.g. when using 10° 
prisms, Ferber et at., 2003 reported after effects of 14.3°; Pisella et at., 2002 reported an 
average 9°; Rode, Rossetti and Boisson, 2001 reported 7°; Rode et at., 1998 reported 9°; Rode 
et at., 2006 reported 14.8°; and Rossetti et at., 1998 reported 7°; all by using 10° prisms). By 
contrast, those studies using a visual open-loop (VOL) measure of prism after-effects appear to 
have observed somewhat smaller effects (e.g. Angeli, Benassi & Ladavas, 2004 reported after­
effects of 4.7° on average; Angeli, Meneghello, Mattioli & Ladavas, 2004 reported 4.5°; Fame et 
a!., 2002 reported 3.2°; Frassinetti et a!., 2002 reported 2.7°; Maravita et a i, 2003 reported 3°; 
Rossetti et at., 2004 reported 7.1°; Sarri et at., 2006 reported 3.9°; Serino et a i, 2006 reported 
3.6°; again all when using 10° prisms). I conducted a meta-analysis of these previously 
published studies, which indicates that prism after-effects reported across studies using a 10° 
rightward optical prism shift were on average more than double in size for those studies 
employing an SSA measure (mean after-effect of 10.18°, sd= 3.50°) than for those using a VOL 
measure (mean 4.10°, sd= 1.42°; difference significant across studies, with /(12)=-4.493, 
p=0.001). Thus, the prism after-effects as measured by SSA in neglect patients, following 
rightward optical shifts, appear pathologically large, when compared to those measured by VOL, 
or to those produced by normal controls under similar conditions (e.g. see Rossetti et at. 1998). 
However, to my knowledge SSA and VOL prism after-effects have never been compared directly 
within the same group of patients. Hence at present one cannot determine if the apparent 
differences between SSA and VOL outcomes of prism adaptation in neglect patients genuinely 
reflect the nature of the task used to index prism after-effects, or instead some differences 
between individual patients or between the slightly different protocols used by different research 
groups.
Accordingly, here in Experiment 7.1 I sought to implement both SSA and VOL measures of 
prism after-effects in neglect patients, to determine within the same patients, and following the
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same prism protocol, whether SSA after-effects would be significantly larger than VOL after­
effects (and pathologically so). This was implemented for 13 consecutive cases with varying 
severity of clinical neglect. Several studies have indicated that neglect patients appear to be 
reasonably accurate (relatively normal) when pointing to a visual target without feedback in open 
loop (e.g. Angeli, Benassi & Ladavas, 2004; Fame eta!., 2002; Frassinetti et at, 2002; Maravita, 
et a/., 2003); whereas many (though not all) neglect patients often show pathological rightward 
biases in SSA tasks (e.g. Chokron et at., 1995; 2000; Ferber et at., 2003; Heilman, Bowers & 
Watson, 1983; Hornsten, 1979; Jeannerod & Biguer, 1987; Karnath, 1994; 1997; Pisella et at, 
2002; Richard et at, 2004; Rode, Rossetti & Boisson 2001; Rode et at, 1998; Rossetti et at, 
1998; Vallar, Guariglia & Rusconi, 1997). From this perspective, a greater impact of prism 
therapy on SSA judgements than on VOL pointing, if confirmed, might reflect the impact of the 
prism intervention upon one aspect of the neglect syndrome, namely a distortion in the 
egocentric frames of reference as measured by SSA (Chokron et at, 2000; Heilman, Bowers & 
Watson, 1983; Jeannerod & Biguer, 1987; Karnath, 1994; 1997; Karnath, Niemeier & Dichgans, 
1998; Karnath, Schenkel & Fischer, 1991; Vallar, Guariglia & Rusconi, 1997). Thus the purpose 
of the present study was to compare the impact of the same prism intervention on both the SSA 
and VOL measures of after-effects. A larger effect on the SSA measure was predicted 
(pathologically so). A further issue was whether the prism impact assessed by either the SSA 
and/or the VOL after-effect might relate to the prism impact on other conventional measures of 
neglect (e.g. cancellation). A final issue addressed was whether lesion anatomy might relate to 
whether or not patients show prism benefits; these anatomical results are presented in detail in 
section 4.2.
Method
Patients
A series of thirteen consecutive right-hemisphere stroke patients with left neglect were 
involved in this study (patients TL, CO, EH, AM, PH, DF, MM and JA had also participated in 
Experiments 5 and/or 6 of the previous chapter). All patients gave their informed consent to 
participate and showed neglect on selected clinical paper-and-pencil measures, as described 
below. CT or MRI scans revealed unilateral right lesions due to cerebrovascular accidents in all 
cases (see Table 4.1 for individual clinical details, as well as Appendix A for detailed case 
descriptions and plots of each patient’s lesion in the normalised MNI space). On clinical 
examination all patients were alert and well oriented in time and space. Patients were selected 
on the basis of their impaired performance on several standard tests for visuo-spatial neglect,
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including the Mesulam shape cancellation test (Weintraub & Mesulam, 1985), line bisection, 
identification of the left side of chimeric figures (cf. Chapter 3), emotional judgements on 
chimeric face stimuli (Ferber et at., 2003; Mattingley et a!., 1993; 1994; Sarri et at., 2006, c.f. 
Chapter 3), copying of drawings and reading of single words or non-words. Diagnosis of left 
visual neglect was based on the presence of at least two of the following six criteria: the 
presence of at least 30 omissions on the left side of the page for the cancellation tests; a 
minimum rightward deviation of 12 or more in the line bisection task; a minimum of 30 
omissions on the left side of chimeric object figures during identification; a selection of the right- 
smiling face as ‘happier’ in minimum 75 of the chimeras presented; omission of left sided 
elements in the drawing test; and omission or mis-identification of left sided elements in the 
reading test. Visual fields were recorded by the standard clinical method of confrontation, which 
can sometimes be superior to automated perimetry which frequently confuses neglect for 
absolute visual field loss (Muller-Oehring e ta i, 2002). Five out of thirteen patients (KP, EH, PH, 
LG and MM) presented with complete left homonymous hemianopia. All thirteen patients showed 
evidence of left neglect in their every-day behaviour. Details about the age, sex, time post-injury, 
lesion site and pathology (revealed by CT or MRI scan) as well as scores on some main neglect 
tests are given in Table 4.1; See also Appendices A and B.
Note that at the time of testing patient CO showed almost no neglect on cancellation now 
(cancelling overall 95 of the target items in the display; although she had shown strong neglect 
on cancellation closer to the onset of her injury). However she still showed significant neglect on 
other clinical tests, such as naming of the left side of chimeric figures, line bisection and 
emotional judgement tasks on chimeric face stimuli (See Table 4.1.).
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Table 4.1. Summary of individual patient details and test scores. Notes: Cancellation score: total number o f 
targets cancelled on the left and the right side o f the page in the Mesulam shape cancellation task out o f 30 per half­
page; Line bis.: mean percentage o f deviation towards the right for five 18cm lines; Chimeric objects: percentage o f 
chimeric objects correctly identified (on both the left and the right side; out o f a total o f 46); Chimeric faces: Total number 
o f chimeric faces chosen as happier with the half smiling face on the right (out o f 20); Post-stroke: time post stroke in 
months at the time o f this experiment; n/a: indicates non available data, due to clinical constraints.
Patient Sex Age Cancellation Line 
Bis. %
Chimeric 
objects %
Chimeric
faces
Post­
stroke
Hemia-
nopia
Lesion site and pathology
KP M 51 L: 0 R: 8 78 n/a 18 16 Yes Right parietal-temporal lobectomy following 
SDH and bleed.
DF M 72 L: 16 R: 30 -8 59 17 174 No Right hemisphere stroke involving the basal 
ganglia and white matter in the MCA territory.
EH F 59 L: 0 R: 28 65 0 20 16 Yes Right large subarachnoid haemorrhage in the 
MCA territory with extension into the sylvian 
fissure.
JA M 69 L: 16 R: 30 2 n/a 19 1 No Right stroke involving the parietal and occipital 
lobe.
OA M 41 L: 3 R: 30 1.4 100 20 23 No Right large MCA infarct, involving the inferior 
parietal lobe and frontal lobe.
PH M 51 L: 0 R: 10 9 11 18 13 Yes Right large intracerebral bleed and 
subarachnoid haemorrhage.
AM M 67 L: 23 R: 29 74 35 16 1 No Right MCA involving the temporal and parietal 
lobe.
CO F 57 L: 25 R: 30 23 39 18 4 No Right MCA infarct, involving the right frontal 
lobe, right basal ganglia and right insular 
cortex.
CM F 64 L:0 R:14 61 n/a n/a 2 No Right MCA stroke, extending to frontal lobe 
white matter and including basal ganglia.
LG F 23 L:4 R:29 39 0 20 6 Yes Right MCA infarct, R ICA dissection, R fronto- 
temporal craniectomy
MM F 60 L: 13 R:30 25 25 17 3 Yes Right parieto-occipital infarct (PCA/MCA 
‘watershed’)
TG F 77 L:13 R:30 78 n/a 10 2 No Right infarct in the ACA/MCA territories with 
involvement of the white matter
TL M 58 L:16 R:30 -7 94 18 4 No Right stroke in ACA territory
Design and Procedure
Patients were seated at a table in front of the experimenter. Prism after-effects were now 
assessed by means of two pointing tasks: subjective straight ahead pointing (SSA) and visual 
open-loop pointing (VOL). One copy of the Mesulam shape cancellation task (Weintraub & 
Mesulam, 1985) was also used to assess spatial exploration performance. Measures in the two 
pointing tasks (SSA and VOL) and cancellation were obtained immediately before and 
immediately after the prism adaptation procedure. The order of presentation for the two pointing
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tasks (i.e. SSA and VOL) was counterbalanced between patients and was held constant before 
and after prism adaptation for each patient. The cancellation task was given after both pointing 
tasks had been completed, both before and after the prism adaptation procedure. During the 
entire testing period the experimenter ensured that the patients’ head and body trunk were kept 
straight. Note that each participating patient served as his/her own control for the assessment of 
the prism impact.
Subjective Straight Ahead Pointing
For the subjective straight ahead pointing task, patients were blindfolded and asked to 
make ten free pointing movements straight ahead; i.e. in alignment with their (perception of the) 
mid-sagittal axis, both immediately before and after the adaptation procedure, using their right 
arm, starting each pointing movement at the command of the experimenter. Patients were 
instructed to always start by placing their hand at the same position on their sternum and to 
return their hand there after every pointing movement. Pointing endpoint positions were marked 
on a tape attached to the table by the examiner, allowing recording of the pointing position in 
relation to the objective body midline (as defined by the patients’ mid-sagittal axis). The pointing 
error, both before and after the adaptation procedure, was measured as the visual angle 
between the pointing position and the objective body midline, with negative numbers indicating 
leftward error and positive numbers indicating rightward error.
Visual Open-ioop Pointing
To obtain a measure of visual open-loop target pointing, patients were asked to make 
repeated pointing movements to a single target placed at the centre of their mid-sagittal plane, 
with their right arm, both before and after the prism adaptation procedure. Each patient made 10 
open-loop pointings before the prism adaptation procedure, plus 10 after removing the prisms. 
Vision of the hand was obscured throughout this aspect of the procedure by means of a 
cardboard panel (65 cm x 58 cm) which was fixed at a level just below the patients chin. The 
panel occluded full view of the hand during both rest and pointing movement. The visual target 
was a red dot fixed at the distal end of the panel aligned with the patients’ mid-sagittal plane (at 
a distance of -55  cm). Patients were instructed to make fast movements to indicate the position 
of the target at the command of the experimenter, with their index finger, under the panel and 
then return their arm to the initial starting position on their chest at the level of their sternum. 
Positions were marked at the vertical section of the panel, allowing recording of the position of 
the patients’ pointings, again with negative numbers indicating a leftward and positive numbers 
indicating a rightward deviation error. Note that the SSA and VOL tasks were thus analogous in 
several respects. 10 pre- and 10 post- measures were taken for each task. Moreover both
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required pointing to a single central location, and the objective (correct) response for each was 
identical. Nevertheless, striking differences were found, as reported below.
Prism Adaptation Procedure
During the prism adaptation procedure the patients wore base-left wedge prisms that 
induced a 10° degree optical shift to the right (Societe Optique Peter, Lyon; as also used by 
Rossetti et a/., 1998). The adaptation to prisms was accomplished by having the patients 
perform 80 repeated pointings with their right hand to two visual targets placed on a table, 10° 
degrees to the left and right of the centre of their mid-sagittal plane, at a distance of -55  cm from 
their trunk, in a randomly intermingled sequence. Patients were instructed to make fast 
movements to the unpredictable left or right target and then return their arm to the initial starting 
position on the table by their trunk centre. The initial position of their arm was occluded by a 
horizontal occluding board, occluding approximately 25 of the distance between the patient 
and the targets (see also e.g. Redding & Wallace, 1997; Rossetti et at, 1998; and Chapter 3). 
Hence patients could see their arm only while moving it towards their target, but had closed-loop 
visual feedback for any terminal errors, thus inducing corrections and adaptation to the prismatic 
deviation. Total exposure to the prisms was approximately 10 minutes for each patient, and the 
prisms were then removed prior to retesting of the SSA, VOL and cancellation measures.
Results
All thirteen patients adapted well to the optical displacement induced by prisms and 
showed the expected leftward after-effect shift in both SSA and VOL tasks, as measured 
immediately after exposure to prisms, indicating that the adaptation procedure was successful 
for all. The pointing performance for both SSA and VOL tasks was calculated and compared for 
the pre- and post-adaptation conditions. Neglect performance, as measured with the Mesulam 
shape cancellation task, was also calculated for the pre- and post-adaptation conditions and its 
possible relationship with the two pointing measures was investigated (for all patients except for 
patient CO who performed at ceiling level in this task even prior to prism exposure).
Prism adaptation effect on Subjective Straight Ahead (SSA) and Visual Open-loop Pointing 
(VOL)
The mean pointing error prior to the adaptation procedure was larger in SSA (mean= 
8.76°, sd=5.97°) than in VOL (mean= 1.81°, sd=2.44°); both in the rightward direction.
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Immediately after the adaptation procedure the mean pointing error shifted significantly towards 
the left for both tasks (mean post-adaptation error in SSA= 0.97°, sd=7.38°; mean post­
adaptation error in VOL = -2.05°, sd=2.11°); see Figure 4.1. A 2X2 repeated measures Anova 
revealed both a significant main effect of task (SSA vs. VOL; F(1,12)=7.8, p=0.016), and a 
significant main effect of session (before vs. after prism adaptation; F(1,12)=166.5, p<0.00001). 
Crucially, a significant interaction between task and session was found (F(1,12)=12.7, p=0.004), 
with the post adaptation shift in SSA (mean=7.79°, sd=3.34°) being significantly larger than that 
in VOL (mean= 3.86°, sd=1.42°). On an individual level, this interaction was significant in 9 out of 
13 cases (at p<0.001 for DF, EH, JA, PH, CO, CM, TL with the exception of MM for whom 
p<0.005 and AM for whom p<0.05); see Figure 4.2. Thus overall, the effect of prism adaptation 
on SSA was significantly larger than that on VOL. Moreover, the effect of prism adaptation on 
SSA and VOL appeared to be dissociable since no correlation was found between the size of the 
shift induced by prisms in SSA and VOL (rho(11)= -0.286, p -0.344).
On a case by case basis, all patients showed a rightward bias in their judgment of straight 
ahead pointing (SSA) in the pre-adaptation phase, ranging from a 4.41° to a large 27.09° error. 
Immediately after the adaptation procedure, a significant leftward shift in SSA pointing (relative 
to the pre-prism measure; p<0.005 in all cases) was observed for all patients (mean= 7.79°; 
sd=3.34°; 95 mean confidence interval 5.7°-9.8°; see Figure 4.1 for group results and Figure 
4.2 for individual patient results), leading to an average post-prism pointing very close to the 
objective body midline and specifically 0.97° to the right (sd= 7.38°). This average SSA after­
effect was far out of the normal range of after-effects usually observed in normals under similar 
conditions (corresponding to 78 of the total prismatic optical shift of 10° in the patients here, as 
opposed to a 95 mean confidence interval of 22 to 30.2 of the optical prism deviation for 
normals, as reported in previous studies2).
1 As a reference point, I used a representative sample of 13 previous studies investigating prism adaptation in 
normal subjects (Beckett, 1980; Beckett & Melamed, 1980; Guan & Wade, 2000; Melamed, Beckett & Haiay, 1979; 
Redding, Rader & Lucas, 1992; Redding & Wallace, 1988a; 1988b; 1990; 1992; 1993; 1994; 2000; 2001). For the 
present purposes, I did not use an all-inclusive list of every single previous study employing prism adaptation, which 
would be beyond the scope of this study, but rather I focused on studies employing similar methodology to the one used 
here. Thus I selected studies that: a) measured normal after-effects both by SSA and VOL measures, b) adapted 
subjects to prisms by active pointing movements and c) used prisms of 10° (+/-15%). Averaging the results of these 13 
studies (and collapsing results across conditions) I found that the mean reported after-effect for normals was 27% of the 
total optical displacement (sd 6.7; mean confidence interval: 22-30.2%) in SSA; and 37% (sd 8.7; mean confidence 
interval: 31-41.7%) respectively in VOL, with a significant difference between the reported normal after-effects (t=-3.254, 
p=0.003), but in the opposite direction to the patient results presented here, i.e. larger VOL than SSA after-effect in 
normals.
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Figure 4.1. Mean pointing deviation error for a ll 13 patients before and after prism adaptation in the visual 
open-loop pointing (VOL) and subjective straight ahead pointing (SSA) tasks o f Experiment 7.i, showing a 
significant shift post-adaptation in both tasks towards the left (opposite direction to the prism induced 
deviation). Numbers on the x-axis represent visual angle degrees, with positive values indicating deviation 
to the right and negative values indicating deviation to the left. Note the strong SSA pre-adaptation bias 
towards the right and the large difference in the impact o f prism adaptation on SSA versus VOL.
In the VOL task all patients with the exception of LG showed an initial pre-adaptation 
deviation error towards the right when pointing to a fixed centrally located target (mean 1.81°; 
sd= 2.44°); note that this error was small in size and crucially significantly smaller than the 
equivalent pre-adaptation error demonstrated in the SSA task (/(12)=4.0, p=0.002). After the 
prism adaptation procedure, a significant leftward after-effect (i.e. shift relative to the pre-prisms 
measure; mean=3.86°, sd=1.42°; 95 mean confidence interval: 3.0-4.71°; see Figure 4.1 for 
group results and Figure 4.2 for individual patient results) was again observed for all thirteen 
patients (p<0.005 in all cases), with the average pointing error post-adaptation being -2.05° 
(sd=2.11°) towards the left. In contrast to the SSA after-effect, the mean VOL after-effect was 
well within the range of that usually observed in normals (corresponding to 39 of the total 10° 
optical prism displacement, as compared to a 95 mean confidence interval of 31 to 41.7 of 
the optical shift in normals, as reported in previous studies1).
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Figure 4.2. Size o f after-effect (post- minus pre-prism pointing error) for each individual patient in visual 
open-loop (VOL) and subjective straight ahead pointing (SSA) for Experiment 7.L Numbers on the y-axis 
represent leftward shift in visual angle degrees.
The presence of hemianopia did not appear to have an impact on the after-effects as 
measured by either SSA or VOL in the present patients, as no significant difference was found 
here between patients with intact fields (n=8) and patients with hemianopia (n=5) in the size of 
the demonstrated after-effect (for SSA: t(11)= 1.19, p>0.5; for VOL: t(11)= 0.36, p>0.5). No 
correlation was found between the SSA or VOL after-effects and current age or time post-stroke 
(all p>0.05). Finally, no correlation was found between the SSA or VOL after-effects and neglect 
severity (as measured by pre-adaptation cancellation performance: for SSA rho(11)= 0.488, 
p>0.05 and for VOL rho(11)= -0.149, p>0.05).
Thus, all patients showed a leftward shift both in open-loop pointing to a central visual 
target, and in subjective straight ahead pointing, after exposure to optical rightward deviating 
prisms, regardless of the presence or absence of hemianopia, neglect severity, and age or time 
post stroke. But this shift was much larger in SSA than in VOL, and pathologically so.
Prism effect on cancellation and possible relation with prism adaptation after-effects
A subsidiary aim of this study was to test for any relationship between the beneficial 
effects of prisms in space exploration, as measured by cancellation, and the size of the adaptive 
after-effect as measured either by SSA and VOL. Patient CO was already performing very close
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to ceiling level in the Mesulam cancellation task before the adaptation procedure (cancelling 
95 of the target items), and therefore any beneficial effects of prism adaptation on her neglect 
performance unfortunately could not be reliably tested for this standard neglect measure.
Out of the remaining twelve patients, eight showed an individually significant improvement 
in cancellation after prism adaptation, (JA cancelled 46 of the 60 targets before and 59 after, 
X2(1)= 12.9, p<0.001; EH cancelled 28 before and 56 after, x2(1)= 31.1, p<0.001; AM cancelled 
49 before and 56 after, x20 ) = 3.7, p<0.05; CM cancelled 14 before and 24 after, x20 ) = 3.8, 
p=.05; LG cancelled 33 before and 55 after, x2(1)= 20.6, p<0.001; MM cancelled 16 before and 
40 after, x2(1)= 19-3, p<0.001; TL cancelled 46 before and 54 after, x20 ) = 3.8, p<0.05) and there 
was a non-significant but strong trend towards improvement in the case of DF (cancelled 44 of 
the targets before and 52 after x2(1)= 3.3, p=0.068); although a significant improvement was 
noted for DF when considering only the left side of the cancellation page (cancelled 14 of the 
targets before and 22 after out of 30, x20 ) = 4A  p=0.035). On the contrary patients KP, OA, TG 
and PH showed no improvement in cancellation (KP cancelled 8 of the targets before and 7 
after, p=0.78; OA cancelled 33 of the targets before and 32 after, p=0.85; TG cancelled 7 of the 
targets before and 10 after, p=0.43; PH cancelled 10 of the targets before and 10 after). The 
amount of improvement in cancellation was not found to correlate with the initial deficit in this 
task (number of leftward omissions; rho(10)= .25, p>0.05); nor with current age (rho(10)=.15, 
p>0.05); or time post-stroke (rho(10)= -.33, p>0.05); nor to relate to the presence of hemianopia 
(t(10)= -1.38, p>0.05).
Interestingly, there was a significant correlation between amelioration in cancellation post­
adaptation and the respective shift in SSA (rho(10)= 0.625, p^).03), but not in VOL (rho(10)= - 
0.063, p^).845); see Figure 4.3. It may be worth noting that three out of four patients (KP, OA, 
TG) showing no or minimal improvement in cancellation performance after the prismatic 
adaptation also showed no significant SSA benefit as compared to the VOL after-effect (i.e. no 
significant interaction between SSA/VOL and pre-/post-adaptation session); see Figure 4.2. In 
fact a sign test further indicated a significant relationship between the SSA and cancellation 
improvement post-adaptation with ten patients altogether showing benefits or no benefits for 
both measures conjointly (EH, JA, AM, CM, MM, TL and DF showing both cancellation and SSA 
benefits and KP, OA and TG not showing either benefit) and only two patients (LG and PH) 
showing significant benefits in only one of these measures but not the other (p=0.038 for 10/12 
agreement by sign test). Note that for these correlation and sign test analyses patient CO was 
excluded as her performance in cancellation was close to ceiling level (as described above).
A correlation analysis between the pre-adaptation cancellation performance and pointing 
error in SSA for all patients was however found to be non-significant (rho(11)=-0.355, p>0.05), 
indicating no relationship between the pre-adaptation amount of neglect demonstrated in these 
two neglect measures (see also Bartholomeo eta!., 1999; 2000; Chockron et a!., 1997; 2002; for
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similar results). No significant correlation was also found with the magnitude of the pre­
adaptation error in the VOL task and cancellation performance (rho=-0.339, p>0.05).
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Figure 4.3. Subjective Straight Ahead (SSA) and Visual Open-loop pointing (VOL) after-effects (i.e. leftward 
shifts for post- versus pre-adaptation pointing error) plotted versus cancellation improvement after prism 
adaptation in Experiment 7.i. After-effects are given in visual angle degrees. A significant correlation was 
found between cancellation improvement and the SSA after-effect (regression line plotted for SSA points), 
but not the VOL after-effect.
Discussion
The present study investigated possible differences between two frequently used but 
substantially different methods of assessing the adaptive after-effect in neglect patients after 
exposure to prisms; namely subjective straight ahead (SSA) and visual open-loop pointing 
(VOL). This study was specifically triggered by the observation that whereas normal subjects 
tend to show a small but reliable difference between the two measures, typically with larger after­
effects in VOL than in SSA (although this normal difference need not be significant; see Guan & 
Wade, 2000; McLaughlin & Webster, 1967; Reading and Wallace, 1988a; 1988b; 1990; 1992; 
1993; 1997), the existing literature in neglect seems to suggest indirectly that the opposite may 
be the case for neglect patients, as confirmed by the metanalysis of prior data performed here. 
This indicated that neglect patients can produce pathologically larger SSA after-effects as
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compared either to their own VOL after-effects, or the SSA after-effects produced by normals 
under similar conditions. The finding that neglect patients produce unusually large after-effects, 
has led to speculations that these ‘extraordinary’ after-effects may be somehow related to the 
beneficial effects of prism adaptation in neglect (see Redding & Wallace, 2005; Rossetti et at., 
1998). However, although several prior studies have compared SSA and VOL measures directly 
in normals, and although both methods are commonly used to assess the prismatic after-effects 
in neglect patients, no prior study to my knowledge had directly compared these two measures 
within the same patients. Here the effects of a brief adaptation procedure to 10° right displacing 
wedge prisms on a straight ahead task (SSA) and a visual open loop pointing (VOL) task, were 
compared directly in a group of 13 neglect patients, aiming to clarify the above issue.
It was found that although a significant after-effect was obtained for both SSA and VOL 
measures after prism adaptation, the average after-effect in SSA was double in size (mean 7.79° 
leftward shift) that in VOL (mean leftward shift being 3.86°). The results reported here bare a 
remarkable similarity to the averaged after-effects reported in previous studies of neglect using 
similar methodology (10° prisms), with their mean SSA after-effect being 9.26° (or 92.6 of the 
total optical displacement induced by the prisms; as calculated from: Ferber et aL, 2003; Pisella 
et at., 2002; Rode eta!., 1998; 2001; Rossetti eta/., 1998) and their mean VOL after-effect 4.13° 
(or 41.3 of the total optical displacement induced by the prisms; as calculated from: Angeli, 
Benassi & Ladavas, 2004; Angeli, Meneghello, Mattiolli & Ladavas, 2004; Frassinetti e ta i, 2002; 
Maravita etat., 2003; Fame etal., 2002; Rossetti et aL, 2004; Serino et al., 2006). At the same 
time, these consistent patient results are substantially different from those usually obtained by 
normal subjects. When comparing the patient results obtained here to those of neurologically 
healthy individuals in prior studies (Beckett, 1980; Beckett & Melamed, 1980; Berberovic & 
Mattingley, 2003; Melamed, Beckett & Halay 1979; Melamed, Moore & Beckett, 1979; Redding 
e ta i, 1992; Redding & Wallace, 1988a; 1988b; 1990; 1992; 1993; 1994; 2000; 2001) I found 
that patients here produced after-effects in the SSA task that were indeed ‘extraordinary’ (i.e. 
pathological) as compared to those produced by normals under similar conditions (being on 
average almost three times bigger, and falling well outside the 95 confidence interval of the 
previous normal studies). By contrast, after-effects measured by VOL in the present patients 
appear within the range of after-effects usually observed in the normal population.
One explanation for this striking finding could relate to the fact that distortions in the 
subjective straight ahead (as indexed in the SSA task) in particular have been often claimed to 
provide one key manifestation of neglect (Karnath, 1994; 1997; Karnath, Schenkel & Fischer, 
1991; Jeannerod & Biguer, 1987). Indeed, as shown here and in numerous other studies (e.g. 
Chokron et al., 1995; 2000; Heilman, Bowers & Watson, 1983; Hornsten, 1979; Richard et al., 
2000; 2004; Vallar, Guariglia & Rusconi, 1997; Rossetti et aL, 1998; Pisella et aL, 2002) when 
neglect patients are asked to point straight ahead in the dark or blindfolded, they often
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significantly deviate to the right of their objective body midline (e.g. Heilman, Bowers & Watson, 
1983; Karnath & Fetter, 1995; Vallar, Guariglia, Nico, & Bisiach, 1995). The bias in straight 
ahead pointing has been claimed by Karnath and colleagues to reflect a shift of the egocentric 
reference frame(s), which might play a role in many other neglect manifestations, including 
ipsilesional biases in visual or tactile exploration (e.g. Karnath, 1994; 1997; Karnath, Schenkel & 
Fischer, 1991; see also Jeannerod & Biguer, 1987). Some other studies however have 
challenged Karnath’s initial proposal that SSA distortion may be the ‘primary’ cause of neglect, 
by showing that such a bias may not be exclusive to neglect (Bartholomeo eta/., 1999; Chokron 
et a/., 1997; Fame et a/., 1998); or may not be present in all neglect patients (Chokron et a/., 
1997; 2002); or may not always correlate with performance on other neglect tests (Bartholomeo 
et a/., 1999; 2000; Chockron et a/., 1997; 2002). But of course it is now appreciated that many 
aspects of neglect can dissociate (see Chapter 1). The fact remains though that the rightward 
shift in SSA is a well established and frequently found component of the neglect syndrome, 
although it may not be able to account for all other neglect manifestations. Moreover, this 
rightward bias in SSA appeared to be present, to a smaller or larger degree, in every single 
patient participating in this investigation (with the error ranging from 4.4° to a large 27°).
Prism effects upon the distorted SSA might thus in principle be considered as one further 
manifestation of the beneficial impact of prisms upon the neglect syndrome, rather than as 
providing a ‘neglect-free’ measure of prism adaptation per se. This could partially explain the 
‘extraordinary’ (i.e. pathologically large) effect of prisms on the SSA task here and the lack of 
such ‘extraordinary’ prism effects in the VOL task, in which patients perform similarly to normals. 
This interpretation might further accord with the after-effects in SSA, but not in VOL, after prism 
treatment, correlating with improvement in cancellation. The ‘over-adaptation’ shown by neglect 
patients for SSA (see Redding & Wallace, 2005; Rossetti et a/., 1998), may reflect a beneficial 
impact on neglect, which might extend beyond the actual after-effect per se. Interestingly, 
improvement of the SSA error in neglect has now also been noted after plantar stimulation 
(Richard, Rousseaux & Honore, 2001) and both overt and covert shifts of spatial attention 
(Richard, Rousseaux & Honore, 2005).
Following several reports demonstrating the beneficial effects of prism adaptation on 
various aspects of the neglect syndrome (see Angeli, Benassi & Ladavas, 2004; Berberovic et 
a/., 2004; Dijkerman, eta/., 2004; Fame eta/., 2002; Maravita et a/., 2003; McIntosh e ta i, 2002; 
Pisella et a i, 2002; Rode et a i, 2006; Rossetti et a i, 2004; Rossetti et at, 1999; Sarri et at, 
2006; Serino et at, 2006; Tilikete et a i, 2001), a key remaining question now concerns the 
causal mechanisms behind this amelioration. A number of studies to date have tried to 
investigate the potential role that the duration (Fame e ta i, 2002; Frassinetti et at, 2002; Pisella 
e ta i, 2002) and/or the size (Serino e ta i, 2006) of the conventional prism after-effect may have 
on the duration or the size of neglect amelioration, respectively. Although some studies have
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failed to find any links between the conventional after-effect and neglect improvement (e.g. 
Frassinetti e ta i, 2002; Pisella eta/., 2002; Serino e ta i, 2006), others indicate that there may be 
some relationship between the two (Fame et a i, 2002). Overall, the results have not been 
conclusive to date and this issue is still largely open to debate. But the present study highlights a 
key factor that may need to be considered in the future. The findings of the present study 
demonstrate that the method of assessing the prismatic after-effects may be crucial. Here I 
found that neglect improvement may relate more to the SSA after-effect as compared to the VOL 
after-effect. Note that three out of four patients in this study showing no improvement in the 
Mesulam cancellation task, also showed a comparable after-effect in both SSA and VOL post­
adaptation, and thus no particular benefit in the SSA task.
Finally, I found here no effect of the presence or absence of visual field cuts (homonymous 
hemianopia) on the size of the observed after-effects for either the SSA or the VOL task, in 
accordance with Angeli et at. (2004). However, this provided no evidence to support their 
specific suggestion that the presence of hemianopia (see also Serino et at., 2006), may prevent 
patients from showing prism benefits in typical paper and pencil neglect tasks.
In summary, the results of the present study stress the necessity for any future discussions 
concerning the relationship between prism after-effects and the possible mechanisms underlying 
neglect amelioration to take into account the task employed to measure prism after-effects. I 
have clearly shown here that SSA and VOL tasks show different patterns of after-effects that do 
not cross-correlate. I have further suggested that SSA may not be a ‘pure’ measure of after­
effects per se in neglect, as the post-adaptation shift in SSA may also reflect one aspect of 
neglect improvement.
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4.2. Experiment 7 . I I : Possible Anatomical basis of neglect improvement 
following prism adaptation; an' '  assessment of implicated lesions
Introduction
Despite prism adaptation being increasingly at the focus of neglect rehabilitation research 
within the last few years, and despite numerous demonstrations of its potential beneficial effects 
on neglect (see Angeli, Benassi & Ladavas, 2004; Berberovic et at, 2004; Dijkerman, et at, 
2004; Fame et at, 2002; Maravita et at, 2003; McIntosh et at, 2002; Pisella et at, 2002; Rode 
et at, 2006; Rossetti et a t, 1999; 2004; Sarri et at, 2006; Serino et at, 2006; Tilikete et at, 
2001), little is actually known as yet about the mechanisms behind this prism induced neglect 
improvement and even less is actually known about its neural basis. With some studies stressing 
the beneficial role of prism adaptation in neglect (see Redding & Wallace, 2006; Rode et at, 
2003, for reviews) but others now questioning this (see Rousseaux et at, 2006), it may become 
essential to establish the neural basis of the beneficial effects, and whether the outcome 
(beneficial or otherwise) may depend on the lesions involved, which might explain apparent 
discrepancies among different studies that have not always considered the lesion anatomy of the 
patients studied. It is possible that lesion anatomy could be a crucial factor in determining which 
patients show a prism benefit and which do not.
Traditionally areas such as the cerebellum and the posterior parietal cortex are considered 
to be involved in the network of areas activated by the visuo-motor adaptation procedure with 
prisms (see Clower eta!., 1996; Pisella, Michel, Grea, Tilikete, Vighetto & Rossetti, 2004; Pisella 
e ta t, 2005; Redding, Rossetti & Wallace, 2005; Weiner et at., 1983). Some neuropsychological 
evidence has suggested that cerebellar lesions in monkeys (Baizer et at, 1999) and human 
patients (e.g. Weiner e ta t 1983; review; Jeannerod & Rossetti, 1993) can impair or even abolish 
the ability to adapt to prisms. Bilateral parietal damage has also been recently shown to impair 
adaptation to prisms (see single case study by Newport et at, 2006). Moreover, a functional 
imaging PET study that used prism adaptation with seven normal subjects revealed activation of 
the posterior parietal cortex contralateral to the reaching limb (Clower et at, 1996) during prism 
adaptation. But, in this latter study, the optical deviation was unusually reversed (left to right) 
every five trials. Hence the activated posterior parietal cortex might participate in “strategic 
corrections” of visuomotor transformation, rather than plastic recalibration between the visual, 
proprioceptive and motor systems (see Clower & Boussaoud, 2000; Pisella e ta t, 2004; Redding 
& Wallace, 1996). Indeed, it has been suggested that while the recalibration process required for 
“true adaptation” may be computed in the cerebellum, more cognitive strategies contributing to
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the compensation of the prismatic deviation may be a function of the posterior parietal cortex 
(Pisella eta/., 2004; 2005; Redding, Rossetti & Wallace, 2005).
The main evidence related to the brain mechanisms behind neglect improvement in prism 
adaptation to date comes from just a single recent PET study by Luaute e ta i (2006), identifying 
the left temporo-occipital cortex, the left medial temporal lobe, and the right posterior parietal 
cortex as candidate cortical regions potentially involved in neglect improvement after prism 
adaptation. In terms of anatomic connections, these brain structures are recognized targets of 
output from the cerebellum, which was also found to covary with neglect improvement following 
prism adaptation in this study. But again this study was only based on 5 patient cases and was 
subject to the spatial limitations of the PET methodology.
Although Luaute et a/.’s recent PET study provides a significant starting point for 
investigating the possible neural correlates of neglect amelioration following prism adaptation, to 
my knowledge no direct lesion contrast of patients benefiting versus not benefiting from prism 
therapy has yet been conducted. Accordingly, in this study, I next investigated the possible 
anatomic substrates underlying the beneficial (or otherwise) effect of prism adaptation in twelve 
patients with left neglect following right stroke, using a lesion analysis protocol. Note that due to 
the relatively small number of patients this lesion assessment was rather explorative in nature. 
Specifically, I contrasted the lesions of patients who did (n=8) versus patients who did not (n=4) 
show an improvement in subjective straight ahead pointing (SSA) or cancellation, on the 
behavioural measures presented earlier in this chapter3. Both SSA and cancellation tasks are 
very often used to access neglect performance in relation to prism adaptation in the existing 
literature (for cancellation see Fame et a/., 2002; Frassinetti et a/., 2002; Rossetti, et a/., 1998; 
Rousseaux eta/., 2006; Serino et a/., 2006; for SSA see Ferber eta/., 2003; Pisella eta/., 2002; 
Rode, Rossetti, and Boisson 2001; Rode et a/., 1998; Rossetti, et a/., 1998). Based on the 
known facts about neglect anatomy, typically involving areas in the right parietal, temporal and/or 
frontal areas, but sparing the cerebellum (Karnath eta/., 2001; 2004; Mort eta i ,  2003), plus the 
limited imaging data on possible candidate areas involved in prism adaptation, I expected some 
potential differential involvement within the right posterior parietal lobe in the lesions of patients 
showing no neglect gain following prism adaptation versus those showing a benefit.
3 Overall, the behavioural results presented here are in general accord with the results of Experiment 5 and 6 (Chapter 3) 
-and in particular with the results in the chimeric object naming and the chimeric/non-chimeric face discrimination task- in 
terms of which patients show prism related benefits and which do not. Note though that whereas patients AM and MM 
show a significant benefit in Experiment 7 here for both SSA and cancellation, there is only a trend in this direction in the 
chimeric object task of Experiment 5. Moreover note that patients EH and PH showing a significant benefit here in terms 
of SSA (EH also showing benefit for cancellation), show also a significant benefit in the chimeric object task of 
Experiment 5, but no significant benefit in the chimeric/non-chimeric face discrimination task of Experiment 6.
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Method
Patients and scans
Lesion data for twelve out of the thirteen neglect patients who participated in Experiment 
7.1 were used in this analysis (KP, DF, EH, JA, OA, PH, AM, CO, CM, LG, MM and TG). I was 
not able to retrieve old or obtain new scans for patient TL and thus he was excluded from this 
analysis. Ten individuals had lesions in the territory of the right MCA, one in the combined right 
MCA/ACA territory, and one in the PCA/MCA watershed area.
For each patient clinical scans were obtained. Due to practical constraints, the present 
analysis was restricted to those scans obtained during patient hospitalization for clinical 
purposes and thus unavoidably varied in type [with CT scans for 5 patients (TG, CO, EH, KP & 
LG) and MRI scans for 7 patients (MM, JA, CM, OA, PH, AM & DF)] and acquisition time post 
stroke (within 1 day and 16 months after the onset of injury). When more than one scan sets was 
available for one patient, the more recent ones were used for the analysis.
Procedure
Patients were sorted into two groups (an ‘affected’ and a ‘non- affected’ patient group) 
according to whether or not they presented as individuals a significant improvement post versus 
pre prism-adaptation, for the subjective straight ahead and the cancellation task. Two anatomical 
analyses were then performed, one comparing the lesions of patients who showed an 
improvement in SSA task versus those who didn’t; and one repeating the analogous analysis for 
the cancellation task results. Due to the relatively small number of patients employed here a 
formal statistical comparison of the lesions between groups was not feasible and therefore this 
study should be regarded only as an initial exploratory assessment of the possible lesion 
anatomy underlying neglect improvement in SSA and cancellation following prism adaptation.
SSA improvement after PA
As I showed in Experiment 7.1, neglect patients tend to demonstrate a substantial 
improvement in their SSA post adaptation, presumably reflecting a shift or correction of their 
perceived body-centred frame of reference towards their true midline. Out of the 12 patients 
whose lesion data were analysed here, 8 showed an individually significant improvement in their 
SSA performance post adaptation, that was also well beyond the visuo-motor after-effect 
measured by the VOL shift, as indicated by the presence of a significant interaction between the 
SSA and VOL measure, before versus after prism adaptation. By contrast, patients OA, LG, KP 
and TG failed to show such an interaction, demonstrating no significant improvement in SSA. In
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fact, patients OA and TG showed the opposite pattern, by demonstrating a smaller shift in SSA 
as compared to VOL after prism adaptation. Table 4.2 re-summarises the improvement data for 
all patients in subjective straight ahead pointing.
Table 4.2. Improvement in SSA after prism adaptation for each individual patient (post- minus pre­
adaptation error). Notes: Asterisk (*) = signifies significant improvement specific to SSA, in terms of an 
interaction between SSA and VOL, indicating a larger effect on SSA; and the single cross (\)=signifies an 
exceptional significant interaction in the opposite direction.
SSA (°) p value
EH 9.3 <.001 *
JA 9.3 <.001 *
PH 5.3 <.001 *
AM 8.3 .049 *
CO 10.9 <.001 *
DF 14.2 <.001 *
CM 11.3 <.001 *
MM 7.7 .002 *
OA 2.8 <.001 t
KP 4.1 .212
TG 3.8 .086
LG 5.6 .188
Cancellation improvement after PA
As reported in Experiment 7.I. seven out of eleven patients tested in the Mesulam shape 
cancellation task showed an individually statistically significant improvement on this task 
following prism adaptation. Patients EH, JA, AM, CM, LG , MM and DF significantly improved, 
whereas patients OA, PH, KP and TG showed no improvement at all in this task (for more 
information see section 7.I). It may be worth noting again that patients OA, TG and KP were also 
among the four patients not to show any SSA benefit following prism adaptation, indicating some 
relationship between SSA and cancellation improvement (Sign test on the 10/12 agreement in 
categorisation, p=0.038). See Table 4.3 for percentage of improvement in the Mesulam 
cancellation task for each individual patient. As mentioned before patient CO did not show 
significant neglect for cancellation even prior to prism adaptation, cancelling more than 75% of 
the targets on the left side of the page, and thus was excluded from this analysis.
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Table 4.3. Percentage of improvement in Mesulam cancellation, before vs. after prism adaptation for each 
individual patient Notes: *= signifies a statistically significant or near significant improvement.
Cancellation % p value
DF 13 .068 *
EH 47 <.001 *
JA 22 <.001 *
AM 12 .05 *
CM 17 .05 *
LG 37 <.001 *
MM 40 <.001 *
OA -2 .85
KP -2 .83
TG 5 .432
PH 0 1
Lesion mapping and group contrasts
The extent and location of lesions were defined and visualized using the MRIcro software 
package (Rorden & Brett, 2000; www.mricro.com). For each patient, the area of damage was 
determined by detailed visual inspection of the digital brain image, for every single slice, by a 
clinical neurologist (Prof Masud Husain), who was blind as to the behavioural performance of 
each patient (‘improved’ or ‘non-improved’ following prisms). Lesions were drawn manually on 
slices of a T1-weighted template MRI scan from the Montreal Neurological Institute 
(www.bic.mni.mcgill.ca/cgi/icbm_view), which is based on 27 T1-weighted MRI scans from a 
single subject and is a commonly used normalisation template. This template is oriented to 
match Talairach space (Talairach & Tournoux, 1988) approximately and is distributed with 
MRIcro. Lesions were mapped onto the 12 axial slices that correspond to Z-coordinates -16, - 
11,-6 , -3, 3, 13, 16, 20, 24, 30, 36 and 48 mm in MNI stereotactic space, by using the identical 
or the closest matching transverse slices of each individual. This was best performed using the 
axial views, but also corroborating the extent of parenchymal involvement by coinspection of the 
coronal slices (image 'yoking') whenever possible. The boundary of the lesion was delineated 
directly on the digital image as a 2D ROI at the level of individual voxels, traced by hand on each 
1 mm axial image slice, using a graphics tablet (WACOM Intuos A6, Vancouver, Washington, 
USA). Combining all slices produced a 3D lesion ROI for each patient. The individual lesion plots 
for each patient can be seen in Figure 4.4.
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The above lesion-mapping procedure performed for each individual patient allowed me 
then to create simple voxel-based maps of lesion overlap in order to find anatomical regions of 
mutual involvement for each patient group. A lesion overlap map of all the patients was also 
produced in order to identify the areas most commonly involved in this particular sample of 
neglect patients (see also Dronkers, 1996; Eglin, Robertson & Knight, 1991; Machado & Rafal, 
2004; Robertson, Lamb & Knight, 1988; Sapir, Hayes, Henik, Danziger & Rafal, 2004 for other 
applications). Although the traditional lesion-overlap maps may identify the areas most 
commonly damaged in a group of patients, they are not necessarily informative as to the 
functional roles of the affected regions. For this purpose, the lesion-subtraction approach (for 
previous applications see e.g. Adolphs et al., 2000; Karnath et al., 2001; 2002; Malhotra et al. 
2005; Mort et al., 2003) may be more relevant. The subtraction analysis between two groups 
(e.g. A versus B) is aimed at identifying areas commonly damaged in group A but spared in 
group B (coded as positive values), areas specifically damaged in group B (coded as negative 
values) and areas that are involved or spared in equal proportions between the two groups 
(values near zero). The results are typically plotted graphically on a template image, with 
progressively warmer colours towards red indicating positive values and progressively colder 
colours towards light blue indicating negative values. Since the patient subgroups here differed 
in sample size, I used proportional values for the subtraction analyses. Both the lesion overlap 
maps and the subtraction analysis were implemented using the MRIcro software.
After the overlap and subtraction maps were produced, identification of specific brain 
areas was performed using as reference templates combined information from Hanna Damasio’s 
‘Computerised image brain atlas’ (1995) and the Duvernoy brain atlas (1999).
Figure 4.4. Mapped lesions for each individual patient (n=13). Lesioned areas appear in red and are mapped onto a T1-weighted template MRI scan from the 
Montreal Neurological institute (www. bic. mni. meg ill. ca/cgi/icbm_ view). 12 axial slices are shown that correspond to Z-coordinates 48, 36, 30, 24, 20, 16, 13, 3, 
-3,-6, -11 and -16 o f the MNI space.
5P
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Results
Subregion of lesion overlap in all patients
Normalization of each patient's lesion into the common MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute) 
reference space permitted simple, voxelwise, algebraic contrasts to be made within and between 
patient groups. The first such overlap map identified a small subregion of 22 voxels deep in the 
white matter, lying beneath the cortical surface of the middle frontal gyrus (centred 
approximately on MNI coordinates 21, 19, 24), as the area most commonly involved in lesions of 
all 12 neglect patients assessed here; see Figure 4.5. Nine of the 12 neglect patients' lesions 
involved this area. The other three patients (cases JA, EY & AK) had lesions that did not 
encroach on this area of maximal overlap. Although critical areas for neglect have been 
repeatedly found in the right parietal (e.g. see (Heilman et al., 1983; Vallar & Perani, 1986; 
Vallar, 2001; Mort e ta i, 2003) and/or temporal lobe (Karnath e t a t, 2001, 2004), the right frontal 
lobe is also thought to play a crucial role in the neglect syndrome (e.g. see Damasio, Damasio & 
Chui, 1980; Husain & Kennard, 1996; 1997; Mort e t a t, 2003). Although not the peak of overlap, 
parietal and temporal areas of lesion overlap were also found in 8 out of 12 patients.
Figure 4.5. Lesion overlap map showing the degree o f involvement for each voxel in the lesions o f all 12 
neglect patients. The range o f the colour scale derives from the absolute number o f patient lesions involved 
in each voxel. The map is presented as 2D axial renderings on the MNI ‘representative' brain, in 
descending steps. 12 axial slices are shown that correspond to Z-coordinates 48, 36, 30, 24, 20, 16, 13, 3, 
-3,-6,-11 and -16 o f the MNI space. The peak o f the overlap appears in the deep white matter o f the right 
frontal lobe, behind the middle frontal gyrus.
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Regions of selective lesion overlap in patients failing to show a prism benefit in SSA versus those showing a 
benefit
I now turn to the crucial lesion comparison of patients who did not minus those who did 
show an individually significant improvement after prism adaptation in the first neglect measure, 
namely SSA. The same procedure as described above allowed me to create an overlap map 
identifying two main clusters of voxels one centred in the right inferio-posterior parietal lobe 
involving the underlying white matter, and one centred in the right middle frontal gyrus, as the 
areas most commonly involved in lesions of those four neglect patients (OA, TG, KP and LG) 
who showed no prism adaptation benefit in SSA. See Figure 4.6.A. All four patients' lesions 
involved these areas. Although the lesions of these four patients encompassed variable areas in 
the right hemisphere, extending from frontal to occipital areas, only the inferior parietal and 
middle frontal lobe were involved in the lesion of all 4. Importantly, the zones of maximal overlap 
for patients not showing prism adaptation related benefits in SSA were not involved prominently 
in the lesions of patients who did show a prism benefit (Fig. 4.6.B). Hence the former overlap 
zones appear partly as the localized lesion subregions most associated with unsuccessful prism 
adaptation therapy for SSA, in the direct lesion comparison of neglect patients who did not show 
significant benefits minus those patients who did show significant benefits (Fig. 4.6.C). 
Specifically, the subtraction of lesions of patients who did not minus those who did show an 
individually significant beneficial effect of prism adaptation revealed primarily involvement of the 
right intraparietal sulcus and underlying white matter of the inferior-posterior parietal lobe 
(approximate cluster MNI coordinates: 32, -56, 48; 28, -57, 36; 29, -50, 30), and of the right 
middle frontal gyrus (approximate cluster-centred MNI coordinates: 35, 24, 36; 33, 41, 30; 39, 
39, 24; 36, 41, 20), but also the right precentral sulcus (approximate cluster MNI coordinates: 35, 
-15, 48) in the lesions of patients who did not show any significant improvement after prism 
adaptation. These regions were damaged in all 4 patients failing to show an improvement after 
prism adaptation, but in none of the 8 patients who did show an improvement. The critical lesion 
locations can be seen in bright yellow colour in axial slices in Figure 4.6.C and are also 
demonstrated on a rendered view of the template brain in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.6. Lesion results based on SSA improvement pre- versus post- prism therapy. A. Overlap map 
showing the degree o f involvement for each voxel in the lesions o f the non-improved patient group (n=4), 
normalized to the smoothed MNI template. The map is presented as 2D axial renderings on the MNI 
‘representative' brain, oriented to match the Talairach space, in descending steps. 12 axial slices are 
shown that correspond to Z-coordinates 48, 36, 30, 24, 20, 16, 13, 3, -3,-6,-11 and -16 o f the MNI space. 
The range o f the colour scale derives from the absolute number o f patient lesions. B. Overlap map for the 
prism-improved neglect patients (n = 8). C. Non-lmproved minus Improved patients for SSA Contrast map 
showing the relative involvement (bins o f 16.67%; apart from purple bar which represents -16.67... 
+16.67%) o f each voxel in the lesions o f the non-improved patient group minus the improved patient group. 
The colour scale covers a range o f voxel involvement in the two lesion groups, from involvement in the non- 
improved neglect group only (light yellow) to involvement in the improved neglect group only (light blue).
Figure 4.7. Rendered views o f the potentially crucial regions o f lesion overlap differentially involved in 
neglect patients who did not show improvement in SSA minus those who did, after a single session o f prism 
adaptation therapy A. in the inferio-posterior parietal lobe (approximate duster-centred MNI coordinates: 
25, -61, 36) and B. in the middle frontal gyrus (approximate duster-centred MNI coordinates: 33, 41, 30).
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Regions of selective lesion overlap in patients failing to show a prism benefit in cancellation.
As mentioned earlier there was a significant relationship between neglect improvement in 
SSA and cancellation after prisms (rho(10)= 0.625, p^).03; sign test p=0.038), consequently 
leading to a similarity between the improved and non-improved groups for the two behavioural 
measures. Specifically 3 patients were common in the non-improved (cancellation and SSA) 
groups (OA, KP and TG) and 6 patients were common in the improved groups (JA, AM, EH, MM, 
CM and DF). Thus there is a substantial similarity between the lesion comparison results based 
on the behavioural data using SSA and those now presented based on cancellation, due to the 
largely overlapping samples of patients between groups. The cancellation-based lesion analyses 
results are however reported here for completeness.
Superimposing the lesions of patients who did not show an individually significant 
improvement in cancellation after prism adaptation (OA, KP, TG & LG) revealed again one 
critical area of overlap in the right inferior/posterior parietal lobe involved in the lesions of all four 
patients; see Figure 4.8.A. Moreover, a frontal overlap in the white matter behind the middle and 
inferior frontal gyrus was also found, however these areas of frontal overlap were also implicated 
in the lesions of patients showing behavioural cancellation benefits post-adaptation (Fig. 4.8.B) 
and thus were not discriminative among the two groups. By contrast, the area of parietal overlap 
was not predominantly involved in the lesions of patients who did show a prism adaptation 
benefit (Fig. 4.8.B) and thus it appears partly as the localized brain subregion most associated 
with unsuccessful prism adaptation therapy for cancellation, in the direct lesion comparison of 
the ‘non-improved’ neglect minus the ‘improved’ neglect group (Fig. 4.8.C). Specifically, the 
subtraction comparison between the ‘non-improved’ and ‘improved’ neglect group revealed a 
differential involvement of the inferio-posterior parietal lobe and underlying white matter 
(approximate cluster-centred MNI co-ordinates 24, -61, 36; 23, -52, 30), in patients who did not 
show any improvement in cancellation after prism adaptation (See Figure 4.8.C and also Figure 
4.9). This region was damaged in all patients failing to show an improvement, but in no patients 
who did show an improvement in cancellation after prism adaptation, and overlaps with the 
equivalent parietal region found for the SSA task.
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A. Patients not showing a significant benefit
B. Patients showing a significant benefit
C. Patients not showing minus those showing a significant benefit
Figure 4.8. Lesion results based on cancellation improvement pre- versus post- prism therapy. A. Overlap 
map showing the degree o f involvement for each voxel in the lesions o f the non-improved neglect patient 
group (n = 4), normalized to the smoothed MNI template. The map is presented as 2D axial renderings on 
the MNI ‘representative' brain, oriented to match the Talairach space, in descending steps. 12 axial slices 
are shown that correspond to Z-coordinates 48, 36, 30, 24, 20, 16, 13, 3, -3,-6,-11 and -16 o f the MNI 
space. The range o f the colour scale derives from the absolute number o f patient lesions B. Overlap map 
for the improved neglect patients (n = 7). C. Non-improved minus improved patients in cancellation. 
Contrast map showing the relative involvement (bins o f 16.67%; apart from purple bar which represents - 
16.67... +16.67%) o f each voxel in the lesions o f the non-improved patient group compared with the 
improved patient group. The colour scale covers a range o f voxel involvement in the two lesion groups, 
from involvement in the non-improved neglect group only (light yellow) to involvement in the improved 
neglect group only (light blue).
Figure 4.9. Rendered view o f the potentially crucial region o f lesion overlap in the inferio-posterior parietal 
lobe (approximate duster MNI coordinates: 24, -61, 36), differentially involved in neglect patients who did 
not minus those who did show improvement in cancellation, after a single session o f prism adaptation 
therapy.
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Lesion volume
I also investigated here, whether the presence of a behavioural benefit in neglect following 
prism adaptation, could be related to lesion volume per se, not just lesion site. A Mann-Whitney 
test for independent samples revealed no significant difference between the lesion volume of 
patients who did and those who did not show improvement after adaptation for either SSA 
(U=7.000, N1=8, N2=4, p=0.126) or cancellation (U=11.000, N1=7, N2=4, p=0.571). Moreover I 
found no correlation here between lesion size and improvement in SSA (rho(10)= -308, p>0.05) 
or cancellation (rho(9)= -169, p>0.05). But again these results need to be treated cautiously due 
to the small number of patients involved here.
Discussion
The present investigation provides an initial exploratory assessment of the potential 
anatomical correlates of neglect improvement following prism adaptation therapy (versus no 
improvement) in a group of 12 neglect patients, with right hemisphere damage after stroke. 
Lesion locations of patients who did and patients who did not improve after prism-therapy in two 
commonly used measures, namely subjective straight ahead pointing (SSA) and cancellation, 
were contrasted in MNI space (Collins Neelin, Peters & Evans, 1994), using already established 
lesion analysis protocols (see e.g. Adolphs et a!., 2000; Dronkers, 1996; Eglin, Robertson & 
Knight, 1991; Karnath et ai., 2001; 2002; Machado & Rafal, 2004; Malhotra et a i 2005; Mort et 
aL, 2003; Robertson, Lamb & Knight, 1988; Sapir, Hayes, Henik, Danziger & Rafal, 2004). This 
allowed for the identification of candidate areas differentially involved in the small subgroup of 
patients who failed to show any significant benefit for either of these tasks (n=4 for each) 
following a single session of prism adaptation. After subtraction, I showed that the most critical 
brain region potentially associated with lack of neglect improvement following prism adaptation 
both for SSA and cancellation may be the inferio-posterior parietal cortex and underlying white 
matter. For the SSA task only, potential involvement of the middle prefrontal cortex was also 
found. Lesion volume per se was not found to be significantly related to the behavioural outcome 
after prism adaptation. Although these results need to be treated cautiously due to the small 
number of patients involved in this study (and the fact that some of the patient scans used here 
were obtained using the CT technique, which has a relatively poor spatial resolution), they are 
still open to a number of potentially interesting interpretations, opening up several directions for 
future research.
The lack of improvement after prism therapy in a restricted number of patients here could 
be related to damage affecting the neural circuitry underlying prism adaptation. Although not
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much is known about the exact neural basis of prism adaptation, the limited evidence (see 
Clower et a i, 1996; Newport et ai, 2006; Pisella et a i, 2004; Pisella, Rossetti & Michel, 2005; 
Redding, Rossetti & Wallace, 2005; Weiner et a i 1983) points to a cerebellar-posterior parietal 
network being involved, with the posterior parietal cortex possibly contributing the more strategic 
‘cognitive’ part of adaptation and the cerebellum performing plastic recalibration between the 
visual, proprioceptive and motor correspondences. It is conceivable then that damage in the 
posterior parietal cortex, or the white matter fibres connecting the PPC to the cerebellum, could 
disrupt in some way the visuo-motor adaptation procedure, leading to reduced effects in neglect 
patients. Anatomical studies in monkeys (Schmahmann & Pandya, 1992) have shown a 
functional connection between these areas, demonstrating the presence of white matter tracts 
running from the posterior parietal cortex to the cerebellum, via a parieto-ponto-cerebellar 
pathway, although it is not yet possible to identify the exact path of this tract in the human brain; 
an issue on which future research using for example diffusion tensor imaging may shed some 
light. In principle the posterior parietal or the white matter involvement found here in the lesions 
of patients not showing any improvement could produce some disruption to the prism adaptation 
circuitry or a functional disconnection among the related brain regions.
Importantly though it is worth noting that all 13 patients, including the patients who 
demonstrated no neglect benefit in either SSA or cancellation, showed a significant prism after­
effect post adaptation (as measured both by VOL and SSA) and therefore evidence for at least 
some adaptation to prisms per se. Thus the lack of beneficial effects in these patients can not be 
attributed to insufficient adaptation to prisms per se. This further underlines that the presence of 
a significant after-effect (e.g. on VOL), does not guarantee amelioration of the patients 
symptoms and also that damage of the critical regions identified here in the inferio-posterior 
parietal and/or frontal lobe may have disrupted neglect improvement, but not adaptation to 
prisms per se. Pisella et a i (2004) have also demonstrated that damage to the posterior parietal 
cortex is not sufficient to abolish the presence of significant after-effects per se post-adaptation, 
in a case of bilateral optic ataxia.
In apparent accord with my findings here, Luaute et a i (2006) recently used PET, 
illustrating the potential involvement of the right posterior parietal lobe in the beneficial effects of 
prism adaptation in neglect patients. Apart from reporting covariation (although surprisingly 
negative) of PET activity in intact right PPC with neglect improvement post-adaptation, they also 
reported that among their patients, those (two out of five tested) who showed only marginal 
improvement following prism adaptation were also the only ones to have lesions that involved 
the right infero-posterior parietal cortex. Moreover, the parietal lobe and specifically the angular 
gyrus has also been implicated in neglect improvement following a different rehabilitation 
procedure, namely alertness retraining. Trimm, Fink, Kust, Karbe & Sturm (2006) recently 
reported an increase of right hemisphere neural activity at various sites, including the inferior
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parietal lobe (and also the middle frontal gyrus), as measured with fMRI, in patients whose 
neglect improved after a 3-week alertness training programme. Finally Corbetta et at. (2005) 
studied the natural recovery of neglect with fMRI using a Posner-type spatial cuing task with 
validly and invalidly cued targets, and found increased activity in the right posterior parietal 
cortex (IPS; 23, -73, 51 and 14, -76, 36) of their patients, 39 as opposed to 4 weeks post-stroke, 
specifically related to reduction of the rightward bias (reaction time to respond to targets in the 
contralesional versus the ipsilesional field) demonstrated by the patients.
The present results appear to accord with and extend some of the other recent findings, 
suggesting that the right inferio-posterior parietal lobe, generally agreed to be implicated in 
sensorimotor translation and multisensory integration (Andersen et at., 1997; Driver & Spence, 
2000; Macaluso & Driver, 2003; 2005; Xing & Andersen, 2000), when spared, may be a crucial 
brain site mediating short and long term beneficial effects due to prism therapy in visuo-spatial 
neglect. Moreover, the involvement of the posterior and inferior parietal cortex in neglect 
improvement both after natural recovery (Corbetta et at, 2005) and following different 
rehabilitation procedures (prism adaptation, as used here and in Luaute eta t, 2006; or alertness 
retraining, as used in Trimm et at, 2006) suggest a potentially general role for this region in 
neglect improvement, when intact.
It could also be the case that damage to the inferior/posterior parietal lobe, which has 
often been suggested as a particularly crucial area for neglect (e.g. Heilman eta t, 1993; Hillis et 
at, 2005; Leibovitch et at, 1998; Mort eta t, 2003; Perenin, 1997; Vallar, 1993; Vallar & Perani, 
1986), could lead to a type of neglect more resistant to therapeutic approaches, such as prism 
adaptation. Thus patients whose lesions encompass this area might fail to show any benefits 
due to the potentially persisting nature of their neglect. Alternatively, neglect after lesion in such 
areas could be more severe in nature, and thus less affected by prism adaptation. However, 
neglect severity (as measured by pre-adaptation baseline cancellation performance) was not 
found to correlate with neglect improvement following adaptation here (as measured both by 
cancellation performance and SSA shift, after versus before prism adaptation), apparently 
excluding this possibility. No correlation was also found between individual prism improvement 
here and age or time post stroke.
In this study, I also found potential involvement of the middle frontal lobe and underlying 
white matter in patients not showing any improvement, but this finding was restricted to the SSA 
behavioural measure. Interestingly, a recent study (Ramnani et at, 2006; Ramnani, 2006) 
demonstrates that the prefrontal cortex is also heavily connected to the cerebellum, suggesting 
in fact that a substantial contribution of white matter fibres to the cortico-ponto-cerebellar system 
in humans may come from prefrontal areas, in contrast to non-human primates, where the 
majority of such cortical projections to the cerebellum arises from the motor cortex. However, 
with our current knowledge it is difficult to speculate on the exact role that the prefrontal cortex
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could play in prism adaptation or in ‘recovery’ from neglect symptoms. It is also worth noting that 
as my patient sample here had lesions whose overall total peak of overlap was uncommonly 
found in the white matter of the frontal lobe, there could be an issue of a biased sample here, 
somehow confining the interpretation of this finding. Further corroboration in a much larger 
patient group is thus required.
In contrast to previous results, suggesting that posterior damage to the occipital lobes 
and/or the presence of visual field cuts might be detrimental to neglect improvement following 
prism adaptation (Angeli, Meneghello, Mattioli & Ladavas, 2004; Serino et at., 2006), I found no 
evidence of occipital damage being crucial here. Moreover, the behavioural results previously 
reported in Experiment 7.1 showed that the presence of hemianopia was not predictive of 
subsequent improvement. Note however that these previous studies had used somewhat 
different methods from the one used here. Angeli et at. (2004) divided their patients into those 
presenting hemianopia and those not and found a bigger prismatic effect on patients without 
hemianopia, without comparing the underlying lesion anatomy per se. Serino et at. used the 
Damasio and Damasio (1989) method for mapping patients’ lesions and then looked for 
correlations between the number of lesions within rough anatomical locations (lobes) and 
neglect improvement, a technique substantially different and potentially less accurate from the 
lesion subtraction technique used here.
In conclusion, these initial exploratory lesion contrasts seem to indicate that damage to the 
right inferio-posterior parietal lobe and underlying white matter (and also possibly to the middle 
frontal gyrus), may potentially prevent patients from demonstrating neglect improvement after 
prism adaptation therapy, thus revealing a possible role for this region in the beneficial effect of 
prism adaptation on neglect. Further research is needed to confirm these findings, given the 
present methodological constraints and restricted sample size. But together with other recent 
observations that the right inferior parietal lobe may play a significant role in neglect 
improvement both during spontaneous recovery and also following rehabilitation interventions, 
these findings suggest that part of the right inferior parietal lobe and/or underlying white matter, 
when spared, may be crucially involved in modulating attention and awareness levels for the 
contralesional side of space after prism adaptation.
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Cfiapfer 5 ______________
Neural correlates of crossmodal extinction or 
awareness; a single-case fMRI study
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Abstract
Experiment 8 reported in this chapter used fMRI to study neural correlates of crossmodal, 
visual-tactile extinction in a single case (patient GK). GK has chronic extinction after a lesion 
centred on right inferior parietal cortex, and has previously been investigated extensively in 
purely visual fMRI studies (e.g. Rees et ai, 2000; 2002; Vuilleumier et a i, 2002). With 
concurrent stimulation of the right visual field plus left index finger, GK showed crossmodal 
extinction of left touch on approximately half of such trials here (reflecting impaired sensitivity i.e. 
lowered d-prime), albeit becoming aware of left touch on the other half. fMRI revealed activation 
of contralateral primary somatosensory cortex (SI) on crossmodal trials when touch was 
extinguished from awareness, suggesting unconscious residual processing there. When GK 
became aware of the left touch, additional activation was found in surviving right parietal cortex, 
and in frontal regions; moreover, functional coupling was enhanced with a region of frontal cortex 
implicated in awareness by previous work. Finally, on trials where crossmodal extinction arose, 
surviving right parietal cortex showed stronger functional coupling with the left visual and right 
somatosensory regions driven by the competing stimuli, indicating that crossmodal extinction 
arises when inputs to separate modalities interact competitively via multisensory cortex.
f t * *
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5.1. Introduction
This final empirical chapter represents something of a departure from the previous 
empirical chapters in this thesis. First, it focuses on extinction (see Chapter 1) rather than other 
signs associated with the neglect syndrome. Second, it focuses on multisensory rather than 
strictly visual phenomena, dealing with crossmodal extinction of touch by vision. Third, it utilised 
fMRI measures of brain activity, in addition to behavioural measures. Fourth, it focuses on just a 
single case. This was a practical constraint, given the time limits on PhD work, and the many 
substantial practical obstacles to running fMRI studies with multiple stroke patients. But the 
single case study studied here was ideally suited to the issues to be addressed, as explained 
below.
Extinction is a common neurological condition after unilateral stroke, which may provide a 
unique opportunity to study neural correlates of perceptual awareness, and of associated 
pathological losses (e.g. see Driver & Vuilleumier, 2001; Driver, Vuilleumier, Husain, 2004; 
Eimer, Maravita, Van Velzen, Husain & Driver, 2002; Karnath Himmelbach & Kuker, 2003; Marzi, 
Natale, Girelli & Miniussi, 2001; Rees et a/., 2000; Vuilleumier & Rafal, 1999; 2000). The 
hallmark of extinction is that the patient can detect some contralesional events when presented 
in isolation, but tends to miss these if stimulated concurrently on both sides (Bender & Teuber, 
1946; Critchley, 1949; Wortis, Bender, & Teuber, 1948). Nowadays extinction is often attributed 
to a pathological bias in attentional competition (e.g. see Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Driver, 
Mattingley, Rorden, & Davis, 1997; Driver & Vuilleumier, 2001; Marzi, Girelli, Natale & Miniussi, 
2001; Mattingley, Davis & Driver, 1997), which may lead the ipsilesional competitor to extinguish 
the contralesional stimulus from awareness when they must both compete for attention 
concurrently.
Extinction is thought to be more common after right- than left-hemisphere damage to 
various structures, including right inferior parietal cortex and interconnected subcortical regions 
(Heilman, Bowers & Watson, 1983; Karnath et at., 2003; Vallar and Perani, 1986; Vallar, 
Rusconi, Bignamini, Geminiani, & Perani, 1994). Although it often manifests as one component 
of the spatial-neglect syndrome (see Karnath, Milner, & Vallar, 2002, for reviews), extinction can 
dissociate from neglect, like other aspects of that syndrome (see Driver et at., 1997; Husain & 
Rorden, 2003; Mattingley, 2002a; Vallar etat., 1994); see also Chapter 1.
Several recent studies of extinction have implemented neural measures during stimulation, 
such as fMRI or ERPs, in order to shed light on the underlying neural mechanisms, and to 
exploit the potential opportunity for studying the neural basis of perceptual awareness or of 
unconscious processing. By comparing bilateral trials on which extinction of the contralesional 
left stimulus arises, against trials where only a unilateral right stimulus is presented, it may be
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possible to determine the neural fate of extinguished contralesional stimuli that escape 
awareness, and thereby the level of any unconscious residual cortical processing for these (e.g. 
see Driver, Vuilleumier, Eimer & Rees, 2001; Eimer eta/., 2002; Marzi, Girelli, Miniussi, Smania 
& Maravita, 2000; Marzi eta/., 2001; Rees eta/., 2000; 2002; Vuilleumier eta/., 2001; 2002; see 
also Chapter 1 of this thesis). Moreover, by studying individual cases who show extinction only 
on a proportion of bilateral trials, it may be possible to identify neural correlates of awareness for 
contralesional stimuli in these cases, by contrasting those bilateral trials where the left 
contralesional stimulus is consciously detected, against those trials on which extinction arises 
instead, under identical stimulation conditions (e.g. Driver eta/., 2001; Marzi eta/., 2001; Rees et 
a/., 2002; Vuilleumier eta/., 2001; 2002).
Most studies applying neural measures for extinction patients to date have focused 
primarily on just the visual modality (although I review the few exceptions later below). Existing 
fMRI studies of visual extinction have shown that, in right parietal patients, an extinguished left 
visual event can still activate right striate and extrastriate visual cortex (Driver eta/., 2001; Driver 
& Vuilleumier, 2001; Rees eta/., 2000, 2002; Vuilleumier eta/., 2001; 2002), providing a possible 
neural basis for some of the residual unconscious processing revealed by indirect behavioural 
measures such as priming (e.g. Baylis, Driver, and Rafal, 1993; Berti & Rizzolatti, 1992; Di 
Pellegrino & De Renzi, 1995; Driver & Vuilleumier, 2001; Ladavas, Paladini, & Cubelli, 1993; 
Marzi et a/., 1996; Vuilleumier, Schwartz, Clarke, Husain & Driver, 2002; Vuilleumier & Rafal, 
1999). Moreover, initial fMRI comparisons of bilateral trials where extinction does or does not 
arise have suggested that awareness of the contralesional stimulus on bilateral trials may 
involve additional activation of higher-level areas in parietal and frontal cortex (Driver et a/., 
2001, 2004; Rees et a/., 2002; Vuilleumier et a/., 2001); plus functional coupling of these with 
sensory regions. The few ERP studies of visual extinction to date have made similar points, 
indicating both some residual unconscious processing of extinguished contralesional visual 
stimuli, but also some further processing for those that do reach awareness (e.g. Driver et a/., 
2001; Marzi et a/., 2000; 2001; see also Spinelli, Burr, & Morrone, 1994; Vallar, Sandroni, 
Rusconi & Barbieri, 1991; Viggiano, Spinelli, & Mecacci, 1995).
Although most of the recent extinction studies employing neural measures have 
considered only visual extinction, it is now well known that extinction can arise behaviourally 
within other modalities as well (e.g. within touch, audition, or even smell; see Bender, 1952; 
Bellas, Novelly, Eskenazi & Wasserstein, 1988; De Renzi, Gentilini & Pattacini, 1984). More 
importantly for present purposes, extinction can also arise crossmodally (e.g. Bender, 1952; 
Bueti, Costantini, Forster & Aglioti, 2004; Di Pellegrino, Ladavas, & Fame, 1997; Ladavas, 
Fame, Zeloni & di Pellegrino 2000; Ladavas, Pavani & Fame, 2001; Maravita, Spence, Clarke, 
Husain, Driver. 2000; Mattingley, Driver, Beschin, & Robertson, 1997; Vaishnavi, Calhoun & 
Chatterjee, 1999), between concurrent events presented to distinct sensory modalities (e.g.
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between vision and touch). There have been fewer studies applying neural measures to study 
extinction within non-visual sensory modalities (though see Eimer et al., 2002; Kobayashi, 
Takeda, Kaminaga, Shimizu & Iwata, 2005; Remy et aL, 1999; Valenza, Seghier, Schwartz, 
Lazeyras & Vuilleumier, 2004); and to my knowledge prior to the present work there had been no 
study whatsoever applying neural measures to study crossmodal extinction, as undertaken here.
Studies of within-modality, purely tactile extinction have uncovered some phenomena that 
may be analogous to those found for within-modality visual extinction. In particular, behavioural 
work using indirect or implicit measures in tactile paradigms has found evidence for some 
residual unconscious processing of extinguished touch (e.g. see Aglioti, Smania, Moro & Peru, 
1998; Aglioti, Smania & Peru, 1999; Berti et aL, 1999; Maravita, 1997; Moro, Zampini, Aglioti, 
2004; Valenza et aL, 2004; Smania & Aglioti, 1995). Moreover, those few studies that have 
applied neural measures to tactile extinction have provided some initial evidence that primary 
somatosensory cortex may still show some (possibly weakened) residual response to 
extinguished tactile stimuli (e.g. Eimer et aL, 2002; Kobayashi, et aL, 2005; Remy et aL, 1999; 
Valenza etal., 2004). Remy eta/.’s (1999) study first established this, but since it used a blocked 
PET design, it could not separate trials on an event-related basis, unlike the fMRI studies of 
visual extinction (cf. Driver eta/., 2001; Rees et aL, 2000; 2002; Vuilleumier et aL, 2001; 2002), 
or the ERP studies (cf. Driver et aL, 2001; Eimer et aL, 2002; Marzi et aL, 2000, 2001; 
Vuilleumier, 2001) mentioned above. More recently, Valenza et al. (2004) studied a single 
patient with tactile extinction and mild neglect after right-parietal damage, using fMRI. Their main 
finding was that manipulating posture (placing the right hand in contralesional left space) 
modulated tactile awareness (leading to more misses for the right hand), and correspondingly 
affected somatosensory activations. Kobayashi et at. (2005) showed that bilateral tactile 
stimulation could still activate SI in the lesioned hemisphere for a single-case with extinction after 
(atypically) a left parietal lesion. Finally, Eimer et al. (2002) used ERPs to show that an 
extinguished left contralesional tactile stimulus (in a right-hemisphere case) could still produce 
some P60 and N110 components over right somatosensory cortex, while detected left touches 
appeared to lead to somewhat bigger components than for extinguished touches.
Despite this growing body of evidence on the neural correlates of perceptual extinction 
and awareness in right-hemisphere patients when studied with unimodal, extinction paradigms, 
as yet there has been little or no research (to my knowledge) applying neural measures to study 
crossmodal extinction between different modalities, e.g. between vision and touch. Such 
crossmodal extinction between vision and touch has now been well documented in many purely 
behavioural studies of extinction (e.g. see Bender, 1952; Bueti et al., 2004; Di Pellegrino etal., 
1997; Ladavas et al., 2000; 2001; Maravita et al., 2000; Mattingley et al., 1997; Vaishnavi et al., 
1999). Moreover, crossmodal extinction in particular continues to attract increasing research 
interest, in keeping with growing research on multisensory interactions between different senses,
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in both the normal and the damaged brain (e.g. see Calvert, Spence & Stein, 2004; Spence & 
Driver, 2004; for reviews). Studying crossmodal extinction with neural measures might allow for 
some particularly subtle and revealing comparisons. In particular, adding a right visual event to a 
left tactile event can result in the latter being completely extinguished from awareness even 
though the input to the somatosensory modality itself remains completely unchanged (unlike the 
situation for within-modality tactile extinction, where a second stimulus is added within touch). 
This raises many intriguing questions about how inputs to the different senses may interact to 
determine whether or not these will reach awareness.
Accordingly, here I used event-related fMRI to study the neural correlates of crossmodal 
extinction (or awareness). I presented right visual and left tactile stimuli to a patient who shows 
enduring crossmodal extinction, several years after his stroke centred on right inferior parietal 
cortex. This patient, GK, has already been well studied with fMRI for unimodal purely visual 
extinction (see Rees et a !, 2000; 2002; Vuilleumier et a !, 2002). He is particularly appropriate 
for in-depth fMRI research, as implemented here, since despite suffering from enduring 
extinction, he is ambulant and lives in the community; while his lesion spares both visual and 
primary somatosensory cortex in the damaged right hemisphere. Moreover, his crossmodal 
extinction is very stable, and he is familiar with and enthusiastically tolerant of ongoing fMRI.
Adding a right visual event led to significantly increased misses of left touch in this patient, 
corresponding to crossmodal extinction, which I found here to correspond to impaired sensitivity 
(d-prime) for the left-hand touch when in the presence of a concurrent right visual competitor. 
But GK also tended to miss some unilateral left touches when presented alone within the 
scanning paradigm (although at a significantly lower rate than on- bilateral crossmodal trials, see 
below). This meant that I was also able to perform some supplementary comparisons of tactile 
hits versus misses for unilateral tactile trials (although this was not a major aim of the present 
study). More importantly, I could also assess whether tactile misses on bilateral crossmodal- 
extinction trials (caused by the visual competitor) might have any different neural consequences 
than the rarer tactile misses on unilateral, unimodal trials.
The main aims of the present study (Experiment 8) were thus as follows: 1) to use event- 
related fMRI to study the neural fate of left tactile stimuli that were extinguished from GK’s 
awareness, when in the presence of competing right visual stimuli. Based on previous research 
with unimodal rather than crossmodal paradigms (e.g. Eimer et at., 2002; Kobayashi, et al., 
2005; Remy et al., 1999; Valenza et al., 2004), I expected to find some activation in right 
somatosensory cortex for left-hand touches that escaped awareness due to a visual competitor; 
2) to study any additional activations found when the patient became aware of left touch rather 
than extinguishing this (possibly in higher order areas in frontal or parietal cortex beyond 
somatosensory areas, cf. Vuilleumier etal.'s (2001) results on purely visual extinction); and 3) to 
study any changes in functional coupling between such brain areas (see Buchel & Friston,
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1997; Friston, Frith & Frackowiak, 1993; Harrison & Friston, 2003; Macaluso, Frith & Driver, 
2000; Vuilleumier et al., 2001) as a function of whether left touch was extinguished or detected 
on the bilateral crossmodal trials (cf. Vuilleumier et al., 2001, for related results from a purely 
visual extinction paradigm). Of particular interest here were any changes in functional coupling 
that might reveal interactions between the concurrent inputs to modality-specific visual and 
somatosensory cortices, on the bilateral crossmodal trials where extinction arose.
In addition to the fMRI analyses, I also applied signal-detection theory analyses to the 
behavioural results for this patient within the scanner, to determine if crossmodal extinction of 
left-hand touch by a right visual competitor genuinely affected his sensitivity (d-prime) for left 
touch, as was confirmed, rather than merely his criterion (c) for reporting touch.
5.2. Method
Patient case
Patient GK has already been extensively investigated in published fMRI studies of 
unimodal, purely visual extinction (Rees et a!., 2000; 2002; Driver et at., 2001; Vuilleumier et al., 
2002) and also in behavioural work with visual tasks (Husain et al., 2001), where prior case- 
history was provided. At the time of the present study (4 years after his stroke), GK was 
ambulant and living in the community. He still showed reliable left visual extinction, despite intact 
fields, plus tactile extinction, all on confrontation. He also showed some residual left neglect, 
although this had improved somewhat. Thus he cancelled 16/17 right but only 12/17 left targets 
in the Star cancellation test (Halligan, Wilson & Cockburn, 1990); 25/27 on the right but only 
17/27 on the left in the Bells cancellation test (Gauthier, Dehault, & Joanette, 1989); and showed 
a mean 2.4cm rightward deviation when bisecting three 18cm lines.
Importantly for the present study, at the time of the present investigation he still showed 
reliable crossmodal, visual-tactile extinction between a visual event in the right hemifield, and a 
concurrent unseen touch on his left hand. He extinguished ~70% of left-hand touches on such 
crossmodal, bilateral trials when assessed with clinical confrontation (missing 11/16 left-hand 
touches when concurrent with a right visual competitor; but only 1/8 left-hand touches when 
presented alone; he never missed the right visual stimulation). More formal testing with 
computerised visual and electrical somatosensory stimuli (see below) further confirmed the 
presence of crossmodal extinction. Moreover, piloting of these computerized stimuli found
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stimulus parameters with which crossmodal extinction could be produced on approximately 50 
of bilateral crossmodal trials (which would then permit fMRI comparisons of trials where 
extinction did or did not arise for the same bilateral crossmodal stimulation).
Structural MRI (Fig. 5.1) one month before the present fMRI study demonstrated an area 
of infarction confined largely to the right inferior parietal lobule (as previously reported in Rees et 
a i, 2000; 2002; plus Husain etal., 2001), plus some atrophy due to degeneration of white-matter 
fibres in surrounding parietal and temporal areas, as often found in chronic cases. The lesion 
affected secondary somatosensory cortex (SII) in the right-hemisphere, but importantly primary 
somatosensory cortex SI (plus visual cortex) remained structurally intact in both hemispheres.
Figure 5.1. T1-weighted anatomical MR/ scan o f GK, showing a chronic lesion (arrowed) primarily affecting 
right inferior parietal cortex, but with some atrophy also.
Crossmodal Visual-Tactile Paradigm during fMRI scanning
Each trial consisted of brief (200 ms) stimulation, in one of three conditions: (a) right visual 
stimulation only (“right unilateral vision”), with a flickering checkerboard; (b) electrical left index- 
finger stimulation only (“left unilateral touch”); and c) concurrent right visual and left tactile 
stimulation (“bilateral crossmodal”). Null events were also included, as described below. Visual 
stimulation was presented via a mirror mounted on the MR head coil, and took the form of a 
large 10° x 10° visual degree flickering checkerboard on the right (nearest edge 2° from central 
fixation). The central fixation point was present throughout the experiment, but changed colour to 
signal the start of each trial (see below). Tactile stimulation was applied to GK’s unseen left 
index finger with a constant current neurostimulator (DS7A, Digitimer, Hertfordshire, UK), via 
surface adhesive electrodes. Sensory threshold (1.32 mA) was determined prior to the 
experiment by the methods of limits, in a situation where (unlike the situation during extinction- 
testing and fMRI scanning), the only possible stimulation was left-hand touch, and the only task 
was to detect this. During the experiment a pulse above that previously determined sensory 
threshold (now at 3.3mA, see below) was applied alone in the left-unilateral-touch condition; or 
together with a concurrent right visual checkerboard in the bilateral-crossmodal condition. This
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3.3mA level was chosen for the main experiment because extensive piloting found that this 
produced an extinction rate of approximately 50% on the bilateral-crossmodal trials, as was also 
observed during scanning.
GK had to indicate on each trial during scanning, by delayed button-press with his right 
index, second or third finger of his unseen right hand, whether the stimulation on that trial.was, 
respectively, right vision only; or left touch only; or both concurrently; or none, as indicated by no 
response. He had already practised this task in several pilot sessions outside the scanner, 
together comprising several hundred trials, to allow familiarisation with the task requirements, 
and also to determine appropriate tactile and visual stimulation parameters to produce 
crossmodal extinction on some but not all bilateral trials. This piloting showed that, with the 
stimulus parameters described above, GK showed extinction for left touch on approximately half 
of the bilateral-crossmodal trials (47% during piloting outside the scanner). If similar behaviour 
applied during the scanning experiment (see below), this should allow separation of bilateral 
trials with versus without extinction, for equivalent bilateral crossmodal stimulation.
During scanning, the inter-trial interval was 4.914 seconds (a non-integer multiple of MR 
volume acquisition, see below), during which only the central fixation point was present. The 
central fixation point changed from white to green for 500 msec immediately prior to each trial, to 
alert GK to an impending trial, then back to white at trial onset. Different trial types were 
randomly intermingled. In total, there were 7 runs, 6 of 125 events each and one of 83 events 
(which was truncated due to data loss), producing 833 trials in total, and thus a very extensive 
fMRI (and behavioural) dataset for patient GK, who importantly could serve as his own ideal 
control for every fMRI contrast below. Each of the 7 runs comprised 25 left unilateral touch 
events; 25 right unilateral visual; 50 bilateral crossmodal; and 25 null events (apart from the 7th 
run which comprised 18 left unilateral touch events; 19 right unilateral visual; 33 bilateral 
crossmodal; and 13 null events).
fMRI scanning
A Siemens ALLEGRA 3T system (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) was used to acquire 
multi-slice axial gradient-echo, echo-planar T2* weighted image volumes with blood oxygenation 
level-dependent (BOLD) contrast; plus axial T1 weighted fast-field echo structural images. Data 
were acquired in seven functional imaging sessions of 275-295 volumes each (total number of 
volumes: 1912) in three separate scanning days, to minimise patient fatigue. Each session 
began with five ‘dummy’ volumes, subsequently discarded to allow for T1 equilibration effects. 
Each functional-image volume comprised 36 axial slices (slice thickness = 2 mm, gap = 50 %, 
voxel size = 3 x 3 x 3  mm, repetition time = 2.340ms) to cover the whole brain down to the 
brainstem.
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fMRI analysis
The data were analysed using Statistical Parametric Mapping software (SPM2; 
www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) implemented in MATLAB (Math-works Inc, Sherborn, MA, USA). All 
functional scans were spatially realigned to the first image of each session (for every day); time 
corrected with reference to the middle slice; spatially normalized to the MNI standard space 
(Collins, Neelin, Peters & Evans, 1994) and interpolated to a voxel size of 2 x 2 x 2 mm, in order 
to report MNI-coordinates. Normalisation also allowed use of a recent computerized anatomy 
toolbox (Eickhoff et at., 2005) that gives probabilistic assignment of fMRI results to 
cytoarchitechtonic regions, and incorporates detailed normal post-mortem data on such regions 
of somatosensory cortex in normalized MNI space (see below). Detailed inspection of the 
normalised volume images with respect to the normalisation template confirmed image fidelity 
and that no distortions were produced by the lesion. In any case, equivalent fMRI results to 
those reported below were found in an un-normalised analysis. The volume images were 
spatially smoothed with a 9 mm FWHM (full-width half-maximum) isotropic Gaussian kernel, 
consistent with the SPM approach. Time series from each voxel were high-pass filtered (1/128 
Hz cut-off) to remove low frequency noise, and slow drift and global scaling was applied.
Statistical analysis of the fMRI data was carried out using multiple linear regressions, with 
an event-related model. Each component of the model served as a regressor in multiple 
regression analysis. Those trials where GK failed to respond with a single button press (13%) 
were modelled separately. Trials within the left-unilateral-touch condition, and also separately 
within the bilateral-crossmodal condition, were separated by behavioural response (i.e. whether 
or not the left touch was detected or missed), with separate regressors for missed and detected 
left touch within both the bilateral and the unilateral situations. This was not required for the right- 
unilateral-vision condition, as these events were very rarely missed. For each of the resulting 
sub-conditions (bilateral-crossmodal with touch perceived, or with touch missed; left-unilateral- 
touch felt, or missed; right-unilateral-vision; plus any other non-specific error-types, such as 
double button-presses), the respective trial onsets were convolved with the canonical 
hemodynamic response function (hrf) in SPM2 and fitted to the data. Realignment parameters 
for head motion correction were added as regressors of no interest to capture any residual 
movement-related artefacts.
The resultant parameter estimates for each regressor at each voxel were compared using 
/-tests to determine activation differences between conditions of interest. Linear contrasts 
between the different regressors were used to generate statistical parametric maps of the /- 
statistic [SPM(/)], across all sessions. Resultant regions of activation were characterized in terms 
of their peak height; with only clusters of more than three voxels considered. The statistical maps 
were initially thresholded with a conventional global threshold of P -  0.001, uncorrected (Friston 
et a!., 1995), for predicted regions, unless otherwise mentioned. I report results at this level for
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brain regions where I had a priori hypotheses, including right somatosensory cortex, left visual 
cortex, parietal cortex, plus regions implicated by potentially related previous fMRI studies of 
awareness (see Rees, Kreiman & Koch, 2002, for review; here I specifically considered Beck, 
Rees, Frith & Lavie, 2001; Lumer, Friston & Rees, 1998; Rees et ai., 2002; and Vuilleumier et 
aL, 2001, see Discussion). I also mention any near-threshold results in hypothesized regions, for 
completeness and to guard against false negatives. Regions for which I had no a priori 
hypotheses are reported only if surviving correction for the whole brain.
Probabilistic attribution of functional activations to specific subdivisions of somatosensory 
cortex
Normalisation of GK’s brain activations allowed use of the computerized ‘Anatomy toolbox’ 
(Eickhoff et ai., 2005) developed for use with SPM2, which allows probabilistic localisation of 
any functional activations within anatomical regions, such as cytoarchitechtonic subdivisions of 
somatosensory cortex. Somatosensory subdivisions in this toolbox are taken from normal 
cytoarchitectonic post-mortem maps (Geyer, Schleicher & Zilles, 1999; Geyer, Schleicher, 
Mohlberg & Zilles, 2000; Grefkes, Geyer, Schormann, Roland & Zilles 2001). It is traditionally 
thought that primary somatosensory cortex (SI) is located in the postcentral gyrus of the parietal 
lobe, divided into at least four subdivisions (Brodmann areas 3a, 3b, 1 and 2) likely to have 
distinct functional roles (Moore et ai., 2000). But others have argued that 3b may correspond to 
‘SI proper’ (Kaas, 1983). The secondary somatosensory cortex (Sll) and associated areas are 
found in the parietal operculum (Burton, MacLeod, Videen & Raichle., 1997; Christmann, Ruf, 
Braus & Flor 2002; Del Gratta et ai., 2002; Disbrow, Roberts, Poeppel & Krubitzer, 2000; Ruben 
etai., 2001).
5.3. Results
Behavioural results
During scanning, GK correctly reported 83/125 left unilateral tactile stimuli (missing 33.6%) 
and 120/125 (missing 4%) for right unilateral visual stimuli. Thus, GK had some problem in 
detecting even single left-hand tactile stimuli, presented in isolation, when the experimental 
conditions were intermixed in the scanner environment. But more importantly, under bilateral- 
crossmodal stimulation (left touch combined with right vision) his tactile performance 
deteriorated significantly further (x2(1)= 8.515, p<0.004), thus confirming left crossmodal
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extinction. GK extinguished the left tactile stimulus on 138/272 bilateral crossmodal trials, 
reporting only the right visual stimulus (thus missing left touch on 50.7% of bilateral crossmodal 
trials). The fact that GK extinguished some but not all left tactile stimuli under bilateral stimulation 
gave me the opportunity to investigate the underlying neural activity for crossmodal trials with 
versus without tactile awareness. (For completeness, I also investigated this for the left- 
unilateral-tactile condition, although there were less tactile misses in that condition, and this was 
not a main aim of the study).
Standard signal-detection theory analyses were applied to the above behavioural data 
collected during scanning, in order to test for potential differences in sensitivity (d-prime, d) for 
left-hand touch, when in the presence or absence of a right visual competitor; and likewise for 
any differences in criterion (c). A few previous studies have applied signal detection theory to 
unimodal extinction situations (e.g. Olson, Stark, & Chatterjee, 2003; Ricci & Chatterjee, 2004; 
Ricci, Genera, Colombatti, Zampieri, & Chatterjee, 2005; Vaishnavi, Calhoun, Southwood, & 
Chatterjee, 2000), but to my knowledge, none has previously done so for crossmodal visual- 
tactile extinction as studied here; and none has previously done so in combination with 
concurrent fMRI measures, as here.
GK had a hit-rate of 66.4% (83/125) in the left-unilateral-tactile condition, which dropped to 
49.3% (134/272) in the bilateral-crossmodal condition. The corresponding false alarm rates for 
reporting left touch when this was actually absent were 0% (0/175) and 4.5% (7/153); with these 
two rates being observed on trials with no left touch nor a right visual event; or with a right visual 
event only, respectively. The zero false-alarm rate for left touch in the absence of right vision 
already indicates that response criterion for left touch was unlikely to be more lenient in this 
situation than in the presence of a right visual event (as more false alarms were in fact observed 
in the latter case).
Although formal signal-detection parameters cannot be calculated when all false-alarm 
rates are zero, their calculation is possible when only some of the conditions to be compared 
have zero-rates. For this purpose, I adopted the conservative procedure of Snodgrass and 
Corwin (1988), as recommended by MacMillan (1991), for dealing with situations where some 
conditions (but not all, as here) have zero false-alarm rates; namely, of adding a frequency of 0.5 
to all of the data cells. This led to a rescored false-alarm rate of 0.2% (0.5/175) and a hit rate of 
66.2% (83.5/125) for left touch in the absence of a right visual event; and a false alarm rate of 
4.8% (7.5/153) with a hit rate of 49.2% (134.5/272) in the presence of right vision, for the 
purposes of calculating sensitivity (d) and criterion (c).
Signal-detection-theory analysis then revealed that presenting a right visual competitor 
concurrently with a left-hand touch significantly reduced sensitivity for left touch in patient GK {d' 
=3.18 for left touch in the absence of a right visual event, versus d' =1.64 for left touch in the 
presence of a right visual event, p<0.002). By contrast, response criterion for reporting left touch
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was not significantly affected (c=1.17 in the absence of a right visual event, versus c=0.83 in the 
presence of this, p=0.19). Thus, behaviour during scanning indicated that crossmodal extinction 
in patient GK impaired his sensitivity (d’) for detecting left-hand touch when in the presence of a 
concurrent right visual competitor event; but that the right visual event did not change his 
response criterion for reporting left touch. The raw behavioural scores certainly indicate that GK 
did not adopt a less stringent criterion for reporting left touch when there was no right visual 
event, as in fact he false-alarmed less often (actually at a zero rate) for left touch in this situation, 
as compared with when a right visual event occurred (which did lead to some tactile false- 
alarms, see above).
Neuroimaging fMRI results
Activations due to unilateral stimulation.
I first tested for brain responses to right visual stimulation, by contrasting right-unilateral- 
visual minus all left-unilateral-tactile stimuli. As expected, this revealed activation in left occipital 
cortex (peak MNI coordinates: -20, -96, 20; /=3.33, p<0.0004, 44% of activation in BA 18 
according to the anatomy toolbox (Eickhoff et at., 2005)), contralateral to the right visual 
stimulus. The same left occipital area was also activated (peak at -19, -97, 21; 44% in BA 18, 
f=3.18) when comparing all bilateral trials (that included right vision) to all left-unilateral-tactile 
trials (that did not), regardless of performance. See Table 5.1 and Figure 5.2.A. This 
contralateral visual activation due to a checkerboard in the right visual field is as expected, and 
so provides a ‘reality check’.
I next tested for activations produced by left-unilateral-tactile stimulation, comparing this to 
right-unilateral-visual stimulation (again regardless of performance initially). This revealed some 
near-threshold activations in right primary somatosensory cortex, contralateral to the stimulated 
left hand, which the anatomy toolbox attributed mainly to Brodmann area 1 (peak coordinates: 
56, -18, 48; 63% of cluster attributed to BA 1; t^l.95, p=0.002) and area 2 (44, -24, 48 ; t=2.80, 
p=0.003, 81% of cluster in BA 2; plus at 38 -34, 48; t=2.77, p=0.003, 95% of cluster in BA 2); 
and also in right inferior parietal lobe, BA 40 (46, -46, 48, f=2.74, p=0.003); see Table 5.1 and fig 
5.2.B. I also found right SI activation when comparing all bilateral trials (that included left touch) 
to all right-unilateral-visual trials (that did not), again making this contrast regardless of 
performance initially (peak co-ordinates 26, -45, 65, 20% in BA 2, 18% in BA 3b, 11% in BA 1, 
f=3.36, p=0.0002; and at 25, -34, 68, 42% in BA 3b, 38% in BA 4a, /=3.59, p=0.0001). These 
overlapped with the activations when contrasting left-unilateral-touch to right-unilateral vision, as 
confirmed by inclusive masking in SPM (peak at 36, -34, 48; 100% of overlap for this cluster
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attributed to area 2, t=3.05, p=0.001; and 54, -18, 50, 100% attributed to area 1; t=3.01, 
p=0.001); see Table 5.1.
Table 5.1. Basic activations for unilateral visual and tactile stimulus events, with peaks given in the 
stereotactic co-ordinates o f the Montreal Neurological institute (MNI) standard space. *p<0.001; **p<.003, 
reported for completeness as in predicted tactile region
MNI coordinates
x Y z t value Area
Unilateral visual >Uniiaterai tactile*
-20 -96 20 3.33 L occipital cortex (BA 18)
Bilateral crossmodal > Unilateral tactile*
-19 -97 21 3.18 L occipital cortex (BA 18)
Unilateral tactile > Unilateral visual**
56 -18 48 2.95 R Postcentral gyrus (BA 1)
44 -24 48 2.80 R Postcentral gyrus (BA 2)
38 -34 48 2.77 R Postcentral gyrus (BA 2)
46 -46 48 2.74 R Inferior parietal lobe (BA 40)
Bilateral crossmodal > Unilateral visuaf
26 -45 65 3.36 R Postcentral gyrus (BA 1)
25 -34 68 3.59 R Postcentral gyrus (BA 2)
Figure 5.2. Stimulus-driven fMRI activations due to visual or tactile inputs in patient GK. A. Activation due to 
visual stimulation o f the right visual field in contralateral left visual cortex, as expected. B. Activation due to 
electric stimulation o f the left index finger arising in the right primary somatosensory cortex (BA 1 and 2) 
and in surviving parietal cortex. Activations are displayed on GK's normalised brain, thresholded at p=0.005 
for display purposes.
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The fact that these contralateral somatosensory activations only approached or just 
reached statistical threshold (p values ranging from 0.001-0.003), albeit arising in the predicted 
regions, may accord with previous reports that even single contralesional tactile stimuli can 
produce somewhat attenuated albeit detectable responses in the affected hemisphere of 
extinction patients (cf. Eimer et al., 2002; Remy et at., 1999; Valenza et al., 2004). It may also 
accord with the use of tactile stimulation here that GK could not always report even in the 
absence of a visual competitor during the scanning experiment (although the presence of a 
crossmodal competitor did produce reliably more tactile misses, and thereby significant 
crossmodal extinction behaviourally; see above). Moreover, the initial contrasts above testing for 
somatosensory activations did not take into account whether tactile awareness arose or not on 
individual trials (for that, see below). Nevertheless, these initial somatosensory results do clearly 
show that right SI can still show some activation by contralateral left-hand touch in patient GK. 
Activation in this patient for left touch in surviving peri-lesional right Sll cortex was not seen, but 
note that much of right Sll was lesioned in him (see Fig.5.1).
I next turn to comparisons that take trial-by-trial awareness into account.
Neural correlates of unconscious tactile processing
Bilateral-crossmodal trials with extinction of left touch, versus right-unilaterai-visual trials
The comparison of bilateral crossmodal trials with extinction of left touch (as indicated by 
GK’s behavioural response that only the right visual event was consciously detected), minus 
right-unilateral-visual trials, should reveal any activations due to unconscious processing of left 
tactile stimuli. Under the two conditions compared here, the actual stimulation was different (with 
respect to the presence or absence of the left tactile stimulus), yet GK’s phenomenal report was 
identical (i.e. only the right visual stimulus detected, leading to the same button-press report). 
Several foci of activation were seen under this comparison within right primary somatosensory 
cortex (SI), the two most reliable involving area 3b (peak at 50, -18, 36, £=3.39, 92% of cluster in 
3b); and areas 3a/4p (40, -12, 36, £=3.65, 38% of cluster volume attributed to 3a, 22% in 4p); 
see Figure 5.3 and Table 5.2.
To assess whether any of these activations for missed left-hand touch (on bilateral 
crossmodal trials with extinction) corresponded to those found for touch on left-unilateral-tactile 
trials (see previous section above), I inclusively masked the present contrast by the separate 
contrast of unilateral left touch > null. (I no longer used unilateral left touch > right unilateral 
vision, as otherwise the right-unilateral-vision condition would have been common to both the 
critical contrast and to the mask, so that the mask would not then be strictly independent). This
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again confirmed activation in contralateral SI (52, -18, 40, /=3.35, 88% of cluster in area 3b). The 
activation of right SI by extinguished left-hand touch in the presence of a competing right visual 
event here indicates that extinguished tactile stimuli which escape awareness can still 
nevertheless activate contralateral somatosensory cortex reliably, despite the lack of awareness 
and the lesion. This result further suggests that activation of primary somatosensory cortex alone 
may not be sufficient to produce a conscious percept of a tactile event (see Discussion).
Table 5.2. Unconscious activations for extinguished tactile events under crossmodal bilateral stimulation, as 
compared with right-unilateral-visual stimulation. Note same phenomenal report for both these conditions 
(only right visual event consciously detected). Peaks given in MNI space.
MNI coordinates
x  y  z  t value Area
Bilateral crossmodal with left touch extinguished > Unilateral right visual
40 -12 36 3.64 R Postcentral sulcus (BA 3a or 4p)
44 -6 40 3.18 “
50 -18 36 3.39 R Postcentral gyrus (BA 3b)
Figure 5.3. Unconscious activation in right S i due to extinguished left tactile stimulation under bilateral- 
crossmodal stimulation in patient GK. Activation is displayed on GK’s normalised brain, thresho/ded at
p=0.001.
Missed left-unilateral-tactile trials versus null trials
Having established that extinguished left tactile events (on bilateral crossmodal trials) 
can still activate right SI (see above, and Fig 5.3), I next examined for completeness (although 
this was not a major focus of my study) whether the same might hold true for those left tactile 
stimuli missed by patient GK even on left-unilateral-touch trials (i.e. without a visual competitor). I 
compared such trials to null events. This revealed no somatosensory activations for missed 
unilateral touch in isolation even at a reduced statistical threshold (p=0.005). In principle this null 
outcome might reflect lack of power (since there were fewer left-unilateral than bilateral trials,
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and tactile misses were themselves rarer on unilateral than bilateral trials); rather than a true 
difference between residual somatosensory processing on trials where the left-hand touch was 
missed due to a visual competitor (bilateral crossmodal extinction trials, with reliable 
unconscious SI activation), rather than being missed on its own. However, the next comparison 
suggests that, in fact, tactile misses on unilateral-left-tactile trials might indeed differ neurally 
from the tactile misses induced by crossmodal extinction, rather than differing only in statistical 
power.
Interaction between tactile misses (vs. tactile stimulus absent) for bilateral-crossmodal versus 
unilateral-unimodal trials
If power were the only issue, then no difference should be found between the significant 
unconscious activation in the right somatosensory cortex clearly found above for extinguished 
touch on bilateral crossmodal trials (Figure 5.3), and the (non-significant) outcome for a missed 
isolated touch. But in fact, a further interaction test- ([bilateral extinguished > right visual only] > 
[missed unilateral touch > null])- did reveal some right somatosensory activations, in postcentral 
sulcus, very close to threshold (52, -14, 54 and 50, -4, 52; t-2.87, p=0.002, 20% of cluster in BA 
1 and 65% in BA 6; 58,-2, 24 and 60, -4, 32, f=2.77, p=0.003, 43% in BA 3b, 32% in BA 6; plus 
38,-12, 34, t -  2.76, p=0.003, 75% in BA 3a). Note that this activation cannot be explained by 
button-press responses, since the same response was made in the bilateral-extinguished and 
the right-visual-only situations (i.e. just the right visual stimulus was reported for both). This 
interaction result indicates that the mechanisms underlying cross-modal extinction (e.g. 
competition with a concurrent visual event, possibly arising after initial somatosensory SI 
activation) may possibly be different to those underlying rarer misses of a single tactile event 
(e.g. with the latter possibly reflecting trial-by-trial stochastic fluctuation in the strength of a near­
threshold somatosensory activation); see Discussion.
Neural correlates of conscious tactile perception
Having established that tactile stimuli missed due to crossmodal extinction can still lead to 
unconscious SI activation (Fig 3), the second major aim of the present study was to examine any 
activations specifically associated with conscious perception of tactile events, despite the 
presence of a visual competitor on bilateral trials.
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Bilateral-crossmodal trials with left touch felt versus le ft touch extinguished.
The contrast of bilateral crossmodal trials where the left-hand touch was reported as 
consciously felt, versus those where it was extinguished, considers the same stimulation but with 
a different conscious report (although both types of report involved a button-press with the right 
hand, so that button-press aspect should be subtracted out). This comparison revealed a 
substantial activation in surviving perilesional right parietal lobe, also extending partially into the 
postcentral sulcus (encompassing Brodmann areas 7, 40 and 2; plus 12% of activation in BA 2; 
peaks at 36, -54, 61, t= 4.04; and 46 -48 59, /=3.45); see Figure 5.4 and Table 5.3.
This contrast also revealed two other less pronounced activations, which I report for 
completeness given the possible analogy to prior studies of awareness in a purely visual 
extinction paradigm with the same patient (Rees etal., 2002; Vuilleumier et al., 2002) or in other 
cases (Vuilleumier et al., 2001), and in relation to recent fMRI studies of normal perceptual 
awareness (e.g. Beck et al., 2001; Lumer et al., 1998; Rees et a i, 2002). These foci fell in the 
right inferior frontal lobe (BA 47/38; peak at 52, 36, -12, /=3.23) and left medial frontal lobe (BA 
11/10, peak at -42, 18, 46, /=3.16). Like surviving right inferior parietal cortex (see Fig 5.4), both 
these regions were also more active when the left tactile stimulus was consciously perceived by 
patient GK, than when it was extinguished from awareness. Since these same frontal regions 
have previously been implicated in visual awareness (e.g. see Beck et at, 2001; Lumer et at, 
1998; Rees et at, 2002; Vuilleumier et a i, 2001), their activation in conditions associated with 
tactile awareness here may suggest a general role in awareness that might transcend sensory 
modality, see Discussion.
All of the present awareness-related activations were in distinct regions from those 
activated unconsciously by an extinguished tactile stimulus (cf. Fig 5.3) that I described earlier; 
no overlap was found with inclusive masking in SPM.
Figure 5.4. Activation in surviving right parietal lobe due to consciously perceived versus extinguished left 
tactile events on bilateral-crossmodal trials, thresholded at p=0.001 in patient GK’s normalised brain.
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Table 5.3. Activations for consciously felt versus missed tactile events, for crossmodal-bilateral trials 
separated by performance, or for left-unilateral trials separated by performance. Peaks given in MNI space.
MNI coordinates
x y z t value Area
Bilateral crossmodal with left touch felt >Bilateral crossmodal with left touch extinguished
36 -50 56 4.04 R parietal lobe (BA 40, 7, 2)
46 -44 54 3.45 “
52 36 -12 3.23 R Inferior frontal lobe (BA 47, 38)
-42 18 46 3.16 L Middle frontal lobe (BA 11, 10)
Unilateral left touch felt > missed
54 -16 52 3.30 R Postcentral gyrus (BA 1)
58 -36 50 3.18 R parietal lobe (BA 7 or 40)
Left unilateral touch felt versus missed; plus any commonalities with felt versus missed left touch 
on bilateral crossmodal trials.
For completeness, the next comparison sought to identify any neural activations for single 
tactile stimuli when consciously perceived versus missed, now in a non-competitive unilateral 
situation. This revealed some differential activity in right BA 1 (54 -16 52, t=3.30) and again in 
surviving right parietal lobe (58 -36 50, t=3.18, BA 7 or 40); see Table 5.3.
Further analysis tested for any common activations found for consciously perceived minus 
missed left touch, both under the bilateral crossmodal (see previous section) and now also 
during unilateral stimulation conditions (as in this section), using inclusive masking of the two 
independent contrasts each at p=.005. This indicated that surviving right parietal cortex (peaking 
at 40, -44, 54) was commonly activated by consciously perceived versus missed left touch, in 
both the unilateral and bilateral crossmodal conditions. This conjunction analysis again indicates 
that the activation of surviving right parietal cortex cannot be attributed merely to button-press 
responses (present for both of the bilateral conditions in this conjunction).
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Functional coupling between brain regions as a function of awareness or extinction
Finally, I tested for any changes in functional coupling (or ‘effective connectivity’; Friston, 
Frith & Frackowiak, 1993; Buchel & Friston, 1997; Harrison & Friston, 2003) between brain 
regions as a function of awareness (versus misses) of left tactile stimuli (c.f. Vuilleumier et a!., 
2001, for previous application of such an approach to single-case fMRI data from a purely visual 
extinction paradigm, rather than the crossmodal situation studied here). I used the 
‘psychophysiological interaction’ or PPI approach (Buchel & Friston, 1997; Friston etal., 1997) to 
test for any brain regions showing coupling with the awareness-related surviving right-parietal 
region (cf. Figure 5.4), with the new PPI analysis now seeded at the former peak of 36, -50, 56.
I first tested for any coupling that became stronger on bilateral trials with consciously 
perceived than with extinguished left touch. No differential coupling with this region on 
awareness trials in particular was found with somatosensory, visual, or other parietal regions. 
But a frontal region did show such a specific functional coupling effect. This cluster peaked at - 
48, 32, -6 (left inferior frontal lobe, BA 45, p<.0001), which overlaps remarkably with a previous 
finding from a separate study by Vuilleumier et al., (2001) of awareness in a purely visual 
paradigm in a different extinction patient (their result peaked at -48, 30, -4  in Talairach space, 
which would correspond to -48, 31, -3 in the present MNI space). This close similarity in outcome 
seems very striking, given that PPI analyses are whole-brain tests; that the two studies used 
different extinction patients; and that Vuilleumier et at., (2001) used a visual paradigm, whereas 
here I used a crossmodal paradigm including touch.
A final PPI analysis tested for the opposite pattern of functional coupling in patient GK 
here, namely any areas showing stronger functional coupling with surviving right parietal cortex 
specifically during extinguished rather than perceived left touch on crossmodal-bilateral trials. 
Several regions showed this extinction-dependent functional coupling effect; see Figure 5 and 
Table 5.4. Remarkably, this included differential coupling with left occipital cortex {peak at -10, - 
92, -10, t=3.79, 59% of cluster attributed to BA 18, 30% to BA 17), for which inclusive-masking 
confirmed overlap with the region that had independently shown a stimulus-driven response to 
right vision (cf. Figure 2a); plus also differential coupling with right primary somatosensory cortex 
(including BA areas 1, 3b and 2), which overlapped with the independently-defined stimulus- 
driven response to left touch (cf. Figure 2b), as again confirmed with inclusive masking. Thus, on 
those bilateral trials where crossmodal extinction did arise, surviving right parietal cortex became 
more coupled functionally with the left occipital and right somatosensory regions that were driven 
by the concurrent competitive inputs (see Table 5.4 and Figure 5.5).
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Table 5.4. Results o f whole-brain effective-connectivity analysis (PPI, see main text) testing for areas 
showing increased coupling with the right inferior parietal lobe (seed at 36, -50, 56), specifically during 
extinguished versus felt touch on bilateral crossmodal trials. Despite testing the whole brain, such coupling 
was selectively found only with right somatosensory cortex and left visual cortex, which received the 
competing crossmodal sensory inputs.
MNI coordinates
x  y z t value Area
46 -32 60 5.04 R postcentral gyrus & I PL (BA 1, 2, 3b and 40)
50 -22 56 4.10 “
40 -44 60 3.90 -
-38 -78 -10 3.95 L inferior occipital cortex (BA 18/19)
-34 -94 -4 3.16
-10 -92 -10 3.79 L inferior occipital cortex (BA 18 and 17)
-16 -102 -8 3.66
-22 -106 -4 3.45
18 -28 54 3.53 R postcentral gyrus (BA 3a / 4p)
Figure 5.5. Regions showing increased functional coupling with right inferior parietal lobe (PPI analysis 
seeded at 36, -50, 56, marked here with black dot), specifically for extinguished bilateral-crossmodal trials 
(as compared with such trials when extinction did not arise). Note that even though this was an 
unconstrained whole-brain PPI analysis, it specifically revealed increased functional coupling only with left 
visual cortex (which responded to the right visual field that was stimulated on crossmodal trials, cf. Fig 
5.2a), and with right somatosensory cortex (which responded to the stimulated left hand that was missed on 
extinction trials, cf. Fig 5.2b and Fig 5.3). Full PPI results shown here on rendering o f GK’s brain (to allow 
visualisation o f complete whole-brain results), thresho/ded at p=.001. These highly specific functional- 
coupling results indicate that surviving right parietal cortex interacted with the modality-specific cortices 
receiving the two competing concurrent stimulus events, more so on trials where crossmodal extinction 
arose than when it did not.
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5.4. Discussion
This chapter studied neural correlates for crossmodal extinction of left touch by a 
competing right visual event, in a single case (patient GK) with enduring extinction after a lesion 
centred on the right inferior parietal lobe that spares primary right somatosensory cortex (and 
visual cortex) structurally. In this way I was able to study any residual unconscious processing 
for a left touch that escaped awareness due to crossmodal extinction; and any additional 
activations arising when left touch did reach awareness instead; plus any changes in functional 
coupling between brain regions that were specific to extinction or awareness trials.
A few prior studies have investigated analogous issues, but for purely visual (e.g. Driver et 
at., 2001; Marzi et a!., 2000; 2001; Rees et at., 2000; 2002; Vuilleumier et at., 2001, 2002) or 
purely tactile (e.g. Eimer et at., 2002; Kobayashi, e ta /., 2005; Remy et at, 1999; Valenza et at., 
2004) within-modality extinction. Here I focused on crossmodal extinction between vision and 
touch, which has been assessed behaviourally in many recent studies (e.g. Bender, 1952; Bueti 
et al., 2004; Di Pellegrino et al., 1997; Ladavas et aL, 2000; 2001; Maravita et al., 2000; 
Mattingley et al., 1997; Vaishnavi et a!., 1999), but never previously studied with fMRI to my 
knowledge. I examined this in a patient, GK, who continues to have enduring extinction several 
years after his stroke, and who had been extensively assessed in prior, purely visual fMRI work 
(Rees etal., 2000; 2002; Vuilleumier e ta i, 2002).
GK’s behaviour during scanning here indicated that the presence of a competing right 
event impaired his sensitivity (d’) for left touch, rather than merely affecting the response 
criterion for reporting left touch. Indeed, there was no tendency whatsoever for more false- 
alarms of left touch in the absence of a right visual event. Nevertheless, via the concurrent fMRI 
scanning I found that primary right somatosensory cortex (SI) could still be activated in patient 
GK, even by an extinguished left touch that escaped his awareness due to a competing right 
visual event (see Figure 5.3).
One of the main foci of this activation was attributed by a computerized probabilistic atlas 
(Eickhoff et a i, 2005), designed specially for use with fMRI and SPM2 as here, to area 3b, 
known to represent cutaneous inputs from the human hand (e.g. Deuchert et al., 2002; Kaas et 
al., 1979; Wong et al., 1978; Overduin & Servos, 2004). This activation demonstrates residual 
unconscious cortical processing in SI. In so doing, it also shows that significant activation of 
primary somatosensory cortex is not sufficient to produce tactile awareness in GK (see also 
Eimer et al., 2002; Kobayashi, et al., 2005; Preissl, et at., 2001; Remy et a!., 1999; Valenza et 
al., 2004). This need not entail that primary somatosensory cortex never plays any role in 
awareness; for instance, it might contribute via recursive interactions with other brain regions 
(e.g. see Blankenburg et a!., 2006; Forss, Hietanen, Salonen & Hari, 1999; Meador, Ray,
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Echauz, Loring & Vachtsevanos, 2002; Schwartz, Assal, Valenza, Seghier & Vuilleumier, 2005). 
Nevertheless, primary somatosensory cortex can evidently be affected without necessarily 
leading to tactile awareness (see also Blankenburg, et al., 2003; Eimer et al., 2002; Kobayashi, 
et al., 2005; Preissl, et a!., 2001; Remy et a!., 1999; Valenza et al., 2004). The new result for 
primary somatosensory cortex in patient GK is analogous to the previous visual findings in him 
(Rees etal., 2000; 2002; Vuilleumier etal., 2002) and in other extinction patients (Vuilleumier et 
a!., 2000) that right primary visual cortex can analogously be activated unconsciously by an 
extinguished (visual) stimulus. Here I extend this principle to primary somatosensory cortex in 
GK, specifically for a touch that was extinguished crossmodally by a visual competitor.
In contrast with the residual unconscious activation of SI that was found for crossmodally 
extinguished left touch, I found no such reliable somatosensory activation for the (rarer) left-hand 
touches that were missed in isolation. Moreover, an interaction test confirmed that right SI (areas 
1, 3b and 3a) activated significantly more for crossmodal trials with extinction, than for misses of 
isolated left touch. This implies that crossmodal extinction by the competing visual event may 
arise only after initial activation of SI has arisen in the usual manner. By contrast, the rarer 
misses of isolated left-hand touch might conceivably reflect stochastic variation in the strength of 
somatosensory activation, which might be weaker on the rarer trials where the isolated left touch 
was missed (consistent with another finding here, namely that right SI was more strongly 
activated by felt than missed isolated touches; though not by felt versus extinguished touch on 
crossmodal-bilateral trials). If so, then the underlying mechanisms for crossmodal extinction of 
left touch by a right visual competitor could be different from those for occasional misses of 
isolated touches, consistent with the interaction found here.
Turning to neural correlates of those trials with awareness for the left touch, as contrasted 
with extinction from awareness, for the bilateral crossmodal trials I found that this activated 
surviving right parietal cortex (see Figure 5.4), plus some more anterior regions in right inferior 
and left medial frontal cortex (see Table 5.3). These results appear broadly consistent with 
recent proposals (e.g. see Chalmers, 1995; 1996 Dehaene & Naccache, 2001; Driver & 
Mattingley, 1998; Driver & Vuilleumier, 2001; Lumer et al., 1998; Rees, 2001; Rees et a!., 2002) 
that perceptual awareness may not depend solely upon early sensory cortex. Instead, there 
may be a role also for activation of higher-level regions, in a parietal-frontal network that might 
form a ‘global workspace’ for communicating sensory information to higher-level cognitive 
regions that are implicated in awareness and in availability for conscious report.
One striking feature of the present findings was that awareness-related frontal activations 
overlapped with other studies of visual awareness in extinction patients (Vuilleumier etal., 2001), 
and also of visual awareness in normals (Lumer et at., 1998; Rees et al., 2002). The present 
finding that activations here can generalise to tactile awareness also, as for patient GK, suggests 
that these areas may play a general role in perceptual awareness that generalises across
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sensory modalities, perhaps commensurate with availability for report. Meanwhile, the present 
finding that surviving right parietal cortex was associated with tactile awareness (see Figure 5.4) 
may be consistent with some classic lesion studies (Penfeld & Jaspers, 1954) and stimulation 
work (Caselli, 1993; Levine, Kaufman, & Mohr, 1978) indicating roles for BA 7 and 40 in such 
tactile awareness.
In addition to looking at condition-specific fMRI activations, I also tested for differential 
functional coupling (or “effective connectivity”; Friston, et ai., 1993; Buchel & Friston, 1997; 
Harrison & Friston, 2003) between brain regions, as a function of extinction or awareness. When 
seeding a PPI analysis in the peak of awareness-related surviving right parietal cortex (cf. Figure 
5.4), I found that crossmodal trials with awareness led to stronger coupling of surviving right 
parietal with a left inferior frontal region. Remarkably, the latter region was closely comparable to 
that previously implicated in functional coupling, also specifically for awareness trials, in an 
independent prior study of visual awareness versus extinction in a different patient (Vuilleumier 
etal., 2001), instead of tactile awareness in GK as here. Finding the very same brain region here 
(picked out in an unconstrained whole-brain PPI analysis), but now in association with tactile 
awareness, again suggests that frontal cortex may play modality-independent roles in 
awareness, now involving functional coupling with parietal cortex.
Finally, I also tested for any functional coupling with surviving right parietal cortex (cf. 
Figure 5.4; and see black dot indicating the seed region in Figure 5.5) that was specifically 
stronger for crossmodal extinction trials, than for those trials with awareness. This strikingly 
revealed that surviving right parietal cortex became more coupled with right somatosensory 
cortex and with left visual cortex (i.e. with the very sensory regions that were driven by the 
incoming competing sensory events) on those trials where crossmodal extinction arose. This 
implies that crossmodal extinction may reflect the coming together of competing information from 
vision and touch within surviving multisensory parietal cortex. Clearly the visual and tactile 
stimuli must ‘collide’ somewhere in order for the former to extinguish the latter, and the present 
coupling results (Figure 5.5) suggest that this may involve surviving parietal cortex.
In conclusion, by using patient GK as his own control for several subtle comparisons 
arising from a crossmodal visual-tactile extinction paradigm, I was able to reach several 
conclusions that accord with but also go beyond prior work. I found that right primary 
somatosensory cortex could still be activated unconsciously by a left touch that escaped 
awareness due to competition with right vision that impaired sensitivity for the left touch. This 
shows that primary somatosensory activation is not sufficient per se to produce tactile 
awareness. I also found initial evidence that the mechanisms producing extinction on 
crossmodal trials may differ from those leading to misses of isolated left touch. Moreover, by 
comparing trials with awareness to those with extinction leading to tactile misses, I further 
showed that awareness was associated with increased activation of surviving parietal cortex and
of some frontal regions. Finally, I showed that extinction and awareness did not correlate solely 
with activation within particular brain regions, but also related to functional coupling between 
brain regions, as revealed with effective connectivity analyses. While single-case studies, as 
here, inevitably have limitations, and require generalisation to further cases, the present single­
case fMRI study provides a clear ‘existence-proof of several substantial points, while also 
suggesting directions for future research.
i l l
Summary, conclusions and 
suggestions for future research
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6.1. Summary and conclusions
Introduction
The present thesis focused on how various aspects of spatial awareness can be 
compromised in patients suffering from unilateral neglect following stroke, and some of the 
factors that can modulate these aspects. Distinguishing between top-down and bottom-up, or 
alternatively stimulus-driven versus goal-driven mechanisms (e.g. see Desimone & Duncan, 
1995, but also Connor, Egeth, Yantis, 2004; Egeth & Yantis, 1997; Kastner & Ungerleider, 2000; 
Treue 2001), I investigated how neglect may be modulated in a purely top-down way by 
changing only the task demands while all stimulus input remains the same (as in the cancellation 
studies of Chapter 2), as well as in a bottom-up way by selectively changing the stimulus input 
when this time the task remains the same, as in the case of extinction (studied crossmodally in 
Chapter 5) and finally by means of prism therapy (in both Chapters 3 and 4), a promising new 
rehabilitation therapy for neglect, which has been argued to involve potentially both top-down 
and bottom-up mechanisms (e.g. Pisella etal., 2004; Readding & Wallace, 2005).
The experiments reported in the present thesis employed various experimental paradigms 
ranging from a single-case study (e.g. Chapter 5) to group studies involving numerous patients 
(e.g. Chapter 4) and from behavioural paradigms to functional imaging and lesion analysis 
techniques. Moreover, the effects of top-down, bottom-up and prism manipulations were 
investigated on various aspects of neglect including visual search and exploration, awareness 
for the left side of individual objects or faces, subjective straight-ahead judgments or visual open 
loop pointing and finally cross-modal extinction. Although each such approach and measure may 
have its strengths and weaknesses, the aim here was to address several current issues in 
neglect research, while also identifying issues for future research.
In Chapter 2 I found that neglect symptoms, as assessed with experimental variants on 
the commonly used cancellation task, can indeed be modulated by purely goal driven, not just 
stimulus driven factors. Although the influence of exogenous stimulus factors in neglect has 
been demonstrated repeatedly, to my knowledge there had been little or no previous research 
on the pure effects of top-down attentional factors in cancellation. Although many mechanisms 
may contribute to neglect, I have shown here that awareness for items towards the left space in 
cancellation tasks can be significantly modulated by just changing the task goal, and thus by 
directing the patients top-down attention to different aspects of the same stimulus displays. 
These findings accord with attentional mechanisms playing a key role in the manifestation of 
neglect.
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A second purpose of this thesis was the investigation of possible neglect amelioration 
using a recently introduced rehabilitation method involving adaptation to rightward deviating 
prisms. It is now well established that adaptation to rightward prismatic optical shifts can produce 
some improvements in many neglect patients (e.g. Rode et aL, 2003; Rossetti et at, 1998; 
Reading and Wallace, 2005). The focus here was on testing whether perceptual awareness per 
se can be improved, and any boundary conditions upon this; plus on whether the means of 
measuring prism adaptation is critical for identifying any pathological effects of prisms on neglect 
patients; and on whether those patients who benefit versus those who do not might potentially 
be differentiated by lesion anatomy.
Finally I also studied bottom-up attentional competition effects in extinction (e.g. Bender & 
Teuber, 1946; Critchley, 1953; Ladavas et a!., 2000; Mattingley, Driver, Beschin & Robertson, 
1997; Wortis, Bender, & Teuber, 1948). Here the specific case of attentional competition 
between different sensory modalities was examined, extending the already existing literature by 
showing that in a patient with cross-modal extinction and neglect, concurrent stimulation of 
different sensory modalities (specifically vision and touch) can actually affect sensitivity (d) for 
the detection of contralesional touch. Moreover the most novel aspect here was that I also 
investigated the underlying neural correlates of competition effects between vision and touch in 
this patient using functional fMRI, to reveal how activation of specific brain areas and also the 
functional interplay between certain brain regions may determine whether a tactile stimulus will 
reach awareness or not, as a function of attentional competition with concurrently presented 
visual stimulation.
A summary of the main findings is presented and further discussed below.
Modulation of cancellation in neglect by top-down attentional mechanisms
In Chapter 2 I investigated any pure effects of top-down attentional control in neglect 
patients, by focusing on the visual exploration deficit, as measured by experimental variants of 
cancellation that were developed here specifically for this purpose. Cancellation tests are often 
used in clinical practice and also in research practice to assess visual search and exploration 
and are generally accepted as a reliable and efficient measure of assessing spatial neglect. 
However, the exact factors that make any cancellation test more or less sensitive to neglect are 
not yet fully understood (although many different clinical versions of cancellation measures 
clearly vary in sensitivity, but for unknown reasons). Despite many studies having shown that 
neglect performance in cancellation can be modulated by changing parameters of the display 
and/or the task employed (e.g. Aglioti, Smania, Barbieri & Corbetta, 1997; Bottini & Toraldo, 
2003; Chatterjee, Mennemeier & Heilman, 1992a; Gauthier, Dehaut & Joanette, 1989; Husain &
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Kennard, 1997; Kaplan etaL, 1991; Manly, Woldt, Watson & Warburton, 2002; Mark, Kooistra & 
Heilman, 1988; Mennemeier, Rapcsak, Dillon & Vezey, 1998; Rapcsak etal., 1989; Robertson & 
North, 1993; Parton etal., 2006), few if any studies (though see Mennemeier, Morris & Heilman, 
2004) have attempted to isolate and study the effects of top-down factors, without confounding 
them with a concurrent change of the display. In Chapter 2 I presented a series of four 
experiments aiming to further investigate the potential role of top-down factors for neglect 
performance in cancellation tasks. In these experiments the stimulus displays were always held 
constant across conditions, thus allowing me to study exclusively the role of the various top- 
down effects in question.
Overall, these experiments reveal that pure top-down, task-related factors can dramatically 
modulate neglect performance in cancellation, with increasing demands on visual selective 
attention adversely affecting exploration towards the contralesional side, even when all bottom 
up factors (here the visual displays) are kept constant. In other words I have shown here that 
neglect for the left side of space may be significantly reduced or increased, depending entirely 
on the aspects of the display that a patient is required to attend to, as determined by the goals 
set by the task.
In Experiment 1 I unexpectedly found that the mere requirement to select some items as 
targets and reject others as distractors in a cancellation task may not be a sufficient condition to 
exacerbate neglect. At first glance this seemed to contradict previous observations, which had 
suggested that the presence of distractors may be detrimental for neglect (e.g. see Gauthier, 
Dehaut & Joanette, 1989; Husain & Kennard, 1997; Rapcsak et al., 1989). However, as the 
comparison in Experiment 1 may not have been ideal with hindsight, these findings left open 
questions as to what the crucial factors for neglect performance in cancellation may be. As all 
previous studies to my knowledge had confounded changes in the task with concurrent changes 
in the stimulus displays, it has not been possible hitherto to study the exclusive effects of top- 
down selection of some items as targets and the rejection of others as distractors.
Overall, the top-down hypothesis was supported by the findings of Experiment 2, 
employing a more subtle manipulation, showing that increasing discrimination difficulty among 
targets and distractors, by drawing the patients’ attention to different aspects of the same display 
items for the required discrimination (overall shape versus presence/absence of a gap), can 
have a dramatic impact on neglect. Indeed, increasing selective attention demands by requiring 
a finer discrimination on the same stimuli appeared to have a dramatic impact on the extent of 
contralesional neglect demonstrated. Several more specific factors could underlie this result. It is 
possible that increasing discrimination difficulty (having to detect the presence or absence of a 
gap versus judging the overall shape) could lead to the compromised attentional resources 
available to these patients being exhausted faster. In combination with the characteristic spatial 
bias in neglect, this could lead to an increase of the contralesional deficit, when a more
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attentionally demanding task has to be performed. Alternatively the effect seen here could be 
specific to the shift of attention from a more global (shape) to a more local (presence or absence 
of gap) aspect of the display, rather than due to a general increase of selective attention 
demands. In the latter scenario, the local bias often seen after right hemisphere damage could 
interact with neglect to further impair explorative behaviour towards the contralesional space. 
These hypotheses were explored in two subsequent experiments.
Experiment 3 showed that increasing discrimination demands can modulate neglect, even 
when attention does not have to be directed in a selective way to specific targets among non­
targets. I largely replicated here the findings of Experiment 2, but in a situation where no 
selection between target and non-target items was now required, as all items were targets in 
turn. Discrimination difficulty was found to exacerbate neglect even in the absence of explicit 
distractors, although admittedly this effect was somewhat reduced here, as compared to the one 
seen in Experiment 2. These results are however in general accord with those of Experiment 2 in 
again showing that top-down attentional control can modulate neglect, even when all 
environmental stimulation remains the same. They further suggest that increasing the demands 
of a task performed on the currently fixated item can lead to more omissions in cancellation. 
Again, this could be related to the more demanding task leading to an exhaustion of attentional 
resources and/or to a shift in the required judgements from a more global to a more local level. It 
is also possible however that my findings here may be related to recent evidence in normals 
(Lavie, 1995; 2005; 2006; Rees, Frith & Lavie, 1997; Rees & Lavie, 2001) showing that 
increasing the attentional resources required at fixation (here the difficulty of the discrimination 
required on the same stimuli when fixated in turn) can reduce resources available for the 
processing of targets in the periphery. Such an observation combined with the pathological 
spatial bias towards the right demonstrated by neglect patients could potentially explain the 
findings of this experiment.
Finally, Experiment 4 was aimed at exploring whether the neglect exacerbation observed 
in Experiments 2 and 3 could be related more specifically to the fact that the ‘difficult’ conditions 
in these experiments required a focus of attention on more ‘local’ as opposed to more ‘global’ 
features of the array. Task difficulty for the same stimulus was now manipulated not for 
‘global’/’local’ aspects of shape, but for colour discrimination, which presumably does not involve 
a different spatial scale per se. This experiment demonstrated that varying judgement difficulty 
on the same spatial scale can be crucial for neglect performance. However, again the effect 
seen here was somewhat reduced in size as compared to that in Experiment 2, suggesting that 
although general increase of discrimination difficulty can impair performance, direction of 
attention to more ‘local’ as opposed to more ‘global’ features of the array may indeed be 
particularly detrimental for neglect. In this respect it seems that the local bias often seen after 
right hemisphere damage (e.g. Delis, Robertson & Efron, 1986; Lamb, Robertson & Knight,
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1990; Robertson & Lamb, 1991; Robertson, Lamb & Knight, 1988) may interact with attentional 
factors in neglect to produce an exacerbation of the symptoms, as has been previously 
postulated by Haliigan and Marshall (1994; 1998).
Overall I have revealed here several factors that appear to be crucial for neglect 
performance in cancellation tests, including the difficulty of the discrimination that is required 
between items or for each individual item; and the ‘global’ or ‘local’ level on which this 
discrimination is based. In particular, patients’ contralesional deficit appeared to be maximally 
intensified when selective attention was required to distinguish among targets and distractors in 
the array, and when this discrimination was demanding and moreover required a judgment 
based on a finer spatial scale. The present findings could explain why some established clinical 
cancellation tests, such as the Mesulam shape test (Weintraub & Mesulam, 1985), where the 
targets are defined in terms of fine local details and are embedded among many distractors, are 
often far more sensitive to neglect than tests like Albert’s (1973) line cancellation, where no 
discrimination within or between items is required, and no local aspect of shape matters. I hope 
that the results of this investigation have provided some insight into the factors that can make 
cancellation more sensitive to neglect and could thus perhaps help the development of simple 
yet more sensitive diagnostic bed-side tests for neglect in the future.
Modulation of neglect by adaptation to rightward deviating prisms
Chapters 3 and 4 focused on modulation of various aspects of neglect by prism 
adaptation. The experiments presented in Chapter 3 showed that adaptation to right-shifting 
prisms can substantially improve visual awareness for the contralesional side of objects, in 
patients with left neglect after right-hemisphere damage. By comparing the performance of the 
same patients in various chimeric tasks, I was able to partially clarify a controversy existing in 
the current literature over whether prism adaptation can indeed influence the underlying 
mechanisms of neglect and improve contralesional awareness per se (cf. Ferber et aL, 2003; 
Maravita et al., 2003). I specifically showed that although prism adaptation may substantially 
improve spatial awareness in some tasks requiring explicit recognition of the left side of 
individual chimeric objects and faces, it may fail to do so in other more indirect measures of 
awareness (such as lateral preferences), for reasons that are described in detail below.
I demonstrated here unequivocally that prism adaptation can in fact improve some aspects 
of deficient visual awareness in neglect patients, at least in the case of chimeric visual objects 
and faces. Specifically, I found that on average patients showed a substantial improvement post­
adaptation in identifying the left side of chimeric visual objects, thus demonstrating a dramatic
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increase of awareness for the left, previously neglected side. Moreover, in a separate task I 
found improvement post-adaptation in some patients’ ability to recognise the chimeric nature of 
rapidly presented face stimuli. These findings leave little doubt for the fundamental effects of 
prism adaptation on aspects of perceptual awareness in neglect in several cases.
However, in striking contrast to those findings, while replicating in a further nine cases one 
previous single case study (Ferber et at., 2003), I found that the same procedure had no effect 
on a forced-choice task requiring emotional expression preferences for pairs of chimeric face 
stimuli, for which prism adaptation did not improve sensitivity to the expression on the neglected 
left side. I also found that prism adaptation did not have an effect on a logically similar non-face, 
non-emotional task, in which patients were required to make darkness preference judgments on 
pairs of identical (but mirror-reversed) greyscale gradients. In both tasks the patients showed a 
systematic bias, basing their judgments on the right side of the stimuli. This rightward bias 
remained fully present and totally unaffected after the prism adaptation procedure, for both 
emotional-face and gradients preference tasks.
These findings in combination suggest that the failure of prism adaptation to alter 
performance in the two lateral-preference tasks must be related not to the nature of the stimuli 
per se (face versus non-face), but presumably rather to the actual nature of the task used. 
Although prism adaptation has been shown to improve performance for the left side of space in 
several tasks, in many independent studies to date (e.g. see Angeli, Benassi & Ladavas, 2004; 
Berberovic et at., 2004; Dijkerman, et a!., 2004; Fame et at., 2002; Maravita et at., 2003; 
McIntosh et at., 2002; Pisella etal., 2002; Rode etal., 2006; Rossetti etal., 2004; Rossetti etal., 
1999; Serino et at., 2006; Tilikete et al., 2001) and to increase awareness for the left side of 
chimeric objects and faces in explicit recognition tasks for neglect patients (as demonstrated in 
Experiments 5 and 6 here), it appears to be ineffective in situations requiring judgments based 
on lateral preference with no strictly right or wrong answer, irrespective of the type of stimulus 
used (here shown for chimeric faces and greyscale gradients). Such lateral preference tasks 
may involve a ‘chronic’ ipsilesional attentional bias towards the right, which might be viewed as a 
separable neglect component that may dissociate from the ability to shift attention towards the 
contralesional side effortfully (Mattingley etal., 1994; 2004). My findings here not only show that 
prism adaptation may be totally ineffective for such lateral preference biases, but further 
demonstrate their dissociable nature for other measures of neglect (such as the other chimeric 
measures here that required more explicit identification of left and right sides of individual objects 
and faces).
It is therefore possible that prism adaptation may be effective in allowing orienting of 
attention toward the left side, consistent with its beneficial effect on typical clinical tests of 
neglect (such as cancellation, line bisection, figure copying, straight ahead pointing etc.; see 
Berberovic et a!., 2004; Fame et a!., 2002; Pisella et a!., 2002; Rode etal., 2006; Rossetti et a!.,
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2004; Rossetti etal., 1999; Serino etal., 2006), ocular exploration (Angeli etal., 2004, Dijkerman 
et al., 2003; Ferber et al., 2003; Serino et at., 2005), and awareness for the left space (see 
Maravita et al., 2003; and my experiments here); yet ineffective in altering lateral preferences, 
always favouring the ipsilesional side, after right hemisphere damage. This idea might potentially 
be tested by contrasting endogenous versus exogenous attentional cuing paradigms in future 
work, as a function of prism interventions.
Chapter 4 focused on a different aspect of neglect in relation to prism therapy, namely 
subjective straight ahead pointing (SSA), which has been claimed to provide one key 
manifestation of neglect (Karnath, 1994; 1997; Karnath, Schenkel & Fischer, 1991; Jeannerod & 
Biguer, 1987). When neglect patients are asked to point straight ahead in the dark or blindfolded, 
they often produce responses that significantly deviate to the right of their objective body midline 
(e.g. Chokron et al., 1995; 2000; Heilman, Bowers & Watson, 1983; Pisella et al., 2002; Richard 
et al., 2000; 2004; Rossetti et al., 1998; Vallar, Guariglia & Rusconi, 1997). This bias in straight 
ahead pointing has been claimed to reflect a shift of body-centred (egocentric) reference frames 
towards the ipsilesional side (e.g. Jeannerod & Biguer, 1987; Karnath, 1994; 1997; 1998; 
Karnath, Schenkel & Fischer, 1991). Importantly I was able to show in Experiment 7 that prism 
adaptation may have a dramatic effect on neglect patients’ performance on this task, possibly 
restoring temporarily the egocentric reference frames more towards the objective body midline, 
or at least producing a shift in responses that renormalize judgments to cancel out the deficit.
Here I was able to show that while the shift in SSA following prism adaptation therapy may 
be pathologically large in neglect patients, other aspects of prism adaptation may not be. I 
demonstrated this by directly comparing in the same group of patients the effects of prism 
adaptation on SSA with those on a different task also frequently used to measure the visuo- 
motor after-effect (visual open loop; VOL), in which patients were required to point to a visual, 
centrally presented, objective target without visual feedback of their hand movement. Both SSA 
and VOL tasks have been very frequently and interchangeably used in the literature to measure 
the prisms’ after-effect, in both normals and patients. Crucially I found that prism adaptation had 
dramatically larger effect on SSA than on VOL in neglect patients, with the average after-effect in 
SSA being more than double in size than that in VOL. Moreover, whereas the after-effect 
measured by VOL in neglect patients was well within the limits of those usually observed for 
normals, the SSA after-effect appeared extraordinarily large in that respect.
This study demonstrated that the exact method of assessing prism after-effects is 
evidently critical in neglect patients, thus stressing the necessity for any future discussions 
concerning the relationship between the adaptive after-effects and the mechanisms underlying 
neglect amelioration to take into account the task employed to measure these after-effects. The 
pathologically large effect on SSA may reflect a beneficial impact on a key aspect of neglect,
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rather than a pure measure of prism after-effects per se. Indeed the VOL adaptation measure 
appeared quite normal. Moreover, those patients who showed a significant benefit of prism 
adaptation on their SSA judgments were largely the same as those who also showed a benefit 
on cancellation.
Finally the last issue addressed in Chapter 4 related to the possible functional anatomy 
underlying neglect improvement following prism adaptation. As an initial exploration of this issue,
I compared the lesions of patients who did and patients who did not show neglect improvement 
following prism adaptation on two behavioural measures, namely cancellation and subjective 
straight ahead pointing (SSA), both tasks very often used to access neglect performance in 
relation to prism adaptation in the existing literature (for cancellation see Fame et a!., 2002; 
Frascinetti et at., 2002; Rossetti, et a!., 1998; Rousseaux eta l., 2006; Serino eta l., 2006; for 
SSA see Ferber et at., 2003; Pisella et al., 2002; Rode, Rossetti & Boisson 2001; Rode et al., 
1998; Rossetti, eta!., 1998).
Lesion subtractions here provided initial evidence that a candidate area of lesion overlap 
potentially associated with lack of neglect improvement following prism adaptation, both for SSA 
and cancellation, was the right inferio-posterior parietal cortex and underlying white matter. 
Additionally, for the SSA task only, I also found involvement of the middle prefrontal cortex in 
patients not showing improvement in this task. The posterior parietal lobe is believed to be an 
important part of the neural network involved in prism adaptation (see Clower et a!., 1996; Pisella 
et al., 2004; Pisella, Rossetti & Michel, 2005; Redding, Rossetti & Wallace, 2005; Weiner et al. 
1983), possibly contributing the more strategic ‘cognitive’ part of adaptation as opposed to the 
more adaptive recalibration component between the visual, proprioceptive and motor 
correspondences believed to involve the cerebellum. Although the exploratory lesion analysis 
here should be treated with caution due to the relatively small number of patients recruited for 
this study (n=12), the initial findings seem to accord with other recent PET, fMRI and lesion 
studies illustrating the possible involvement of the right posterior parietal lobe in the beneficial 
effects of prism adaptation in neglect patients and more generally in functional recovery from 
neglect following stroke (Corbetta et al., 2005; Luaute etal., 2006; Newport etal., 2006; Trimm, 
Fink, Kust, Karbe & Sturm, 2006). These findings suggest that the inferio-posterior right parietal 
lobe, generally agreed to be implicated in sensorimotor and multisensory integration (Andersen 
et al., 1997; Driver & Spence, 2000; Macaluso & Driver, 2003; 2005; Xing & Andersen 2000), 
may when spared be a crucial brain site mediating short or long term beneficial plasticity effects 
in visuo-spatial neglect. These findings may further help to explain why not all neglect patients 
show prism benefits or why some patients show less benefits that others (e.g. Angeli et at, 
2004; Luaute etal., 2006; Rousseaux etal., 2006).
Thus the new results here further clarify the strengths and weaknesses of prism 
adaptation as a potential rehabilitation tool for neglect, and address several issues related to the
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potential mechanisms underlying neglect improvement following prism adaptation, and how best 
to study these.
Modulation of neglect by mu/tisensory stimulus-driven competition; fMRI 
correlates of cross-modal extinction and tactile awareness
The last topic investigated in the present thesis was the modulation of spatial awareness 
in a right hemisphere stroke patient via bottom-up competition effects, as studied in Experiment 
8. In particular, I used here the phenomenon of crossmodal extinction as the paradigm for 
assessing competition effects across different sensory modalities. I studied the neural correlates 
for crossmodal extinction of left touch by a competing right visual event, in a single case (GK) 
with enduring extinction after a lesion centred on the right inferior parietal lobe. In this way I was 
able to study any residual unconscious processing for left touch that escaped awareness due to 
crossmodal extinction; and any additional activations arising when left touch did reach 
awareness instead; plus any changes in functional coupling between brain regions that were 
specific to both these situations.
Firstly, I showed here that the presence of a competing right visual event could indeed 
impair the patient’s sensitivity (d’) for left touch, rather than merely affect his response criterion 
for reporting this. Thus I show here for the first time using signal detection theory that 
competition effects in extinction not only within (as demonstrated by Ricci & Chatterjee, 2004 
and Vaishnavi, Calhoun, Southwood & Chatterjee, 2003) but also between modalities may 
genuinely affect patients’ awareness for touch. I further provided initial evidence based on 
functional imaging data that the mechanisms producing extinction on crossmodal trials may differ 
from those leading to misses of unilateral left touch.
Importantly I found that primary somatosensory cortex could still be activated by tactile 
stimuli that the patient failed to consciously perceive, under double bilateral stimulation. In so 
doing, this shows that activation of primary somatosensory cortex per se is not sufficient to 
produce tactile awareness in patient GK studied here (see also Eimer etal., 2002; Kobayashi, et 
al., 2005; Preissl, et al., 2001; Remy et a!., 1999; Valenza et al., 2004). This new result is 
analogous to previous findings (Rees etal., 2000; 2002; Vuilleumier etal., 2000; 2002) showing 
that right primary visual cortex can be activated unconsciously by extinguished (visual) stimuli in 
patients. Here I extend this principle to primary somatosensory cortex in GK, specifically for 
touch that was extinguished crossmodally by a visual competitor.
Crucially, awareness of left touch appeared to relate to activation of surviving right parietal 
cortex and to a lesser degree of some more anterior regions in right inferior and left medial
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frontal cortex. These findings seem in accord with recent influential theoretical models (e.g. see 
Chalmers, 1995; 1996; Dehaene & Naccache, 2001; Driver & Mattingley, 1998; Driver & 
Vuilleumier, 2001; Lumer et at., 1998; Rees, 2001; 2002) postulating that awareness may 
depend on a parietal-frontal network forming a ‘global workspace’ for communicating sensory 
information to higher-level cognitive regions, which may be implicated in availability for 
conscious report. Interestingly, some frontal activations found here for consciously perceived 
touch, appear to overlap with reported activations for visual awareness in other studies of 
extinction (Vuilleumier etal., 2001), and also studies of normals (Lumer etal., 1998; Rees etal., 
2002) suggesting that these areas may play a general supramodal role in perceptual awareness.
Finally, I showed that extinction and awareness do not correlate solely with activation 
within particular brain regions, but also relate to functional coupling between brain regions, as 
revealed with effective connectivity analyses of the fMRI data. Specifically I found here increased 
coupling of surviving right parietal with left inferior frontal cortex in the context of tactile 
awareness. On the contrary, I found that right parietal cortex became more coupled with right 
somatosensory cortex and left visual cortex (i.e. with the very sensory regions that were driven 
by the incoming competing sensory events) on those trials where crossmodal extinction arose, 
implying that crossmodal extinction may reflect the interaction of competing information from 
vision and touch within surviving multisensory parietal cortex.
6.2. Future directions
The experimental work presented in this thesis successfully addressed several issues in 
relation to the cognitive and neural bases of spatial neglect and extinction while investigating 
various factors that may have an impact on their manifestations. At the same time however, the 
experimental results here have left unanswered or raised for the first time a number of 
interesting questions for future research.
To start with, the experiments on cancellation (Chapter 2), although revealing several 
crucial factors in relation to cancellation sensitivity to neglect, have left a number of issues 
unresolved. For example, I unexpectedly found here in Experiment 1 that, when in a situation 
with two distinct target types, patients may search further into the contralesional space and omit 
less targets when instructed to cancel first one subtype and then the other, as opposed to a
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condition where they are instructed to cancel out all items in the display at once. As previously 
explained in Chapter 2, with hindsight there may be several potential reasons for this, such as 
the role of the presence of explicit marks made by the patients on the page during the 
cancellation procedure, which could be addressed by further carefully designed experiments 
(e.g. with invisible cancellation). In the future I plan to conduct further experiments in order to 
address some of the possibilities outlined earlier in Chapter 2.
A second issue in relation to cancellation becomes evident when considering collectively 
the results of Experiments 2, 3 and 4. Overall it was found here that the manipulation which had 
the biggest impact on neglect was the one employed in Experiment 2, in which patients were 
required to selectively cancel target items, among non-target items in the display, by performing 
an easy versus a difficult discrimination task, involving local aspects of shape. Based on 
subsequent results from Experiments 3 and 4 I showed that increasing judgment difficulty for 
each individual item in the array (see Experiment 3) and/or shifting attention from a more ‘global’ 
to a more ‘local’ aspect of the stimuli in the display (see Experiment 4) may partly explain the 
large effect seen in Experiment 2. However, I further showed that these factors can not fully 
account for this effect, suggesting that some additional aspects of the design of Experiment 2 
must be responsible for that. More research would be needed to isolate possible additional 
factors that could account for all these results and to further identify those parameters that may 
maximize cancellation sensitivity to neglect. For example it would be interesting to perform a 
direct comparison, within the same paradigm, between cancellation variants where a between or 
only a within item discrimination would be needed for the identification of targets. Also, one could 
perform a direct comparison between tasks requiring selection of targets on the basis of more 
‘local’ or more ‘global’ aspects for the same stimuli.
Moreover, as we have seen here, although several factors appeared to affect patients’ 
performance in the four cancellation experiments presented in this thesis, some of them 
appeared to do so in a more spatially specific way than others. Whereas the manipulations 
introduced in Experiments 1 and 2 revealed a clear increase of omissions towards the 
contralesional side of the page, only a trend in this direction was revealed for Experiment 4 and 
in Experiment 3 the increase of task difficulty (gap/no-gap versus shape judgment for each 
individual item in the display) led to an increase of the overall number of omissions in the 
cancellation page, not interacting with the side of the page. As I have repeatedly stressed 
throughout this thesis, neglect is a complex syndrome usually encompassing both spatial and 
non-spatial deficits. Although the presence of some non-spatial deficits (e.g. general capacity 
limits, local bias etc) may exacerbate the spatial manifestations of the syndrome (e.g. spatial 
exploration towards the contralesional space), it may well be the case that the non-spatial 
components of the syndrome can be modulated specifically by task goals, thus affecting the 
overall performance of these patients. Although the overwhelming majority of studies up to now
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have investigated the spatial aspects of neglect in cancellation performance, future research 
could attempt to discriminate between factors that appear to impair neglect patients’ 
performance in cancellation in both a spatial and a non-spatial manner (or just the latter). As the 
results here and some previous ones (e.g. Chatterjee, Mennemeier & Heilman, 1992b) indicate, 
it could be expected that visual search and exploration in cancellation tasks should be affected 
not only in a spatially specific way, but also in a non-spatial way depending on the task goal (e.g. 
the number of items cancelled in a display may heavily depend on general capacity limits, 
irrespective of the ipsilesional bias operating in neglect, see Experiment 3 here).
Another issue of great interest for future cancellation studies in neglect would be the 
investigation of the effects of different types of lesions (e.g. frontal versus parietal or parietal 
versus temporal, or specific subregions within each lobe) on cancellation performance in various 
versions of the task, and consequently the association of particular subtypes or components of 
neglect operating in cancellation in relation to lesion anatomy. One way forward to address such 
issues would be for future studies to employ more extensive datasets of patients in cancellation 
experiments (but also more extensive datasets within patients) which would then allow the use of 
specific lesion analyses protocols (e.g. lesion overlap and subtraction; see Adolphs et at., 2000; 
Dronkers, 1996; Eglin, Robertson & Knight, 1991; Karnath et at., 2001; 2002; Machado & Rafal, 
2004; Malhotra et at. 2005; Mannan et at., 2005; Mort et at., 2003; Robertson, Lamb & Knight, 
1988; Sapir, Hayes, Henik, Danziger & Rafal, 2004, as well as Chapter 4 here, for applications) 
in order to relate behavioural deficits to specific lesion anatomy.
Finally, the use of eyetracking techniques in the future during cancellation experiments in 
neglect could provide valuable information as to the relationship between eye movements and/or 
eye fixations with cancellation performance in patients. Could it be the case that neglect patients 
may fail to act towards the left hemispace, even though they visually explore that side? (for some 
examples of mismatch between eye movements and performance in neglect see for e.g. Datie et 
at., 2006; Ferber et at., 2003). Does the eye movement patterns of neglect patients differ in 
situations where easy versus more demanding judgments are required (for example such as the 
specific discrimination introduced in the experiments of Chapter 2 here) in cancellation tasks? 
And could this tell us something about the search strategies (e.g. serial versus parallel) 
employed by the patients in such tasks?
Several points can be raised for future research in relation to the results presented here on 
prism therapy. A general observation from the current findings is that while prism adaptation may 
indeed dramatically alleviate some neglect symptoms, it can have absolutely no effect on others. 
This of course may not be surprising given the complex, multi-component nature of neglect. In 
fact, the selective effects of prism adaptation on different aspects of neglect may further illustrate 
the dissociable nature of various neglect components. However, a closer look at the selective
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effects of prism adaptation on neglect components could also be revealing as to the underlying 
mechanisms of neglect improvement following prism therapy. It is important for future research 
to identify not only the tasks on which prism adaptation may be effective, but also those ones for 
which it may fail to produce any benefits (such as for the ‘lateral preference tasks’ revealed 
here). In this respect, for example, it would be interesting to investigate whether prism adaptation 
may be effective in alleviating both spatial and non-spatial aspects of neglect (e.g. local bias). 
Also, to examine whether prism therapy would have a comparable effect on different variants of 
cancellation tasks (depending on different cognitive processes), such as the ones described in 
Chapter 2. Does prism adaptation have an effect on spatial memory deficits in neglect? Can it 
improve visual extinction?
Moreover, it would be interesting to study the ‘type’ of neglect improvement produced by 
prisms, by applying signal detection theory where possible, to investigate whether prisms can 
actually affect sensitivity (d’) for the detection of a given signal (as for example in the 
chimeric/non-chimeric face discrimination task presented in Chapter 3 or as in the case of a 
tactile or visual extinction paradigm); or whether prisms may produce a mere shift of the 
response criteria (c). Again, this could be revealing as to the underlying mechanisms of prism 
therapy.
Similarly, prism adaptation as demonstrated here (Chapter 4) and in other studies (e.g. 
Angeli, Meneghello, Mattioli & Ladavas, 2004) may have an effect on some patients but not on 
others. Further lesion-analysis based research involving larger patient samples and thus 
allowing the use of formal statistical procedures may further help to explain apparent 
discrepancies between studies and also shed light on the neural mechanisms underlying neglect 
improvement following prism adaptation. This method could help to identify both specific 
candidate brain areas necessary for the demonstration of sufficient adaptation to prisms, and 
also to identify those areas necessary for the manifestation of neglect benefits following prism 
therapy (as we have seen here, adaptation to prisms per se does not necessarily relate to 
neglect improvement). Moreover, this method could inform us as to the clinical applicability of 
this method, in terms of which patients may benefit and which may not, as determined by lesion. 
Functional MRI could also be used for this purpose in a complimentary way, similarly to recent, 
preliminary studies using PET (Luaute et at., 2006), in order to uncover the neural circuitry 
mediating the amelioration of the neglect symptoms following prism adaptation. Using fMRI to 
assess patients both before and after a successful session of prism adaptation could reveal 
specific areas involved in the therapeutic effects of prism adaptation and also the functional 
interplay between brain areas involved.
Another important issue in relation to prism adaptation therapy in the future will be to 
establish the most efficient protocol that leads to the optimal beneficial effects in neglect. Up to 
now all studies applying prism therapy to neglect have been using more or less an identical
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paradigm to adapt patients to the prisms. It would be important to test whether different 
adaptation paradigms may have differential effects on neglect, both in order to investigate 
possible mechanisms behind the prism-related neglect improvement and in order to establish the 
most efficient protocol for clinical practice. For example, one could compare a protocol where the 
visuo-manual adaptation is taking place only in the left versus only in the right hemispace, as 
defined by the patients’ own midline, to examine for example whether the beneficial effects of 
prisms (and/or the pathologically large SSA after-effect in most patients) could be related to 
active corrective pointing towards the patients’ ‘bad’ left side during the adaptation procedure, 
thus acting as a cue for that side. If this is case it should be expected that patients will show 
prism-related benefits when adapted by visuo-manual adaptation only within the left hemispace, 
but not within only the right hemispace.
Finally, the relationship between neglect improvement in SSA and in other behavioural 
measures after prism therapy is worth further investigation. Could it actually be that most or 
many of the behavioural benefits in neglect seen after prism adaptation are related to a 
beneficial shift in SSA, and therefore the potential rebalancing of the egocentric reference 
frames in neglect patients more towards the contralesional side? The initial findings here 
suggested some relationship between neglect improvement in SSA and a standard cancellation 
task after prism adaptation.
Finally, the new results presented here on cross-modal extinction have added to the 
growing knowledge about the neural correlates underlying sensory extinction phenomena, 
commonly arising in combination with neglect (but not always), after right hemisphere damage. 
Although the single case study here was revealing as to the underlying neural mechanisms of 
cross-modal extinction between vision and touch, replication in further cases is required in the 
future, in order to validate and allow generalization of these results. Studying more than one 
patient may be crucial, as in principle a brain lesion may produce significant reorganization of the 
surviving, surrounding tissue, and thus the functional activations seen in patients with different 
lesion anatomy, in response to a specific condition, may vary significantly. Further, if this is the 
case, it would be interesting to investigate the effect that lesions in different areas may have on 
the functional activation of remote intact regions of the brain during extinction paradigms. As 
neglect and extinction phenomena are generally agreed to arise after damage to various areas 
forming a neural circuitry, damage in different parts of that network should presumably affect its 
function in a different way, despite the potential manifestation of similar behavioural deficits. 
Moreover, few if any studies to my knowledge (but see the single case study of Kobayashi eta lI, 
2005; which however did not distinguish between felt and extinguished trials as here) have 
investigated to date the neural correlates for right extinction after left hemisphere damage. 
Although less frequent than left extinction, right extinction phenomena could be interesting to
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study further with fMRI, in view of longstanding hemispheric rivalry accounts of neglect and 
extinction (Heilman & Valenstein, 1972, 1979; Kinsbourne, 1970; 1977; 1987; Mesulam, 1981; 
1990). For a more anatomically controlled study of the neural effects of parietal (and/or temporal 
or frontal) lesions in sensory awareness, TMS could also be used to produce transient 
disruptions to predefined areas, the effects of which on remote brain regions might then be 
measured by conventional fMRI methods (for recent application of combined TMS and fMRI 
methods see Bestmann et a!., 2006; Ruff et al., 2006). This may be particularly pertinent for 
future studies of extinction, given the existence of some TMS-induced ‘models’ for extinction in 
normals (e.g. Meister et a i, 2006; Oliveri et aL, 1999; 2000a; 2000b; Pascual-Leone et at., 
1994).
We now know that visual and tactile events that patients may fail to perceive due to 
competition from concurrently presented stimuli can activate primary sensory areas, which are 
also activated when these stimuli are consciously perceived (see Chapter 5 as well as Eimer et 
at., 2002; Kobayashi, e ta l'., 2005; Preissl, etal., 2001; Remy et al., 1999; Valenza et a!., 2004). 
We also suspect that awareness for such stimuli requires additional activation of higher order 
areas in the parietal and frontal lobes. Although both consciously and unconsciously perceived 
stimuli appear to activate primary sensory areas, it may be the case that there are significant 
differences in the way that these are processed by individual subregions within the sensory 
cortices. For this purpose I am planning in the future to take advantage of the retinotopic 
mapping method, in order to study the exact pattern of activation within distinct areas of the 
primary visual cortex both for perceived and extinguished visual stimuli. This approach could be 
interesting in respect of the ongoing controversy over the role of area V1 in visual awareness 
(e.g. see Dehaene & Naccache, 2001; Pascual-Leone A, Walsh, 2001; Rees, Kreiman & Koch, 
2001; Weiskrantz, 1996; Zeki, 2001) and could also be informative as to the exact contribution of 
each separate visual area to unconscious and conscious processing of visual information in 
extinction patients. This approach could also reveal how far unconscious visual information can 
travel through the visual processing stream, despite lack of awareness by the patients.
Another interesting line of research could be the concurrent investigation within the same 
patient(s) of extinction phenomena within different modalities (e.g. tactile and visual). This 
approach could offer critical insight as to the extent to which sensory awareness may act in a 
supramodal way and as to whether awareness for stimuli in different modalities may depend 
partially on a similar neural network. I reported some initial evidence in Chapter 5 that this may 
hold true at least in some cases, as some frontal activations found in my study for consciously 
perceived touch, appear to overlap with reported activations for visual awareness in other 
studies of extinction (Vuilleumier etal., 2001), and also in some studies of normals (Lumer etal., 
1998; Rees et a!., 2002), suggesting that these areas may play a supramodal role in perceptual
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awareness. However, this observation is based on studies using different patients and/or normal 
subjects while also employing different paradigms.
Finally, having shown here that neglect can be substantially modulated by top-down 
factors related to the current task goal, I am now planning in the future to use functional MRI to 
investigate the neural mechanisms behind task modulations of awareness in neglect and 
extinction. For practical reasons extinction provides again an ideal framework for such an 
investigation. Thus, a future aim is specifically to study the neural basis of the effect of task- 
related attention in extinction patients, by manipulating the task goal (contrast two tasks: report 
whether each trial consisted of a stimulus on the left, the right or both hemifields; with attention 
thus distributed across space; or report only whether each trial contained a stimulus on the left or 
not; condition of focused attention to the left), while always maintaining fixation at the same 
central location. The main aim here would be to identify those brain areas that may be crucial in 
modulating spatial awareness for visual stimuli as a function of top-down attention in extinction 
patients.
Despite substantial progress in understanding neglect and related attentional deficits over 
the last 30 years or more, our knowledge on how the normal brain represents space, attention 
and action and how these and other processes may be disrupted selectively by brain damage is 
still far from complete. Neglect and extinction continue to pose a significant challenge for 
neuropsychological research and rehabilitation. Although I hope that the present thesis has 
added to the growing knowledge on the mechanisms involved in this fascinating syndrome, by 
investigating various factors that may have an impact on some of its manifestations, I also hope 
that it has raised a number of interesting challenges for future research also.
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Individual patient case details
Following the procedure and diagnostic criteria previously described in Chapter 2, 20 right 
hemisphere stroke patients in total, showing left neglect, were recruited as subjects for the 
experimental studies described in this thesis. Patients were recruited from Kings College 
Hospital or from Homerton University Hospital. A few patients were also seen while already living 
in the community, after direct referrals to me from individual neurologists.
All patients recruited had fairly typical lesions and symptoms for right-hemisphere stroke 
patients with left neglect. Detailed case descriptions and scores on several screening tests, as 
measured at the time of first testing, are provided below, for each individual patient. Lesion plots 
of the patients’ scans (produced using the MRIcro software, Rorden & Brett, 2000; see chapter 
4) are also given where available. Table A.1 summarises details of age and sex; results of some 
screening neglect tests (Star and Mesulam cancellation tests, line bisection, chimeric objects, 
chimeric faces); time post stroke at the time of screening; presence or absence of hemianopia 
on confrontation; and lesion aetiology and anatomy for each individual patient.
MM
Patient MM was a 60 year old female nurse, admitted to hospital with left-sided weakness. 
A CT scan one day after admission to hospital showed an acute right MCA/PCA cortical stroke 
leading to loss of cortical mass in the right occipital lobe and extending into the watershed area 
between the MCA and PCA artery, in occipital and the parietal lobe (see Figure A.1. for a plot of 
her lesion). MM was screened for neglect 3 weeks post stroke, and showed clear signs of left 
neglect on paper and pencil testing, cancelling only 3/27 stars on the left but 18/27 on the right in 
the Star Cancellation test of the Behavioural Inattention Inventory (Wilson, Cockburn & Halligan, 
1987). On the Mesulam shape cancellation test (Weintraub & Mesulam, 1985) she cancelled 
7/30 targets on the left but 14/30 on the right. Finally on the Bells cancellation test (Gauthier, 
Dehault, & Joanette, 1989) she cancelled 7/17 targets on the left and 14/17 on the right. She 
also showed signs of neglect in a line bisection task (for five 18cm lines, her mean error to the 
right was 4.13cm, sd=9.86). MM was unable to identify or name correctly the left side of any of
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the 20 chimeric object figures presented to her and in the chimeric face task chose 17/20 times 
the face with the right smiling half on the right. MM also showed signs of tactile extinction; as 
well as complete left homonymous hemianopia on confrontation.
Figure A. 1. Lesion plot o f patient MM.
DL
Patient DL was a 59 year old male journalist who suffered a right hemisphere stroke, 
leaving him with left sided motor weakness for the upper and lower limb. An MRI scan after the 
incident showed a right fronto-parietal lesion, involving the deep white matter in the frontal and 
parietal lobe (see Figure A.2 for a plot of his lesion). DL was first seen 18 months post stroke, 
and was then screened for neglect. At that time he still showed contralesional neglect on several 
paper and pencil tests and a very strong spontaneous gaze deviation towards the ipsilesional 
side. On the Mesulam shape cancellation test he cancelled only 1/30 targets on the left but 
21/30 on the right and on the Bells cancellation test he cancelled 0/17 targets on the left and 
15/17 on the right, demonstrating significant neglect for the contralesional side. He showed 
milder neglect for the Stars cancellation test, cancelling 24/27 stars on the left side and 26/27 on 
the right side. In the chimeric face task DL chose 19/20 times the face with the smiling half on 
the right. DL showed signs of overcompensation in line bisection (for five 18cm lines, his mean 
error to the le ft was 10.75cm, sd=4.57) and only mild signs of neglect in a word reading task. DL 
also presented with visual and tactile extinction on confrontation. Signs of personal neglect were 
also reported by his physiotherapist.
Figure A.2. Lesion plot o f patient DL.
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EY
Patient EY was a 74 year old female, admitted to hospital with left-sided weakness and 
profound confusion. A CT scan 5 days later showed an area of low attenuation within the right 
parietal and occipital lobes consistent with infarction (see Figure A.3 for her lesion plot). EY was 
first screened for neglect 3 months post stroke, and still showed clear signs of neglect on paper 
and pencil testing, cancelling only 9/27 on the left but 20/27 stars on the right in the Star 
Cancellation test. She also showed signs of neglect in line bisection (for five 18cm lines, her 
mean error to the right was 4.21cm, sd=3.32), on the BIT figure copying subtest and when 
drawing objects from memory. EY was unable to identify or name correctly the left side of any of 
the 20 chimeric object figures presented to her and in the chimeric face task chose 18/20 times 
the face with the right smiling half on the right. She presented with complete left homonymous 
hemianopia and also showed visual extinction within her good visual field on confrontation, 
systematically extinguishing the leftmost out of two stimuli (wiggled fingers) when these were 
presented simultaneously within her right visual field; but accurately detecting a single stimulus 
when presented at either position within this intact field.
Figure A.3. Lesion plot o f patient EY.
CO
CO was a 57 year old female, who suffered a large infarct in the territory of the right 
middle cerebral artery. CT performed one day after the onset of her symptoms revealed an area 
of low attenuation involving the white matter and cortex in the right frontal lobe and underlying 
white matter, also extending to the right basal ganglia and right insular cortex (see Figure A.4 for 
lesion plot). She was admitted to hospital after waking up with left sided weakness. She was fully 
oriented in time, place and person. CO was screened for neglect 3 weeks post stroke. At this 
time, she still showed neglect on clinical paper and pencil tests, cancelling only 5/27 targets on 
the left but 24/27 on the right in the Star cancellation test. She also showed some neglect on a 
line bisection task (for five 18cm lines, her mean error to the right was 2.4cm, sd=1.36). She was 
unable to identify or name correctly the left side of any of the 20 chimeric object figures 
presented to her and in the chimeric face task chose 20/20 times the face with the right smiling
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half on the right. CO had fully intact fields on confrontation, but showed visual and tactile 
extinction to confrontation, as well as left sided motor weakness for the upper and lower limb.
Figure A.4. Lesion plot o f patient CO.
AK
Patient AK was a 64 year old male who suffered a haemorrhagic stroke. He was found 
collapsed by a relative, showing slurred speech, confusion and inability to move. CT on 
admission showed a subcortical intracranial haemorrhage, involving deep white matter in the 
region of the right external capsule and claustrum, leaving insular cortex intact (see Figure A.5 
for lesion plot). AK was tested experimentally four and a half months post stroke, when he still 
showed contralesional neglect on several paper and pencil tests. On the Stars cancellation test 
he cancelled 12/27 stars on the left side but 24/27 on the right side. On the Mesulam shape 
cancellation test (Weintraub and Mesulam, 1985) he cancelled only 4/30 targets on the left but 
21/30 on the right. Some signs of neglect were also found in line bisection (for five 18cm lines, 
his mean error to the right was 1.39cm, sd=0.75). He was unable to identify or name correctly 
the left side of any of the 20 chimeric object figures presented to him and in the chimeric face 
task chose 16/20 times the face with the right smiling half on the right. AK also presented with 
complete left homonymous hemianopia, but also showed visual extinction within his good visual 
field on confrontation, as described above; plus left sided motor weakness for the upper and 
lower limb. He also exhibited some mild dysarthria and dysphasia, but this did not affect the 
experimental testing.
Figure A.5. Lesion plot o f patient AK.
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TG
Patient TG was a 77 year old female pensioner, admitted to hospital after having collapsed 
during a holiday, showing pronounced left sided weakness. A CT scan 3 days later showed a 
subacute watershed infarct in the right ACA/MCA territories with white matter involvement (see 
Figure A.6 for lesion plot). TG had also had a previous CVA 6 years prior to this incident 
constituting of a right cerebellar infarct and lacunar infarcts in the right basal ganglia and 
posterior internal capsule. TG was screened for neglect 5 weeks post stroke, and showed clear 
signs of neglect on paper and pencil testing, cancelling no stars at all on the left and only 7/27 
stars on the rightmost column of the Star Cancellation test. She also showed strong signs of 
neglect in a line bisection task (for three 18 cm lines, her mean error to the right was 6.83cm, 
sd=1.21). TG was unable to identify or name correctly the left side of any of the 20 chimeric 
figures presented to her. In the chimeric face task she chose 11/20 times the face with the right 
smiling half on the right, thus not demonstrating an ipsilesional bias in this task. TG also 
presented with tactile extinction on confrontation and showed extreme spontaneous gaze 
deviation towards the right.
Figure A.6. Lesion plot o f patient TG.
AM
Patient AM was a 67 year old male pensioner who suffered a right stroke, leaving him with 
mild left sided hemiparesis. A CT scan performed two days later revealed an extensive area of 
CSF density involving the right temporal and parietal lobes with some associated widening of the 
right lateral ventricle consistent with an old right MCA infarct. Also age related involutional 
changes and low attenuation in the periventricular and deep white matter consistent with small 
vessel disease were noted. No bleed was identified. An MRI scan performed closer to the time 
when AM was tested experimentally showed a relatively confined lesion around the temporo­
parietal junction, plus some frontal damage (see Figure A.7 for lesion plot). AM was first seen 
and screened for neglect within one week of admission, showing contralesional neglect on 
several paper and pencil tests. On the Stars cancellation test he cancelled 0/27 stars on the left 
side and 12/27 on the right side. Similarly, on the Mesulam shape cancellation test he cancelled 
only 0/30 targets on the left and 16/30 on the right, demonstrating significant neglect for the
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contralesional side. AM was unable to identify or name correctly the left side of any of the 20 
chimeric object figures presented to him and in the chimeric face task he chose 16/20 times the 
face with the smiling half on the right. Signs of neglect were also found in line bisection (for five 
18cm lines, his mean error to the right was 7.75cm, sd=1.57). AM presented both visual and 
tactile extinction on confrontation.
Figure A  7. Lesion plot o f patient AM.
EH
Patient EH was a 60 year old female, who was admitted to hospital with right temporal 
headache, slurred speech and drowsiness. A CT scan showed a large subarachnoid 
haemorrhage with extension into the sylvian fissure on the right hemisphere (see Figure A.8 for 
lesion plot). A cerebral angiogram revealed a right middle cerebral artery aneurysm, after which 
she underwent an emergency craniotomy and clipping of the aneurysm. After discharge from 
hospital she was admitted for rehabilitation with no movement of the left upper limb, left 
homonymous hemianopia and left facial palsy (UMN). She was wheelchair bound and 
complaining of severe headaches. EH was screened for neglect a year and a half post stroke, 
and still showed very clear signs of neglect on paper and pencil testing, cancelling no targets on 
the left and 26/30 targets on the right in the Mesulam shape cancellation test. On the Bells 
cancellation test she cancelled 0/17 targets on the left and 8/17 on the right. She also showed 
strong signs of neglect in a line bisection task (for five 18cm lines, her mean error to the right 
was 49cm, sd=1.12). EH was unable to identify or name correctly the left side of any of the 20 
chimeric object figures presented to her and in the chimeric face task chose 20/20 times the face 
with the right smiling half on the right.
Figure A.8. Lesion plot o f patient EH.
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KP
KP was a 51 year old male who was admitted to hospital unconscious. A CT scan showed 
an acute subdural haemorrhage and intracerebral bleed in the right temporal lobe, right 
cerebellum and also the brainstem. He underwent several neurosurgical procedures in the next 
two weeks, including emergency craniotomy and evecuation of his haemorrhage, with clipping, 
partial right temporal lobectomy, and due to neurosurgical deterioration suffered further bleeding 
from a PCA. He developed hydrocephalus and an external ventricular drain was required for a 
period. More recent brain imaging shows he has been left with a marked brain damage with 
various areas of brain atrophy, ischaemic changes, ventricular dilation and parts of the temporal 
lobe surgicaly removed (see Figure A.9 for lesion plot). KP presented with rather poor memory 
and attention, left homonymous hemianopia, moderate dysphasia, marked left visual neglect, 
sensory neglect, left hemiparesis and visual extinction. As a consequence of his huge lesion KP 
showed very marked spatial neglect, cancelling only 8 targets in the rightmost column of the Star 
cancellation test (out of a total of 54) and 6 targets only in the rightmost column of the Mesulam 
cancellation test (out of a total of 60). KP was unable to identify or name correctly the left side of 
any of the 20 chimeric object figures presented to him (although interestingly he was unusual in 
identifying the right side of the chimeric figures as ‘half a cow’ or ‘half a bike’ etc.) and in the 
chimeric face task chose 20/20 times the face with the right smiling half on the right. He also 
demonstrated neglect in line bisection (for five 18cm lines, his mean error to the right was 5.9cm, 
sd=1.69) and word reading (reading either only the right half of single words or misreading the 
left half of single words).
Figure A.9. Lesion plot o f patient KP.
CM
CM was a 62 year old female. An initial CT and a subsequent MRI scan showed extensive 
ischaemic damage in the MCA territory of the right hemisphere, extending to the frontal cortex 
and including the basal ganglia (see Figure A. 10 for CM’s lesion plot). CM presented with dense 
left sided hemiplegia. Overall, she had poor sustained attention and presented with memory 
problems. Her visual fields were found intact on confrontation. CM presented tactile extinction on 
confrontation. On the Star cancellation test she was found to cancel 0/27 targets on the left and
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13/27 targets on the right. Similarly on the Bells cancellation test she cancelled 0/17 targets on 
the left and 6/17 targets on the right. When bisecting lines she showed a rightward error (for 5 
18cm lines she erred by a mean of 6.12cm, sd=2.45).
Figure A. 10. Lesion plot o f patient CM.
OA
OA was a 41 year old male seen for the first time one year and a half post stroke. An MRI 
scan performed two years post-stroke revealed a big lesion encompassing the right parietal and 
frontal lobes and underlying white matter (see Figure A. 11 for lesion plot). In the Star 
cancellation test he cancelled 13/27 targets on the left and 27/27 targets on the right. In the Bells 
cancellation test he cancelled 5/17 targets on the left and 14/17 targets on the right. Finally in the 
Mesulam cancellation he cancelled 3/30 targets on the left and 30/30 targets on the right. When 
bisecting 5 18cm lines he showed a mild only bias to the right, erring only by 1.4cm (sd=2.30). 
He also showed some signs of neglect in drawing objects from memory (i.e. a clock etc.). OA 
correctly identified and named the left side of 8/20 of the chimeric object figures presented to him 
and in the chimeric face task chose 18/20 times the face with the right smiling half on the right. 
He presented with visual and tactile extinction on confrontation.
Figure A. 11. Lesion plot o f patient OA.
PH
PH was a 51 male warehouse worker admitted to hospital after presenting right sided 
weakness. A CT scan on admission and subsequent MRI scans revealed a large right sided 
intracerebral bleed and subarachnoid haemorrhage (see Figure A. 12 for a plot of his lesion).
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Neuropsychological testing 9 months post stroke revealed some sustained attention and 
memory problems. He presented with complete homonymous hemianopia and left hemiparesis. 
On the Stars cancellation test he cancelled 0/27 stars on the left side and 10/27 on the right side. 
On the Mesulam shape cancellation test he cancelled 0/30 targets on the left and 12/30 on the 
right. Some mild signs of neglect were also found in line bisection (for five 18cm lines, his mean 
error to the right was 0.8cm, sd=0.57). PH was unable to identify or name correctly the left side 
of any of the 20 chimeric object figures presented to him and in the chimeric face task chose 
17/20 times the face with the right smiling half on the right.
Figure A. 12. Lesion plot o f patient PH.
GK
GK was a 68-year-old man when admitted to hospital with acute confusion. He was 
agitated but had no weakness or primary disturbance of sensation in his limbs, and no visual 
field defect or gaze palsy. He tended to orient his eyes and head to the right, and to neglect 
people to his left. When tested the following day he showed strong left visual and tactile 
extinction on confrontation. In addition he demonstrated left visual neglect on line bisection, 
erring a mean of 5.1 cm to the right of the true midline on three 18 cm horizontal lines. On pen- 
and-paper cancellation tasks he neglected targets on the left. On the Mesulam shape 
cancellation task he cancelled 17/30 targets on the right and 0/30 on the left. A computed 
tomography scan 18 h after symptom onset demonstrated a low attenuation area in the right 
inferior parietal lobe, consistent with infarction. One year following stroke, GK still continued to 
display left visual extinction and neglect on clinical testing, cancelling 32/60 targets (all on the 
right) on the Mesulam shape cancellation task and scoring 87/146 on the conventional subtests 
of the BIT. At the time of the present studies (approximately 4 years after his stroke) GK was 
fully ambulant and living in the community. GK still showed reliable left visual extinction (with full 
visual fields) and tactile extinction on clinical confrontation and computerised testing. He also 
showed some residual left neglect, although this had improved somewhat. Thus he cancelled 
25/27 on the right but only 17/27 on the left in the Star cancellation test; in the Bells cancellation 
test 16/17 on the right but only 12/17 on the left and showed a mean 2.4cm sd=3.20) rightward 
deviation when bisecting three 18cm lines. A recent structural mri scan (Fig. 2.17) performed
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approximately four years post-stroke demonstrated an area of infarction confined largely to the 
right inferior parietal lobule, but also some atrophy due to degeneration of white matter fibres in 
surrounding parietal and temporal areas, as a long term consequence of the lesion; see Figure
A. 13. for a plot of his lesion.
Figure A. 13. Lesion plot o f patient GK.
DF
DF was a male judge, admitted to hospital with acute confusion. A CT scan briefly after 
admission revealed a right MCA territory frontoparietal infarct (see Figure A. 14. for his lesion 
plot). When first seen by me 13 years post stroke, DF was 72 years old and still presented with 
residual left hemiparesis, left homonymous hemianopia and robust left sided neglect. Even at 
that time, his family reported strong neglect in everyday life (for example he was reported to eat 
only from the right side of his plate) and the patient himself acknowledged having problems with 
the left side of space. On the WAIS he scored IQ: 108 in the Verbal scale and IQ: 63 in the 
Performance scale. While showing no particular signs of neglect in the Star cancellation test 
(cancelling 23/27 targets on the left and 21/27 on the right), he showed neglect in the Mesulam 
cancellation test, cancelling 13/30 targets on the left and 20/30 on the right. He also showed 
strong signs of neglect in the figure copying task of the BIT and in drawing objects from memory. 
He showed some overcompensation in line bisection, erring on average by 0.6cm to the left 
(sd=6.42). DF correctly identified and named the left side of 8/20 of the chimeric object figures 
presented to him (versus 20/20 for the right side), while in the chimeric face task chose 20/20 
times the face with the right smiling half on the right.
Figure A. 14. Lesion plot o f patient DF.
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JA
JA was a 69-year old retired geophysicist who was admitted to hospital after showing 
acute left weakness. A CT scan confirmed a right hemisphere stroke, also revealing a lesion 
confined to the right parieto-occipital area (see Figure A.15 for his lesion plot). In the next week 
JA could walk and use his arm, but had slight weakness on the left side. JA had no visual field 
defect, but marked left neglect on cancellation, line bisection and object copying. In the BIT star 
cancellation test JA cancelled 4/27 targets on the left and 25/27 on the right. Similarly, in the 
Mesulam test he cancelled 4/30 targets on the left and 23/30 on the right. When bisecting three 
18cm lines JA’s mean error was 2cm (sd=0.94) to the right. When presented with the chimeric 
face task, JA chose the face with the right smiling half on the right in 19/20 cases. JA presented 
with strong visual extinction and also motor neglect on Luria's test of alternating hand 
movements.
Figure A. 15. Lesion plot o f patient JA..
WL
WL was a 52 year old right handed male who presented a sudden onset of right sided 
headache, left sided weakness and slurred speech before admission to hospital. He had a CT 
scan revealing an intracerebral haemorrhage in the deep white matter of the right hemisphere, 
with mass effect (see Figure A. 16 for lesion plot). Six months later he still presented with dense 
hemiparesis on the left with hemisensory loss, left sided homonymous hemianopia and left sided 
visual inattention, but no visual extinction on confrontation. On cancellation, he cancelled 0/27 
starts on the left and 13/27 on the right in the Star cancellation test and 0/17 on the left and 5/17 
on the right in the Bells cancellation test. When bisecting five 18cm lines his mean error to the 
right was 3.06cm (sd=1.51cm). WL also showed some signs of neglect in a word reading task, 
misreading the left side in 4/20 words.
Figure A. 16. Lesion plot o f patient WL.
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RA
RA was a 69 year old male admitted to hospital after being found collapsed, with left sided 
weakness and dysphasia. RA had suffered a big right hemishpere infarct in the MCA territory on 
a background of long-standing atrial fibrillation. Three months later, he suffered an extension of 
this lesion. RA had also suffered a previous minor left hemisphere infarct (9 years ago) from 
which apparently he had completely recovered. On testing, 16 months after the final episode, RA 
showed robust signs of left spatial neglect. In the Star cancellation, he cancelled 0/27 stars on 
the left and 22/27 on the right. When bisecting five 18cm lines his mean error was 1.1cm to the 
right (sd=0.52cm). RA correctly identified 6/20 chimeric objects presented to him and in the 
chimeric face task chose 18/20 times the face with the smiling half on the right. Finally, he 
showed neglect signs in the BIT figure copying test and in drawing from memory. RA also 
presented moderate dysphasia, occasional sustained attention problems and verbal memory 
problems, as revealed by extensive neuropsychological testing during rehabilitation, although 
these did not interfere with clinical or experimental testing. No scans were available 
unfortunately.
PO
PO was a 46 year old right handed male builder who was admitted to hospital, following a 
collapse during work, which had been proceeded by sudden onset of severe frontal headache, 
slurred speech and drowsiness. At the time of the incident he was also noted to have dysarthric 
speech, left sided facial droop and left dense hemiparesis. A CT scan demonstrated a large 
intraparenchymal haemorrhage in the right basal ganglia. He had a past history of hypertension. 
He also suffered from severe headaches. When first seen 6 months post stroke, PO presented 
with complete left homonymous hemianopia and left visual neglect. PO neglected the left side in 
17/20 chimeric visual objects presented to him and showed an average 0.2cm (s.d.=1.79) right 
deviation in line bisection. In the Stars cancellation test, he canceled 15/27 stars on the left and 
26/27 stars on the right. In Bells cancellation test, he cancelled 1/17 targets on the left and 11/17 
on the right. No scans were available unfortunately.
TL
TL was a 56 year old male welder who was found collapsed 4 days after having had an 
operation for a knee replacement. He was found to have dense left sided hemiparesis, 
dysphasia, left sided inattention and was promptly diagnosed with a right sided anterior 
circulation stroke. A CT scan confirmed an acute infarct. Two months later he was sent to a 
rehabilitation unit where he was then seen by me. Assessment for neglect took place three
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months post stroke when TL still exhibited neglect in a number of paper and pencil tasks. In the 
Star cancellation, he showed mild neglect by cancelling 24/27 stars on the left and 27/27 on the 
right. However, his neglect was more prominent in the Bells cancellation test, where he 
cancelled 5/17 bells on the left and 17/17 on the right and also in the Mesulam test, where he 
cancelled 13/30 targets on the left and 30/30 on the right. In the chimeric face task TL chose 
18/20 times the face with the smiling half on the right. In line bisection he showed some 
overcompensation towards the left, bisecting five 18cm lines on average by 0.7cm to the left 
(sd=2.1). Finally, he showed some signs of neglect in the BIT figure copying test. Unfortunately I 
was not able to retrieve old or obtain new scans for this patient.
LG
LG was a 23 year old female who presented to hospital on complaining of left arm 
weekness and tingling. She was sent home, but presented to A&E the following day with left 
hemiparesis, persistent neck pain and slurred speech. An MRI brain scan showed features 
consistent with recent ischaemia. The following day she became drousy and an urgent CT scan 
showed massive midline shift and cerebral oedema. An urgent fronto-temporal craniectomy was 
carried out the same day. LG presented with massive damage to the right hemisphere extending 
from the frontal lobe to the occiput leaving her with left hemiparesis, left honomymous 
hemianopia and dense visual and sensory inattention (see her lesion plot in Figure A. 17). Three 
months later she was sent to a rehabilitation unit where she was then seen. Assessment for 
neglect took place four months post stroke when LG still exhibited neglect in a number of paper 
and pencil tasks. In the Star cancellation, she cancelled 18/27 stars on the left and 21/27 on the 
right and in the Mesulam cancellation test she cancelled 11/30 targets on the left and 28/30. In 
the chimeric objects naming test LG neglected 510/20 of the left side of the figures and in the 
chimeric face task she chose 20/20 times the face with the smiling half on the right. In line 
bisection she showed neglect by bisecting five 18cm lines on average by 3.5cm to the right 
(sd=0.7). She also showed signs of neglect in the BIT figure copying test. Finally, she showed 
tactile extinction, plus visual extinction within her ‘good’ visual field as tested on confrontation.
Figure A. 17. Lesion plot o f patient L G.
Table 2.1. Summary of individual patient details.
Patient Sex Age Star Mesutam Line Chim Chim Post­ Hemta- Lesion sMe and pathology
bis % ob/X faces stroke nopia
1 MM F 60 L: 3 R: 18 L: 7 R: 14 46 0 17 1< Yes Rparieto-occipital infarct (PCA/MCA Watershed*)
2 DL M 59 L: 24 R: 26 L: 1 R: 21 -12* 100 19 18 No Rfr onto-parietal infarct
3 EY F 74 L: 9 R: 20 L: 4 R: 15 40 10 18 3 Yes Rparieto-occipital infarct (PCA/MCA Watershed*).
4 CO F 57 L: 5 R: 24 n/a 23 0 20 1< No R MCA infarct, involving the right frontal lobe, right basal ganglia and 
right insular cortex.
5 AK M 64 L: 12 R: 24 L: 4 R: 21 13 0 16 1< Yes R haemorrhage involving the deep white matter in the region of the 
external capsule, claustrum and extreme capsule.
6 TG F L: 0 R: 7 n/a 78 0 11 1 No R infarct in the ACA/MCAterritories with white matter involvement
7 AM M 67 L: 0 R: 12 L: 0 R: 16 85 0 16 1< No R MCA involving the temporo-parietal junction.
8 EH F 59 n/a L: 0 R: 28 54 0 20 16 Yes R large subarachnoid haemorrhage in the MCAterritory with 
extension into the sylvian fissure.
9 KP M 51 L: 0 R: 8 L: 0 R: 6 68 0 18 7 Yes R parietal-temporal lobectomy following SDH and bleed.
10 CM F 64 L: 0 R: 13 n/a 61 n/a n/a 4 n/a R MCA stroke, extending to frontal cortex and including basal 
ganglia.
11 OA M 41 L: 13 R: 27 L: 3 R: 30 1.4 40 18 19 No R large MCA infarct, involving the inferior parietal lobe and frontal 
lobe.
12 PH M 51 L: 0 R: 10 L: 0 R. 12 9 0 17 9 Yes R large intracerebral bleed and subarachnoid haemorrhage.
13 KG M 68 L: 17 R: 25 n/a 27 100 n/a 50 No R inferior parietal infarction, with some degeneration of white matter 
parietal and temporal areas.
14 DF M 72 n/d L: 13 R: 20 -8* 61 20 171 No R hemisphere stroke. Exact location of lesion unknown.
15 JA M 69 L: 4 R: 25 L: 4 R: 23 2 86 19 1< No R stroke involving the parietal and occipital lobe.
16 WL M 52 L: 0 R: 27 n/a 34 0 20 6 Yes R intracerebral haemorrhage involving white matter
17 RA M 69 L: 0 R: 22 n/a 12 31 18 16 Yes R MCA stroke, with later unknown extension
18 PO M 46 L: 15 R. 26 n/a 2 13 6 Yes R haemorrhage involving the basal ganglia
19 TL M 56 L: 24 R: 27 L:13 R:30 -7 94 18 3 No R stroke in the AC A terrftory
20 LG F 23 L: 18 R: 21 L:11 R:28 39 50 20 4 Yes R MCA infarct, RIC A dissection, R fronto-temporal craniectomy 233
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Anatomical details
This appendix contains images, generated using the MRIcro software (Rorden & Brett, 
2000; www.mricro.com), demonstrating the anatomical locations of lesion overlap for patients 
participating in each of Experiments 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. Some additional exploratory anatomical 
analyses (lesion overlaps and subtractions) compare sub-groups of patients showing distinct 
behavioural patterns of results within experiments 3, 4 and 5. Lesion data for patients TL, RA 
and PO were not available and thus those patients’ lesions have been excluded from the 
analyses and overlap maps of the relevant experiments.
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Experiment 1
Figure B. 1. Lesion overlap map showing the degree o f involvement for each voxel in the lesions o f six 
neglect patients participating in experiment 1 (DL, EY, CO, OA, WL and LG; but not TL). The range o f the 
colour scale derives from the absolute number o f patient lesions involved in each voxel. The map is 
presented as 2D axial renderings on the MNi 'representative'brain, in descending steps. 12 axial slices are 
shown that correspond to Z-coordinates 48, 36, 30, 24, 20, 16, 13, 3, -3,-6,-11 and -16 o f the MNi space. 
The region o f maximal lesion overlap for the patients participating in experiment 1 (illustrated above in 
yellow), appears to be in the area o f the right putamen and internal capsule.
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Experiment 2
Figure B.2. Lesion overlap map showing the degree o f involvement for each voxel in the lesions o f fourteen 
neglect patients participating in experiment 2 (MM, DL, AK, CM, EY, CO, EH, KP, AM, OA, PH, DF, WL and 
LG; but not RA, TL, PO). The range o f the colour scale derives from the absolute number o f patient lesions 
involved in each voxel. The map is presented as 2D axial renderings on the MNi ‘representative' brain, in 
descending steps. 12 axial slices are shown that correspond to Z-coordinates 48, 36, 30, 24, 20, 16, 13, 3, 
-3,-6,-11 and -16 o f the MNI space. The region o f maximal overlap in this group o f patients (illustrated 
above in yellow), appears to be in the area o f the right putamen and internal capsule.
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Experiment 3
Figure B.3. Lesion overlap map showing the degree o f involvement for each voxel in the lesions o f thirteen 
neglect patients participating in experiment 3 (MM, DL, AK, CM, EY, CO, EH, KP, AM, OA, PH, WL and 
LG). The range o f the colour scale derives from the absolute number o f patient lesions involved in each 
voxel. The map is presented as 2D axial renderings on the MNi 'representative' brain, in descending steps. 
12 axial slices are shown that correspond to Z-coordinates 48, 36, 30, 24, 20, 16, 13, 3, -3,-6,-11 and -16 
o f the MNi space. The region o f maximal overlap in this group o f patients (illustrated above in yellow), 
appears to be in the area o f the right putamen and internal capsule.
The results of Experiment 3 in cancellation showed that on a case-by case basis 
approximately half of the patients (n=7) were affected significantly by the experimental 
manipulation (point and fixate to each item in the array serially while making a verbal judgement 
about whether each item was a circle or a cross; or whether each item in turn contained a gap or 
not), whereas the other half (n=6) showed no such effect of the shape versus gap task. As an 
initial post-hoc exploration of whether this might reflect lesion anatomy, I used the MRIcro 
software package to further visualize the extent and location of areas involved separately in the 
lesions of patients showing an individually-significant manipulation effect (see Figure B.4.A) and 
those not being affected significantly by the manipulation (see Figure B.4.B). A comparison 
between the lesion anatomy of those patients whose performance was not affected by the 
manipulation versus the one of those whose performance was, revealed a possible role for the 
body of the caudate nucleus and white matter underlying the superior temporal sulcus (see 
yellow areas in Figure B.4.C below) in the group of patients that were not affected by task 
difficulty here. These areas were involved in the lesions of all 6 patients not showing individually 
a significant manipulation effect, but in no patients showing such an effect. On the contrary 
subtraction revealed no such clear differential overlap for the lesions of patients who were 
affected by task manipulation here as opposed to those who were not (as the areas involved in 
the lesions of patients who improved were also involved in many patients who showed no 
improvement).
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Figure B.4. A. Overlap map showing the degree o f involvement for each voxel in the lesions o f neglect 
patients showing a significant manipulation effect in experiment 3 (MM, DL, AK, EY, CO, LG and OA). B. 
Overlap map showing the degree o f involvement for each voxel in the lesions o f neglect patients not 
showing a significant manipulation effect in Experiment 3 (CM, EH, KP, AM, PH and WL). In both images A 
and B the range o f the colour scale derives from the absolute number o f patient lesions. C. Contrast map 
showing the relative involvement (bins o f 16.67%; apart from purple bar which represents -16.67... 
+ 16.67%) o f each voxel in the lesions o f patients who did not show a significant manipulation effect 
compared to those who did show an effect. The colour scale covers a range o f voxel involvement in the two 
lesion groups, from involvement only in the neglect group which showed a significant manipulation effect 
only (light blue), to involvement only in the neglect group not showing this effect only (yellow). The maps 
are presented as 2D axial renderings on the MNi 'representative'brain, in descending steps. 12 axial slices 
are shown that correspond to Z-coordinates 48, 36, 30, 24, 20, 16, 13, 3, -3,-6, -11 and -16 o f the MNi 
space.
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Experiment 4
Figure B.5. Lesion overlap map showing the degree o f involvement for each voxel in the lesions o f neglect 
patients participating in experiment 4 (EH, AM, OA, PH, DF, WL and LG; but not TL & RA). The range 
o f the colour scale derives from the absolute number o f patient lesions involved in each voxel. The map is 
presented as 2D axial renderings on the MNi ‘representative' brain, in descending steps. 12 axial slices are 
shown that correspond to Z-coordinates 48, 36, 30, 24, 20, 16, 13, 3, -3,-6,-11 and -16 o f the MNi space. 
The region o f maximal overlap in this group o f patients (illustrated above in yellow), appears to be in the 
area o f the right putamen and surrounding white matter.
The results of Experiment 4 in cancellation showed that on a case-by case level approximately 
half of the patients (OA, PH, RA and LG) were affected significantly by the manipulation (In the 
‘colour’ condition patients were instructed to mark all the red or green stars in the array, 
irrespective of the light or dark shade of colour; in the ‘shade’ condition patients were asked to 
mark all the bright or dark items in the array, regardless of the actual colour of the items), 
whereas the other half (EH, AM, DF, WL and TL) showed no such effect of colour versus shade 
tasks. As an initial post-hoc exploration of whether this might reflect lesion anatomy, I used the 
MRIcro software package to further visualize the extent and location of areas involved separately 
in the lesions of patients showing an individually-significant manipulation effect (specifically OA, 
PH and LG for whom lesion data were available; see Figure B.6.A) and those not being affected 
significantly by the manipulation (specifically EH, AM, DF and WL for whom lesion data were 
available; see Figure B.6.B). A comparison between the lesion anatomy of those patients whose 
performance was not affected by our manipulation versus the one of those whose performance 
was affected, revealed involvement of the right inferior parietal lobe and also the right middle and 
inferior frontal lobe (see yellow areas in Figure B.6.C below) in the group of patients that were 
affected by task difficulty here. These areas were involved in the lesions of all 3 patients showing 
individually a significant manipulation effect, but in no patients not showing such an effect. On 
the contrary the lesions of patients not showing individually a significant manipulation effect 
appeared to involve primarily and differentially the temporo-parietal junction and part of the white 
matter underlying the right temporal lobe.
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Figure B.6. A. Overlap map showing the degree o f involvement for each voxel in the lesions o f neglect 
patients showing a significant manipulation effect in experiment 4 (OA, PH and LG; but not RA). B. 
Overlap map showing the degree o f involvement for each voxel in the lesions o f neglect patients not 
showing a significant manipulation effect (EH, AM, DF and WL; but not TL). in both images A and B the 
range o f the colour scale derives from the absolute number o f patient lesions. C. Contrast map showing the 
relative involvement (bins o f 16.67%; apart from purple bar which represents -16.67... +16.67%) o f each 
voxel in the lesions o f patients who did show a significant manipulation effect compared to those who did 
not show an effect. The colour scale covers a range o f voxel involvement in the two lesion groups, from 
involvement in the neglect group which showed a significant manipulation effect only (yellow), to 
involvement in the neglect group not showing this effect only (light blue). The maps are presented as 2D 
axial renderings on the MNi \representative' brain, in descending steps. 12 axial slices are shown that 
correspond to Z-coordinates 48, 36, 30, 24, 20, 16, 13, 3, -3,-6,-11 and-16 o f the MNi space.
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Experiment 5
Figure B.7. Lesion overlap map showing the degree o f involvement for each voxel in the lesions o f neglect 
patients participating in experiment 5 (EY, AK, CO, EH, AM, PH, DF and MM). The range o f the colour 
scale derives from the absolute number o f patient lesions involved in each voxel. The map is presented as 
2D axial renderings on the MNi ‘representative' brain, in descending steps. 12 axial slices are shown that 
correspond to Z-coordinates 48, 36, 30, 24, 20, 16, 13, 3, -3, -6,-11 and -16 o f the MNI space. The region 
o f maximal lesion overlap in this group o f patients (appearing above in yellow), appears to be in the deep 
white matter behind the inferior parietal lobe.
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Experiment 6
Figure B.8. Lesion overlap map showing the degree o f involvement for each voxel in the lesions o f neglect 
patients participating in all tasks in experiment 6 (EY, AK, CO, EH, AM, PH, DF and JA; but not TL). 
The range o f the colour scale derives from the absolute number o f patient lesions involved in each voxel. 
The map is presented as 2D axial renderings on the MNI ‘representative' brain, in descending steps. 12 
axial slices are shown that correspond to Z-coordinates 48, 36, 30, 24, 20, 16, 13, 3, -3,-6,-11 and -16 o f 
the MNi space. The region o f maximal lesion overlap in this group o f patients (appearing above in yellow), 
appears to be in the deep white matter behind the inferior parietal lobe.
The results of Experiment 5 on the chimeric/non-chimeric face discrimination task showed that 
whereas patients AM and EY showed a significant improvement in this task immediately after 
adaptation to rightward deviating prisms, patients EH and PH failed to show a significant 
improvement as individuals. As a very preliminary post-hoc exploration of whether this might 
reflect lesion anatomy, I used the MRIcro software package to further visualize the extent and 
location of areas involved separately in the lesions of AM and EY (see Figure B.9.A) and EH and 
PH (see Figure B.9.B). A subtraction comparison between the lesion anatomy of these two sets 
of patients, revealed a clear involvement of more posterior areas in the right occipital and 
parietal lobes in the lesions of patients AM and EY, whose performance was significantly 
affected by the prism manipulation (see areas in yellow in Figure B.9.C below); and in contrast 
involvement of more anterior areas in the right parietal and frontal lobes in patients EH and PH, 
whose performance was not affected by the prism manipulation (see areas in light blue in Figure
B.9.C).
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Figure B.9. A. Overlap map showing the degree o f involvement for each voxel in the lesions o f neglect 
patients showing a significant prism manipulation effect in the chimeric/non-chimeric face discrimination 
task in experiment 6 (AM and EY). B. Overlap map showing the degree o f involvement for each voxel in 
the lesions o f neglect patients not showing a significant prism manipulation effect in the chimeric/non- 
chimeric face discrimination task in experiment 6 (EH and PH). In both images A and B the range o f the 
colour scale derives from the absolute number o f patient lesions. C. Contrast map showing the relative 
involvement (bins o f 16.67%; apart from purple bar which represents -16.67... +16.67%) o f each voxel in 
the lesions o f patients who did show a significant manipulation effect compared to those who did not show 
an effect. The colour scale covers a range o f voxel involvement in the two lesion groups, from involvement 
in the neglect group which showed a significant manipulation effect only (yellow), to involvement in the 
neglect group not showing this effect only (light blue). The maps are presented as 2D axial renderings on 
the MNI ‘representative' brain, in descending steps. 12 axial slices are shown that correspond to Z- 
coordinates 48, 36, 30, 24, 20, 16, 13, 3, -3,-6,-11 and -16 o f the MNI space.
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Ethical Considerations
As the present study involved the use of human patients, ethical approval was sought from 
the relevant Research Ethics committees at the hospitals where patients were recruited, namely 
King’s College Hospital Research Ethics Committee and (for Homerton hospital) East London 
and the City Research Ethics Committee, before the commencement of this project.
Potential stroke patients were approached after consideration of several factors including 
their general health condition (only patients who were considered by their doctors to be in a 
stable medical condition were approached); their lesion anatomy; and the reports made by 
relevant clinicians. They were then screened for neglect either by myself or by a member of the 
hospital staff. If patients demonstrated signs of spatial neglect, they were invited to take part in 
the present study subject to free informed consent (see below) in accord with the local ethical 
approval. Patients who considered doing so were given an information sheet (see below) and 
the purpose and details of the present study were explained to them. In terms of the prism 
adaptation aspect of the present project particularly, it was explained to the patients that 
although it was hoped that they might benefit from this treatment method, this was by no means 
guaranteed. It was also explained to them that the purpose of the present intervention was to 
investigate this treatment method further, so that we may be able to help treat patients with 
neglect in the future, rather than to provide a clinical treatment per se at the time.
In terms of the magnetic resonance imaging and the other anatomical aspects of the 
present studies, patients were informed that they might be asked to undergo a structural or a 
functional scan as part of this study. However it was made clear that they did not need to agree 
to this, as the scan was entirely optional and for research purposes only. For all aspects of this 
study, patients were told that they were free to decline or to withdraw at any stage, without their 
normal medical treatment being affected in any way. If they decided to take part they were free 
to withdraw at any time and without giving a reason (see below).
Patients had a minimum of two days to decide whether they wished to participate in this 
study or not. Consent was sought from them if their decision was positive, and family members 
were also informed where possible. Patients who accepted the offer to participate in this study 
filed in and signed three copies of the consent form, after reading the information sheet: one for
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the experimenter to keep, one for them to keep and one for their medical records. The consent 
form and the information sheet given to the patients can be seen below.
No testing session lasted for more than 45 minutes, in order to avoid patient fatigue.
All patient-related information collected during the course of this research was kept strictly 
confidential and anonymised. All patients have been considered anonymously in existing 
publications in scientific journals and the same will apply for any future publications.
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VISUAL NEGLECT AFTER STROKE
You are being invited to take part in a research study. Before you decide it is important for you 
to understand why the research is being done and what it will involve. Please take time to read 
the following information carefully and discuss it with friends and relatives if you wish. Ask us if 
there is anything that is not clear or if you would like more information. Take time to decide 
whether or not you wish to take part.
Consumers for Ethics in Research (CERES) publish a leaflet entitled ‘Medical Research and 
You’. This leaflet gives more information about medical research and looks at some questions 
you may want to ask. A copy may be obtained from CERES, PO Box 1365, LONDON, N16 
OBW.
Thank you for reading this.
What is the purpose of the study?
We are trying to find out more about problems that occur after stroke and how to improve them. 
‘Neglect’ is a term used to describe problems with awareness on one side of the world around 
you.
Why have I been chosen?
The doctors looking after you feel that you may be experiencing problems with awareness on 
one side of space.
Do I have to take part?
It is up to you to decide whether or not to take part. If you decide to take part you will be given 
this information sheet to keep and be asked to sign a consent form. If you decide to take part 
you are still free to withdraw at any time and without giving a reason. This will not affect the 
standard of care you receive.
What will happen to me if I take part?
We will give you some simple tests that do not take long to perform either with a pen and paper 
or on a computer screen. This will show us if you have a problem with awareness on one side of 
space. Over the course of your stay in hospital we would like to try to improve this awareness. 
One way of doing this is by wearing a special pair of glasses for between 5 and 10 minutes while 
pointing to several objects. This will not be done more than twice a week. After wearing the 
special glasses we would like to test you again to see if there is an improvement.
You may be offered a special brain scan during your stay in hospital which does not 
involve any radiation, called a magnetic resonance imaging scan (MRI). You do not need 
to accept this offer to take part in the study as the scan is entirely optional.
Once you have left hospital we would like to see you again. We are based at Queen Square in 
London and we can arrange transport for you if you wish. This is to see if any improvements we 
have made have lasted and also we may offer you a hearing test to see if you have any 
problems with being aware of sounds. You do not have to accept our offer of further testing once 
you have left hospital.
What are the alternatives for diagnosis or treatment?
Currently there is no accepted cure or treatment for neglect.
What are the possible disadvantages and risks of taking part?
We are not aware of any problems caused by wearing the special glasses for such a short 
period of time.
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What are the possible benefits of taking part?
We hope that the treatment will help you. However, this cannot be guaranteed. The information 
we get from this study may help us to treat future patients with neglect.
What if something goes wrong?
If you are harmed by taking part in this research project, there are no special compensation 
arrangements. If you are harmed due to someone’s negligence, then you may have grounds for 
a legal action but you may have to pay for it. Regardless of this, if you wish to make a complaint 
about any aspect of the way you have been approached or treated during the course of this 
study, the normal National Health Service complaints mechanisms may be available to you.
Will my taking part in this study be kept confidential?
All information which is collected about you during the course of the research will be kept strictly 
confidential. Any information about you which leaves the hospital will have your name and 
address removed so that you cannot be recognised from it.
Data Protection Act 1998: UCL (Institute of cognitive neuroscience) will use the information 
given on this form for Research purposes only.
We will inform your GP that we are trying to improve your awareness of space.
What will happen to the results of the research study?
We may publish the results in a scientific journal but you will not be identified.
Thank you for taking part in this study. You will be given a copy of this 
information sheet and a signed consent form to keep.
Who is organising and funding the Contact for further information
research?Mjss Margarita Sarri B Sc m . Sc
The Wellcome Trust . . . . . ~ ___■., _________ ■___
Miss Margarita Sarri, B.Sc., M.Sc. 
Institute of Cognitive Neuroscience 
University College London 
Alexandra House 
Queen Square 
London W C 1N 3A R  
Tel. No.: 0207 679 1129
183 Euston Road 
London NW1 2BE
Who has reviewed the study?
Homerton University Hospital Local 
Research Ethics Committee
PATIENT INFORMATION SHEET FOR NEGLECT STUDY 
January 2004
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CONSENT FORM
Patient Identifier number NB: Three copies should be made, for
For this trial:.............................  (1) patient, (2) researcher, (3) hospital notes
Title of Project: The Cognitive Neuroscience of Visuospatial Neglect
Name of Researcher: Miss Margarita Sarri
Please initial box
1. I confirm that I have read and understand the information
sheet dated January 2004 (version 1) for the above study _____
and have had the opportunity to ask questions.
2. I understand that my participation is voluntary, that the MRI _____
scan is optional and that I am free to withdraw at any time,
without giving any reason, without my medical care or legal 
rights being affected.
3. I understand that sections of any of my medical notes may
be looked at by the research team or by responsible individuals 
form regulatory authorities where it is relevant to my taking part 
in research. I give my permission for these individuals to have 
access to my records.
4. I agree to take part in the above study.
Name o f Patient Date Signature
Name o f Person taking consent Date Signature
Researcher Date Signature
Consent Form, January 2004
